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This is thefinal report and critique. which
investigated the law school admissions process,'and especially the,
Tole of the Law School Admission Test (LSAT)'within that process, for

. possible bias against minority applicants. The study involved the
reanalysis of existing data. Results show that current admission
policies ,unfairly limit the enrollment of minority applicants. The
report-begins by reviewing the Bakke decision. It then examines each
of the _components of the Admissions Index which is a weighted
combination of the undergraduate grade point average (IMPA) 'and the
LSAT score. Overall, the UGPA is less biased against minorities than
is the LSAT. The report presents evidence that shows the differential
-effect of adding LSAT scores to UGPA's for minorities vs. 41ites. The

.

author examines items from the "Law. School Admission Bulletnfand
LSAT Preparation Material" which is commonly- ustd for, practice by__-------'
'potential test takers. Facto/s inherent in the LSAT which_ might-be

.

contributing to low test performance for minorities-ate explained..
Finally. the Th4rndike and Cole models lar---adit*ssiont decisions- are
'evaluated. The .report's recommendations 'include: ,adjusting the LSAT
sCores of minority appl' ntS in recognition of possible cultural

175 bias in the test .-evaluating LSAT scores on an individual basis
.through extemSfire.,review of applicant files;. separating evaluations
for m sty applicants; and disregarding LSAT score's. Without
x-eption, reviewers, who critiqued the Study agreed with the

author's concern for the rethinking of current admissions polities.
'However

/ many reviewers pointed put problems with the methodology
. .

used Olth phevalidity of the report's conclusions;eand with the,
final set of recommendations. (Author/RM)
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A STATEMENT FROM THE
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION

"AN INVESTIGATION INTO THE VALIDITY AND
.' CULTURAL BIAS OF THE LAW. SCHOOL ADMISSION TEST"

"PERMISSION TO REPRODUCE THIS
MATERIAL IN MIPROFICHE ONLY
HAS BEEN GRANTED BY

Nba V Iet /

TO THE EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES
INFORMATION CENTER (ERIC)

This monograph is the final report submitted\to NIE. by Mr. David White,

National Conference of Black Lawyers, as part of a. one7year grant award
,s\-.

(NIE-G-79-0079) to study possible biasesagainst.minOritihs'in law school

"admissions policies and practiC4. Pants of the study, inclUding support fot

a conference and publication of.the results, were funded by a grant from the

Spencer FOundation.

NIE has prepared the following statement based on extensie reviews which

were obtained according to the procedures outlined in the next section. This

statement is being-made by NIE because of the public interest in the general

topic area plus the controversial nature of the conclusions and recommendlations

in the-report.

Review.ProCess _

This report has

during the conduct of

received extensive reviews by

the study as well as

receiveti-by-NIE. Throughout the conduct of

p

researchers and policy makers

after -the-first-dtafi'report was

the study, Mr.), White Wag-guiaed by .

a six-member multi-disciplinary advisory panel which commented on technical and

policy matters; In addition, during the course of theltuay two conferences were

conducted to provide feedback.on the draft report. The first conference was held
.

in Berkeley; California, where 60 participants heard and, commented on the draft*.

This conference was supported by the Spencer Foundationa report of the pro-

ceedings of that conference was prepared for the foundation and will.be published

in the near future. The second conference was held at NIE where several NIE

staftioeople heard Mr. White's presentation and comisnta.1 on various,aspectsof

O
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the draft report. Mr. White has indicated that,he considered comments from both

of these conferences in finishing the final report.

Anticipating wide-spread interest in his study and recognizing the contro-

versial nature of the renort'sfindings, NIE, initiated-an external review of the

final report. Seven: outside reviewers agreed to evaluate final the report.

These'reviewers represented the major audiences for the report: the test

'publisher, (Educaiional_Testing Service) the Law School Admission Council,

researchers, attorneys, psychometricians, and,law school admissions off

Reviewers were asked to comment on three geneial themes: the research methodology,

the validity of the conclusions)based on the evidence presented, and the

.
#

appropriateness of recommendations far changes in law school admissions pr'ocedures'.

These comments form 'tbe basis for this etat ent.

Overview of the Report

The purpose of the study was to inv at the law school ions process,

.

andespecially the role of the Law School Admission Test (LSA1) thin that

process, for possible bias,against minority applicants. The or :anal idea of the

proposal was sugggsted by the recent Bakke vs Regents of the University of

California decision which called for fairer admissionsl.polidies in Mfgher education.

The proposal requested support primarily for reanalysit of existing data. They

award was lade thrdhgh an unsolicitedgrants competition..

The report is divided into seven. sections, plus an extensive appendix of an-

notated reference notes. The report begins with a look at each of the components

of the Admissions Index which is a- weighted combination of undergraduate grade-
,

point aveidW(UGPA) and the (LSAT)' test score. Section I reviews the Bakke

decision, Section 2 discusses the problems of imperfect predictability of law

school grades using the Admissions Index, especially for minorities. Then in

Sections 3 and 4 the report-discusses each of the two components of the Index:

co).lege grades and the LSAT. When reviewing UGPA differences between minorities
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and whites, r he report states that, "The general content of college grades as an
- .q.. . . .

indicator of a variety of personal and academic factors is the same lor
t
grades

, , .

earned by students or by minority students." Overall, the author
,/- .-

I

concludes that the UGPA is less biased against minorities than is the LSAT, in

spite of differences between the grading ptactices of traditionally-black

colleges and those.of majority colleges.
)

In: the next-section, the report presents evidence that shows the differential

effect of adding LSAT scores to UGPA's for m'inorit'ies vs. whites. After pre-

senting-this data, which was taken from a Law School Admission Cpuncil report,,

the report attempts to explain what factors inherent in the

tributfng to low test performance for minorities; Hampered

receive copies of the test itself (the report'wad'completed

LSAT might. be con-

,by an.inability to

before Truth-in

Testing legislation was enacted in New York which mandated release of some-forms

of the LSAT), the

School Admisssion

commonly used for

author restricted his analysis Co items listed in the Law'

Bulletin and LSAT Preparation M4erial-(1979-80) which is

>j
'

practice by potential testtaker. -The report lists several

factors that might affect the performance of minority test takers, including;

nvere time limits or eontent which is insensitive to minority group traditions

sand ignorant of minority community values; content which reinforces prejudicial
.

stereotypes about minority group members; and content which shows Ignorance of the

history of black culture. Here thanaysis is based largely on the author's own
o' i

analytical thinking; he examines item after. item in the Bulletin and suggests how

the item might be confusing, misleading or insulting to minority test takers. He

expands his,arguement beyond the'identificationiof p entially biased items; he

)
theorizes that once a minority applicant encounters an 4fensi/e or insulting

-item, his 6t her pe;formance.on the rest of the -test will necessarily suffer.

The report also presents evidence that performance on the LSAT is more related

to extraneous variables, such as race, family income and age, than it is to '44
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41
performance in law school or success as a lautyer.-

k
In iection 5 Mr.'White examines what happens wheil UGFA and LSAT scores are

combined into a single number for use in admissigns decisions. 5e discussess

at length the problems and fallacies associated with using a weighted sum:

4

.Frahlems such as overprediction, a faulty criterion variable, pendulum effects,

overprediction for low scorns, and the:effects of creeping grade inflation.

Seet--ion-6. examines problems with the use of first yeallaW'school grades

as the ultimate criterion for measuring the validity of theLSAT. The report

concludes that this criterion is unrelated to future success as a lawyer as well

as to general success in law school; The r4brt suggests t t indicators used

in.admissions decisions should be able to predict these longer-term outcomes.

che-finalIlsat4iss-sous.1.4oeet a discussion of ThorndikeX and Cole':k models

leadmissions decision the ?uthor's own evaluation of the adequancy of these

_models, and recommendations for further consideration in trying to establish a

race-fair admissions policy for law schools. 4 V,ecommendi.tions include:

1) adjusting the LSAT scores of minority applicants in recognition of possible

cultural bias in the test; 2) evalUating LSAT scoresf'on an individual basis

through. extensive revie applicant, files; 3) separate evaluations of minority

and majority applicants add 4) disregarding LSAT scores. The report does not

achiacate one policy over another, stating,"No single evaluation process-t

definition of fairness can command paramount legitimacx (p. 131), " as long as the

.

,goal remains to.remove unfairness against minority. applicants.

Highlights of Reviewers Comments

Without exception, reviewers-agreed with the basic goal of the report--to

promote adequate representation of minorities in law schools--and they agreed with

the, author's concern for a rethinking qf, Current admissions policies which,appear

to unfair14, limit the enrollment of minority asplicants: However, many _re4iewers

pointed out'problems with'the methodolo& used, with the validity of the report's
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conclusions, -and with the final set.of recommendations. The next three sections
4:

will deal wits ,each of these problems in turn, but firstwe'll examine what

reviewers pointed out as its most positive aspects.

'Several reviewers indicated that the reRZrt-would b¢- valuable for

admissions officers to read,and think about. For example, most reviewers cited

the value of the report as an intitifl step in sensitizing admissions officials

to as well as potential-problems in current, admissions policies, especially

those that rely heavily on LSAT scores. Other reviewers commented very positively
11.

on the identificatioh of new areas for further research. .For example,'the report

suggests that several mptivational factors may'have adverse impact on minority

test-takers. In another example, the author-speculates 'tat when. a student

.encounters a troublesome, offensive or culturally biased reading passage or xe t

question, the rest of his/her performance on the test'will be adversely affected.

Although neither of:these ideas were tested empirically, in the study, both are

suggestive of areas for further research.

As one reviewer put it:

It is an extra rdinbrily useful report. It provide's

a_clear, sensile, well-developed discussion of
.,

multiple. sources of podsible eulturat bias in the
LSAT; UGPA's and first year law school grades themselves.
The/paper also provides specific recommendations concerning
changes in.law school admissions policies as they effect
minority-applicantpi. 'While i!any persons iu measurement

et
and/or law may not-agree with all'of the assumptions,

' interpretations, and conclusions of this report, the paper
shoul4 be a significant catalyst both for discussion and

,action concerning the development-of new law school admission
policies. --(Reviewer's emphasie,

* .

Despite these generally positive statempnrs concerning the goal of he

report, its'potential role in stimulating new research, and its suggestions for

new admissiots' policies, most reviewers heavily criticized the report for its

methodol glcal approac, the va4dity'of its conclusions, and/or its recant-

tiehdat ons, The problems are discussed in the three sections below.



Meth6ds

The methodological approach Used in this study is one of "advocate"'or.

"advocacy" research. This type of research is designed to co wince the reader

or to advocate& certain position on policy. The researcher begins with a

statement,i belief, or a positibn, and then searches for exikti g data or

-produces a new data that supports the statement, belief or poSition. The

. (

ulimate goal of the research is to convince otheT that the researcher's view

is a valid one. Convincing the reader rests on how well the researcher

logically presents his evidence and how well the researcher discusses and then

refutes alternative or contrary explanations. This method is very similaroto

the way a lawyer builds a brief.

* ,

Since, this report follows the,advocacy research method, most sections begin.

with a statement on a position, followed by'eximples (anecdotes, research data, or

expert opinion} which supports the^initial position. Reviewers noted thit the,,

. .
1

study seemed like - an "advocacy. statement." Another called it "more of a brief

1

for the plaintiff-than an inquiry into the-facts." 'Sometrei.rinwers found the
,

value-laden terms used in the report, which are common in "advbcacy research, to be
k

offensive and distracting.

Some reviewers pointed out that the report made 'a few incorrect statistical
eft .

interpretations and ignored common t&tisticalproperties of prediction equations:

In particular,seviewers noted problems ip,stawastics involving the weighting and

regression formulas used to combine LSAT sco
.

index.

Validity of Conclusions

As pointed out above, the methodology chosen for this repart is a deductive

es and UGPA into a single admissions

4

one: A position is taken and then an examplesare given in support of that
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position. This particular approach was most troublesome to reviewers-- hey

often stated that the conclusions werenot supportable from the evidence iven.

One7eviewer indicated that "Unfortunately, signifi.cant sections.of the analysis

. and Many of the conclusions included in the study haVe serious flaws." When

reviewers cited specific.cases where conclusions seemed overstated or erroneous,

they often indicated that the conclusion had gone well belond the data presented

or had b

effects.

based on some incorrect assumptions about causes and their potential

.

.
'Several reviewers pointed out that the stud4s cited in the report were

selectively chosen, and in a few cases, contrary evidence had been ignored. One

eviewer faulted the report for ignoring a large body of research coadFted by

the Law School Admission'Council which dgmonstrates a statistically significant

relationship )ftween LSAT scores and law school academic performance and which

shows that the LSAT predicts this performance for minorities as well or better

than it does for whites. In addition, reviewers noted that in many cases state-
.

ments were suppOrt4 ed only by rationalization, persuasive argument, expert opinion,

or the euthoes'own analysis--with no supporting,data and withOut, presenting

1\:

other alternatives.

Several reviewers also noted that the author lept from his own analysis of

items takyl from the Bulletin to a statement that the LSI)T is culturally biaSed.

Such a conclusion rests on several assumptions, many.of which reviewers disagreed

.
,

With: 1) that that author's own analysis adequately represents-how minority std-

dents would preform if liven thgt item; 2) that the analysis of other experts
. .0 .

would agree with his own; 3) ilialt

..

only minorities would be affected by faulty items;

ti

4 that the items, in the Bulletintare equivalent and representative of those

given.iri the test; and 5) that the presence of biased items within a test makes

the test itself biased. On this later point one reviewer pointed out that current
t

"reSearch indicates that "item bias is a matter of flegree rather than yes or no,



and test bias and item bias_are not equivalent. It is pOssible for some

test items to be'biased against one group, other items against another, and so

/4, on, so that in the end the-total result of the item biases balance out to

provide an unbiased test score:" Another reviewer indicated that although--;

White's analySis of the items appears well-reasoned, "Never- the -less, others

will surely disagree with the interpretations. It would seem his.critique

might have had more fade validity if done by a pailel representing a,variety

of minority groups.'1
,

report was also faulted for not adequAely presenting alternative

explanations. For example, on the topic of item bias one reviewer noted that

the author assumes that differences b'etw'een black and white test performance

is prima facie evidence that the test is culturally biased; he does not,explore

the alternative hypothesis that blacks as a grouf) sufferpfrom unequal educational,

socialand economic opportunities--all of which correlate with low test scorek7-

and which maybetreflected by poor test performance.

There were other specific criticisms of thp conclusions for example, one

reviewer complained that the discussion of the potential effects of a speeded test

on minority test performance was extraneous and should have been omitted,

especially since the report'finally concluded that this point was really moot.

Another reviewer faulted the author's criticism of using first year law school

grades as the predicator, pointing out that other criteria such as "success as a

latlyer" are much harder to define and quantify. Other reviewers pointed out that

many of the "problems" of the LSAT--its modest predictive value, the pendulum

effect of using a cut-off score to Admit Applicants, and overprediction for'low-

scoring test takers--are not unique to the LSAT but in fact are artifacts of the

statistical procedures used.in prediction equations,nao matter what test is used.
4

Recommendations
,40

Most reviewers reacted favorably to the Proposed alternaltme admissions

9
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policies hich might be more defensible than. Furrent p'Olcies from a political

aa.well'as legal perspective. A few reviewers, however,feltthat the

recommendations were "not novel" and'suffered from some of the same flaws

as' the Aorndike and Cole models which were criticized at ldhgth in the report.

One reviewer noted, for example, that none of the recommendations dealt adequately

with the problem of determining "acceptable standards" or decision roles

A
(e.g., cut -off scores) for aidmittingapplicants.

One reviewer pointed out that all such predictive models mist bevalidated

against the entire applicant pool, not just those admitted, a pr edure which

tends to reduce estimates of predictive validity. &Weyer, thissame reviewer

note's that this is eicceedingly difficult to do: "If it we possible to deter-

_ .

.mine the proportion of white black applicants who would reach some spe ified 4

standard of success if admitted 'one could make a for admitting students

from the two groups in thoseproportionst (reviewer's emphasis)."
,

In the final analysis, most reviewers agreed that problems in admissions

w \

pol4icies are largely social ones, not psychometric ones; thus'the remedies should

,..1e based largely on social valties and the need for fairness. Several reviewers
. ,

suggested that new policies would evolve out of a merger of v lues plus

a review of individual qualifications. Test scores might form part f 'the picture

of an individual applicants; qualifications, but probably only.a small part, %id

perhaps only for use in some specific cases.
4

NIE's Summary Position Statement

As indicated in the grant"proposal, this report was.ta "contain a thorough

.

review and evaluation of research data,,combined with legal analysis'of eh data'
.

in light of Bakke and_subseqnent'legal develigpments (p. i3)." Although the

,. .
F

structure of the final report was not specified, it was to be "designed to be

of mediate practical use to law school admission officials (p. 231." ,NIE has

determined that this report is acceptable and meets the requirements specified in

10
k

v
4
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11the proposal. 1

`VIE recognizes that this study follows the style of advoc research)c a

positton is taken and the researcher gathers evidence in support of that part- 1.1

icular view. The author cites example after example to support the statement

thgt use of the LSAT and the Admissions Index in law school admissions decisions /

has a detrimental impact on minority applicants and their chances for enrollment.

The evidence iS selectively chosen, based solely on the author's judgement, and
p

is used' persuasively to make his points. -Advocacy research is legitimate and

informs other researches and policy makers. It is also a valuable step toward

further research. However, in the case of this stud

4the evidence to be incontrovertible.

Quite the contrary, many pointed out that the report ignores conflicting

evidence and does not present alternative explanations for the evidence cited. .

Yi not all reviewers found

.

At best the report has suggested som ausible explanations for the, low instance

of minority enrollment in law school. It y be true that present admissions

policies are biased against blacksrthe poor, and other minorities (or women); it""Vr

may be true that once a test taker encounters an offensive item, his/her perf nce

suffers; it may be true that the LSAT has culturally utifairiite9 and soon. And

in feet; the author cites good reasons why thee 'statements might be true. Nowever,

,most reviewers found the author's arguments unconvincing; they could cite

counter examples or could think of alternative explanations which the report did

not present. Few reviewers were completely convinced of his findings.

The value of.this study is that it does suggest the need for further resgtrch

in this area, as many reviewers pointed out. .It may not convince all readers,

but it certainly causes tine to think about what evidence does exist-,,both

pro and con, on the present use of the LSAT. It also contributes to the generation.

-of'new hypotheses.. If for no other reason, this report is to be valued for, its

contribution to other researchers who wish to exploie la schobl admissions

11
4

N
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4

policies and.practices. .In this
. .

sense the report fulfilledone oflits primary

A
objectives: to present data for review by other scholars pursuing related ree.

research.

leo
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Preface

44,
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11.

This volume charfs a road not taken in the famous Bakke
case. The lawsuit resulted in- a record 'number of briefs
before the U.S. Stipreme Court and generated more
national attention than any litigatisu about racial
discrimination since Brown v. Board of tducadon. The
petitioner, the' University of 'California, suggested four'
purposes served by the race-conscious admissions program
at Davis Medical School. Only one, of those 'purposes, the
,quest by an academic institution for- a "diverse student
body" was approved bf a majority of the Justices: This
volume explores what Mr: Justice Powell described as: "a
fifth purpose, one which' petitioner does not articulate: fair

'appraisal of each individual's academic promise in the light
of some cultural bias in grading or testing procedures.";

The contributors to the volume do not ba0abor litigation
strategies or merely complete a dormant historical record.
The issue -of cultural bias in gradingsor testing procedtires

_must be explored to estimate the extent to which the goal of
achieving actual diversity within law schoglg and the legal
profession can be achieved. There remains' a danger tjtat
subtle but demonstrable discrimittatibn. against, cultural
minorities will continue despite good faith efforts 'to achieve
diversity unless bias in tests and grades Is recognized and
alleviated. Testing bias- does more than7diminish the
chances of indiyidual meinbers.of minority groups to purSile
a 'tprofessional' career in law or medicine. The threat posed by

A
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unacknowledged cultural bias affects all minority group
members, since artificially low measures .of the academic
worth of the best educated members of cultural minorities
perpetuates the myth disavowed in Brown that certain races
are ,inferior to others. The myth infects all who ignore
cultural bias and choose instead tojneasure relative mental
abilities according to a single test .Whith produces scores
resulting in labels of "disadvantage..The road not taken in
Bakke, therefore, can lead not merely to more minority
doctors, nor merely to better health cart for those they
would have treated, but ultimately to a nation less
consumed by the mental illness known as racial prejudice.

President Walter J. Leonard of Fisk University begins the
volume with a reminder that this is not -the first time
America has embarked on a course aimed at achieving true.
freedom for previously oppressed minorities. The era
following the Civil War began.With ambitious consti tional
and legislative enactments clearly signaling a, new rder.
The era closed, with crippling Supreme Court de sions
reflecting a popular impression that black people
moving tdo fast, that they had gone too far. The Brown
decision precipitated the recent civil rights era.4Executive
orders and legislation established affirmative action goals.
Initial gains were made in higher education. For example,
the number of minority law students rose from fewer than
800 across the nation in 1964-65 to 7,011 a decade later.
Yet4uch visible gains seemed ma nified in many eyes.
which overlooked the fact that for every minority law
student enrolled "five new law school seats were added for
white studepts..The DeFunis case reflected a, popular,
perception that blacks and,other minorities had again gone
too far too fast. Although the Supreme Court declared the
suit moot, a national perception of "reversediscrimination"
was reipforced. The Bakke case nyipkeitly accepted the
notion that "reverse discrimination" had occurred. The
Court endorsed limited race-conscious admissions in
principle but rejected the actual plan followed at Davis
Medical School. Writing in dissent, Mr. Justice Marshall
recounted the history of affirmative action 'from the
Emancipation Proclamation,, through the Brown case in
which he had argued for the plaintiff, and culminating in



the rejection of the Davis program in Bakke; he lamented:
"I fear we have come full circle."

One way of breaking this circle of affirmative action
'4 44follovied by new forms of discrimination is to recognize

successes achieved through race-conscious programs. The
Council on Legal Education Opportunity (CLEO) is the
primary national .program designed to increase the,
enrollment in jaw schools of students from ecaomically-,./
dnd educationally disadvantaged backgrounds. Since 1968.
some 2,600 persons hale met the program's challenge by
compiling impressive rec9rds of academic and professional
achievement. This volume includes the first publicly
reported results of a survey of CLEO Fellows, compiled by
Wade J. Henderson and Linda Flores, the Executive and
...,Aissociate -ireotors of CLE0..Their report includes a1:)

variety-of compilations of survey responses showing the
academic success achieved by the Fellows. including cross-
tabulations of the six-week summer CLEO Institute
attended and first-year law school performance. and the law
school attended and bar passage information. Although the..
survey data is not a complete accounting of all CLEO.
Fellows due to difficillty in locating their current addresses
and some reluctance by law schools to release personal
data. there is a remarkable consistency of results from the
range of summer institutes and law schools attended. ,

Particularly remarkable is the fact that the Fellows 'were
consciously chosen because their LSAT' scores were
sufficiently low that the students would probably not have
been actively recruited, admitted and subsidized by law
schools in the absence of CLEO support. The typical
CLEO Fellow stored between 350 and 525 on the LSAT.
Compared to the entering classes in 1975 at 128 law.schools
which all had mean LSAT scores of.510 or above, the
CLEO Fellows ineluded.in the survey report had an average
LSAT of 422. Thus. the success of CLEO lies not only in
the increased representation of minority group members in
law school, but also in the demAstration that students from
disadvantaged backgrounds can succeed in legal studies
despite significantly lower LSAT scores. The success of
CLEO extends beyond law school, however.. since the
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syrey also shows many of the Fellows pursuing careers in a
variety of legal settings,..fulfilling a larger national purpose
of integrating the bar and pi-0%, iding. ,. more representative
profession for the benefit of those preiously lacking legal
services. Thi! task of CLEO is to continue its
accomplishments:* the task of the remainder of this volume
is to provide a research framework for understanding the
success of CLEO and of all minority law students, most of
whom did not participate in CLEO. This understanding will
shed light both on the pi-ospects for future increases in
minority participation in law school and on the reasons for
reassessing ,, the prevailing law school admissions
prerequisites. . ,

The bulk of this volume was prepared in the wake of the
Bakke litigation as a report to the National Institute OS
Education on the validity and cultural bias of the LSAT. The
report's major benchmark for comparison is a candidate's
undergraduate grade point average (UGPA), tradionally a
major factor in evaluating applicants. The UGPA stands
both as -benchmark for research, indicating the relative
discriminatory impact of UGPA hind LSAT against minority ..
applicants and the relative predictive validity of the two, and
as a benchmark for admissions officials, indicating prior
academic accomplishments in an accepted and
understandable .fashion. Since both UGPA and LSAT will
continue to be used during the admissions process, the
report seeks to learn v,htither placing different emphasis on
LSAT scores compared to UGPA significantly ,affects
admission opportunities for minority applicants or
significantly alters the risk thht ultimate academic failures
will be adthitled to law school. There is a danger that undue
emphasis on the LSAT will result in rejection of minority
applicants with excellent college grades and yet will not yield
more valid prediction of academic success in law school. If.
this is occurring; prejudice is being perpetuated by test
results and minority applicants who could otherwise dispel
unfortunate stereotypes are being denied admission..

Formulas which combine UGPA and LSAT scores into an
Admissions Index for each applicant fail to explain most of
the eventual variance in law school grades among first year
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students. The most effective prediction reported accounts
for approximately 36% of the variance in law school grades.
This low predictive powet is often associated with the' fact
that there is little varitiorFammgthelaw students qn their
LSAT scores, since strong competition for law school places
has raised the average scores of students far abOve what
would have sufficed for admission a generation ago. Yet
computations made in this report indicate that the major
difficulty with prediction formulas is the fact that there is a
negative correlation between LSAT and UGPA, in the
student bodies at most law schools. This means that many
applicants with low scores or grades were nonetheless
admitted because they had unusually high grades or scores to
produce a relatively high Admissions Index. Those laws
schools which have the greatest discrepancies between
UGPA and LSAT in their student bodies also exhibit the
lowest predictive validities for their admission formulas.
Thus the perplexing process of evaluting an applicant's file
wth discrepancies between grades and test scores both
creates /anxiety for admissions officials and lowers the
general predictive value of the formula. Since applicants
often have discrepancies between their grades and test
scores, placin& different weight on LSAT compared to UGPA
in formulas would result in the admissiOn of different people.

The general 'problem of discrepant predictors.becomes a
matter of significant social consequence when data on
minority applicants is compared to data on nonminority
applicants. For white applicants, good grades or high LSAT
scores are approximately equally difficult to achieve. Placing
different weight on LSAT scores will result in the admission
of different individual white applicants, but the overall
number of whites accepted would not differ appreciably.
Yet black applicants with excellent college grades are much
more prevalent than are black applicants with high LSAT t
scores. Thus, placing more weight on LSAT scores in
comparison with UGPA will reorder black applicants, but
will also greatly reduce total number.of blacks accepted,
For example, olquiring a 600 LSAT score reduces by half the
number of white applicants with a 3.25 UGPA, but literally
decimates the black applicants with a 3.25. When the
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AdmisSions Indices are ompared in the typical admissions
process, top black colge graduates are passed-over in favor
of white applicants with lower college grades but higher LSAT
scores. If black applicants are nonetheless accepted to achieve
diversity in the student body, some will argue that "reverse
discrimination" has occurred and that academic Standards are
being loweredAThe appearance of preference for minority
applicants grows as the gene I emphasis on LSAT scores
increases. Among black. chca o and white applicants to law
schlool in 1976 with equal colt ge grades, white applicants
ye re accepted mare often. The national debake over everse
discrimination favoring less qualified minority appl s
had obscured the- pattern of results which occurred among
applicants with equal college grades.

When the discriminatory impact of LSAT scores on
minority applicants with high UGP-As is,documented, the
most common concern expressed is discomfort with sole
reliance on grades as a benchmark. This concern is usually
couched in terms of grade inflation or college quality. It is
true that the aNerage grade earned in college is higher than a
decade ago, but it is also true that older candidates kore
considerably lower on the LSAT. Thus using the LSAT to
adjust for true grade inflation over the decade does not
leSsen the problem but worsens it. A related concern is the
supposed unreliability of college grades, since they are
earned in different courses taught by different professors;
this unreliability in turn lowers the predictive vat& of,
UGPA. Yet the scant research bearing on this concern
shows that three years of college grades are exactly as

, 43
reliable as the LSAT. Additional predictive power cannot be
gained by focusing on an applicant's grades in a major or on
other transcrirk information. In fact, UGPA is a more valid
predictor of law school grades than even scores on the
Graduate Record Examination -advanced tests in special
supjects. Additional concern reflects the generally increased

\interest in laW school which has made the applicant pool
extremely competitive, with most applicants presently strong
college records. Admissions officials feel understandable
discomfort in making decisions on the basis of small
differences in UGPA among a group of candidates whohave

1 . ,
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all excelled in college. Adding the LSAT score to create an
Inde* number does not alleviate the problem, however,
since small differences on the LSAT can often deteTline an
admissions decision andthe LSAT does notnecessafily rank
applicants in the same order as UGPA does. Moreover, none
of these issues of grade inflation, grade unreliabilitNnd the
lack of differentiation among candidates' grades actually
confronts' the problem of why minority applicants have a
much easier time, on average, earning good grades than high
test .:Scores. Each of the threes concerns should be equally
applicable to grades earned by applicants of all cultural
backgrounds.

One remaining claim could devalue'the college records of
some minority applicants if it were proven. This claim
involves the differing reputations which various colleges
enjoy. It is theoretically poslible that minority 'applicants
have earned undeservedly high grades at colleges \With
deservedly low reputations. the general. worry that grades
earned'at one college cannot be compared with those earned
at another has prompted several different attempts to
formulate grade adjiistmentschemes in which college quality
would be considered in developing formulas combining
LSAT and UGPA. The most systematic scheme, developed
and later discarded by the Law School Admission Council,
involved adding the mean LSAT earned by graduates of an
applicant's college to each applicant's Index: The scheme
meant virtual exclusion for applicants from colleges in which
graduates typically earn low LSAT scores, yet produced no
increase in predictive validity for the Index. This finding is
important, since disparaging assumptions about a college's
quality are sometimes implicity.associated with impressions
of the test scores typically earned by a college's graduates. It
is particularly important for black candidates who have
graduated from traditionally and predominantly black
.colleges or from other institutions often viewed as less
prestigious. Since grade adjustment systems do milt improve
the predictive validity of UGPA and LSAT, further inquiry
into the grading patterns of various colleges is necessary.
One study found*that colleges with higher average.LSAT
scores among graduates also tended to have higher average
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UGPAs among those. graduates. It is plausible, therefore,
that just as law school faculties are conscious of differences
in college quality, so too the faculties of various colleges ale
sensitive to different student bodies and tend to reward
students from higher prestige institutions with ,higher
average grades and to award lower grades 'at less prestigious
colleges. While faculties may not perfectly calibrate grades
earned at various colleges, the general trend does not
support assumptions that minority students have earned
unusually inflated grades at easy colleges. Instead, a
minority student, or any student for that matter, who earns
good grades at a low prestige college has probably beaten
harder odds. -

If minority students do not seen to earn systematically
higher grades`than white students in college, then the ether
obvious explanation for their systematically lower LSAT
scores involves the test itself. Yet inquiry into test bias is often
overlooked'in debates over race-conscious admissions, as thee
Bakke litigation demonstrates. Often the only two positions
considered are theories of genetic inheritance of intelligence
or hypotheses that low test scores reflect environmental fac-
tprs such as inferior educational/opportunities, often resulting
from state-enforced segregation. While most would readily
disavow belief in a theory that attributes low test scores to
genetic inferiority, it-is much more difficult to disassociate, low
test scores among certain cultural groups from tge obviotts
discriThination which has been imposed upon members of
those groups. Yet if we are to explain the persistence of low,
test scores despite high college grades, we must consider the
possibility that low test results do 't just reflect academic
achievements but rather constitute arindependent.barrier to
minority group. advancement. If we fail to consider the possi-
bility of test bias, we will be left with a task of focusing
exclusively on education programs in high school and college,
and we may thereby fail to reap the full benefits of successful
educational programs when test scores do not also rise. The
assertion that a test is-biased is not an excuse for poor
academic opportunities or achievement, but rather is an
9431a nation for the joint phenomenon of excellent college
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accomplishments and persistently low test scores among
minority students.

There is no definitive research which clearly demonstrates
the source, size and significance of cultiiral bias in tests. The
present report has also been limited by the unavailability of
actual questions and tests for examination. Analysis of tie
LSAT has been limited to a review of research related to the
problem of cultural bias but not directly dispositive of the
"issue, and to an examination of sample LSAT questions
publishedin materials distributed to test candidates. Since the
report was-completed, New York State has enacted a law
which requires publication of college, graduate or profession-
al school admissions tests given in New York after the test
scores are reported to candidate. There is now a growitig
volume ,,%bf actual LSAT questions+against which the hypo-
theses developed in the report can be tested. These released
forms cannot ariswer all questions raised in the report, since
questions used -for equating or for pktesting purposes need
not be released. The report raises the possibility that pretest
questions may be defective in ways that Libnecessarily confuse
candidates or credte..pvered ev,aluation4f the tests quality
by their presence. This theory cannot fully 'explored
despite enforcement of the Nev.' York law. The report also
raises the possibility that the well-known flistory of poor
performance by minority candidates on the LTetT may itself
now Create a source of bias, inducing anxiety an an expecta-.
tion of poor performance among minority can'didates that
results in a self-fulfilling prophesy. Examination '2f the test
cannot answer this issue, although it is.gissible tbat wide-
spread review of the test dotild reassure minority cdidates
that there' is no bias and eventually lead to a rising pattern of
scores.

'Certain features ofNhe LSAT may affect its validit for all
candidates, yet contribute to discriminatory results for inor-
ity students insofar as they score relatively low on th test.
Among these factors is the general speed factor of the t ting
situalOn, which has been shown to create a trade-off bet en
answering all questions- quickly or answering most questio s
carefully. Insofar as certain groups of students answer the test

1
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More slowly or are more reluctant to guess. speed ttecomes an
element of bias as well as an impediment to validity. Likewise,
the presence of question types -on the LSAT that seem
unrelated to law school may affect motivation, or may depress
the scores.Of candidates who lack the test skill-but-not-the-law
school skills. In particular, the presence of Quantitative
Comparison questions on a testxfor law students may be
inappropriate .ind the multiple-choice format in the Principles
and Cases section may,penalize candidates who see more than
one side to issuesa highly prized skill in law school. Finally,
some sections of -the test may be susceptible to coaching.
Research by the Educational Testing Service has shown that
the Quantitative Comparison section is coachable and recent
analysis of actual forms Of the Practical Judgment section
cOnfirm.,rumors emanating from coaching schools that many
item can be correctly answered withOut reading Me lengthy
passage preceding tke questions°. Insolar A any candidate
believes the Law' School Admission Council's statement that
"There is no evidence that taking cram courses or studying
review books gives any advantage that cannot be attained by
conscientious Study of the sample questions and test
contained in this Booklet" and therefore fails to take advan-
tage of whatever benefits coaching can offer, unfair compar-
isons on the basis of test, scores will result. Since these courses
are typically quite costly, those who are unable to afford the
tuition may be denied real benefits regardless of whether
individual students actually believe coaching to be effective.
The cost of coaching carr be expected to harm those of limited
financial means who may nevertheless have compiled excel-
lent college records.

An interesting *ect of reviewing sample LSAT questions
- was identifying questions which affect minority candidates.

particularly blacks, differently than other candidates. While,
the final list of 13 categories in the report doe's include one
question involving a Spanish-speaking community, the report
cannot claicn to have identified all potentially biased questions
simply because ,not all cultural gro.ups were inclIttled in the
review process. This should t?e elementary, but there, are
those who assume that bias will be obvious to any sensitive
individual. Only actual experience reviewing questions can
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dispel such a notion, but at least the need for diversity among
reviewers can be presently acknowledged. Similarly,,although
several question reviewers were women, nostematic effort
was made to identify potentially sex-biased questions,
Instead ,-the-prevalence-of-quegions which could affect black

A candidates or candidates with lob incomes should suggest the
, plausibility that other groups would also identify -troubling

items. At the same time, 4,,must be understood-that not all
black candidates will find all of the questions reviewed in the
report equally troubling.

It js.important to note a common element in the analysis
which affects both the likelihood of continuing unintentional
bias in the test and theneed to confront thetpossibility of bias
in selecting a student body with healthy diversity.-This com-
mon biasing element can be called -perspe,ctive; ant is
particularly important in screening for members of the ls.gal
profession. When a hypothetical lawsuit is des&ibed there are
necessarily two parties. It is often true that some candidates
will be likely to identify with one or anothesoaf the,parttes and
that this identification will affect the probabilities of selecting
the desired answer to the multiple- choice question, Similarly,
yhen a logical reasoning question is posed, various gtoups
ba.y approach the question with variigiflias, of values,
assumptions and beliefs, yet only one collection of value,
assumption and belief is likely to lead to the desired answer.
Insofar as particular subgroups in the stopulalionsare consis-
tently disadvantaged on the test by diyersferspectivesthe
scores among members of At groups will be artifically low.
This danger is greatest wherrktisfubgroup is itself a minority,
since the majority of caniMfes will approach the question
frorea similar perspectivd which is also shaped by the
majority's experiences. The fact that the process worksstatis-
*ally and heretofore secretly oh the LSAT does not diminish
the discrimfnatory results. Yet it is not necessary to attribute.
evil motives to those who develop or norm the LSAT to
recognize that. the process of culWral bias against cultural
minorities is occurring. Review of actual LSAT questions
Merely demonstrates the real possibility that bias exists;
review does not necessarily affort a remedy. As will be
discussed, more immediate remedies involve the evaluation of

2'i
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LSAT scores of minority candidates rather than revamping of
the LSAT.

Once it is acknowledged that overemphasis on LAT scores'
du'Ang the admissions process will affect the admission omt.- ,

tunities of minority candidates for reasons 'unrelated to their
college accomplishments, the.Auestion remains whether an
emphasis on LSAT scores is- nonetheless justified becatise of
superior predictive validity. This is an important question for
1981, since the validity. studies which have been prepared for
law schools since 1976 when the Bakke case gained national
attention have apparently encouraged law schools to place
ever glezier weight on the LSAT compared to UGPA in each ,
succeeding year. Since the suggested formulas are deVelo-ped
after complicated statistical procedures, it-is understandable
that the results are interpreted as rational, defensible formula
weights. Yet further examination reveals that-the weights
assigned in one year are largely a reflection of the weights
assigned in previous years as well as of the admissions deci-,
signs made in previous years. Unfortynately, the general
tendency.may be to Create instability frdm year to year in the
process. One major statistical problem, labeledthe "pendu-

_him effect" in the report, reflects the' fact that a school which
decide") place great weight on LSAT in one year and little
weight-on UGPA will probably admit a student tw5101 with
little variation in LSAT scores an,d greater Variation in
UGP'As. A validity study conducted on that class will probably
show UGPA to be a more valid predictor than _,SIAT simply
because there was more variation in the stuitent body on
UGPA and there fore' more opportunity for predicting varia-
-tions,in law school grades: On the other hand, since there was
Cale variation, in LSAT scores the ould be little chance
that much variation in law school g r s could be associated
with the t SAT. Were d'laviScliool to follow the resultsof the
validity study and reverse the. emphasis, by placing greater
weight-on UGPA and less on LSAT, the next year's class
would create a different validity study showing LSAT to be-\
more valid and UGPA less validand a yearly swing in relative
weights would have.begun.

Similar results could occur at a law schdol which,admitted a
significant number of minority students. The national pattern

.
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. of competith,e UGPAs and low LSAT scores among minority
student5 could infect later validity studies. It is possible that
a law school' with substantial numbeiNof-mibority students

. would find the. LSAT_to be more valid than UGPA simply
because there was more variatidin LSAT scores due toe
presence of low-scoring, minority students with competite
UGPAs. However, it would_be wrong to immediately con-
clude that the college _grades of minority students were to be
viewed suspiciously, or that even greater weight_Should be
placed on LSAT scores: Instead the results-should be viewed
as a possible artifact due simply to- the prior success of
minority candidates in college butnot on the LSAT. If greater
weight is nonetheless placed on the LSAT, minority can-
didates will be placed in a "Catch-22" situation in which ire
weight is placed on the LSAT because minority students are
doing well in college but not on the LSAT:, Here the typical
solution of looking to prior educational perfoTfaThe as the
source of igly minority enrollment would Se:cOmpletely mis-
placed, since the low enrollment would instead be the result of
excellent college grades that were not accompanied by high.
LSATscores. It would be wrong as a Matter of statistics as well
as of policy to place ever increasing weight on that prerequi
site on which minority students continue to do poorly, parti-
cularly when that increased weight is being placed on LSAT
scores due to a rise in the college grades of minority students.
To argue that the college grades of minority students are
"inflated" because they are not reflectp4 in LSAT scores is to
make tte test the measure of acaderniiability to an extent that
nothing other than the test can dislodge it.

The confusion involved in selecting a flmula is greatest
when there is a significant danger that prejudice is being
perpetrated. This danget is greatest when a particular group
has been previously excluded from education and has only
recently been allowed to compete for places on the basisf
statistical predictions of success. In this situation, it is pos-
sible that values, assumptions or beliefs common 'to the
previously admitted group, such as white males in law
schools, will become the basis for predicting the success of
other goups not previously admitted. Thus, although the
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purported goal is stated as a search for intellectual abilities,
the test actually used may reward candidates for their white-

ness rather than their brightness; or women may be rated on
how similarly they think to the 6/pical male law student.
While it may be nearly impossible to disentangle prediction
from prejudice, a minimal goal could be-that any test relate
more to the skills or abilities it is purporting to measure than
it_relates to grocip membership in a particular race or sex
which it is explicitly intended to avoid measuring. Unfor-
tunately, the single study conducted to test for this standard
of fairness shows that the LSAT is considerably better at
.identifying the race of a law student than in predicting the
law school grades of students. Different individuals can then
point to the same information and claim either that the test
predicts performance or that it perpetuates prejudice. Only a
closer look at the data can reveal the underlying confusion.
Likewise, an individual question may be highlighted because
of its apparent cultural bi9s, only to be met with an argument
that the question contributes to the predictive validity of the
overall test. Here too, prejudice and prediction become
confused. Evidence that a test predicts cannot be aecepted as
definitive evidence that the test does not prejudice certain
groups.

The problem of disentangling prediction and prejudice is
greatest.when test information is available to those whb later
teach and grade students of various cultural iikkgrounds. It
is poss,ible that knowledge of low scores among certain racial
groups may, infect the educational process' by lowering
expectations of performance entertainLI by white professors
and white students and ultimately create an academic
atmosphere in which discouraged and disheartened minority
students actually do perform below their potential. The
typical first-year law school experience is one of the most
ilk* to create this _self-fulfilling prophesy, since all law
students are subject to extttme tension, competitiveness and
frequ9nt self-doubt when they begin law school. When this
stressful'experience is added to a pervasive societal assump-
tion that certain cultural groups or women are less likely to
make successful lawyers, the danger is considerable that
prejudice will create unequal ,educational oppOrtUnities
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despite affirmative admissions_ Compounding the problem is
the feeling among many minority students that the tradition-
al law school curriculum is not relevant to the career. ioals
they are pursuing. They are therefore unwilling to compete
for recognition in the normal curriculum and instead seek
professional training and advancement in ncintraditional
courses in the law school or through practical experience in a
selected field. To confuse uninspired performance id law
school with proof that certain students lack legal ability is to

.blartie the victims of prior discrimination and narrow curri-
cular offerings for continuing discrimination and unreVon-
sive .education;Similarly, it,is incorrect to argue that low
LSAT scores' are unbiased measures of leggy_' aptitude
because they predict relatively low petformance by minority.
students in law school. In fact, despite all of these very real
dangers,' the one study which bears on the issue shows, that
the discriminatory impact of the LSAT is greater than the
discriminatOry impact of first-year law school grades. Even
this conclusion cannot reassure those who fear thaf the
performance of minority students is still below what it could
be in an atmosphere which did not have potential bias due to
unwarranted beliefs about LSAT scores and similar assump-
tions about the intellectual Capabilities of minority group
members. The Brown decision sought to dispel notions of
intellectual inferiority by eliminating segregation which
prevented minority students from, displaying their abilities in
close contact with white students.dnd teachers. It would be
most unfortunate if conscious effortsttigdesegregatOaw
schools are debilitated by continuing assumptions of racial
inferiority which are being supported by undue emphasis on
LSAT scores and undue deemphasis of UGPA.

Various adjustment's. to tlif typical admissions procedure
cpn be justified on the basis of established research, but
before outlining the major options two original research
efforts,published in this volume need discussion. The fiist is
an analysis of applicants to tweli)e law schools conducted by
Joseph" L. Gann' n of Boston College. He compared appli-
cants frodi the four largest "feeder schools" to each of twelve
law schools. The law schools provided the LSAT, UGPA
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and race of each applicant. Gannon compared each minority
applicant with all white applicants earning grades at the samgl.
college within +.10 on a 4.00 scale of the minority student."
His goal was to eliminate as much difference as possible
between the minority and white applicants being compared
by requiring that they have graduated from the same college
with essentially the sartie. UGPA and have applied to the
same law school. These controls on the comparison datasame

to eliminate differences in educational background
and attainment as explanations for any differences in LSAT
scores that remained. This novel research design produced
results which should cause concern, since he found tliat
minority applicants, particularly blacks and chicanos, earned
LSAT scores approximately one standard deviation below
the average LSAT earned by the white comparison group
(100 points' on a 200-800 scale). Native American and Asian
American applicants 41so.earned LSAT -scores that were
statistically and practically significantly lower than whites
who had earned comparable grades at the same college.
Thus, all of the groups typically included in affirmative
action programs exhibirsimilar difficulties in scoring well on
the LSAT despite equal academic accomplishments.

1
iThe Gannon study is presented as a research report, but it

actually highlights the problems of,discrimination associated
with typical admission procedures. The starting point is an
admission official's discomfort in choosing among a group of
applicants which has earned virtually identical UGPAs at the
same college. The LSAT is used to help make the hard -,..
choices. In the process a systematic devaluation of the grgades
of minority students occurs, since their LSAT scores are far
below those of their white counterparts. What lkgan as a
search for an administratively convenient way to admit some
and reject some students with comparable records ended as a
systematic exclusion of equally qualified.minority applicants.
If same of these minority candidates are nevertheless
accepted in order to achieve a diverse: student body, some,
Will Claim That "reverse disc.rimination" has occurred when
the systematic discriminatory impact of the LSO was
actually being ameliorated. The Gannon *study shows the
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need fof race-conscious admissions when the LSAT is
involved and provides a benchmark for measuring necessary
adjustments in LSAT scores for minority applicants in order
to put, them on 'an equal footing with otherwise equilly
qualified white applicants.

The Gannon study necessarily takes UGPA as a standard
in comparing students from the same college, but it does not

t
dicate whether 'Fades from different colleges should be
ken at face value. National data shows that minority
GPAs are typically more competitive than are their LSAT

scores, but this does not prove thargrades do not suffer from
cultural bias which would necessitate a further upward
adjustment of minority grades in order to make them
comparable with the grades of whites. No previous research
.has investigated the question of how grade distributions at
traditionally and predominantly black colleges compare with
distributions at other colleges. Since there are those who
assume that black Colleges inflate the grades of their
graduates, this omission needed correction.

Sandra W. Weckesser, director of admissions at Temple
University Law School, addressid the question of grade
distributions at various types of colleges. Her findings should
lay to rest any assumption that grades earned at black
colleges are unduly inflated. To the contrary, she found that
during the 1970s black colleges had consistently awarded the
lowest average grades of any major category of college. At
the other end of the spectrum, previous research was con-
firmed showing that colleges with the greatest national pres-
tige also awarded the highest average grade's:The national
data which shows blaCk applicants' UGPAs to be more com-
petitive than 'their LSAT scores understates the relative
discriminatory impact of the LSAT, since many of the black
candidites earned their UGPAs at black colleges which have
maintained a tradition of unusually strict grading standards.

Grade adjustment schemes which deflate grades from
colleges with low average LSAT scores among them grad-
.uates produce a double jeopardy.for black candidates from
black colleges. Their grades were alrea low due to strict
grading standards but are deflated further due to the col-
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lege's low average LSAT scores among its graduates.
Weckesset's report includes the grade adjustment policy
followed by Temple law school in which grades are adjusted
according to the relative amount of grade inflation among
colleges rather than the relative LSAT of graduates.

Typically this adjustment system affords some advantage
to..less prestigious colleges and deemphasizes the advantage
enjoyed by prestige institutions. This adjustment is in keep-
ing with the spirit of Mr. Justice Powell's recognition that
cultural bias in grading procedures may justify race-conscious
admissions. Here the cultural bias in grading procedures is a
self-imposed one at black colleges which guard their academic
reputations by refusing to inflate grades. The adjustment
favoring black college graduates is an indirect one, since the
grading patterns of all colleges are compared and those at
black colleges happen to be the lowest and subject to the
greatest adjustment..

Together the Gannon and Weckesser reports provide a
basis for adjusting both the LSAT scores and UGPAs of
minority candidates. Since their research base is different,
the adjustments they suggest are also different. They offer
complimentary rather than contradictory adjustments. As
with the adjustments discussed below, each law school must
decide what its goal in the admissions process is, what
problems with the traditional process are most troublesome,
and what adjustments are most appropriate in avoiding the
probleps on the way to realizing institutional goals. No
single, system can command paramoijr4 legitimacy. What-
ever adjustments are chosen, they rrtikt be chosen with the
knowledge that another choice was possible. It is simply
impossible to avoid judgments about data and policy in
formulating an admissions process.

Some adjustments involve the Admission Index which
,determines the treatment which a file will recei during the
admissions process after being placed in a presumptive admit,
presumptive deny, or hold category. Some adjustments
depend merely on the factThat neither LSAT nor UGPA is a
very good predictor of law school grades. Two prominent
psychometricians have each outlined adjustments that can be
made to benefit minority groups whose members earn rela-
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tively low grades or test scores and are disadvantaged in the
admissions process because of the low predictive validity of
these criteria_ The adjustment models depend on the fact
that more members of these groups would perform well in
law school than would be admitted on the basis of grades and
test scores because the predictive validity of grades and test
scores is relatively low. Thus, without any finding that
UGPA or LSAT is culturally biased, significant adjustmehts
can be made in traditional admissions models so that pre-
viously excluded groups do not bear the burden imposed by
heavy reliance on low validity prerequisites. The Gannon
and Weckesser reports justify additional adjustments to
LSAT and UGPA based on cultural bias in these two mea-
sures. It is possible that a school will decide to make adjust-
ments i*LSAT scores based on national comparisons of
LSAT and UGPA among applicants from various cultural
backgrounds as opposed to the data in the Gannon study
which is based on comparisons within the appRant pools to
individual schools. Similarly, a school may consider
adjusting UGPA based on the grading patterns of schools
willich provide a significant number of applicants yearly rather
than on national data prsiented in the Weckesser report. All
of these possible adjustments will' affect the Admission
Indices and the initial sorting of applicants for further eval-
uation.

After files are placed in categories for individual review,
schools must decide upon the appropriate value of grades
and test scores in this review. Since this review process is
designed to investigate the strengths and weaknesses of a
candidate's background, it is possible that the, evaluation
process will be better served if LSAT scores are deleted from
files so that a single test score does not dominate the review
process. On the other hand, a school may decide that the
LSAT is an important trigger for looking further into a file,
particularly if there is a.discrepancy between the LSAT and
UGPA. Here the LSAT is not being used to rank applicants,
but merely to suggest a need to further inquire into a file. If
this course is chosen, it is reasonable to delete tho Admission
Index to this composite number does net suggest a need
for in wry and, creates a datger that, applicants will be

3.1
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a
further compared simply on the basis of a single number
instead of a careful review of a corriplete file. In the case of
minority applicants, there are various types of information
that may be better evaluated by minority students, faculty or
staff. Similarly, if LSAT scores are used as a trigger for
closer scrutiny, applicants are not being compared on the
basis of their LSAT scores and can therefore be divided into
appropriate groups for further eilaluation. This suggests the
desirability of separate 'review committees, each of which
will be charged with identifying .the best candidates for
admission. These separate review committees will not be
established to afford a "preference" to minority applicants,
but rather to assure that the best review process' will select
the best-law students. Particularly when a law school con-
siders personal background data or career interests to be
relevant in selecting a student body, separate review commit-
tees may be thit best way of achieving these institutional
goals. Finally, some law schools may decide thafthe discrim-
inatory impact of the LSAT outweights its predictive value
and considtk eliminating the LSAT, from the admissions
process. This decision would be 'similar to that of a court
remiewing a lawsuit brought under Title VII of the 1964'Civil
Rights Act in which the discriminatory impact and predictive
value of selection criteria are balanced. However, this option
is not currently, available, since American Bar Association
accreditation standards require schools to use the LSAT
during admissions. While the report does not suggest that
schools be prohibited from using the LSAT, it does suggest
that schools be given the option of disregardihg scores and of
allowing applicants to be considered with3ut submitting test
scores.

The final two essays in the volume go beyond technical
adjustments in numerical indicators due to their discrimina-
tory impact or low ability to predict first-year law school
grades. The first essay, by .Susan Brown and Eduardo
Marenco of the Mexican,4American Legal Defense and
Education Fund, repprts the results of a year long survey of
accredited California law thools and a national sampling of
innovative admissions models. They reportrthat California's
law schools retie& the national trend toward increasing
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emphasis on the ESAT in admissions, with some schOols
.using a process that involves a virtual cutoff score on the
LSAT. Moreover, all schools have so many applicants that
the LSAT scores of admitted students are far beyond those
necessary to ensure a high likelihood of successfully com-
pleting legal studies. Instead °Pan ever increasing emphasis
on a single standard such as the LSAT, Brown and Marenco
suggest that weight be placed on other factors which will
either enhance the likelihood that minority students will
successfully complete law school or indicate that significant
legal needs will be met by new lawyers. Three major admis-
sions models are described which serve both t6 increase
minority representation in the legal profession and to
broaden the criteria by which all laW school candidates are
evaluated. Two versions of the first model, designed to
achieve genuine diversity in law sehodl student bodies, were
designed in the wake of Mr. Justice PoWell's Bakke opinion
which gave constitutional support to the search for diversity.
The Other two models have been used by Temple and New
York law schools so that their practical value has already
been demonstrated. Brown and Marenco make it clear that
law schools cannot cling to rigid numerical criteria because
there are no available alternatives. In combination with the
adustments to numerical criteria discussed above, their. essay
presdnts law schools with a far different problem of selecting
from among a variety of effective legally defensible admis-
sions models.

The final essay by Allan Nairn, author of the Ralph Nader
Report on .the Educational Testing Service, extends
the concept_of diversity beyond racial and ethnic categories.
He explores the implications of heavy reliance on the LSAT
for low income applicants to law school.. Research shows that
there is a relationship betWeen the socioeconomic back-
ground of applicants- and their average LSAT scores. As
greatertinphasis is placed on LSAT scores during the admis-
sions process, fewer applicants from average or below
average socioeconomic groups will be admitted. Although
the research does not mention the race of the test 'takers in
the study, it is reasonable to assume that the great majority

_ were white'. Thus Nairn is discussing diversity within the

, 3 n
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white student bodies of law schools. He suggests that a law
school which places relatively less weight on the LSAT will
have greater diversity among the white students admitted
compared to a law school placing great weight on the LSAT
which may have the same proportion of white students but a
smaller proportion of low or average income white students.
His_analysis can be reapplied to the question of racial diver-
sity, suggesting that placing less weight on the LSAT will
produce greater diversity within each racial group. This
seems in keeping with the original spirit of Mr. Justice
Powell's endorsement of the diversity concept. Diversity is
not merely a post-Bakke euphemism for racial preference.
Diversity is a meaningful goal in its own right, juxtaposed
with a student body that is composed of members of a single
race and a narrow socioeconomic base. ,

The. important point to be learned from combining the
Brown and Marenco essay with the Nairn essay is that the
goal of diversity can be expandeo include a treat variety of
factors, but that the beginning of all quests for diversity is
reduced reliance on LSAT scores. Once the LSAT is
deemphasized, immediate results occur throu the admis-
sion of more members of racial minorities an er socio-
economic groups. The deemphasis on LSAT se es allows a
further evaluation of all applicants according to a variety of
specific criteria which can refine the search for true diversity.
As these specific criteria are defined and implemented new
admissions models result. At no point during the evolution
of new models is a retreat from academic standards con-
templated. Once this point is accepted, the spectre of
."reverse discrimination" recedes.

As Nairn notes, the quest for diversity in the legal
...,...----- profession has a special significance, since the profession is

so powerfullin our government of laws. If only the members
of a single race or narrow socioeconomic group are allowed
to be lawyers, the legitimacy of the entire legal system is
called into question. Insofar as members of various cultural
-ail-d socioeconomic groups have conflicting interests in the
legal system, lawyers must represent those interests. More
effective representation is likely to result when lawyers are
themselves members of these various groups. The quest for

3 7
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diversity in law school is therefore not a compcomise with
quality legal representation but rather an enhancerhent of the
quality of representation available to all groups.

As this volume seeks to make clear, the quest for diversity
probably does involve a retreat from heavy reliance on the
LSAT. The burden is now on those who would assert that
true diversity c be achieved by selecting only those who
agree on most o t e multiple-choice questions posed on the
LSAT. To date, o evidence to that effect has been offered.
Just as competent lawyers can disagree in a lawsuit involving
adverse interests, so too highly qualified college graduates
can reasonably 'disagree on LSAT questions which score only
one answer as correct. 'Once it is recognized that the
tendency for members of cultural minorities is to choose a
larger number of "incorrect" answers, the re y of.seeking
diversity in the legal prdfession by dee phti in& LSAT
scores no .longer seems like a compro Ise wit academic
standards. At this point the myth of rac' I inferi rity will be
Ott of this'nation's history but not of

,..

i

David M. White
BeIkeley, California

, March 18, 1981 ?
. .
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Bakke: Extending the
Dream Deferred

President Walter I. Leonard, Fisk University

January 1, 1863 was like-a brilliant dream. There were celebra-
, tions throughout the land. North and South, black women and

men joined white women and menmany of Ole men (black and
white) had served as soldiers in the recent war. Today they were
together to celebrate the dawning of a new day in America's trek
toward maturity. On this day. January I. 1863, the country was
taking the first step toward full membership, in the family of
nations. Black soldiers, in their blue coats and scarlet pants, had
foughtand were yet fightingthe good fight in the cause of
freedom. Many, many had died; just as they had been dying for
America's freedom from the time of Crispus Attucks, a black man,
a run-away slave, the first man to dieon March 5, 1770-,,i& the

'Colonists' struggle to throw off the British yoke. But this was 1863
and black people believed in the basic of the tall'man in
Washington; and in his stated desire M'save the Union," abolish
slavery and reunite the divided house.

Lincoln. bowing 'to military, economic, diplomatic and human
pressure, had issued an Executive Order The Emancipation Pro- 44*
clamationinitiating this country's first Affirmative Action Pro-
gram. Lincoln and his cabinet knew that the seeds of discrimina-
tion were rooted so deeply in the economic, educaional, political
and serial life of the United States that nothing less than a radical
and Uncompromising effort was required to remove their many
roots.

Lincoln's order touched off an era which, when viewed from
today's perspective, was characterized by some of this nation's
most liberal and race-mindedlegislation: -
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1. The Thirteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution
in 1865.

2. The Fqurteenth Amendment, enacted in 1868.
3. The Fifteenth. Ampndment, enacted in 1870.

Realizing that Orders and Proclamations are not self-executing,
Congress acted to make a reality of the forward thrust begun by
the Lincoln action. Congress' intentionv s manifested in four
Civil Rights Acts:
1. Ciyil Rights Art of 1866, "An 'Act to Protect All Persons in the

United States in their Civil Rights and Furnish the Means of
their Vindication," 14 Stat. §27 (1866), 42 U.S.C. §1982 (R.S.
§1978). .

2. Civil Rights Act of 1875, "An Act to Protect All Citizens in
their Civil and Legal Rights... 18 Stat.§335 (1875). 42 U.S.C.
§1984.

3. The Act of April 20, 1871, often known as the Ku Klux Klan
Act, or the Anti-Lynching Act, was entitled An Act to En:
force the Provisions of the Fourteenth Amendment to the Cons-
titution of the United States."

4. Civil Rights Act of March 1, 1875, entjtled "An Act to Protect
all Citizens in their Civil and Legal Rights." This act was de-
signed to guarantee to black citizens equal accommodations
with white citizens in all inns, public conveyances, theaters, and
other places of amusement. Refusal by private persons to pro-
vide sucb accommodations was declared a misdemeanor, and
injured parties were given the right to sue for damages. (18 Stat.
§335).

Thus, by 1875, -the majority in the Congress, and their support-
ers, assumed that adequate legal protection had been erected to
promote and protect the rights of all Americansparticularly
those who had just broken the fetters and shackles of "legal"
slavery.'

The hope was that the rule of Laµ after the Thirteenth. Four-
teenth, and Fifteenth Amendments to the Constitution, and the
early Civil Rights Acts,
affairs to ensure equalit

Tragically, the Dred
Supreme Court of the-Unit
the Nation had witnessed a h
these new enactments. The
of this liberalizing legislat
Plessy vs, Ferguson, it

ould cause the conduct of the country's
to all of its citizens.

tt mentality was still lingering in the
States. Consequently, by the 1880's,
stile and near-devastating assault on

S reme Court's steady emasculation
was completed in 1896, when, in

e ighest judicial sanction to separate'
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and un-equal treatment and existence for black people.The Exec-
utive

'---

and Congressional effort toward ending the nightmare of
slavery and building bridges of opportunity was relegated to the .
judicial scrap heap. Black men and women were frustrated, hopes
dashed, dreams of freedom deferred. They were confined to a
posture of peasantry. And for fifty-two years (1896-1948) the ,
Court effectively looked the other way whenhen black petitioners '
sought its intervention in een the most blatant denials of baste
freedoms. The Congress, after the Court killed itscarher initiative

-(1865-1875): did-practically nothing for more than seventy -fire
years (1875-1957). Black popte who had 1,ied through 244 years
of de jure slavery (1619-1863) were comPelled to live through 101
years (1863-1964) of varying' degrees of de facto slavery: benign
neglect and malignant retreat. .-

After puktuating its silence in the. late 194' in cases like
Sweatt vs. Painter, Sipuel vs. Oklahoma, District of Columbia vs..
John R. Thompson, and then in 1954 in Brown vs. Board of
Educatiqn. the Court helped to rekindle hope in dip black 5',

.population: maybe, at long last, the promise of 1863 and thd dreams
of 1866-1875 would move toward reality. ."

The Executive branch moved to arrest .its negative inertia.
Executive Orders prohibiting discrimination and prescbing
affirmative efforts were issued:
1. Executive Order No. 8802, 6 Fed. Reg. 3109 (1941) Roosevelt.
2. Executive Order No. 10308, 16 Fed. Reg. 12303 (1951)Truman. ,
3. Executive Order No. 10479, 18 Fed. Reg. 4899 (1953)

Eisenhower. ,

4. Executive Order No. 10925, 26 Fed. Reg. 19'7 (1961) Kennedy.
5. Executive Order No. 11246, 30 Fed. Reg. 12319 (1965) Johnson. r:

6. Executive Order No. 11375, 32 Fed. Reg. 14303 (1967) Johnson.
Congress, reacting'', public outrage over..violent incidents of

racial hatred and color phobia, enacted a, comprehensive Civil
Rights Act in 1964. It found 'discrimination based on race and color
permeating the whole of the American system, and that
fundamental problems attendant to race and color had changed
very little since it, COngress, acted in 1866, 98 years earlier'. In fact,
Congress found, there had beenand was--a concretization of
iniquity and affirmative denial. So ifervasive and entrenched were 1",,
se gation, discrimination and expldhation that the Congress
ac again In 1965, 1968, and 1972. President Nixon, whose

itical image was not that of a liberal, persuaded by the glaring
evidence of race-based discrimination, signed 'into law in 1972, an
amendment which strengthened the employment provision (Title
VII) of the 1964 Civil Rights Act.

.
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Inextricably interwoven into all of these earlier movements was
the intense desire of black people to gain access to education. If any
one item stood high on the common agenda of the slave, and now
the freedman. it was the quest for learning and training. Black
people were as aware as were other members of the society that
education was very much the base on which stood material well-
being, political representation and social mobility. Three hundred
and thirty -five years (1619-1954) paSsed before the American
system was to permit its black citizens an opportunity to exercise the
priviJege of a basic right-, a move toward equitable access to
institutions.and programs provided by public fundsparticulirly,
schools. Colleges and universities.

The most significant movement toward equity in education
occurred in 1968-69. following the assassination of Rev. Martin
Luther King. Jr. An assessment of the position of black people in
our nation was shocking. Colleges and universities, employers of all
descriptions (including the federal government) maintained
negative quotas (there shall be no more than) relative to black and
other minority-group representation. American institutions, after
public and self-examination, introduced efforts to correct their
years of indifference and resulting limited representation of this
nation's largest minority group.

Three years later, 1971-1972, as the number of black students
began to move beyond insignificance in the student bodies around
the nation (as faculty members there Itre still nearly too few to
count), a white student named Marco DeFunis, along with,his-
followers and supporters, began telling the world that black people
were moving tpo fast, that they had gone too far; that they were
taking seats in schtiols, and jobs, from bright and super-qualified
white people. They began a campaign which declared that all of
these laws, orders, regulations, rules and promises were just so
much paper and that the nation should adopt the theory of -benigrA.
neglect':.

Moreover, DeFunis and his supporters argued that minority-
group persons were lowering the standards of the institutions, that
their mere presence was a clear and present danger to the quality of
the academy. While the contentions were absolute poppycock, the
negative image and devastating impact that These tactics had, on
practically everyone, created an atmosphere, receptive to a Bakke
vs. Regents of California.

The DeFunis and Bakke attack has been in at least four
particulars:
A. It is being waged by persons and groups who, before now, hake
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held themselves out as liberals and as true friends of progress for
black people. These "friends" and "liberals". have completely
altered the social fabric in the past six years. The public expected
the bigots to call names and to say that minority-group
opportunities should be limited. But they did not anticipate such
negative action from our friends. Consequently, when certain
groups say that black people are "culturally deprived", "slow
learners", "children of crisis", "educationally deprived",
"underachisyers", "ghetto children", "poor testers",
"maladjusted", "products of disintegrated families", "poverty
prone':, "special admits ", and' that. we represent "academic
insufficiency", "dilution of quality", or that we have an "inherent
incapacity ", "urban, mentality", "inferior background", and are
"unqualified", the President, the Congress and the Supreme Court
of the United States listen. And thd media take a negative image to
the entire world. And despite the fact that the statements are free of
truth, many, too many, people believe them.
B. It strikes at the very heart of the quality a the basic worth of a
whole class of people. It questions the standar d the values by
which black people have survived and progressed in an alien and
hostile society. It says that courage, humanity, motivation;thc-will---.---:to slicceed, -survival instinct,-toughness, compassion, self- reliance
and the conquest of past struggles are not qulities to be considered
along with grade point averages and test scores because they are not
quantifiable and cannot be computerized. Moreover, these
experiences are more applicable to the black experiences and are
not considered important to other groups in the United States
society. -

C. It has helped to resurrect, and is now aiding in the propagation
of, the discredited myth of differences in talents and skills based on
race. So'effective has been this campaign, that it is nearly impossible
to bbserve any "nom-white' person on a college or university
campus, or in nearly any work capacity, without wondering whether
the person arrived there by some means'other than the quality of
her or his mind.

.
D. One statistic should be helpful. In 1964-65 when a push began td
include black people and other racial minorities in the law schools,
there were less than 800 such students oufrof a total of more than
65,000. By the mid-1970's the number of minority students had
grown to a little more than 7,000. But during the same period the
numberof white students had grown to more than 100,000. Another
way to view this is to note that for every seat given to a minority
student during the past decademore than five sears were added
for White students. Now DeFunis and Bakke would ,take away that

r)
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.
shallow gain and deny access to ibat small number potential
minority lawyers. A few facts about the DeFunis ca Se sho

prepare us for Bakke. Stripped of its legal niceties, social thesis a d -
obfuscating pronouncements about equality, fairness, objectiv y

and good-Ainericanism, DeFunis is basically racist and sexist

Illustrative of this fact is the history of admissions and graduati n
at the Washington State Law School where DeFunis aro e.
BetWeen 1902 and 1968, the Washington Law School graduat d
3,400 white students and 12 black students. The record does of

show how many white student With a more attractive record w re
being denied. The record do s not show any protest by

students against the admission of other white students. It did,. hot

matter how the white student gained admission; the assumption
vas.,he or she belonged there. .

It issonly when more than an insignifica't number of min City

students began to compete (or spaces that we hear the hue nd

cry about. discrimination and equal protection.
Allan' Bakke applied to the University of California, Davis

Medical School in 1973. As one of several hundreds of white
mare-applicants. his application was considered fdr one ofthe 84
seats which had been reserved for "general admissions". !he
gederal admittees were predominantly caucasian (1 black stu ent
in five years) and the special admittees were majority Chi ano
(31 in 5 years). next, Black (26, in 5 years); and Asian (12 in 5

*_ ' ears). While only one black student had been admitted u der
lie general or regular admissions process. Asians (37) and

Chicanos (6), w ho are classified in as white in California had
been admitted thiough the 84 places reserved for "ge eral

/admisiiions".
Further, he contended that the rese ion f 16

places constituted an unconstitutional intrusion into h pe nal

and individual, rights. Additionally, pressed Bakke, if h had
been other than caucasian he would have been admitted ,,The
Superior Court of California found that the University oper ted a
racial quota, could not take race into account; th t the
admissions program was violative of the Equal Protection ianse

+of "the Fourteetct Amendment, the California Constituti n and
/
/ Title VI of the 1 Civil Rights Act. The court did not orer his

admission. Bakke appealed that portion of the decision to the
S-upreme Court of California. 'the court found that Bak e had
been .discriminated against because of his color and ordel ed the
University to admit him.'The University appealed for reversal to
the Supreme Court of the United Statet In a 5-4 decision, the
Court affirmed the lower court's findings and decision, cept as

53
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it proscribed the use of race-as a factor in the admisions process."
Thus, by a very narrow margin, the Court left the door slightly
ajar for some affirmative efforts designed#to assist those groups
whose history has been permeated by acts of discrimination.

Several messages seem to emerge from, and through, the
Jake decision:\
1. That racial paranoia, in an unhealthy quantity, is resurfacing

in the United States. A considerable amount of national
energy_must now be directed toward placing the nationonce
againon a road toward the eradication of inequity based on
race.

2. That the civil rights victories, which have been fought and
won during recent years. have actually benefitted white
persons, particularly those of working-class status and white
women, in equal or greater measure than they have black'
people.

3. That today's generation of white persons, many, if net most.
of whom are general beneficiaries of earlier and continuing
racial discrimination, take little, if any, cognizance of, nor feel
any responsibility for, the glaring inequality in American
society.

4. That the .use of loaded language (reverse discrimination.
preferential treatment, citota's) is the tactic which will be
emplcsyeci to characterize the goggle of black people, thereby
causing the public to view that quest as an attack on standards
and unfair competition 'with white persons.

5. That below, the surface of the brouhaha and seeming
imbroglio ushered in t?y the.DeFunis And Bakke litigation, is a
firm determination to maintain superior status based on race
and color. Why else would so much money and time be spent
to attack less than .10 percent of the seats in colleges and
universities, to which minority-group students just recently
gained access, when the more than 90 percent remaining seats
have-been assigned according to class, race, status, financial
ability, geography, athletic ability, sex, kinship and other
subjective associations._

6. Thal those institutions and organizations which, would 'think
seriously of developing programs, even voluntary ones, which
would help to eradicate' barriers to access as faced by black
people, and other minority-group persons, must be prepared
to demonstrate that persons admitted or hired under such
programs are actually better than any white person who might

F;/
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:\ bedenied or not hired. Such a burden has a chilling effect of
44P).

immeasurable proportion. "
.

7. That the Court is rapidly returning to its posture of the late
1870's ancl.:80's relative to the status of black people. It is
construing J,hose,Amen ents, which were enacted for the
express purpose moving black *people into the central

ream of American life, as proscribing the conduct and
Itiatives for .which they were originally .intended. Such a

trend by thee Court will, in my judgment, create an
unnecessary and bitter racial crisis at.this point in the nation'g'-

' history.
qt. Art

The Bakke decision will, very likely, open a floodgate of
litigation; such litigation will likely demand -cisions which
would be devastating to the w kas of the p w years. One
would hOpe that the C6urt, wits ext earliestopportunity, would
movaptooIlay the fears of Mino ity-groupopersons and to arrest
,the li ous 'Zeal of .their oppone ts. The court could look to some

wn pronouncements for effective and positive guidance.
xample, the record shows that the Equal Protectiob Clause

has been variously1treate.d since its adoption in 1868. It had been
associated with, and in some instances determined, to "overtap4";
h e Js a nd protection of the Due Piocess Clause. The

conlMti advanced by DeFunis and Bakke would hold that the
Equal-Protection Clause is so constraining that it Mandates some
sort of "mathematical n*ety"_and abhors the formulation and
implettOtation of measures applicable to a situation in which
persons are not on an unequal footing. One of the mdst.prOfound
statements relative to such a situation was Made' by tile ',tate
Lyndon B. Johnsciii). Speaking a fTw weeks -before his death, he
admonished tifq nation to stop playinA subtle 'V'erbal games and'to
get on with affirmative efforts to "equalize history". Fof., as long
as black and white persons ace .tfreated as if they have
experienced an equal history, the glaring disparity will continue
and black people will be, forever' consigned to the lower strata of
American life. The Court itself has said that the Constitution is a
flexible, organic document. r

'A Constitution . . . announces certain basic principles to serve as
the perpetual foundation of the state. It is not intended to be a
limitation do its healthful development ndr an obstruction to its . .
progress .. . . The Courts in this coutxtry have shown a
deterkiination to give our written Constitution, by intern ie cation,,
such flexibility as will bring them to accord with what t courts
belieVe to be public interest . . .""

.
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.Moreover* the Fourteenth Amendment was intended tocorrect

and to cure the_ Constitutional defect which -Chief Justice Taney .

found knd announced in the Dred Scott decision. The
Arnendriieltt 113.s one central purpoSe according to Justice Miller,
even as he deli ered the 5 to 4 decision which_devitalized much of
the Fourteenth Amendment, (particularly, the Privileges and

'Immunities Clause):
...in the light of . . . events. almost too recent to_be called

history, but which are familiar to us all; and on the most casual
vcamination of the language of these Amendments (13th. 141, and
15th) no one can fail to t,e impressed with the one pervading
purpose found in them 'all, lying at the foundation of each. and
without which none of them would have been even suggested;-all
mean the freedom of the slave race, the security and firm
establishment_of thit freedom, and the protection ,of the iewty-
made freedmad and-citizen from the oppressions of those who had
formerly exercised unlimited dominion over him. It is true that
only the Fifteenth Amendment mentions the Negro by speaking of
his color and his slavery. But it'is just as true that the Thirteenth
and Fburteenth] were addressed to-the grievanels of that race, and
designed to remedy them."

Few, if any, statements have,more pointedly stated the purpose
and the reach of the Civil War Amendments. Maybe that is the
very ,reason why most students of American Constitutional Law
find. if fas'cinating, if not peculiar, to hear some persons, even
judges and Supreme court Justices-, suggesting that the
Constitution, and particularly the Civil War Amendments, are
`colorblind', and that they would be employed against the very
persons and purposes for whom and which they. were enacted.
This very matter will shape much of future litigation. In,
considering whether race could be used as A factor, without
overburdening constitutional permissibility, Chief Judge Coffin,
writing for a unanimous court in Associated General Contractors
vs.' Altschuler, 42 U.S:L.W. 2320'(12/25/73), gave new vigo4to
the Constitution as a living document and "rejected the idea of
inflexibility in its 4application:

"The first Justice Harlan's much quoted Observation that 'the
Constitution is colorblind . . (and) does not .. . permit any public
authority to kpow the race of those entitled to be protected in the

enjoyment of such rights,: Plessy vs. Ferguson, 163 U.S. 537, 554
(1896) (dissenting opinion), has1come to represent a long.terTn

-..goal. It 'is by now well understdod, however, that our society
cannot besompletely,colorblind in the short term'if w are to have
a colorblind society in the long term. After centuri of viewingal. 1,

through colored lenses, eyes do, not quickly adjust when e lenses
are removed.' Discrimination has a way of perpetuating itself, albeit .

unintentionally, because theresulting inequalities make -new,

5c,
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opportunities less accessible. Preferential treatment is one partial
prescription to remedy our society's.most intransigent and deeply-
rooted inequalities

In my judgment, the Equal Protection Clause does not deny
officials of educational institutions the right to adopt rational
means of implementing initiatives by which citizens are to be
accorded equal and full protection of equal laws, nor does it bar
reasbnable classification and the use of race as a factor or as an
ingredient of those measures adopted to reach that objective.

What is most\needed, but does.not now seem to exist, is the
commitment to build a society based on equality; in .an
atmosphere absent of racial hostilityi one of inclusion rather than
of exclusion. The cornerstone of such a society may be measured
by the level of access accorded toffs citizens, particularly as that

'access relates to edUcational institutions and job opportunities.

In my judgment, the goal can be reached by instituting the
same flexibility in admissions relative fo race, that has always
obtained fqr geographic representation, alumni sons and
daughters, foreign students and any other categories deemed
important by the admitting school. In this instance, the only
variable is a "wise sensitivity to race." I do not call for separate
admissions committees and policies. But rdo insist that minority-
group persons and nork-mihority women have representatiod'on
all important levels in fhe various institutions.

If the nation fails in this effort, then Mr. Justice Thurgood
Marshall's observations, admonition and deeply-felt plea take;,on
even greater immediacy and poignancy. Dissenting in the Bakke
decision, Mr. Marshall wrote, in part:

-The position of the Negro today in America is the tragic but
inevitable ,consequence of centuries of unequal treatment.
Measured by any benchmark of comfort or achievement,
meaningful equality remainsla distant dream for the Negro.

A Negro dad today has a life expectancy which is shorter by
more than five years than that of a white child. The Negro child's
mother is over three times mote likely to die of Cothplications in
childbirth. and the infant mortality rate for Negroes is nearly twice
that for whitest' The median income/of the Negro family is only
6O that of the median of a white Amity, and the percentage of
Negroes who live in families with incomes belowithe poverty ime is
nearly four times greater than that of whites,

"When the Negro child reaches w6rking age, he finds that
America offers him significantly less than it offers his white
counterpart. For Negro adults, the unemployment rate is twice that
of whites and the unem9loythent rate for Negro teenagers is nearly
three times that of wha e teenagers. A Negro male who completes

57
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al,ur year
SI re than a white male who has only a high scItool diploma.

of college can expect a mecan annual income of

Although Negroes *represent 11.5% of the population. they are
only 1.2% of the lawyers and judges, 2% of theihysicians, 2.3%
of'the dentists. 1.1% of the engineers and 2.6% of the collegcand
university professors.

"The relationship between those figures and the history of

eveery point from birth to deat . the impact of the past is reflected
unequal treatment afforded .t the Negro cannot be denied. At

,o,
in the still disfavored position of the Negro

_. .:.Iris because of a legacy of unequartrettment that ve now must
permit the institutions of this society to give consideration to race
in making decisions about who will hold the positions of influence.1/4_
affluence and prestige-in America. For far too long, the doors to
those positions have been shut to Negroes. If we are ever to
becote a hilly integrated society, one in which the color of a
person's skin will not determine the opportunities,available to him
or.4fer, we must be willing fitteke stepsto open those doors. I do
not believe that anyone can truly look into America's past and still
find that a remedy for the effects of that past is impermissible.

"It has beep, said th.at this case involves only the indltilEtusl,
Bakke. and this University. ti doubt, however, that *ere is a
computer capable of detorming the number of persons and

.. institutions,that may be affected by the decision in this case. For
example, we are told by th'e Attorney General of the United States
that at least 27 federal agencies have ado ted reg ions requiring
recipients of federal funds -to take 'affi ve tion to overcome

e effects of conditions which resul in limiti g participation . ..
by persons of a particular r e,, color, or national origin: .
Su lemental Brief for the nited States as Amicus Curiae 16
(emphasis added). I cannot even guess the number of state ana
local governments that have, set up affirmative. action` programs,
which may be affected by today's decision.

"I fear that we have come full circle. After the_Cil War our
government started several 'affirmative action programs, The
Court, in the Civil Rights Cases and lessy vs. Ferguson, destroyed
the movement toward com lete e ality. For almost a century no
action was taken, and tnacti n was with the tacit approval of
the courts. Then we had rown vs. Board of Education and the
Civil Flights Act of Cofigress, followed by numerous affirmative
action programs. Now, we have this Court again stepping in, this
time to stop affirmative action progranv ofx.tha type used by, the,
University of California." ' V
It was George Satitayana who said: "Those who cannot

remember the past are condetned to repeat it." I hope that the
people of.thination will remain alert to he historical origins and
resulting controversy over color and race. And never forget a
queition put by Langston Hughes:
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t

"What happens to a dream deferred?
Dees it dry tip like a raisin in the sun
Or fester likebre and then run?
Does it stink rotten meat
Or crust'and sugar °yelp like a syrupy sweet?
Maybe it just sags like a heavy load
Qr does it explode?" .:Q

4
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Implications for Affirmative
Admissions after Bakke
Preliminary Analysis of Academic and Bar Performance
of Council on Legal Education Opportunity Program
Fellows, 1968-1978

Wade J. Henderson, Executive Director, CLEO
Linda Florei, Associate Director, CLEO

I. INTRODUCTION

It may well be an understatement to call Regents of the
University of California v. Bakke,' the most significant United
States Supreme Court decision affecting the interests, of this
country's minority groups since Bro_ga,....v. Board of
Education.2 No casein recent years has generated such wide-
ipread, pulfic .concern and -excitement, as Bakke4 a record:
sixty -twtt amicus curiae briefs representing various political
interests were presented to the Couit forconsideration. Poiti-
cal demonstrations, both fro and con, over Bakke and its
suspected impact in the area of minority group access to

9higher education versus the rights of the "individual' domin- o
ated media coverage. Justice ThUrgood Marshall, after provi-
ding the court in Bakke with an impassioned historical analy-
siS of the evolving political status of America's minorities,
went an to state: _

I fear that we have come full circle. After the Civil War our
government started several "affirmative action" programs.... This
Court in the Civil Rights Cases and Plessy v. Ferguson destroyed-the

It movement toward complete equality. For almost a century no action
was 'taken, and this non-action Was with the tacit approval of the
courts. When we had Brown v. Board of Education and the Civil
Rights Acts of Congress followed-by numerous affirmative action
programs. Now, we have this Cdurt agairrstepping in, this time to
stop affiimativf action programs of the type used by the University of
California.' 0)

.0
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Justice Marshall's lin-pH-Cation is clear and unrrlistakable.
Just as the Court effective ended America's first "Recon-
struction", it was feared that it may have signaled with Bakke
an end to the "second" as well.

There is niuch.ifony associated with Justice Marshall's dire
prediction regarding the possible end of the "second recon-
struction.' For some, there is an inherent assumption that
minority group economic, political and social gaff's during the
approximately twelve-year period of affirmative action in
higher education and employment have been immense; so
immense in fact that some would proffer that there has been a
declining significance of racial prejudice as.a major determi-
nant in the social advancement of minority group individuals.'
And while there is evidence that through affirmative action
admissions minority group access to higher education
increased dramatically in contrast to prey boils levels of enroll-
ment, there is also data which justifies less enthusiastic con-
clusions-as well.5

It appears that'meaningful access to graduate and profes-
sional opportunity by minority group Americans continues to
be an elusive foal in thee al ueSt for greater economic and politi-
cal participtign in the Mainstream of society. Although signi-
ficant numerical increases have been achieved vis a vis
minority access to all4es of participation in bigber educa-
tion (when compared with pre-affirthative action period
enrollment figures), the.; goal of parity in the percentage of
minority individuals in particular academic disciplines in
comparison with their representation in the population at-
large is still a distant dream.6

Although affirmative action admission programs have been
initiated in one form or another at graduate and professional
levels .within most academic disciplines, shifting social
priorities, public misperception, .of actual minority
achievement and a shifting economy have served to undercut
substantially the reserve of :`good will" which provided such a
compelling catalyst to initiate many of these programs in 196g.
There are numerous reasons (which will not be discussed
herein) for this shift in attitudeAnd support regarding aspira-
tion of Blacks and other minoritivofor greater access to
higher education opportunity, Howaer, a review of enroll-

6 1
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tent patterns in law, medicine, engineering and business
during the period 1968 to 1978 reveals, at best, a marginal
"stabilization" of fairly minimal representation by minorities
in these discipli ;or, at worst, they seerh to project a declinein overall access o future opportunity in several selectareas.7Based on these figures alone, the projection of significantsocial gains by minority groups through access to highereducation opp rtunity, at least in the 1980's, does not appearoverly promisi g.

II, LEGAL :DOCATION
An exami tion of the enrollment patterns of Blacks and

other minori y groups in legal education is typical of the datain the other isciplines noted. Between 1969, the advent yearof race-con us affirmative admissions in law schools, and
1979, enro lments in American Bar Association-approvedschools sw lied from 68,386 to 122,860 or 79.6%.8 The rea-sons for t is somewhat phenomenal growth are many, how-
ever, the can he distilled into essentially one factor. Over
several d cades, primarily because of social pressures and bygovern ntlactionz the relation§hips, rights and obligationsof many rsons and groups have been cast in legal terms. This
has res lted in thrusting more of the problem-solving efforts0.4 of soci ty onto the legal system, and made access to the legalprok clitical in the vindication and determination ofrights 9

D ring the early "period of affirmative admissions, womenand minorities were co:equals on the bottom rung of, thead issions ladder. In 1969 women constituted 4,715 f thetot or 6.89%; total minority enrollment reached 33(4' 9%), with more than one-half of that number derivefr m first-year admittance. Specifically, Black enrollment
2 128 (3.11%), and for other giroups at this time, figures were
yen less substantial: Mexicarr-Arnerican nrollment totalled

412 (4%); Puerto Rican representatiiiliumbered 61 (.08%);Pacific Islanders numbered 480 (.7%); and other Hispanics
and. American Indians equalled 75 (.11%) and 72 (.11%),
respectively.'°

In 1974 wheel the first significant judicial challenge to race:
concious admissions, Defunis v. Odegaard," was heard by

62
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A
the Supreme Court of the United States, total law school
enrollment had reached 110,713, or 42,327 more students
than in 1969 (68,386), an increase of 61.9%. Black enrollment
had grown by 134.7% in that same time to 4,995 students, an
increase of 2,867 students; but Blacks still represented only
4 51% of the total law school enrollment. Similar numerical
.
increases-were achieved by other minority groups, yet marked
uriderrepresentation Overall continued to characterize the
coOparisons:

TABLE I

1974
Enrollment.

cic
Increase

% of Total
Enrollment

Mexican-Americans 1,357 229.4% 1.23

Puerto Ricans 263 331.2% .24
Asian/PacifiC Islanders 1,063 . 121.5% .96
Other Hispanics 387 416.0% .35
Amer. Indians/

_Alaskan Native 265 268.1% .24

Interestingly, 21,788 women had come to represent 19.76"i- of
the total enrollment figure by that kime,, a numerical increase
of 17,073 students and a percentaMncrease of 362.,1%.'2

By 1978 when the court had rendered its opinion in Bakke,
total law school enrollment had expanded to 121,606 stu-
dents, an increase over the '74 figures of 10,893 or 9.8%.
Women, on the other hand, had far out-stripped this growth
for the same period, from 21,788 to 36,808, an increase of
15,020 students or 68.9%."

Both Black and Mexican-American enrollment for ttie
1974-78 period remained relatively constant. the former rose
from 4,995 to 5,350, a net increase of 355 students (7.1%) and
the Iatterincreased from 1,357 to 1,462, representing an
overall oincrease of 105 students. (7.7q). Of all groups
examined only total male enrollment forthe intervening years
between DeFunis and Bakke actually &creased in number
from 88,925 in 1974 to 84,798. a drop of 4.6c( .14 It is important
to note that the decline in male enrollment occurred at a time
when total law school enrollment expanded consitler.ibl.
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Although covering only one discipline, the foregoing stati-
stics seem at substantial variance with the general public
perception regarding the actual 'numerical impact of race-
conscious affirmative admissions programs on total law school
enrollments. Beginning ostensibly with DeFunis. the sensa-
tionalist response of the media and political action groups'
notions of 'reverse discrimination" have helped create an
impression among the public that race-conscious,admissions
of Blacks and °the,' minorities served to bar **legitimate.-

. merit-based enrollment of White males. Often it was implied
and widely believed that but for the existence of an affirmative '
action program. a denial of admission to a seemingly qualified
White male would never have occurred."

In reality, minority enrollment programs in 1 w schools'
were never a significant factor in the continue declining
enrollmentof the seemingly threatened White male. From
1974-79 the Black student enrollment average "stabilized" at
roughly 4.5% over the five-year period; it has yet to exceed
the high percentage achievement of 1976 when Blacks consti-

. tuted 4 69e;. of total enrollments and Chicano enrollment
rose to 1.27% of the total. And although the..20er minority
groups experienced some increases, the overall enrollment
for all but one of these groups has remained under or close to
.5% of the total law school enrollment."' A}s...Qoted earlier,
legal education underwent considerable expansion of avail-
able seats to accommodate increased interest. However.
such an expansion could not 'keep pace in maintaining the
status quo (in terms of the 1974 ratio of men to women) with
the' new applicant pool of highly qualified women.

Note further, that although opportunities broadened
through the-establishment of more law school seats, not one
new school accredited by the ABA between 1968 and 1979
was affiliated with a predominantly Black institution. Of the
169 schools presently approved by the ABA only four (4) are
affiliated with historically or predominantly Black, schools
(Howard University. Texas Southern University, North
Carolina Central Uniyersity. andSouthern University)."

In the finalanalysis. it appears that race - conscious affirma-
tive admission 'in law schools has "taken the far in a misper-
ceiVed conflict for public support pitting the rights of the inch-

p 1.
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idual against the interests of minority groups. The apparent
tightening of the enrollment of White males occasioned pri-
marily by the expansion of women's enrollment has received
little public attention. The irony, of course, is that increased
affirmative recruitment of women for law study was based in
part upon the successful political inroads and arguments esta-
blished by Blacks and other racial/ethnic minorities.

The vulnerability of race-conscious admissions, in federal
constitutional terms and politically, in contrast to the relative
acceptance of the increased admission of women, is in large
measure responsible for the proliferation of legal attacks on
special admission programs. Although minority groups and
women have been victims of active discrimination in admis-
sion to law schools, the rationale underlying this discrim-
ination and the remedy for each is completely different.
Because many women have presented general admission
qualifications equal or superior to thei prevailing standard in
law schools," the remedy to the problem of their discrimina-
tion in admission and their underrepresentation in the profes-
sion had a somewhat simplistic solution which required little
alteration to the existing "meritocratic- selection process.
Active recruitment and an end to discrimination based on sex
alone have been sufficient to increase' dramatically the num-
ber and percentage of women in law schools.

Race-conscious adTission as a remedy to the pervasive
effects of past discrimination against minorities has required,
in addition to special sensitivity in recruitment, dual admis-
sion criteria (separate from the prevailing standard) because

the disparate academic credentials (particularly standard-
ized tests scores) of many minority applicants. And although
necessary to the early success of programs to increase minority
enrollthents, it is the existence'of dual criteria in admission
without a sound juridicial and/or theoretical foundation
which continues to pose a dilemma for greater access by
Blacks and Other minorities to a legal education. This may
well have been the central message underlying the Court's
views in Bakke.

On the question of race-conscious admissidris, it has been
difficult to decipher Bakke's true meaning for the country as a
whole and for minority groups in particular,.. From a legal..
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standpoint, Bakke said very little. With seemingly fragmented
opinions and little solid philosophical consensus, the Bakkedecision may, not be an accurate prediction of the Court'sfuture direction; Bakke may or may not speak authoriatively
to similar litigation in the same area. only subsequent litiga-
tion and judicial refinement will shed any real ley! insight

.beyond what we already know. However, and lest we forget,Bakke affirmed the positive use of race within the admission
process to higter education," and in so doinesanctioned the
legitimate consideration of past discrimination against racialgroups as a basis for voluntary remediation.

In several aspects, Bakke was more than just a courtdecision; it was a national phenomenon./Ayiustice Marshallimplied, Bakke may haVe been symbols of a public policy.
shift portending cataclysmic impact on a range of questions
involving minority group aspirations beyond 1980. Bakke Is
unquestionably reflective of a peculiar state of mind precipi-
tated by America's current economic condition. But on itsunderside, Bakke is also an attack on the concept of "group
remedy" for the legatees of group injustice. Hence, Bakkepits notions of individual rights against the rights of historic-ally disenfranchised groups.

In mare ways, hakke begged far more questions than itanswered. This is attributable not only to the scanty
evidentiary record at trial, but also to the inherent limitationsplaced on any judicial review of a major social policy issue.
The record number amici briefs posed questions ranging fromsocial policy concerns, through testing, to the questio9 of the
decision's general economic impact and beyond. To some,extent, the posing of a narrow question within the judicialforum may be dispositive of the final legal outcome.
However, the judicial foruin, as evidenced by the Court's

seeming indecision in Bakke, may be too narrow a perspective
from which to examine fully the range of questions thecountry posed.

Among other things, Bakke has highlighted the need for
greater understanding of what educational measurement can
and cannot accurately determine. The Court's decision couldlead to inappropriate changes in admission policies in'professional schools if it is seen as negating some sound

6 (3
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practices of selection which employ both test and non-quan-
3Ifiable data in decision making :20 Consequently, the legiti-
macy of the testing'esting Industry and its practices'must be severe-
ly scrutinized.

The twelve -year experience of the Council on Legal Educa-
tion Opportunity (CLEO) has helped to shape much in the
way of affirmatise.admission prograin development in legal
education and may shed some light on its future after Bakke,
Experinient; refinement, and it stituionalization have ear-
marked much done in the name' of minority groirp access to
legal education opportunity over the last twelve years. CLEO
itself can take some credit for this expansion of access 'to'
educational opportunity. Begun in 1968 through the support
of two national bar associations and organizations involved in

legal education and accreditation. CLEO was one of the
earliest progenies of the struggle to expand educational
opportuniires for minority groups.='

BecauSe CLEO sponso hip brought together diverse ele-
ments within the er education community, including
foundaan interests and the federal government as well, the
program soon became symbolic of the overall effort to
broaden higher educatidn'admission beyond the law schools.
The CLEO model of academic and financial support esta-

f bli;hed early the validity of the program's deceptively simple,
yet effective operating premise; that is, that minority and
economically disadvantaged persons could be rapidly and
successfully infused into legal education with no diminution in
academic standards. notwithstanding measurement predic-
tions to the contrary. Since CLEO's inception in 1968, some

''.2, 6210. persons' have met the program's challenge and in the
process have compiled impressive records of academic and
professional achievement.22

However, the twelve years cl,f CLEQlhave also &itnessed
another major educational accomplishment. With the g dual
prbliferation of affirmative action admissions programs liAs
also come the increased availability of "performance related'.
data concernin the minority group student within affirmative
action admissio s. Thus, many implicit yet prevailjngassump-
tions on minor ty group performance Within 'the academic
arena may now, 'e examined in ways not previously available'

67



=to us. This is no seriall development since many of these'
programs were based, initially, on untested theories regarding
the academic potential of minority group students. Moreover,
the oppoininity to examine long-term implications and
societal effects Of theSe programs vis-a-vis the current career
placement of program graduates can now be explored with
more than merely theoretical projection. This information,
unobtainable ten years ago, is a significant underlying con-
sideration although totally ignored in the Supreme Court's
analysis in Bakke."

III. CLEO BACKGROUND
The Council on Legal .Education Opportunity was'ibrmed

in 1968 as a joint pro jet of the American Bar Assocition, the
National Bar Association, the Association of,American Law
Schools, and the Law School Admission Council; in 1972, LA
Raza National Lawyers Association became a sponsoring
organization as well,..21 CLEO's programs have been designed
specifically to serve those educationally and economically
disadvantaged persons who, but for a program such as CLEO,
would have little chance to attend an accredited law school
because of economie and admission credential limitations."
The concerns of 068 were Concrete: less than 1% of the
lawyers in this country were Black and in some states there
were more than 30,000 Black residents for each Black
lawyer."

The present CL O program has twoxentral components of
direct service to s udents in addition to its services fo the law
saiools. The two primary student components are summer
institutes for pro pective law students and annual fellowthips
of $1,000 each o the successful graduates .of the summer
institutes who at nd law school. The law schools individually
absorb more th half the costs of the summer institutes and

ar- provide tuition olarships, as well as financial-aid to CLEO
students. It is iin rtant to note that the present $1,000,000
annual federa I support for CLEO generates as much as
$3,000,000 of ash and services annually from law schools.
Over 140 A A-approved law schools currently enroll the
approximate! 550 CLEO fellows now attending lavtschool.

. 6
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The (1l 0 Regional Summer Institutes were'originally
designed to operate largely as a screening and evaluation
process for minority students who would not otherwise, be
admitted- to law school, k)eusing on the identification of
minority and oilier disadsantaged students who had. the
potentia4 for successful entry into the legal profession,despite
their' lack of traditional Admissions criteria. This fops has
chinged slightly as CLEO learned more about the educational
process 'generally and legal education in particular. A,brief
*view of the: recent history of law school admission is the
most efficient means of explaining how this change has

*occurred.
Prior to the post-WOrld ,War II educatioil Worn, the

traditiondl.approach to law school admissions had been tp
enroll nearly all students who could pay the tuition (except at.
"those schools that were admittedly discriminatory) and weed
(Stu the non-lawyers on the basis of law school performance,
particularly at the endof the first'year,of law study. In,that
era, admission to the ,profession was determined almost
spiely by performance in law gchdol, subject to limited
further evaluation by bar examinations. The vastly increased
number of Ithk school applicantsin the post-war era gave rise
to the Law School Admission Test (LSAT), which was first
administered in 1948. was in widespread use tit the mid -50's
and in almost uniVersal use by 1960. In the 19605 it became a,
dominant factor in the admissions process for most law
schools." As the schools sought to increase their minority
enrollm,ents, it became apparent that the LSAT was standing
as an obstacle to io.this endeavor and the legal educat'n
community sought an alternative admissions device. The
summer institutes of CLEO were conceived to perform this
service.

ft 'seemed feasible for CLEO to revitalize the concept of
performance as.a means of determining legal aptitude, At
feast with` regard to minority and economically
disadvantaged applicants. The 'summer institutes offered
mini-courses in substantive law along with legal research end
17vriting. Initially, they.were largely experimental and varied
in program format; some were, primarily remedial, some
attempted only to identify studentg who showed promise of

C
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suec in law school and others aime

e study of law. While the institutestifl reflect a
of these elements, their format and primary aim

as lidifred. In' general, Treater emphasis is placed on
rientation of the students to law school methodology and

on evaluation of the law aptitude and potential of the student,
while remedial aspects are minimized.28

The second compOnents of the current CLEO Program .is
the provision of fellowships to the students who go on from
the summer institutes to law school. These fellows

' provided under Title
and

of the .Higher Education Act o
1965, as 2mended29 and are currentfy set at $1,000 per year.
These fellowships are to be used exclusively for lividg
expenses. Each law school admitting a CLEOjtudenrn kes

,kcommitment to provide tuition, sometimes in the fo a
tuition rebate, sometimes through the use of otherwise
available scholarship funds, and more frequently through the
use of loan funds.

In addition 'to the summer institutes and fellowships
a inistered by CLEO, the National Office prepares course

aterials, has operated an Application- Sharing Project by
Or promising 'but unsuccessful applicants to CLEO are

ferred to selected law schliols, serves as a catalyst for
novative projects in admissions, cooperates and shares with

pecial admission progtams operated by individual law -
schools and generally serves as a repository of data and
information about legal education and the disadvantaged.

The CLEO Program has also *published, in conjunction
with Ocean Publications, Inc.; two major bard-bound
works of particular interest to legal educators and scholars.
The first publication, DeFunis v. Odegaard and the
University of Washington," is a ree-volume set containing
the complete records and briefs of the cage;. the second,
Bakke I,: Regents of the University of California," is a six-
volume set similar to the DeFunis work. In addition, CLEO
has published, in cooperation with the Howard University
LaW Journal, selected papers from a two-day symposium
which commemorated the program's Tenth Anniversary in
1978.32 4.

re

CLEO has cpme to accept the principle that the concept of
economic and 'educational disadvantage in the face of a

if 1
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baccalaureatTcrev--ee is not married to the concept of race.
"Traditional- admissions criteria have had the effect of
excluding many disadvantaged persons from law school
regardless of race. Frequently, the CLEO participant is one
who,.by rcason of cyclical poverty and attendant educational
deficiency, may have experienced initial difficulty in
adjusting academically to the college environment. His or
her cumulative grade point average, however, may r ,eflect an

*-
upward trend characterized by marked improvement during
the thiid and fourth years. A large number of CLEO
students have also. -because of their disadvantaged

'background, attended undergraduate colleges that are less
demanding academically than the more prestigious
institutions Chat furnish candidates for law school. When
these factors tire produced by membership,in an isolated
group, whether minority or White in ethnic terms, the
student fits the concept of disadvantaged."

In response to its own (hough; processes and the needs of
society. CLEO broadened its concerns several years ago to
encompass disadvant'aged White stMents., One readily
identifiable target population of disadvantaged White
students from which CLEO draws can be found in
Appalachia4Yei. it comes as no surprise that the ratio of
minority students in the CLEO Program regains
overwhelmingly high.

Tile argument is often heard that no person with a
baccalaureate degree can be considered disadvantaged, since
he orshe has an advantage over a large portion of the
population. What should be remembered, howeker, is that
this same person can be disadvantaged with respect to other
college graduates attempting to enter the legal profession.
The patterns that have in the past, kept these groups seriously
underrepresented in the socially and-economically powerful
institutions of society and prevented their ready access to the
mechanisms for peaceful dispute resolution through the legal
*stem will continue as part'of the cyclical poverty to which
this Program k addressed. This is the concept of
disadvantaged with which- ('%E() is now working. a concept
that recognizes the potential of disadvantaged for both %% kite,
and minority groi,tps.'
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IV. OBJECTIVES: PROGRAM FOCUS .
.

CLEO's purpose is to increase 9n ber of attorneys
from economically and educationally disadvantaged
backgrounds. As presently structured, the prograin includes
a gix-week, in-residence summer program which is premised
upon the following hypothesis:, that significant numbers of
disadvantaged students who would be excluded from legal
education 'through the use of tratlitional measures of
aptitude cal, with financial and academic support,
successfully negotiate the law school curriculum. The net,
result: increased- access to the legal system and to the
decision-making processes of the country by those who have
been historilally disenfranchised for reason of race and/or
economic circumstance.

,Admission to CLEO is contingent upon two primary
factors: economic-background eligibility and the prospect
for successful matriculation in law school as indicated by. the

.applicant's complete academic profile, notwithstanding
marginal performance.on the Law School Admission Test.35

Although CLEO, coVucts a more co prehensive
approach to selection in its emphasis on n-quantifiable
data, the academic,screening for the pro am must still take
into account prevailing admissionS standards of law schools.
CLEO reviews an'applicant's entire file to determine what
thee prospects are for 'placement in law scliool once the
summer institute experience, has been completed. Persons

accredited
records show little real prospect for admission to

accredited schools (usually because of extreme low LSAT
scores) are not generally accepted. But, neither oestLE0
attempt to select merely the best credectialed applicants.

Many persons who haveaperformed exceptionally well in
undergraduate school and on the LSAT would benefit less/
substantially from the summer institute experience because
their admission to law school is legs likely to be contingent
upon this additional measure of performance potential. Most

,such applicants who may be otherwise disadvantaged are
ably recruited by law schools and can successfully compete
foLi instittnional and university financial assistance;
therefore;' increase the overall number of minority and
economics disadvantaged members of the legal

i
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profession, the program focuses upon a "middle" group. I
quantifiable terms, this "middle'. group has been established
within a range of 350 to,525 on LSAT performance, and an
average undergraduate grade point average of 2.82."
However, becave present funding restrictions limit financial
assistance to successful institute participants, CLEO looks to
persons who manifest arhability to negotiate lav, school and-
in whom lav, schools, in cooperation win CLEO, are willing
to devote substantia4 attention and resources.

Emphasis in the institutes is Placed on the orientation of
the student to the law school experience and the evaluation,
in a classroom situation. of the law aptitude and potential of
the student. As noted previously, compensatory and
remedial academic aspects are now minimized.

The curriculum of the summer institutes focuses on two
central aspects: the methodology of legal analysis and law
development (using specifically structured substantive lav,
courses as vehicles) and the evaluation of students' ability to
master it. At a minimum, a summer program's curriculum
which is approved by CLEO's governing boardincludes
specially tailored courses which are derived from the first-
year law school curriculum and which emphasize abstract"
thinking thods of legal analysis and synthesis, as'well as,
legal" resech methods and techniques. The summer
institutes are structured to include such courses as torts,
contracts. property, criminal law, etc. Efforts are made to
select manageable, legal cases which are not generally_
repeated in the first year of lav, school, in this way program
participants are not lulled by the false belief that they have
received a substotive "head-sta- rt" on _their formal -legal
training. Each institute also offers a detailed legal writing
course, which focuses on outlining, brganizing ughts,
developing argumentative essays, researching and g erally
committing to writing legal analyses and respons to
problems,given in the substantive courses. From 35-505 of
the summer institute curricultim is devoted to this purpose,"

The intensive course of study covers a six-week period,
wherein one -half week4 reserved for student evaluations,
including "one-on-one faculty-student performance
reviews of. institute participants' work. The summer

7`'
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institutes begin in mid-June and end by July 31st of each
year; this schedule is designed to permit maximum program
impact on the laW school admission process on behalf of
successful CLEO participants. 'Exclusive of tutorial sessions,
program participants receive 14 to 16 class contact hours per
week. Through constant feedback between the
professor/teaching assistant and student, an individual can
identify not only academic problems, but also areas of

, 'strengththe central focus of the institute program. In this
manner, a participant gains confidence in him/herself, as
well as in his/her abilities.

Each institute also attempts to establish a close rapport
between professors, teaching assistants, and students in an
informal atmosphere. Teaching assistants Are each assigned q
specific number of students, live in the same dormitory
facilities as the students, and attend classes with them. A
student thus can obtain academic assistance as needed.

V. DATA RETRIEVAL PROCESS
,In view of the upcoming legislative reauthorization of

CLEO, the CLEO National Office initiated a
comprehensive survey in the summer of 1978 to compile
relevant data on the performance of the over Progrm
participants during their matriculation in law school. While
data on the three-year law school performance of CLEO
Fellows is readily available from the law schools via
academic ?eporting requirements associated with each
Fellow's continuing fellowship eligibility, additional data on
post-law school performance (i.e., bar data and career
patterns) has been difficult to obtain. Although the
National Office attempts to solicit this information annually
from graduating CLEO Fellows, the data on hand remains.
incomplete. This has resulted primarily from a failure, of
CLEO Fellows to remain in contact with the National

- Office, particularly after graduation, and is further
compounded by the typically transient nature of the law
graduate vis a vis his/her place of residence.

As a device to initiate The survey, it was determined that
CLEQ's Tenth Anniversary Commemorative Symposium,
held at Howard University School of Law in the Fall of 1978,

'7,
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could provide a unique opportunity for re-establishing
contact with the, more than 1,400 CLEO Fellows. The
Symposium, therefore, served as the launching point for
generating the interest and cooperation of CLEOiFellows in
supplying the relevant performance data.

The National Office conducted a review of its internal
program files( to begin the process of ldcating Program
Fellows. Recognizing that the information contained in the
CLEO file would, in many instances, be outdated, *was
determined that a process for address verification was
necessary. 1-n-itially, the process focused upon data obtained
by way of the law schools from which the Fellows graduated.
Acordingly, a solicitation to all of the then 164 ABA-
approved law schools was sent requesting the addresses for
all CLEO students having attended their law school since the
inception of the Program in 1968, accompanied by-a list
which denominated each CLEO student by year of law
school entry. ,

The law 'schools proCid cooperative in supplying the
addresses which they had on hand. However, in many
instances, the information provided proved inaccurate;
apparently, many of the schoolsipcountered CLEO's
similar difficulty in. keeping track of the location of their
alumni. Also. a few schools refused to disclose the data,
maintaining that student privacy rights precluded the
dissemination of the information requested, although at least
one law school in this latter category forwarded CLEO's
inquiry directly to the Fellows themselves.,

Upon receipt of addresses from the law schools, a package
of information regarding the upcoming Sympogium was
mailed to each CLEO Fellow. In many instances, these
Symposium packages were returned to CLEO; obviously,
the initial success of the venture was entirely contingent
upon the accuracy of each law school's address data for its
graduates. However, most were not returned to the National
Office, nor did we receive the return postcard provided from
Them. t

I
..

After the Symposium, a second mailing to those CLEO
Fellows who had provided their current address via the
return postcard was conducted. This package was directed

'7 :-. .,_,
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principally at stimulating support for CLEO's reauthoriza-
tion effort in Congress and included a general letter >explain-
ing the reauthorization campaign and the need for their assis-
tance and cooperation, the questionnaire regarding
employment and bar performance data, and a request for
address information on fellow CLEO participants. It should
be noted that the questionnaire and the law school reporting
files have been, and continue to be, the central components
for obtaining the data for the CLEO Fellows Performance
Survey.

Because current address informA"fion on CLEO Fellows
remained difficult to obtain, the data retrieval process
developed more slowly than w as initially anticipated. The first
stage of the process was completed, by mid-December, 1978
with more than 1,200 mailings to CLEO Fellows, based on
information obtained from both the law schools and CLEO's
program files. However, although response questionnaires
from the initial mailing were encouraging, by June 1979 the
National Office had received only 300 responses. The infor-
mation' was viewed as an insufficient basis for the more
thorough study initially envisioned. Therefore, a secondary
effort relating to identification: of current address informa-
tion was devised to obtain additional data.

The revised strategy to obtain accurate address informa-
tion centered on secqtdary sources which included the
enlistment of past Sunimer Institute Directors' support for
the project. This approach was precipitated by offers, of
assistance from' the Directors themselves who had been
apprised of CLEO's reauthorization objectives. Because
several of the Program's Directors indic ed that they had
maintained regular contact with Fellow who had partici-
pated in their respective Institutes, the l'%,1 tional Office, after
synthesizing the results of its two previo efforts, compiled
a list of CLEO Fellows for whom curre t address informa-
tion remained outstanding. The vario s lists, developed
according to the Summer Institute attended, were forwarded
to the respective Institute Directors to obtain any address
data available to them. Sample questionnaires were provided
as so that they might be fully informed,as to the kind of
information being sought from the CLEO Fellows.

r
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In total, the Survey produced bar performance data on
approximately 690 CLEO Fellows and employment infor-
mation for approximately 305. The following tables provide
the information on CLEO Fellows' performance in various
categories.

C,
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TABLE II" CLEO PARTICIPANT DATA REPORT (1968-1979)

Number of students participating
in CLEO since Its inception

Number of students successfully
completing summer institute

Number of summer institute
graduates entering law school

Numbeeof students who have
graduated from law school

Number of students enrolled in law
school receiving.CLEO stipends

Number of studentkenrolled in law
school not receivin*CLE0 stipends

Total number of students enrolled in

----
law school \.s..

.---_

Number of law school graduates who
have passed the bar examination

Number of law school graduates for
whom CLEO has no bar data"

Number of law school graduates who
failed the bar examination

Didn't take

Number of students who audited the
J summer institute programs -,

"Bat information ts grossly understated The CLEO National Offxc h.o fx-cn ,orndafing an evtenise surrey over the past bear of all cLIO law sehoul
graduates to determine more accurate hat +toilette,. rh..nfonnawn isnot gvne rally (s ouunby the la w whouls ond eon only bc asttrtained withJCLUNK) if it ts
known in which of the lofty (541) jurisdictions an individual Na i ha- on eeomination The survey. when vompktvd. will hopefully provide more sotistactory
statistrearresults. ", , ,r--)

.
s ....

1968

161

151

1969

448

444

1970

212,

197

1971

221

210

1972

217

123

1973

233

229

1974

225

22k

1975

251

244

1976

220

216

1977

221

208

1978

217

213

1979 Total

224 2,850

222 2,722

rri
71

7
-11
r-
0
71
rn
to

. 131

83

400

292

191

130

207

138

210

142

218

158

219

161

234

157

205

149

197

NA

203

NA

214

NA

2.629

1.410

6

10

16

152

2

154

159

7

166

206

7

213

523

26

549

/

69

8

7

176

85

30

83

38

10

63

31

3

1'

56-

81.

5

53

97

8

55

98

6

2*

47

98

12

3

145

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

605

721

81
+3

0 1 6 3 1 16 23 5 9 11 19 . 6 91
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TABLE II (con't)

Number of students who have deferred entrance, withdrawn or failed in I = w school

1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979

Deferred entrance-
Leave of absence - . ...i

-

- - 4
.-

1

4
3

3 5
-Academic dismissal 21 52 43 49 31 30 3I , 29 24 23Withdrev.good standing 1 7 jo 10 7 1 4 - -Withdrew-failing 8 18 7 5 1 3 3

Withdrew-military 5 6 - I
Withdrew-illnessftleath 1 4 1 3 2 1 1 2 1Withdrew-financial - 2 1 2 - -

1Withdrew-unknown 12 18 1 4 28 23 18 18 10 11 9 1

48 108 61 70 69 60 59 52 36 47 13 6

Unknown Academic Status- Some law schools became reluctant in 1978-19.79 to release academic data on CLEO stud' ts. Theacademic status of.the following students is presently unknown

1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 Total

25 6 4 0 ao
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Number of CitE0 students presently enrolled in law school .

by ethnic breakdown
1976 1977 1978 1979 Total

American Indian
3 3

Appalachian
1 - 1 2

Asian American 5 4 5 14
Black - 8 80 102 111 301
Black Panamanian . 1 1

Black West Indian . 1
1

Caucasian 2 2 6 10
Chicano 6 944 34 55 139
Cuban American 3 2 5 10
Dominican American

1 1

Filipino American 4 I
1

Hawaiian ,
1 1

Italian American
1 i

Puerto Rican
1 17 16- 18 52

Spanish Surname 2 2 -) 2 6
Other Groups

5 5

Total 16 154 . 166 213. 549
By sexual breakdown
MMe 4 83 84 102 273

.Female 2 69 75 W4 250

Antictpated law school enrollment of CLEO
participants in 1979-80: 220

Number of law schools which have participated
by accepting CLEO students: 144

II,

I.

.vt.
The difficulties ,encountered in retrieving useful data

through the CLEO Fellows' Survey has highlighted a com-
mon problem in research about affirmative action admission
programs- in legal education. With few exceptions, most law
schools have incomplete data, at best, on the actual aca-
demic performance of students,adinitted via these programs.
As for bar performance and employment experiences, these
categories are even more incomplete, ,

The dearth of concrete data in this area is reflective of
several considerations: First, many schools appeared reluc-
tant to organize data based on race for fear that the informa-
tion obtained could be misused and/or misunderstood as to
its intended purpose. Secondly, to the extent that some of. . .
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the'early returns in reference to the academic performance
of some "specially admitted" students were lOwer than
perhaps expected, it was thought that too great an emphasis
on this aspect of the affirmative action admissions question,s,
particularly through studies focusing only on those students
specially admitted, would be premature and contrary to the
best interests of these programs. Although marginal per-
formance by .some students in these programs should have
been anticipated for numerous, valid reasons, such fears of
misuse of the data and misunderstanding as to its collectio
precluded the gathering of information which wou d
ultimately be useful.

VI. DATA ANALYSIS: CLEO FELLOWS' ACADE C
AND BAR PERFORMANCE DATA
A. Scope of the Survey

The survey of CLEO graduates' academic an bar per
formance data invoked 690 Program Fellows pri anly from
the entering classes of 1968 through 1975, that is,, the law,
graduates of the classes 1971 through 1978. Th= survey rep-
resented a 48.9q response from the total av ilable pool of
1,410 CLEO law school graduates during t e time period
covered. It should be noted that no significant data on
performance and employment pursuits is yet available from
the- CLEO entering classes of 1976 through 1979: the19.76
entering class (Le., 1979 law graduates) has not yet been
fully surveyed; the entering classes of 1977 through 1979 are
currently enrolled in law schpol.

Table III presents figures reflecting both the number of
responses received per class, as well as the total number of
students per class who were eligiVe to respond to the survey.
As can be seen, the highest leverof response by percentage
of those eligible to respond were obtained from the earlier
classes of the Program, i.e., 1968 to 1971. While it has been
difficult to ascertain the factors behind the high frequency of
response from students in earlier years of the program, it
may well be attributable to a particularly strong sense of
identification with the program and a sense of collegiality
which seems to have been shared among the students in
these early CLEO classes. To the extent that "word-of-.
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mouth" contact among, Fellows may have influenced the
number ,of responses received, thw highest numbers from
earlier years may also reflect an increased level of continuing
personal interaction.

Class
TABLE III

Absolutf$Freq. Adjusted
- Reslionse. Freq. %

% of Responses
for,Total Class

" 1968 75 () 10.9 90.4
1969 .. 207 (292) 30.2 70.9
1970 . 91 (130) 13.3 . 69.2 .
1971 66 (138) 9.6 47.8
1972 61 (142) 8.9 43.0
1973 61 (158) 8.9 38.6
1974 65 (161) 9.5 40.4
1975' 57 (157) 8.3 36.3
1976 3 (149) 0.4 2.9No
Data 4

690 (1410) 100.0% '48.9

Employment status may well be another factor which may
help to explain the higher frequency qf response from
graduates of the earlier years. Graduateg of the entering
classes of 1968 through 1971 have been in the profession for a
minimumetsix }?ears; their employment data tends to reflect
a career pattern of work experiences which are consistent
with the early professional experiences of most lawyers. It
appears that the first few years of a lawyer's work experience
after graduation are used to sharpen practical skills and to
secure varied professional experiences. After the first five
years or ,so a pattern of longer-term work experiences seem
to emerge, with lawyers shifting emphasis from a variety of
experiences to the dOlopme t of areas of specialization.
Data from Fellows Of thee years tend to reflect the
higher salaries and the gre i measure of professional
"stability" with longer-term professional relationships than
is evidenced by more recent graduates.

4 8 .1 1
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B. LSAT,and UGPAI to
c

Tables IV through Table 'VI provide an intpresting,-,
though limited, basis for comparison- of the typical aw
schbol admissions profile between CLEO and non,CLEO

'law school Matriculants using 'quantifiable variables.such as
uiliergraduate grade point average (UGPA) and, perform

'ante scores from,.the Law School Admission Test (LSAT).
In addition, datal on the, Variables of race/ethnicity are also

,- supplied, and nia!, help to establif,h a more accurate view of ,

the typical survey respondent'.

Of the 664 Fellows for whom we had admission test score
data, thuneati_segorg ofperformancg on the LS6,Lwas_422.
(score range: 200-800),,mea'n,,UGPA was 2.76 on the scale of

'I

paristins in the law, school admissions profile using the under-
graduate grade and pre-law test" performance of CLEO and
similarly-credentialed non-CLEO law school matriculants, it
can be said generally that the overall admissions posture of
These two 'gfoups was consistent. No law school can 'make
predicatively valid -admissions decisions utilizing only data
from isolated variables without other indicia of student per -
formance cipability. In the ease of both meati UGPA and
LSAT of tilt CLEO Fellows surveyed, it would be improper
to project4rese factors alone as indicative of the potential
law school perfOrmance projected for this .group at large.-

, This approach would be particularly improper given the
weight accorded to non.quantifiable data_bnOkst of./he law
schools which admitierkthese CLEO students..

,

Howetei, mean UGPA, and LSAT data present$ a useful
basis for review between CLE,O,;:a'nd noti-ICLEO law school. .

students, particularly wliert,v abler of race/ethnicity-arid
subseqUent law school perforin nce (Table VIII) are factoted
into the' analysis Fa tfvliiffice it to say pip the dean
LSAT ? erformance at 422 is clarreatly Well bell
norm average of 511.9:"ft shohld be 'doted Were as Well that
although the mean CLEO LSAT data reflects, aii'average,
composite score drawn over several years ofindividual shires,
there bias been no fins in the general "reliability of the measur-
inginsrument; the LSAT has not been subject to the same

si
)

tional
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inflation factors which have affected other academic measure-
ments-such as undergraduate grades.

TABLE IV .

STUDENTS' LAW SCHOOL ADMISSION1-
Mean TEST SCORES. 422.33
Median' 426.64
Standard Deviation 69.85
Minimum 200.00
Maximum 663.00/
Valid cases=664
Missing caSes=26

TABL V

Mean .

Standard Deviation-
Median

)STUDENTS' UNDERGRADUATE
ADE POINT AVERAGE

2.76
78

Minimum
Maximum t

Valid cases=649 .

Missing cases=41 -....

TABLE VI
STUDEN'TS' RACE/ETHNICITY,

2.

.

f...

,..,-, ..
Asian American
Black
ChicariO
Puerto Rican
Italian American
Cuban .

Appalachian. Unknown

\Total.

Valid cases=667'
Mking cases ='23

. .

,
.

No.
21

462
159
22 ,

. 1

1

1
23

690

,

801
.

...

0.44
1.33
4.12

(7( ,

3.0
67.0
23.0
3.2 J -
0.1.
Ob

. 0.1
3.3

1(X)

i
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C. Academic Performance

Tables VII and VIII reflect the law schools attended by
those Fellows reporting to our survey. as well as the general aca-
demic performance of these individuals by ye pr of enroll-
ment. It should be noted,that the...students covered by the

(.....s.trrvey attended a total of 107 different ABA-approved law
schoojs. ABA approval 'for the Paw schools attended by
CLEO Fellows is significant in that the approval establishes a
professionally and federally sanctioned level of .minimum
academic .qualification to insure some uniformity in

<academic program provided.
Of the 107 schools attended by the Fellows surveyed,

twenty-seven (27), particular schools are highlighted because
of their association with a majority of students repotting; 415
of the 68- students '(60.8 , c) or w om ata on t Ls ac or is
available attended one of the 27 highlighted sctiools. It
should be noted as yvell that the highlighted schools present a
varied cross-section of institutions currently serving the
interests of legal education, including man), schools noted
nationally for their solid academic program and rigorously
applied academic standards. This factor was considered sig-
nificant because the data on Fellows' academic standing
reflects al surprisingly successful record- of performance for
the period of laW schbor

Table VIII presents the academic standing (and hence, the
overall academic performance) of the Fellows surveyed over
the three years of lay school enrollment. Because it would
be virtually impossible to tenvert individual law schopl
grades to a consistent and uniform standaid, given the inher-
ent differences in the grading processes of tho.. individual
schools, this paper utilizes general "academic starting" at
the conclusion of a given year as the measure of student
performance. The variable for academic standing was esta-
blished,as the mioimunimquirement for the rrtaintenance of
"good standing" status as deter%nined by the law.4.school in
question. Any variation to the law school's numerical mini-
mum was characterized as less than "good standing"
regardless of how' this variapce wad termed by the law school
itself.
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In the first .year of awl school, 87% 'of those Fellows
surveyed were reported be in good standing at the conclu-
sion.of that period. At the conclusion of the second year of
late study the number of students in good standing rose to
94.1 %;'and in the third.year the number rose to a seemingly
phenomenal 99.6% in good academic standing.

A number of cautionary caveats may be in order when
interpreting the -data on CLEO Fellows' academic perfort.
mance. First and most apparent, all CLEO Fellows covered
in the survey, which includes an analysis of law school and
bar performance, are (by their inclusion .in the survey) law
school graduates. Secondly, had all fellows who have grad-.
uated from law school- during' the periggi covered been
included in the analysis, these overall figures may have been
affected. Thirdly, the successful performance of CLEO
Fellows in law school (particularly beyond the first'year) rna,
not be 'attributable entirely to the CLEO institute exper-
ience; obviously factors relating to the particular academic
environment and financial cirumstance in which these .

Fellows 'found themselves impacted significantly. on overd,l)
academic performance.'

Yet, notwithstanding these limitations, the thita on Fellows'
academic performance is ingressive, although little national
data can be fouhd which presents a clear picture of the
minority law students' rate of retention in law schoolsfor the
time period examined. Moreover, when one considers the
"predictive index" used in determining student performance
in the first year of law study, the success of the CLEO Fellows
lootns even greater.
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TABLE VII
Law School Attended; 10 or more graduates_

'School
1. U. Denver
2. U. New Mexico
3. UCLA
4.'U. Virginia
5.,U. Calif.-Davis
6. Wayne State U.
7. U. Texas
8. Howard U.
9. U. Illinois
10. Texas Southern. U.
11. Georgetown U.
12. George Washington U.
13. U. Arizona
14. U. Southern Calif.
15; Temple U.
16. Arizona State U.:
17. Ut Calif.-Berkeley
18. Columbia
19. Harvard
20. U. Florida- Gainesville
21. U. Miami
22. Rutgers U. - Newark
23. U. Santa Clara
24. U. Calif4lastiggs
25. U. Houston

4- 26. U. Iowa
27. Notre Dame

Absolute Freq. Adjusted Freq. %
32 4.7
28 4.1
25 3.7
23 3.4
21 3.1
21 3.1
18 2.6
17 2.5
46 IffF 2.3
15 2.2

.14 1 2.1
14' 2.1
13

13 1.9
13 1.9
12 1.8'
12 1.8
12 1.8
12 _1.8
11 1.6 '

11 1.6
11 1.6
11 1.6
10 .) 1.5 .
10 1.5
10 1.5
10 1.5

Total n 415 61.2

Total Schools: 166
Missing Cases=8; Valid Cases=682

I. a
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TAIITLF VIII

FIRST SE

YEAR 't EAR

-fl

THIRD
'r EAR

No No No
In Good Standing 594 86 1 643 93 2 677 98 1
In Less than Good Standing- 89 12 9

ar
5 8 3 W4

Missing Cases 7 10 7 1 0 10 1 4

Total 690 100 0 690 DV 0 690 Netr0

'NOTE Percentages may not always sum to 100 Ori due to rounding error

D. Bar Examination Results
The performance of the minority groiip law graduates,

particularly those who were admitted to law school by .way of
affihnative admissions programs, has been, a continuing
source of concern in legal education since 1969. From time to
time, charges have been issued stating that minority group
applicants to the bar do not fare as well as their White
colleagues. While little concrete data of actual overall minor-
ity group bar performance has been compiled, particularly
on a national level, court regards from litigation filed in
disputes over minority group bar admission offer some
insight into this problem.4° From'a review of the statistical
data on minority group bar passage rateswhich has been
compiled for several "class action" suits alleging discrimina-
tory practices of ofle-kin_d or another, it seenis fair to con-
clude that minority group' rperiorrnance and its relation-
ship to affirmative admissi programs represent a substan-
tial policy question which s affected, at least subliminally,
the debate Surrounding a viability of affirmativ.e action
efforts.

The question of the sociarutility of affirmative admission
as an additional basis for continuation of these programs has
been called into question by bar performance of minority
group applicants which is 'substantially at varizsice (it the
low-end of the stale) with the prevailing normLitigation,
particularly in "class action" suits where minority group
applicants comprise the class, challenging discriminatory
practices anckpOlicies in the administration of bar exam-
inatkons in yarions states, reflects the'other significant side of
the issue. 'For understandable reasons, the boards of. bar

) examiners of most jurisdictions contend that they do not

qp,
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collect statistical information based on the race of applicants.
Under these conditions it is virtually impossible to check the
accuracy of charges that minority group applicants are
having trouble with the bar examinations in various states or
to determine why this is so if the statement is accurate.

An analysis 'of the aggregate bar performance of CLEO
Fellows may shed some light on this issue, although
obviously this data can in no way address the legitimacy of
claims of discrimination in the examination process itself, nor
can it reflect any but the most general insights into the
linkage, if any, between affirmative admissions and ipse-
quent bar performance. The CLEO Fellows bar perfor-
mance data does, however, demonstrate rather conclusively
that a negative correlation between bar performance and the
existence of an affirmative admissions process does not exist,
and further, given the fairly national scope of the data based
,on graduates from man} different institutions and across
many different jurisdictions, that no blanket repudiation of
the "social utility" argument based on bar performance
alone can be established.

Tables IX and X present aggregate data on CLEO Fellows
bar performance. Table IX specifically reflects the
year of law school graduation and the frequency percentage
of response for the Fellows whaparticipated in the survey. A

-fairly broad _.distfibution Involving_ the years of graduation
On be seen: although the frequency percentage of responses
provides a fairly even basis for analysis.

TABLE
SEA (;RADIATE[)
FRO`
YR

L MA, SCHOOL
NO

IX

TABLE X
RESULTS OF BAR SITTING

19711 5 0 7
1971 .48 7 0 No (%-

1972 195 28 3
t973 118 16.8 Pass-1st 378 54 8

1974 69 010 Pass-2nd 123 I7 8
1975 61 8 8. , Pass-3rd T -or More 81 .11 7

1976 62 9 0 FailiNo Pass Reported 96 139
1977 63 9 1. Missing Cases 12 1 7

19Th 63 9 1
1979 3 0 4 TOTAL 690 100 0

Unknown 5 0,7

Total X690 1(X10
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Table X reflects actual bar performance results for the
Fellows who responde to the survey. It is important to note
that the bar passage r tes were restricted to the first juris-
diction, in which, a gr duate sat for the bar examination.
Moreover, in those few cases where noCfpecific pass date
for \an examination was available to discern betweenaa Hear
pass on the first or second try (e.g., a June 1973 graduate
whose only recorded sittjng and pass on'a bar examinatiort.

. occurred in February 1974), it was assumed for the purpose
of this study that the individual first sat for the bar in the
same year as his graduation. Hence, the February 1974 sit-
ting constituted the second attempt. Obviously, where no
specific date of bailYassage is listed, yet where bar admit-
tance was reported, it is assumed that this admission occurred
on a t ird or subsequent sitting.

The/ pesults of the survey of CLEO Fellows' bar perform-
. ance as established that 55.8% or 378 of the 678 graduates
responding passed their respective bar examination on the
first sitting, and that an additional 18.1% or 123 Fellows
passed on the second attempt. A total of 73.9ri or 501 of the
678 Fellows who responded had passeddtheir respective bar
examination at least by their second attempt.

4Comparative analysis utilizing national d would
obviously strengthen conclusions which n drawn from
-the -CLEO survey data-of-bar examination
But even,in the absence of such data, the CLEO Fellows' bar
performance can be viewed as significant in its own right,
particularly when one examines the quantifiable data used in
predicting the admission of these students to law school in
the first instance. Although the predictive index analysis of
quantifiable data such as LSAT and UGPA has little or no
utility in predicting subsequent bar performance, the use of
such data alone as a "floor- in determining which individuals
should be admitted to law schools based on their probabifify
of success in the first year must be viewed in light of additional
factors such as whether a positive correlation between the
quantifiable data and subs'equent bar performance can be
established. To the extent that such a minimum floor cannot
be established, its absence may raise additional questions
regarding the slavish adherence to a strictly numerical quanti-r

J
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fication of test performance and undergraduate grade point
average. .

VII. CROSS TABULATIONS USING VARIABLES OF
RACE/ETHNICITY, UGPA, LSAT, ANDIRST YEAR
ACADEMIC STANDING IN LAW SCHOOL

Given the purpose and history of CLEO, it should not be
surprising that most CLEO Fellows, though chosen because
of their disadvantaged background, constitute members of
racial and ethnic minority groups. For CLEO's purpose
"disadvantaged baCkgrounds which serve as a basis for
student selection are those that hinder individuals, particu-
larly minority group members, from gaining admission to law
school and from completing successfully a course of study. It

not until 1972 that CLEO broadened its ,.selection
pro ss to include non-minority applicants' in its program
effo. ; hence most of the 690 program Fellows covered in
the su ey are from designated minority groups.

In an effort to further quantify' the avail .le data on
CLEO F ows, an attempt was made to ascert heth r
any statisti Ily significant correlations exist betwee tl the

race/ethnicity f a particular CLEO Fellow and subsequ
academic performance. Cross-tabulations were performe
on data matching the race variable with those of under-
graduate- grade point_average., 1 SAT scores,. first-year
academic standing in law school, and the rate of bar exam-
ination pSssage.

Several points of interest should be noted when reviewing

comprised of Black C EO
t ethe next several Tables. First, approximately seventy pe nt

(70%) of the suivey pool was compri
Fellows, twenty-four percent (24%) reflects Chicano parti-
cipants, with approximately three percent (3%) each
provided by Puerto Rican and Asian American Program
Fellows. Secondly, the actual frequency of returns by the
Fellows per CLEO summer institute attended is particularly
well distributed.

The followih three Tables of cross-tabulations reveal
several interesting phenomena on the success of CLEO
Fellows as they encouriTer the rigors of law school and the
bar examination. However, to fully appreciate the signifi-

0,../ ,,

)
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cance of this data, it may b necessary to focus on the
performance of an isolated racial/ethnic group.

Because Blacks constitute approximately seventy-percent
(70%) of the sample used for this study, they provide a
useful population for analysis. Mean achievement by Black
students on the LSAT of 413.98 and on undergraduate per-
formance of 2.76 on the 4.0 scale is well below the national
norm in both of these' categories. Yet, eighty-five percent
(85%) or 392 of the 461 students in the survey were in "good
standing" at the end of their first at ade.mic. year in Iasi

%hog!. More significant still, approximately seventy-seven
percent (76.9%) or 349 of the 454 students who reported
have passed the bar examination on the first or second
attempt. The figures for other minority groups surveyed
offered similar returns.

.-S

92,
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TABLE XI
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR UNDERGRADUATE
GPA AND LSAT BY STUDENTS' RACE-ETHNICITY

Rate-Ethnicity No. Mean Mean
UGPA, LSAT

Asian American 20 3.00 463.14
Black 431 2.76 413.98
Chicano 156 2.72 437.53
Puerto Rican 22 2.93 416.62
Italian American I 2.85 456.00
Cuban 1 2.78 436.00
Appalachian 1 2'.82" 529.00
Unknown 17 2.80 444.89

TABLE XII -
FIRST-YEAR ACADEMIC STANDING

BY RACE-ETHNICITY

IN LESS
IN GOOD THAN GOOD

STANDING STANDING
RACE No & % pf No & % of otal and %
ETHNICITY Cultural Group Cultural Group o Total Survey

Asian American , 20 1 21

95.2% 4.8% 3 2%

. 392 69 454-...,
85.0% 15 0% 69.3%

142 16 158
89.9% 10.1% 23.8%

20 2 22
909% 91% 33%

Italian American 1 0 1. -

. ItiO Or? 0 2%

1 0 1

100.0% 0.2%

1 0 1

100.0% 0 2r/c

Black ,

Chicano

Puerto Rican

Cuban

Appalachian

Totals 577 88
$

665
86.8% 13 2% 100.0%

. Number of missing observapons=25
NOTE Percentages may not always sum to 100% due to rounding error.

.4

4 :93

.1



TABLE XIII
BAR PERFORMANCE BY RACE - ETHNICITY'

t'
N

...-

FAILAVO PASS Total and
PASS 1st TRY' PASS 2nd TRY PASS 3rd TRY REPORTED % of

RACE No. & % of No. & % of No. & % of No. & % of . -Total
ETHNICITY Cultural Group Cultural Group Cultural Group Cultural Group Survey

tT1z,
to
7:4

0

r0
7:4
tri
c4)

Asian AmericE i 10
47.6%

Black 262
54.5%

Chicano 85
53.8%

Puerto Rican 8 .

36.4% ,
aItalian American -0

Cuban 1

100.0%

Appalachian 1

100.0%
1

. .
4

19.0%

87
19.2%

-23
14.6%

4
18.2%

0

0

0

1

4.8%

55,
12.1%

22
13.9%

2

9.1%

0

0

0

6
28.6%

50
11.0 %

213

17 7%

8
36.4%

1

100.0%

0 ,

0

21

3.2%

'454
69.09

,
158

24 0%

'22
3.3%

1

' 0.2%
1

0.2%

1

0.29k

% '...... 367Totals
55.8%

Number of missing observations=32

118
17.9%

80
12.2% Li

93

14 1%

,

658
100.0%

NOTE: Percentages may not always sum to 100.0% due to founding error.

9-1
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. #

A. First Year Academic Standing/Sunimer Institute Attended

:;Between 1968 and 1975, a total of sixty-two (62) regional
summer institutes were held under CLEO's auspices.
Although similar in both concept and teaching methodology,
the CLEO Summer Iistitutes have avoided the use of stan-
dardized curricular materials with the" singular exception of
the program's legal writing component, which has relied on
materials separately prepared for CLEO by law professors '
Norman Brand and Ann Fagan Ginger. .

Minimally, the curriculum of CLEO's summer inOlirtes
inclu,des courses which are derived from first-year law school
curricula and which emphasize legal methods and tech-
niques, labor abstract thinking and deal descriptively with
methods of legal analysis arreIsynThesilr The planned course
of study for each institute spans a period 'of five and one-half
Weeks with the remaining half week reserved for evaluations
'and one-on-one reviews of the institute participants' work.
Exclusive of tutorial sessions, students receive from fourteen
to sixteen class contact hours per week. Care is taken to
avoid merely reducing regular law school courses to a six-
week format, each selected course Is cautiously circum-
scribed. Emphasis is placed on skills development -rather
than 'subject mar coverage.

To the extent that CLEO Summer Institutes adhertme
uniform teaching methodology, regardless of course content,
the performance of the individual Fellows across the insti-
tutes should be'relatively consistent, Moreover, to the extent . ,
that CLEO's Summer Intitutes perform an evaluative func-
tion for the law schools as to the performance potential of
recommended graduates, one would expect a measure of
uniformity in the success of candidates regardless of the law
school in which a'candidate might subse uently enroll.

To determine whether significant cb elatioris could be
, found.between the, Summer Institute a ended and subSe-

q6ent law school performance in the Ns academic year, a
cross tabulation of these two variables was 'a t tempted. The
percentage of graduates per. institute in "good standing" at ,

the cad of the first year appears amazingly consistent oNer

-aMMEWEM.0-
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the sixty-two'programs; moreover, the frequency of returns
per institute is particularly well distributed. PI the final
analysis the reliability of the institutes' evaluation process as
a measure of

from
prediction, particularly for can-

didates from disadVantaged backgrounds, seems well-
established; eighty-seven percent (87%) or 594 of the 683
CLEO Fellowksurveyed were in "good standing" at the end
of their first year of law study.

It is important to note as well when reviewing this tiata
that information on the academic standing of CLEO Fellows
was obtained directly from the law schools and was not
obtained as a part of the questionnaire survey. The accuracy
of the data, therefore, is not subject to tilt vagaries of.
imprecise, personal reporting.

TABLE XIV
ACADEMIC STANDING-1st YEAR
BY CLEO INSTITUTE ATTENDED

IN GOOD
STANDING

IN LESS
THAN GOOD
STANDING

INSTITUTE No &-r, of No R % of Total apd
SCHOOL Institute Institute of Total Sur,o,

1968 UCLA 19

91) 5% -
2 21

3 1%
,,_.......>9 5'r

1968 U Denver 18 .

85 7%
3_

14 3%
21,

3 1%

1968 Emory U 15 ' 5 20
75 0' r /5 0% 2 9%.

1968 Hatvard L' 13 - 0 13
11X) 0% , 1 9%

----.--
i

%

1969 U Cincinnati 15 .. 1 16

' 93 8% 6 3% 2,3(.7r

1969 U Denver 18 1 19'
94 7% 5 3. 2 8%

1969 U Iowa 21

84 0%
4

16 0%
25

3.7%

1969 Loyola U -LA 16 ,

94 I%
1

59%
17 lir--

2.5C-

1964 New York U 23 5 28''. 82 1%. 17 179% 4 T%

1969 Duke U 12 , 3 . 15

-- 80 0% 20.0% . 2.2%
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TABLE. XIV (cont'd)
r IN LESS

IN GOOD THAN GOOD
STANDING STANDING

INSTITUTE No & % of No & fe of , Total and 'r
SCHOOL Institute Institute of Total Survey

1969 U San.
Francisco 15. 1 16

. 938'"r ,63% 23 %c

1969 Southern U 15 2 17
. 88 2% 11 8% 2 5%

1969 U. Toledo 5 5 10
50 0% 50 0' 1 5%

1469 yVirginia 15 3 18
Charlotte
...

°

83 3r;- 16 7% 2 6%

1960,ayne St U 14 1i 25
56 0% 44i0% 3 7%

1970 Arizona 14 . 3 . 17
State U 82 4% 17 6% 2 5er

1970 U Houston 13 1 14

92.9% 1r 7 10". 2 0%

1970 Howard U. 15 0 15

1(00% 2 2'
1970 U vriamt 9 1 10

90 4% 100% 15 %r

1970 Temple U 8 1 9
88 9% 11 1% 1 3')

1970 U Washington, - 5. ()
i 5

1(X) 0% 0 7%

1970 Wayne State.0 19 3 22
864% v.136% %... 3 2%

1971 U 'California-. 5 1 6
Davis 83 3' 16 7% 0 9%

1971 U Denver 7 2 9
77 8% 22 2% 1 3'

1971 U*ElOnda- 14 2 16
Gainesville 87.5' 12 5% 2 3%

1971 Howard U. 9
1 10

90 0% 10 ()% 1 5% .
1971 St Louis U. 10

1 II
9(9% 9'1% 16%

1971 Texas Tech U 6 3 9

. 667% 333% 13'
19714Tulatte-1.1 4 0 4

1(X).0% , 0.6%
v
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TABLE XIV (coned)

Ns.

IN LESS
IN GOOD THAN GOOD

STANDING STANDING
INSTITUTE No & cy of No & % of Total and %
SCHOOL Institute Institute of Total Survo
1972 U. Arizona 8 1 , 9 .

88 9% 11.1% 1 3%
. 1972 U. California- 10' 2 12

Davis 83.3% 16 7% 1.8%
N

1972 Howard U. 13 1 14
92.9% 7 1% 2 0%

1972 U. Kentucky 10 1 11
90.9% 91% 16%

1972 U Oregon 4 0 4
100 0% 0 6%

.. 1972 U. South ' 7 4 11'
Carolina 63.6% 36 4% 1 6%i k ,

1973 Arizona St. U 12 1 13
92 3% 7 7% 1.9%

1973 U. California- 7 0 , 7.
Hastings 100 0% 1.0%

1973 Florida St U 12 . 1
13

92.3% 4 4% I 9%
1973 U. Houston 5 0 / 5

100.0% 1.2%
1973 Howard U 8 . 0 8

100 0% 1 2%
1973 Indiana U 8 1 9

88.9% 111% 1 3%
1973 U. Washington 5 1 6

83 3% 16 7% , 0.9%

197.4 U. Flor ida-
Gainesville

6
100 0%

0 6
09%

1974 U. New 7 0 , 7
Mexico MOM% .

1 0%
1974 Notre 11 2 13

Dame U. 84,6% 15 4% 1 9%
1974 U Santa Clara. 9 2 11

8 18% 18 2% 1 6%
r1974 Seton Hall U 8 1 9

88 9% 11.1% 1 3%
1974 U Washington 5 I 5

.../ - 83 3% 16.7% 0 9%
1974 College of 12 0 12

William &. May 100 0% 1 8%

9c;
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TABLE XIV (coned)

?ilir

INSTITUTE
SCHOOL
1975 Bosion College

IN GOOD
STANDING
No & % of
'Institute

7

IN LESS ,
THAN GOOD
STANDING
No & % of

Institute
% 0

Total and ':
of Total Survey

7
1000' 10%

1975 U Houston 6 1- 7 1

85 7% 14.3% 1.0%

1975.3. Richmond 11 1 12

4 91 7% 8 3% 1.8%
4

1975 L Santh Clara,. 3 0 3

1000% -` 04%
1975 Seton Hall U 6 1 7

85 7% 14 3% 1 0%

19751 Utah ' 8 0, 8
100 0% I2%

1975 U Wisconsin 11 , 1 / 12

91 7 'rl 8 3%* 'I 8ci

1976 Temple t: 3

100 0 c
0 3

0 4%

TOTALS 594 89 - , 683
87 (Y' 13 0% 100-0%

Number of Missing Observations=7 ,
NOTE Percentages may nett always sum to 100 O' due to rounding error

B. Bar Passage/Law School Atten
As noted earlier, bar examinat ance is viewed

by many as an essential factor in' g the viability of
affirmative admission programs, th y rationale for the
creation -of many of these programs having been the gross
underrepresentation of minority group presence in the bar.
In an effort to ascertain whether the. overall success of
CLEO Fellows on the bar examination would remain con-
sistent when analyzed in the context of a particular law
school's graduates, an additional cross-tabulation of data
was conducted pitting the individual law school attended by
CLEO FellOws against the variable of bar performance.

The law schools listed in Table VII as representing those
schools with at least ten graduates responding to the survey
were again chosen. For the purpose .of this analysis, bar
passage was quantified not by the number of indi+idual
sittings, but rather by a more general category of bar passage,
"at any dine': In creating the more general category, it was

9 J.
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assAied that the ultimate pdssage of the bar is the more
important consideration when compared with whether an
applicant passed on the first, second. ort third attempt;
although irshould be noted that the substantial majority of
CLEO Fellows passed the bar examination on the first or
second effort.

A total of twenty-six (26) law schools were involved in this
analysis, representing 59.6%5r-CLE0 Fellows surveyed or
401 of 673 valid cases. Of the twenty -fix schools represented,
fifteen (15) achieved a ninety percent (90%) or better rate of
their graduates having successfully negotiated the bar; an
additional seven (7) schools' graduates achieved a bar passage
rate of eighty percent (80%),or better. The average total rate
of bar passage for all CLEO Fellows surveyed was eighty -
seven and one-half percent,(87.5%) or 589 of the 673 valid
cases. f

I Again, several points of interest should be noted When
reviewing the following Table: First, the frequency of returns
is particularly well distributed, 'thereby, helping to reduce
concern regarding a potentially disparate or aberrational
sample. Secondly, the law schools involved, and'presumably
the bar examination as well, reflect a broad geographic
range. This facto): alone helps to insure the truly national
character of the data. Third, in spite of the random nature of
tije rate of bar passage, given the number of classes involved
and the differing jurisdictions in which candidates sat for the
examination, the percentage of those individual candidates
who passed a bar examination remained remarkably con-
sistent across the individual-schools.

BAR
, TABLE XV

PERflbRMANCE OF CLEO FELLOWS
BY LAW SCHOOL ATTENDED

PASSED FAIL/NO PASS
A BAR EXAM REPORTED

No & `e of No & of
school's school's Total and 't

CLEO Fellosss CUED Fellosss of Total

LAW
SCHOOL

U California-Berkeley

Columbia U

U Florida-Gainesville

10

83 3ci.

1(1

90.9"r

11

100 O

12

1 8r (

11'
1 6r
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TABLXV (cdned)

PASSED FAILINO PASS,
A BAR EXAM REPORTED

No & % of No & % of
LAW , school's school* Total and
SCHOOL CLEO Fellows CLEO Fellows of Total

Harvart U % 10
90 9(f

. 1 II
9 I'%. 16`r

f

U Miami 11 0 11

1000% ' 1 6%

Rutgers U -Newark e, 11 0 '11
100 0% 16%

U California-Hastings 9 1 10
1..
90 Oc't I 5e

L Houston 10 10

.7,
.(x).., ...5,

1...1. Illinois 14 2 . . 16
87 5% 125`: 24 '7 ,

Texas Southern U

Georgetowni

U. Arizona

-George Washington U

U. Southern Califorma,

14

93 3%

.. 14
100 Or:

12

92 3 %

12
92 3%

"11 .

1

6 7%

0

I

7 7rt
I

7 7%

2-

'2

2

'
1

1

15
2%

14
1%

13
9('

13
9%

13

Temple U *

Arizona tzite C
I

C Denver '

U New Mexico

U California-Los Angeles

U k Irv=

U, CaliformaDasis

Wayne State U
a

U Texas

Howard U '

84.6%
12

92.3 %

9

75 0`r

23
71 90

25
81,3%

17

68 Orr

20
870`r

15

. 71.1%

953%,;
. 18

100.0%

15

88.2%

,

15.4%

L
7 7%.

3

25 0%

9
28 1%

3
40 7`r

8
32 0r,

13 0%

6
28 6%

I

4.8%

0

2
11 Sri

tk.

1.9%.

13
19%

12
I 8r:f

32
4.8'

28
4,2%

..25

3 7q
23

3 4'
21

3 I
21..,

3 l'
18

2.7(4

17
2,5%
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TABLE kV (coned)

PASSED
A BAR EXAM

No d c7i. of
school's .

CLEO Fellows

10
tlY

U. 'Santa Clara - 8

I.
TOTALS 589

Number tf missing observations= 17

FAIL/NO P.A SS
REPORTED
No & ri of

school's Total and (7(
CLEO Fellows of Total

' 0 ;10
1.5er

2 10

2011', - I .

84
12 5`r

(373

100

NOTE Percentages may nnj alwat's sum to NO 0", due to roundmperror
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VIII. gAREER PA I ERIZi$,,

Legal education was perhaps the first profeSsional disci-
pline to respond to the demand Or broader opportunities for
politically and economically disenfranchised groups. The
early organized efforts of the law schools to address the need
for structured affirmatiVe action reflect the intense interest
of members of minority groups in thejaw as a tool for -socitiP
engineering" and societal decisiOri-mkking, as much as thiy
reflect the social conscience of the profession.

To the extent that the ultimate raison d'etre of any affirm-
ative admission program in law schools is lotinerease access to .

the decision-rilaking process of both the ti@vate and govern-
mental sectors by members .of disadvitaged groups, the
career patterns of successful graduatespi these programs may
be the most significant measure of the success of affirmative'
admissions.,

The assumption that minority group lawyers would return

to assist indirectly minority communities has long beedone
of the unvalidated considerations which served to undergird
principles of affirmative admissions in legal education. In
both the DeFunis and Bakke challenges to affirmative ad-

missions, the factor of additional community service to
undersemed minority communities was proffered as a prin-
cipal justification for the continued need for such programs.
Hoivever, because this assumption has remained, for the most

part, unvalidated through lack of concrete documentation,
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the Supreme Court has been reluctant to accept this ration-,.
ale at first glance.

The CLEO survey sought to shed some light on this ques-
tion. Ouestionnare returns provided career patterns data i'c,n
305 CLEO Fellows or X1.6 percent of those candidates eli-
gible to respond. Although by no means complete, the
cart* patterns of CLEO Fellows is particularly interesting
when viewed in the context that, but for CLEO, many of
these attorneys would h&e been denied access to a legal
education.

It is interesting to note as well that the career activities of
CLEO Fellows extend well beyond the excjusive interests (as
traditional defined) of minority communities,(reflecting a
job dispdsal and di'Versity of interest of Considerable
breadth; in reality, minority interests have never been mono-
lithic or one-dimensional.

The following Table provides data on CLEO Fellows'
employment and career activities as of 1978-W79.

TABLE Xyl
Judges

Administrative Law 3
Municipal
State District 2
County District Court
U.S. Bankruptcy Court

Legal Education
Professors (Non-tenured) 4
Professors (Te,nured) I

Associate Deans (
Associate Director - CLEO

Elected Officials
State Representative - I

Pull-Time Graduate School
-Candidates for LLM 4

I

Candidates for SJD I

1
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*Part-time Graduate School
Candidates for LLM 3

Undergraduate Education
Professors- 5

Deans 1
Special assistant to the Chancellor 1

Director of Fundraising for Private University 1

General Counsel for University-Students 1

Attorneys in Public Sectoi
Assistant Prosecutors 3

City Attorneys 11

State District Attorneys 10

Federal Agencies (Administration) 1

Federal Agencies (Litigation) . 25
Judge Advocates General Corps (Military) 3

Judicial Law Clerks 3
Executive Directors, Legal Services 4
Managing Attorneys, Legal Services 7
Staff Attorneys, Legal Services 32

Municipal Government ( Administrat!on) 1

Municipal Government (Litigation) 3
MvicipalQovernment (Executive Director)
Pt1 l5lic Defenders (State & Federal) 11

Public Interest Organizations (Administration) 5
Public Interest Organizations (Litigation) 1

Office of State Attorneys General 15

State Government (Administration) 2
State_Government (Litigation) 11

Office of U.S. Attorney 11

Private Sector
Congressional Aides (House of Repi.) 1

Congressional Aides (Senate) 2
Corporate Practice (Litigation) 22
Corporations, Banks, Insurance Cbmpanies
Accounting firms, et.al. (Administration) 5
Entrepreneur (Owner of a Real Estate firm) 1

Law Clerk 2

In 1
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Partner a Law Firm (3 or more partners in firm) 17
Private r ctice (Sole Practitioner or partnership) 57
Staff At erney in a Law Firm
(3 or more partners in firm) 7
Staff Attorney in a Small Law Firm 1

Total 305

* Note: Part-time candidates are reflected only once in
the total.

IX. CONCLUSION
It ,has .been, over two years since the United States

SupremcCourt rendered its opinion in Bakke. During the
ensuing period, educators, jest specialists, legislators and
representatives of interests groups which were organized in
response to Bakke have sought to influence, in various
forums, legaleducation's collective response to the mandates
of Bakke; as a legal-question, Bakke was resolved by the
Court, and the central issues remaining were shifted to the
political arena.

Many assumed that the Court's decision would bring
about substantial alteration to affirmative, admissions; and
notwithstanding the Court's affirmation that race could be
used as a possible criterion in the admissions process
(within defined parameters),'there was fairly widespread
concern, at least among some members of minority groups,
that perceptible decreases in enrollment of these groups
would occur. In this respect, Bakkeappears to have had little
direct impact on the enrollment patterns of minority group
students in legal education: .

In an article which assesses the status of affirmative admis-
sion programs in law schools one year after the Bakke deci-
sion, Judge Henry Ramsey, Jr., President of CLEO and
Chairman of the ABA Committee on Law School Accredi-
tation, has established through an analysis of law school
enrollment data and a survey questiodnaire to ABA-accredi-
ted schools that little has changed (numerically) in the actual
admission of minority group students to law school.

Yet, Bakke' left an indelible imprint on the admission

10f
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polcies of law schools, while simultaneously focusingi
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America's attention on the importance of higher eduction as
a gatekeeper of meaningful political and economic decision=
making; the public's awareness of the political side of meri-,
tocratic admissions selection has been heightened.

Several policy questions which were posed by Bakke, but,
which received scant attentiony the Court, are now being
explored more fully. The use, impact and validity of stan-
dardi7ed testing in all areas Kt been raised to a matter of
national concern. Already, several states have enacted
legislation affecting changes in the reporting requirements
associated with several standardized tests.

Perhaps of greater significance have been attempts by
several law schools to concretize affirmative admissions poli-
cies in response to Bakke. in ways &signed to.insulate these .

programs from legal 'afld political attack. The Law School
Admission Study, prepared by Susan Brown and Edward
Marenco of the Mexican-American Legal Defense 'and
Education Fund (MALDEF)', analyzes a variety of workable ..
admissions models. w hich are structured to achieve this per-
pose. The recent adoption df70 affirmative action accre-
ditation standard (Standard 212) by the American Bar Asso-
ciation pursuant to a recommendation of the ABA Section
on Legal Education and Admission to the Bar can be viewed
as a further extension of the "shield" concept as it applies to
voluntary affirmative action efforts. ' -

An additional and important elemeht which appeared
woven in the fabric of Bakke was the need for an alternate
measure of the performance potential' of disadvantaged
applicants to law schools which, itself, could be supported
through actual perform4ice-telated data. Of course, this
alternate evaluation 'of performance -would be used to

. moderate the over-reliance on LSAT and UGPA data alone.
From the foregoing analysis of the performance data
gathered on CLEO Fellows, it appears that the CLEO
experience, when used on conjunction with quantifiable
variables, may well be the. most solidly-based ,evaluation^
measure available.

The success of CLO,Fellows in law 'school and on the bar
examination cannot be divorced entirely from a comparison

..... _1
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of similarly-credentialed, non-CLEO students. While little
comparative data similar in scope and kind is available, all
reasonable conclusions lead to substantially improved per-
formance by CLEO-trained students.

A restatement of the statistics of achievement by Program
Fellows would be superfluous; however, suffice it to say that
by any measure they are impressive. When one takes into
consideration the national scope of the data and the magni-
tude of the sample involved, it becomes increasingly difficult
to attribute this performance to isolated variables having
littje commt '. impact on the entire class. ..r

Because CLEO also enjoys uryique institutional sponsor-
ships and federal support, the program may well represent
one of the most acceptable policy responses to the dilemma

.posed by Bakke; already several law school's have endorsed
CLEO participation as a positive consideration in the
admission process.

In the final analysis, the performance of CLEO Fellows
speaks for itself,

.,.

r.

1

i
1
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1. 438 U.S7265 (1978).

2. 347,U.S. 483 (1954).

3. Bakke, supra note 1, at 338.

4. W. Wilson, The Declining Significance of Race (1978).
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ff
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Markets .Preference, Prejudice, and Difference", Regulation (March/April
1979).

5. The 1970 Census of the Population established the total Black population at422,539, 362 or 11% of thetotal population; Spanish surnamed Americans werefigured at 9,294,509 or 4.5% of the total. United States Department ofCommerce, 1979 Census Of Population (1972). Although improved, significant
funderrepresentatiorrbf various minority groups is still reflected in the enroll-
ment figures for carious disciplines: Law, See ABA Section of Legal Education
and Admissions to the Bar, A Review of Legal Education in the United States
Fa; 1979 (1980) thereinfter cited as Legal Education); Medicine, See
AAMC, Minority Student Opportunities in the United States Medical Schools
1980-81 (1980); AAMC, Medical School Admission Retittirements 1980-81
(30th ed. 1979);Engineering, See Smith, "Minorities in Engineenng: A,Five
Year Progress Report," Engineering Educ. (Nov, 1977); Business, See
American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business, Enrollment Treads
Survey with Minority pata (1979),

6. Id.

7. Legal Education, stipiirnote 6, at 60-61; Minority Student 0*r:utilizes in
United States Medical Schools, supra note 6, at 254-58; Medical School Admis-
sion Requirements 1980-81, supra note 6, at 24, 54; "Minorities in Engineer-ing,h supra note 6, at 1-3; Enrollment Trends Survey with Minority Data, supranote 6 at 1, 1346.

8. Legal Educationrupra note-6, at 63.

9. Hearing on H.R. 13172 before the SubcomMittee of the ComMittee on Appro%
priations, United States Senate, 94th Cong., 2nd Sess. 465 (1976) (statement of
Richard G. Huber on behalf9of the Council on Legal Education Opportunity)
-thereinafter cited as 1976 Hearings).

102 Legal Eduction, supra note 6, at 60-64.

11. 416 U.S. 312 (1974).

12. See Legal Education, supra note 6, at 60-64.

13. Id.

,111. See Legal Education, supra note 6, at 60-64.

1$. Bakke, supra note 1; DeFunis, supra note 11; Flanagan v. ?redden, of George-
town College, 417 F. Supp. 377 (D.D.C. 1976); DeRonde v. Regents of the
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Univ. of Cal., S.F 24145 (Feb. 11, 1981), Alevy v. Downstate-Medical Center,

*'
384 N.Y 5 (J2d (1976). The ABA reviewed a resoliotion addressing the issue of

reverse discrimination" designed to eliminate racilas a factor in the admission
process The resolution was referred to the Section of Legal Education and

'Admissions to the Bar by the general assemil9and the House of Delegates at,
the 1976 annual meeting and read as follows:

Whereas, mmonty admissions programs have been expenmentr.d with by,k
some law schools, and

Whereas, applicants with high academic qualifications now claim that they
are being excluded by reason eaf such expenmeritation, and

Whereas, the Association's Standards for the Approval of Late Schools
specificially require that: ,'

the law schools shall maintain equality of opp&tunity in
legal education without chscnmmation or segregation pn
the ground of race, color, religion, national ongin, or 2

Sex. .

Be It Resolved, that the Section of Legal Education' and Admissions to the.
Bar is requested to investigate this mater and report its findings and recom-
mendations to the House of Delegates at the 1977 annual meeting

16 Set Legal Educaiithi, supra note 6

17 Legal Education, supra nofe-01 .5-53 (Please note no 4iproval claies appeared

for the following, recently approve dols ) *-
University of Bridgeport (1979)
Northern Illinois. University (1978)
Campbell University (1979)

,*
See.Yrankli R Evans, Applicawns and Admissions taA BA,Acc red:fed Law ',
,Schools. An Analysis of Natwn-a7 Data for the Class Entering in the Fall of 1976

. - (May 1977) (hereinafter cited as 1976 Law School Admission Research Repbrtl.
Summarizing vanous data tables, the Report observes that:

a) women and men,score about equally on LSAT, b) women tend to Prelent
higher undergraduate grades than men, and c) women are offered admission
At a'slight4y higher rate than men

The last observation, that women are more often offered admission is
probably a function of their supenor undergraduate records The acceptance

, rates.. .are higher for women at above vanous LSAT score levels than for
men. Howeverywhen.the cornbin lion of UGPA and LSAT are considered..
the acceptance rates for Men it nd °hien-are equal Thus. the datiyindicates
that' men and women with simila SAT and L'GPA data arc being.equally a

treated in the law school admissio s process: TAe equality of the sexes In terms
of LSAT scores,has teen dept stratedat ewhere (Cowell and Swineford. 4,
19'72) A Iso. the observation t at women present undergraduilli retords that
HreRidiite averagAtibstant a her.thilii men is,ftos surprising. cc this
phenomenon has been oh ned in a number of contexts (See. for ample,
Baird! 1969) at 26:27 -

'

19 Bakkti, supra note 1, ai 320

. -

. . .

Equality and Preferential Treatment (M. Cohen, 'Nagel and T Scanlon, cds
)

./ 1977) at 65, Caiess, The Myth of Reverse disctimination Declining Minority
nrol(ntent in New York Citv's tye al Schools 1977) at 6, 8 .

%.1
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21 The Council on Legal Education Opportunity was established in 1967 to enlarge
the ranks of lawyerscoming from minority groups or Ions- income backgrounds,
the responsibility was assumed jointly by the Amencan Bar Association (ABA),
the Association of American Law Schools (AALS). the National Bar Assocta-
non ,NBA), and the Law School Admission Countil (LSAC). See Minutes of
December ..5, 1%7 Conference at 0E0 on Legal Education for Disadvantaged

groups.

22 CLEO Participant Data Report (1979), infra, atifable.

'23 CLEO filed an arnica; brief in the Bakke litigation setting forth the academic
achievements as welt as.prelimmary bar peVormancc of CLEO Fellows, the
vast majority. of whom were admitted under special admission programs not-,
withstanding significantly lower,LSA r scores than those attained by regular'

.admittees Sec Brief fi)r Poitioners The Court .failed to address the =phut-.,

nor's raised by the data ;

-24 Minutes of Dccember 5, l%7 Conference, supra note 20. See Minutes of Cectober
22, 1972 CLEO Council Meeting at whiflf Ca Raza National Lawyers Associa-
tion's application for participation on the Council as a constituent organization
was accepted unanimously.

25 All About CLEO brochure (1980-81 ed.) at' 2-8

26 Sweatt v Painter, 339 U S. 629 (1950), See Washington. 'History and the Roleof
Black Law School's,- 18 How L.i 3a5 (1974). The underrepresentation of
minority group lawyers and law studs is was well accepted in 1968, but it took
the 1970 census to graphibolly portray the scarcity of minority lawyers. In 1970, it
was estimated that total bar membership reached 272,401 lawyers of which 3,685
were Black or members of Spanish-speaking ethnic groups. United States
Department orConunerce. 1970 Census of Population (1972). 1967 Proceedings

ki of the Association of American Law Schools. Report ofthe Advisory Comnftee
for Minority Groups Study 1, {1967), see also 1976 Law Schopl Admission
Research, supra note 18, at 7
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4

27 1976 Law School Admission Research, supra note 18, at 1-8.

28 All About CLEO tirochure, supra note 24, seeCLEO Reports (1968-1979).

29 Higher Education Act of 1965, as amended, 20 USC Sec. 1134 (1980).

30' CLEO, DeFunis v Odegaard and the University of Washington. The University
r Adinissions Case, (A, Ginger ed. 1974).

31 CLEO, Allan Bakke v Regents of the University of California (A Slocum ed.
1978)

32 "Advancing Legal Education The First Decade of CLEO, 1968-1978. /Y'
Symposium tO-Commemorate the Tenth Anniversary of the Council on Legal
Education Opportunity." 22 How-L.3, (19791.

ir3. 197{5 Hearings, supra note 9, at 47

34. Id., at 467

35 All About CLEO brochure, supra note 24, at 3; See Mailed Coniparison of the
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1980 CLEO Regional Summer Institute Participants (December 1980) at Table
VIII, 1979-80 Program Recruitment and Admissions (May 1980) at Table VIII.

36. id. ''' r
....

. 37. Memorandum to Law School Deans and (Aber Interested Persons from Wade J.....

`. Henderson, Executive Director. Sponsorship of CLEP Regional Summer
Institutes in the Suminerh,1981 (Septemer 30, 1980) at 6, CLEO Reports (1968-
1979).

38. Each gear, the CLEO National Office compiles relevant statistical data on the
Program's participants The available data is then synthesized by CLEO's
Admissions Analyst and the cumulative data is pro;ided in the "CLEO Partici-
pant Data Report. "'

319 Memorandum from Franklin R. Evans, LSAT Score Distnbution, (December 5,
1980). This figure constitutes the mean LSAT score for the October 1980 LSAT
administration The mean score for previous 1980 administrations is as follows.
February 1980-52(1.0; April 1980-514,2; and June 1980-5520/,

. ..
40. See, Parrish v Board of Comers of the Alabama state Bar, 533 F 2d 9112 (5th

Cir 1976) (summary judgment reversed and remanded.to permit plaintiffs to
complete discovery), Murry' v The Supreme Court, State of Arizona, No. 72- e
2101 (9th Cir Aug., 1973) (dismissal of claim that. bar exam was racially
diknminatory), Petit v. Gingerich. A 72-964-B (D. Md., Feb, 22, 1977).
(defendant's motion for summary judgment granted), Woodward v. Virginia
Board of Bar Examiners, .No. 75-0437-R (D Va., Sept. 9, 1976) (summary,
judgment indicating that Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 does not
apply to the Virginia bar examination system), Pacheco v. Pringle, No C-5219
(D Colo , May 20, 1976) (action challenging constitutionality of bar exam-
inItion system dismissed with prejudice) Lewis v. Hartsock, No. 73-16 (S.D.

. Ohio, Mat 9. 1976) (summary judgment granted defendants) appeal docketed,
No. 76-1884 (6th Cir. July 2, 1976), Carlock v. EE0C,,No. 74-365 (D. Ariz.,

'Sept 30, 1974 (motion for declaratory judgment that EgOC has no junsdiction
dismissed without prejudice), Metropolitan Comm. for the Investigation of the
D C. Bar v. Committee on Admissions, No. 74-177 (D.D.C., Jan. 30, 1974)
(dismiised without prejudice). NOrtli,Carolina Ass'n ofBraCk LaWyers v. Board
of Law Eiaminers, No. 4488-1973 (D.N.C.. filed Nov. 1, 1973); In re Illinois
Bar examination, No. 1-576-(III. Sup. Ct., Mar. 21, 1975) (dental of petition
requesting court to apivint a commissiop to develop bar exam which does not
have disproportionate racial effect).

41. Truly comparative bar performance data which would permit a direct analysis
fbetween CLEO and non-CLEO graduates has been difficult to obtain. First, the
state Boards of Bar Examiners do not maintain data on bar performance by race.
Secondly, theCLE0 data extends over several classes and through several years
presenting only a limited basis for direct comparison with national figures from
year to year However, were one to analyze national bar data between 1971 and
1976 as a total pool, a national passing rate of 74% would be derived. "

The 74% figure compares favorably to the CLEO bar passage rate of 73.9%.
Like the CLEO data, the national figure includes those candidates who are

r repeaters in the total figures analyzed:

1 1 1.4. 4..
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Total Total %
Total

ABA
Passing Total Passing

Approved by Law -Unaccredited
6 Office-Study Schools

1971 27,900 20,004 72% 14,767 5 367
1972 - 32,916 24,447 74% 17i436 9' 136
1973 39,508 29.903 76% 24,722 7 642
1974 43,798 33,35$ 76% 27.329 4 882
1975 46,414 34.144 74% 27,289 13 - 1,482
1976 49,099 34,951 70% 27,232 19 1.514
TotZs 239,639 176.807 74% 140,075 57 5,023

National Conference of Bar Examiners (1972-19i7). The matena I presented aboveis
. compiled from volumes 41-96, Nos. 5-6 at the following pages Vol. 41. at 126-29

:. ,
Vol. 42. at 126-29
Vol. 43, at 110-13
Vol. 44. at 114-17
Vol. co./at 94-97
Vol. 46, at 155-55
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and Cultural Bias of the Law School
Admission Test
David M. White, National Conference of Black Laiiyers
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4The project reported'herein was perform pursuant to a grant from the
Nfitional Institute of Education. Departme of Health. Education and
Welfare. However. the opinions expressed her do not necessarily reflect
the position or pelicy of the NationaLlnstitute of scat ,and no official
endorsement by the National Institute of EducatioNnould be inferred.

SUMMAIfY

This Report investigates the validity and.bias of the.Law
,School Admission _TesttASAT) because all law schools
accredited by the Ame scan Bar Association are required to
use the LSAT in their admisjions process. It is possible that
th'e admission opportunities of minority,applicants are being
unfairly circumscribed becailse of the low validity and cultural
bias of the LSAT. An audience of law school admission
officials, lawyers, law students and faculty members should
find this Report useful in formulating admission policies
which will enhance the-equity-of access by all gro,ups tQ legal
education opportunities.

An Admission Index, based on a combinition through 'a
formula of an applicant's LSAT score and U,ndergraduate
Grade Point Average (UGPA) is normally assigned to each
liv3 school applicant. This Index ultimately becomes the
primary determinant of an applicant's admission
opportunities.
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The Index does not have high validity in predicting
performance in law school. It is virtually useless in identifying
law school dropouts. Its primary .rati&ale has been the
prediction- of the relative grades of students after their fiTst
year of la'w school. ,Yet most of the variation in law school
grades remains unexplained by relative. Index numbers.
Restrictioil of range in the abilities of law students has been

. frequently mentioned as a justification for low correlation
coefficients. However, an additional problemthe
prevalence of discrepant predictors within, the student body
has been identified as fhe primary determinant of the relative
predictive validity of the Index numbers at various law
schools.

,.,

,,Since discreilancies between LSAT scores'cores and UGPA are
(.7an important problem in law school admissions, the relative
validity and bias of each prerequisite was reviewed. College
grades have the most content validity ,'since earning college ad

. law school grades involves many of the same skills and habits.
Common claims that grade inflation or the variety of courses
and colleges make grades unreliable predictors were not
borne, out by the evidence. Of primary concern is the clear'
pattern indicating that UGPA has considerably less
discriminatory impact 'against minority applicants to_law
school than do LSAT scores.,

The greater discriminatory impact of the LSAT prompted
an inquiry into the possible sources of lower scores of Minority
applicants. The content of certain test sections is of
questionable relevance to the daily practice of many attorneys
and the overall speed pressures of the test may impair its
validity. In addition, the Report identifies a number. offer ...
potentially, biased questions in the publicly disclosed sampleot LSAT distributed to candidates. The presence of these
questions in a publicly disclosed sample LSAT raises the
inference that the discriminatory impact of the LSAT is due to
cultural bias in the test. , .

Since the LSAT has a greater disc,Fiminatory impact than
UGPA, combining the two prerequisites into an Index
number affects the admission opportunities of mino'rity
applicants. Various destabilizing elements affect the
combination from year to year and school to school. A

/ i I
..11. .4
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national trend is es ident whereby ever-increasing weighthas/
been placed on The ESAT in Index numbers in recent years/.

This trend decreases the :admission opportunities of minorqiy
applicants and may substitute prejudicial stereotypes with
equally discriminatory prediction formulas.

The typical criterion of -first year law school grades is
reviewed for validity and bias. Law school is under heavy
criticism for its teaching methods and course content. Law
school examination grades are quite unrelated to LSAT
scores. Minority law students experience additional pressures
due to lingering stereotypes abointhe intellectual ability of
certain racial groups.

This Report rev iews possible adjustments in .dmission
prerequisites for minority applicants. Two adjusffient
models. dev eloped by Robert L. Thorndike and Nancy Cole,
can be applied to both LSAT scores and UGPA to
accomodate minority applicants wliio are disadvantaged by
be low predictive validity of these pferequisite. In addition.
the LSAT scores of minority applicants could be further
adjusted to account for cultural bias in the test. Separate
evaluation committees for majority and minority' applicants
could be used to compare candidates from different cultural
backgrounds. Finally, the'suggestion is made that law schools
be given the option of disregarding the LSAT during the
admissions process. an option not now ait ailable under the
Amencatt3Bar Association's accreditiftion standards.

Gaps in prey sous research hay e suggested a variety of future
research needs. Questions already examined as a result of this
investigation Include the' relationship between UGPAs
earned at the same undergraduate institution and. LSAT

.,of various racial 'and ethnic minority' groups; the
pattern of grade distributions at various types of
undergraduate institutions. including traditionally and
pfedominantly black colleges. and the success of students
participating in the Council. on Legal &ration
Opportunity's (CLEO's) summer institutes. Each 'of these
areas deseneS additional analysis. Additional research should
be conducted to learn why minority students answer certain
,LSAT questions incorrectly.P4i-eferably after interviews with
candidates completing a form of the LSAT. In addition,

11
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research into the possible content bias in law school
examinations should be pursued, since anecdotal evidence
indicates that some law school examination questions are
unnecessarily discriminatory and iaflanimatory to minority
'law students and that grading procedures fail to insure a race-
blind grading process. Finally, the cumulative impact of
differential test preparation, test-wiseness, anxiety levels and
reactions to speed pressures on the scoring patternt of various
groups .should be determined. Previous research has
-attempted to isolate each of these factors rather than
determine the cumulative impact of these interrelated factors
on test score patterns.

1 1
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I. Bakke Without Adjustments of Admissions Criteria
The Supreme Court's deciSion in the case of Regents of the

Unlversitv of California v. Bakke' has prompted law schools
to rev iew their admissions policies. Many direct their
attention to the opinion of Mr. Justice Powell which rejected a
justificatio for race-conscious admissions procedures bawd
on a need to ounter the effects of societal discrimination and
approved th consideration of race to ensure a "diverse"
student body. Powell rejected the "societal discrimination'
justification because it is tan amorphous concept of ie`"-
that may be ageless in its reach into the past."' He accepted
the notion that div ersty in the student body is an element of
"academic freedom' while noting that race is but one c'
element which may be considered in attaininra truly diverse
studr t body'

Pi well referred to descriptions of policies followed at
Columbia. ;Nary ard. Stanford; Pennsylvania and Princeton
universities' and to an article by Winton H. Manning' as
examples of his concept of a constitutionally perniissible
admissions policy, which included consideration of race and
ethriic background. The universities; programs make no

rderence to adusted admissions, criteria for
candidates from minority groups. Manning. the v ice-
president of the Educational Testing Service (ETS), states
that no adjustments should be made.'

Mr. Justice Povyell recognizes the difference between
policies designed to achieve a diverse student body and those
designed to adjust for admissions criteria which have low
validity or cultural bias. He notes that the Universi of
California did not seek to justify its race-conscious admissrd s
procedures by rely ing on ev idence that college grades and to
scores were imperfect or biaseinidicatOrs of merit, As Powel

notes:
Racial classifications in admissions conceivably could serve a fifth
purpose, one which petitioner doe's,not articulate _fair appraisal of
each Indic if.lual's academic promise in the light of some cultural bias in
grading or testing procedures. To the extent that race and ethnic
background were considered only to the extent of curing established
inaccuracies in predicting academit performaria, it might be argued
that there is no "preference" at all. Nothing in this record, however,
suggests either that an of the quantitative factors considered by the
Medical School were culturally biased or that petitioner's special
admissions program was formulated to rTaract for any such biases *

1 1 "
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Despite Po-well's recognition of the potential effect that
inaccurate or biased criteria have on the admission
oppOrtunities of minority applicants, there is the danger that
schools seeking to comply with Bakke will themselves ignore
issues of validity and bias in fOrmulatift their programs.

This report seeks to evaluate evidence which bears on-the
issue of validity and big in admissions criteria. It is based on
the plausible assumption that a program predicated on
persuasive exidere _Would pass constitutional muster. This
assumption was given force in the earlier case o, Defunis v.
Odegaard in which Mr. Justice Douglas indicated that
imperfections in the LSAT could justify race-conscious-
admissions. Douglas indicated:

My reaction is that the presence of an LSAT is sufficient warrant for a
school to)3ut raolal minorities into' separate class in,order better to
probe their capacities and potentials.°

The permissible contours of race-conscious programs will
-I be explored at the end of this report. The inquiry begins with

an analysis of the elements of the current typical admission
process.

A. -Ctirrent Admission Pack*
One facet of current laiv school admissions policies' is

mandated by the American Bar Association the use of the
LSAT. The ABA states that: '-i(a) law school whidh is not
using the Law School Admission Test administered by
Educational Testing Service should establish that it is using an
acceptable test,"".
'The weight andinterpretation accorded the LSAT in the

admissions process is left up to individual schools. Law
schools typically give considerable weight to an applicant's
Undergraduate Grade Point Average (UGPA) in evaluating
academic promise A growing number of schools corgibine an
applicant's LSAT score and UGPA into an "Admissions
Index" for each applicant." The Admissions Index usually is
derived from a formula provided in a validity study report
conducted by ETS for the school.° The formula may be based
on a study of students' performance in the first year of study at
thatsparticular school, or may reflect student perforniance at
many law schools which have had validity studies conducted
by ETS.

Once each candidate,is assigned an Admissions Index, that .

number becomes the primary determinant of admission to law1,
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school. As the former Director of Admissions of Harvard Law
School admits: "in an admissions process such as ours where
the number of highly qualified can didates.greatly exceeds the
number of,candidates who can be admitted, the AI clearly
establishes each candidate's odds for admission.' This is riot
to say that candidates are blindly reviewed by referring only to
the Admissions Index. The "typical procedure used by some
law'schools is to place applicants into one of three groups
based on a prediction index: a) presumptive admit, b)
and, c) presumptive deny."' Some law schools attach more
than a presumption to very high or very low scores. "At one
large_ university, the top ten percent of the applicant pool is
accepted 'solely on the basis of grades and LSAT scores, and
the bottom 40-50 perc9nt is rejected on the same basis.'s At
another law school "[ajapplicants scoring 600 or above on the
LSAT and having undergfaduate grade averages of 3.0 or
'better are admitted without Committee alnsideration. those
with scores below 550 and grade averagis below 2.5 are
rejected without Committee consideration."")

Even schools which only attach presumptions to Admission
Indices place heavy weight on these numbers during the
admission process. "At ost schools, once an applicant has
been placed iii eithe the probable acceptance or probable
rejection group, th chances of his being dislodged are
small." Admission committees typically probe for other
factors upon which to base a decision among applicants in
each subgroup. Thus, some with lower numerical
qualifications will be accepted while some with higher
numerical indicator's will be rejected.'" Even at Harvard Law
School, which received more than 5,000 applications for the
1970-71 class of 550 students, the numerical indic'ators did not
completely determine the admissions process."'" Nevertheless,
despite conscious effo'rts to ignore small differences in indices
among applicants 'Placed in the same subgroup, those with
higher indices continue to have higher chances for
admission.'" The net result of this'process at four law schools
in 1970-71 was that the AdmissionS Index proved to be the
most important factor determining chances for admisiion.21
At one law school which did not use a well-defined system for
1970-71, UGPA and LSAT remained the two most: significant
factors Aetermining admission',- albeit independently of each

A
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other." For all five schOols in, the study, the numerical
,., indicators were better predictors of admissions opportunities:

than they were of perforrnancein.the first year of law school."

Two major factors have contributed to the increasing
emphasis on _numerical indicators and admissions indices. The
first is the well -known increase in law sc ol applications.
This increase has been somewhat offset by increase in the
number of places in first year law classes.

Yet, while the number of enro)led first year students
doubled in the past 15 years, the number of persons taking the
LSAT tripled." The crush for acceptance has meant an

'increase in those rejected. At Harvard Law School, for
example, half of the applicants were accepted during the
1950s, while approximately 13 percent w re, accepted during
the 19705.25 In 1973, every ABA-accredited law school
rejected some candiVdtes who were fully qualified to study
aw." Faced with an increasing likelihood of rejection,
applicants have submitted multiple applications at each law
school and further reducing each student's chances for
acceptance at their first choice school.' As a result, those
accepted at every law school in 1976 had average LSAT scores
that exceeded the average scores at 80 percent of the nation's
law schools in 19.61.28

This crush of applicants is,beginning to dissipate.'A recent
national survey of 40 law schools shows that applications for
admission, after many years of steady increases, declined an,
average,of 14 percent for entrance this fall."' Applications to
Stanford Law School dropped 22 percent.' This drop in
applications may be accontpanied by a decrease in the average
numerical indicators of applicants and students. This occured
in medical school admissions between 1950 and 1955 as the
flood of returning veterans seeking medical degrees subsided.
"An yodergraduate with a B+ average would hae been only
an average medical student in 1950, but in 19 .55 he would have
been near the 75th percentile of this class. The declinein
application rates may encourage a retreat from mechanical
admissions procedures.

The second factor is the increased involvement of the
.,--1-

judiciary in the admissions arena. The Bakke case is but one
example, of this involvement. Other rejected by publicv..

l_h_____
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institutions may bring suit, /without reference to racia
discrimination, and the public institution may nevertheless be
asked to present cleat reasons for its decision. thisprocess
was noted in an analysis of five law schOol admissions
procedures in 1970-71. The one public law school, school C,
felt pressure to adhere to numerical indicators. "Being a
public institution. Q feels strong pressure to make decisions
based on objective factors which can be quantified n order to
offer tangible justification for admissions decisions " It is not
clear that Mr. Justice Powell's deference to academ c freedom
will encourage public law schools to retreat from adherence to
numerical indicators.

On the contrary, the Manning article cited with apprqv al by
towel' makes a strong plea for "Educational Due Process in.
Admissions.' which, would requinikschools to clearly state'
their admission policies and KO% ide rejected applicants with
written reasons for their rejection.

The combination of these two factorsan abundance of
applicants' and a pressure for reviewable decisionsmay
mean an inefreasing reliance .on numerical factors despite the
fact that the level of grades and test scores' may drop as
application levels recede. The major, counten ailing pressure
may be the search for diversity within the student body. -

The very concept of diversity defies uniformity in the
admissions decisions applied throughout the prOcess. One law
school" studied made specific reference to the conscious
inconsistency of its decisions, so that one Jacror did not.
dominate the process.' Yet these inconsistent 'decisions were
made about students.,who were already placed in' a subgi.oup
after a rigid application of an. admissions index to sort
applicants, As described in the Manning essay, diversity
should be sought in' selecting those students to be admitted,
but the idectiori of those who are admissible should be made
without reference to background characteristic's such as
rage." Thus, although not all aspects of an admissions
procedure seeking a -diverse student body will be dominated
bY numerical factors, the initial sorting -stage 'may become
more dominated by the numbers_ ..

The remainder of this report will explore the possibility that
sorting applicants by Admi4on Indices will unfairly dilute the

--1
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,admission opportunities of applicants from minority groups.
Put another way, the report will explore the 4uestion of
whether numerical criteria Ire valid predictors of legal
competence and whether they contain elements of culture.
Applicants may have high Indices but little legal competence.
Students may have Nigh numerical indicators because of their
whiteness rather than their brightness. If this is so, race
conscious

'.
evaluatio,it of grades arrd test scores will not only be

permissible under Bakke, it will be necessary to ensure a
racially-neutral admissions policy. I

t
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II. Imperfect Predictive Validity
A. The Hypothetical Perfect Admissions/Prediction Process

If our goal were to perfectly predict the performance in
the first year of law school of a group of applicants, the
perfect solution would be a time-machine whichwould let uS
leap forward one year and actually discover the future. We
caluld investigate several issues at once. We could identify

--tgose who passed and those who failed. We could examine
the relative grades of those who passed, distinguishing those
who excelled from those who barely passed. We could look
at the factors which distinguished high grades from low
grades from failing grades. We could look at the background
characteristics of students earning various gradesTheir sex,
race, social class, parents' education, etc.

Once we had made all the analyses we felt to be
appropriate, our most challenging task would involve
devising a-set of factors which would perfectly "predict" the
results we had just viewed. Ideally, consideration of all the
factorwould explain all of the variation in grades which we
observed. Yet we would inevitably find that no set of factors
completely explained the variation in grades. Luck would
still play some role, as would other factors we may not be
able to identify. More disturbingly, we may find that some
factors predict performance, but we would recoil from using
these in an admissions process. Some would raise

. constitutional issues, such as race; others would seem
irrelevant, such as a student's height. Still other factOrs
would be reasonably related to performance, but not easily
identifiable in advance, such as a student's psychological
reaction to the law school atmosphere.
*A second solution would avoidkall pretense of prediction,

but would be fair to all applicants. We could admit all
applicants aid let them take first year law examinations. This
was the procedure followed at Harvard Law School during
the 1930s when one-third of the entering class failed the first-
year examinations.' With today's crush for admissions, law
schools do not feel they can afford the luxury of admitting
students who will likely fail out of school and the abundance
of qualified applicants makes it unnecessary to admit
probable failures.

1 94..., t..I
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B. Actual Imperfect. Admissions Process
Sirice humans are not prescient and resources are not

infinite, law schools depend on admissions criteria which are
admittedly imperfect. Preference is giNen to criteria which
are verifiable, available from all candidates, and logically
related to the study of law. This report focuses on UGPA
and LSATthe most important determinants of admission
to law school. Those with high grades and test scores are
likely to be admitted, those with low numbers are likely to be
rejected..

'Two types of errors result from an imperfect admissions
process. The first type of error invskies the rejection of those
who would have succeeded in Mol if they had been
admitted. Given a surplus of candidates who would succeed
if admitted, this type of error is inevitable. The rejection of
those who would have .succeeded is known as a false-
negative error. The second type of error involves the
acceptance of students who eventually fail to meet academic
standards. This ,type of error is less likely to occur when there
is a surplus of qualified applicants. The acceptance of
eventual failures is known as a false-positive error.

A ,third type of error will not affect the successful
matriculation of students and -it has no separate label in
the testing literature. Nonetheless, it is the most prevalent
type of error explored in the research reports. It involves the
inaccurate ranking of admitted students on the basis of their
Admission Indices. Stu.dauk with high indices may earn
lower grades than some students with lower Indices. Of
course, one of the most obvious omissions of such an inquiry
is analysis of the reasons why students drop out of law
school, since only those completing the first year
examinations are included in the ranking studies.

4",

C. Predicting Law School Dropouts with Numerical Indica-
tors

The problem of' law; school dropouts Was once a serious
one. Data analyzed in 1965 revealed that; four oat of every
ten entering law students had failed to graduate from law
'school.' Some of these students did not meet academic
standards, others left school for personal reasons, including

120
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. .
financial pressures. During an era in which there were
unfilled seats in law school, this attrition censiituted more of
a personal loss than a social one, since other Wiring lawyers
were likely to be able to attend law school.

Today the problem of law school dropouts is less severe,
but the social consequences are more significant. This is true
regardless of the reason for withdrawal, since another
applicant may have successfully completed law school.
Emphasis on numerical criteria during the admissions
process assumes that academic difficulties will produce
dropouts. Yet those who drop legal studies for'other reasons
will be equally significant in denying an opportunity to study
law to rejected candidates.

Remarkably few attempts have been made to investigate
the relationshili between numerical criteria and withdrawal
from law school. One author found that in 1963 there was no
statistical reltionship between UGPA or LSAT and
withdrawal at three law schools and that at a fourth school
those who left school had slightly higher qualifications than
those who siayed.' In a replication study two years later the
same author found-that college grades did not predict
withdrawal from,law school and the LSAT was correlated
with withdrawal at only two of the five schools' studied.'
Other studies have found relationships between LSAT`
scores and dropout rates. One study done in 1952 atone law
school divided students into two groups with above or below
average LSAT scores and found a .50 correlation with a first
year pass/fail criterion and a :50 correlation with a three-year
pass/fail criterion.' Two studies have divided withdrawing
candidates into groups who withdiew for academic reasons
and for other reasons,'In 1962 thi;se who withdrew from ten
law schools for academic reasons had lower mean LSAT
scores than those who withdrew for other reasons who-in
turn had lower scores than the scores of those continuing in
good standing.' Students who entered law schobl in 1968 41
1969 showed some tendency to withdraw for academic ,rera?
sons when they, had lower LSAT scores!

A more interesting phenomenon es. the dropout rate for
non-academic reasons. Among those entering in 1968 and
1969 there was no relationship between test scores and
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persistence in legal studies. "In some groups, the percentage of
students with high standings on a predictor who withdrew for
other than academic reasons was higher titan the percentage
for students in the middle or low group on the predictor."R
One law school dean fias offered an explanation for the
dropout with high test scores. "Too frequently I have found
that these students were pointed toward law study solely by
virtue of a high score on the Law School'Admission Test,
haVing had little or no other drive to become a lawyer. This
suggests that too great an emphasis on the LSAT in
admissions may be resulting in the selection of students who
will drop out, while rejecting other candidates on the
questionable assumption that they will perform
uns tisfactorily if admitted.

0 er factors have been identified with the tendency to
with raw from law school. One study has concluded that
cert in persbnality types are more likely to drop out of law
school, regardless of their grades or test scores.' While one
may be reluctant to select IA students on the basis of
personality type, theproblem of withdrawal from law school
among such students will remain if othei_ crileria are
compared during the admission process. More51.er, an effort
to reduce the dropout rate from law school by preferring,
candidates with the highest grades and test scores may be
misguided. Some students may have been falsely encouraged
to enter law school solely because of their high test scores.

D. Predicting Relative Law School Grades with Numerical
Indicators

The majority of statistical studies Which have been
conducted since the origin of the LSAT have involved
analysds of the relationship between a weighted combination
of UGPA and LSAT in a formula and the actual first-year
grades earned by law students. The formula is usually
derived from a regresSion analysis which identifies the best-
weighted combination of the two predictors which will
explain the variation in first-year grades. The product-
moment correlation between the Index derived for each
student from such a fo ula and thastudent's grades is
considered to be evidence of the validity of the formula in

1 c'
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predictin'g law' grades. Thus, the statistical exercise is
-designed to compare predicted grades with actual grades of
students who remain in law-school until the end of the first
year.

Throughout the history of the LSAT there have been a
series of reportg summarizing validity studies conducted at
individual law schools. The summaries reflect considerable
variation in the results obtained at individual schools. but the
average results are considered representathe of the trend in
validity for prediction formulas. The average validity coeffi-
cients reported in these summaries are listed in Table 1.

Year

TABLE I
Average validity coefficient
of weighted combination of

Year UGPA and LSAT
1950" .52
1956' .58
1962" .45
1965" .39
1976's .43

As can be seen, the apparent validity of the combination
of LSAT and UGPA into a prediction formula has fluctuated
considerably over the history of the LSAT. It should be
recalled that each of these average validity coefficients
reflects considerable vnation among the validity coefficients
reported at individual kci iools. Moreover, there is no discus-
sion in these summary reports of the variation in weights
assigned to the LSAT and UGPA individually in arriving at a
combined formula fOr each school.

Nonetheless, Table I does indicate an appreciable drop in
the validity of the combined formula since the inception of
the LSAT. Two major. explaridtions are available for this
drop in apparent validity for the combined formula. One has
received considerable attention in the published liter ure.
The second has received recognition; but less emphasis, n
the literature.
1. Restriction of Range

The first, widely discussed, problem with interpreting the
/
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apparent validity of predictors is kno"wn as "restriction of
range.- It occurs when a predictor is used to select students
and later used in a validity study comparing the academic
performance of admitted students with their predicted
performance. Its effect on prediction of law school
performance has been described in the following terms:

the volume of applications to law schools increuses. the number
of applicants having substantially equivalent qualifications becomes
larger. and entering classes are composed mostly of persons with
roughly the same LSAT stores and undergraduate grade averages.
This narrow group is then required to account for the full range'of
grade variation in the first-year law school class. and subtle
differences in admissions indices are expected to predict the first-
year averages which particular applicants will achieve within that
range of variations. Not surprisingly. admissions directors at many
schools have found that. for the great majority of their students.
grades and LSAT scores are not kry closely related to actual first-
year performance."

Notice that this restriction of range effect involves the
impact of using a test to select among actual applicants and
later comparing accepted applicants' performance in law
school. This restriction of range explanation for low reported
validity coefficients should not be confused with the more
sweeping4nfirmity of all predictors for graduate and
professional schools._This general infirmity involves the fact
that all potential applicants did not take the test and later
enter law school. Usually, most potential applicants are
excluded by a requirement that they have graduated from
college. Yet, according to some who defend tests with low
reported validities, the tests should nevertheless be regarded
as valuable hr..cause their validities would have been higher if
the entire population had taken them."

The limited vdlue of this more tsweeping excuse for low
validity coefficients can be appreciated by considering the
possibility of selecting law students on the basis of a spelling
test. Vvhile it may be possible to show that law students are
better srellers than the average person between 22-27, it
would not thereby justify using a spelling test to selectiaw
students. The fact is that most of the 22-27 age group is notC, able to apply to law school simply because a college degree is
typically required. The problem a law school admissions
official faces involves choosing among those who actually

1
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apply. The fact that a test gives little valid differentiation
among these appli&nts cannot be excused because 4:would
have given more differentiation among a more varied group,
most of whom never took the test and would never apply to
law school. A spelling test. like any test with low actual
validity. is simply not that important in selecting law students.
Once low yalidity is encountered, the task must be to evaluate
other factorsnot Jo place ever-increasing weight on the
factor with low validity because it might have higher validity if
used thn a different population under different admissions
circumstances.

Most statistical demonstrations of the restriction of range
effect have concentrated on corriparing the range of LSAT
scores within an accepted student body either to the range of
scores in other schools or to the range of scores 4n the
original norming population which took the test in 194. The
range of UGPAs has not been the basisfor restriction of
range, comparisons. partly because the range of UGPAs is
nornially not computed or reported.'"
. Recent literature has presented indications that schools
with more variety among the LSAT scores of their student
body. measured in standard deviations. will also have higher
reported validity coefficients for the formula combining
UGPA an LSAT as well as for UGPA and LSAT
separate " Earlier literature actually corrected the
correl ion coefficients actually obtained at individuS1 law
schoo s on the basis of restriction of range analysis. These
LSAT adjustments were made on the assumption that the
correct validity coefficients would appear if a student body
had .a standard deviation on the LSAT of 100the range of
scores for the 1948 norming population.'" Where smaller
standard deviations occurred, the validity coefficients were
assumed to be below the correct coefficients and were
adjusted upwardly.2'

Yet even these comparisons with other law schools and
adjustments to an original test taking population are not
justified 'by theoretical considerations. To be defensible.
restriction of range adjustments depend on the assumption
thAt the individual lay, school had an actual applicant pool
with as much variation in LSAT scores as the original 1948

13
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riorming population or even other law school. applicant
pools. Yer it is well known that applicants "self-select" into
or out of the applicant pools for individtial law schools based
on their best estimates of their admission opportunities. It is
a matter for ompiiical research, rather than unfounded
assuniptjon, to discover what the variation of LSAT scores
within an individual applicant pool actually is. In addition,
restriction of range adjustments assume that Ahe other
factors involved in the admissions decision were
uncorrelatdd with LSAT scores. In particular, adjusting the
validity coefficients upwards for LSAT scores assumes that
law schools would not`have admitted students on the basis of
UGPA in the absenCe of LSAT scores, or that LSAT scores
are not correlated with UGPA. In other words. restrictioiof
range .adjustments are justified only when they accurately
refleet the actual predicament which admissions officials
would face. Yet they are never grounded in actual situations,
but instead are based on general assumptions which are
rarely, if ever, encountered in actual practice. As indications
of the "true" validity of the LSAT these adjustments are
likely to be more misleading than erilightening."

In addition, the results produced by the corrections do not
seem to fit a coherent pattern at individual schOOls. For
example, one law school had validity studies done for classes
entering in 1957 and 1959, both of .which had a 'standard
deviation of 61 in LSAT scores. Yet the adjusted LSAT
coefficient was .60 in 1957__and only .28 in 1959.2%

Finally, results at identified law schools do not seem to fit
neatly into the assumed pattern' of lov; validity for highly
selective law schools. For example, at Harvard LaW School
the Admissions Index "consistently produces correlation co-
efficients with. . . first-year law school grades between :5 and
.6."' These correlation coefficients are higher than
those reported as the average validity coefficients-for large
numbers of law schools. If restriction of range wer%the only
confounding problem in interpreting validity study results,
one would expect the observed coefficients at Harvard to be
among the lowest. Instead, the reported coeffiPients at
Harvard appear to be above the nationarlaverage.
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Some reports have acknowledged the inability of
restriction of range explanations to completely account for
drops in validity coefficiebts from one period to the-next. In
two studies the validity. coefficients obtained in earlier
years were compared to those obtained at the same schools
in later years. The ate-rage validities were lower in the later
studies. Yet even when bbth sets of results were adjusted
for restriction of range, the later results continued to
produce lower coefficients." In the second of these studies
the author of both reports noted the drop in coefficient
after restriction of range corrections had been made. "Since
the adjusted coefficients also show a drop, even though
relative4- small, increased selection does not seem to
explain completely the trend toward lower validity
coefficients.

2. Discrepant Predictors
The second major problem in interpreting the apparent

validity of predicdors involves "discrepant predictors.- Its
potential significance has bee' noted on occasion, but has
not been explored in previou arch.

The impact 'of discrepant edictors on the apparent
validity of a combined forth' Lila was explained in the above
cited report:

For example, if an outstanding pre-law record were permitted to
4 compensate for an unusually low LSAT score for a student, his

record would contribute toward increasing the validity of pre-law
record, if he did well in law school, and toward decreasing the
validity of LSAT. If several such students were admitted and also
some whose pre-law records were poor but whose test scores were
high, it is possible that the results for the entire group of which these
students were members would be a relatively low coefficient

This means that law schools with student bodies
characterized by consistent results on the LSAT and
UGPAeither high on both or low on bothould be more
likely to display a relatively high validity coefficient for the
formula combining the two predictors. For these schools, the
LSAT was merely confirming what the applicant's UGPA
has already shown. In contrast, schools whose student bodies
are characterized by discrepancies between their two
predictorshigh LSAT and low UGPA Qr vice ,versa-
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would be more likely to, display a relatWelyillow alidity
coefficient for the combined formula. According to this
theory schools which tend to be applicants' first choice will
have intense competition for places and will likely hal,e 5
student body with high scores and grades and therefore a
elati%ely high -correlation coefficient for the combined

. rmula." This theory is consistent with the'.high reported
alidity coefficients at Harvard mentioned at footnote 24

plausible
Other explanations for Hariartl's high coefficient are

plausible as well, but the simple restriction of range
explanation is unable to explain Harvard's results.

The present investigation compared the effects of Fange
restriction and 'discreparn predictors on the correlation
coefficients for formulas developed for 82 law schools for
three separate years. The_coefficienu, for the combined
formulas were squared to measure the amount of ariance in
law school grades explained by the combined formula
designated as R= and expressed in Ncentages."

The restriction of range effect was measured by comparing
the range of LSAT scores in each law school class with the
predictive validity of the combined formula. The range of
LSAT scores was expressed in standard deviations "' and
correlated with the R= for each .law school. When the
formula de% eloped for the 1973 entering class was applied to
that class, the correlation coefficient between the range of
LSAT scores in the class and die R= of the formula was .67.

The- ,discrepant predictor effect %Las measured by
comparing the degree of discrepancy between The LSAT
scores and UGPAs of students at each law school with t4e
predictive 'validity of the combined formuipt. The degree Sf
discrepancy was expressiviS4s a correlation between the
LSAT and UGPA within each studeht body so that a
negative coefficient indicates a .student bOdy characterized
by discrepant predictors" and correlated with the ft2 for
each law school. The theory asserts that schools with higher
R' 'values will also have positne correlations between UGPA.
and LSAT within their student bodies, those with the lowest
R= values will have large negative correlations between
UGPA and LSAT within their student bodies. When the
formula developed for the 1973 entering class was applied to

t...- Z
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that class, the correlation coefficient betWeeri the prevalence
of discrepant predictors at each school and that school's R2
value was .62.'2

Interestingly, when the 1973 formula was appliedto the,
classes entering the same 82 schools in 1974 and in 1975the
typical procesS of applying formulas developed on a
preceding class to a subsequent classthe discrepant
predictor effect outweighed the range restriction effect. The
test for the restriction of range effect produced correlation
coefficients of .51 in 1974 and .65 in 1975. In contrast, the
testfor the discrepant predictor effect produced correlation
coefficients of .74 in 1974 And .71 in t975. These results are
'consistent with expert opinion which has called discrepant
predictors the "main problem" in graduate and professional
school. admissions." The results for all three years are
displayed in Table II..

TABLE II

RELATIVE IMPACT OF RANGE
RESTRICTION AND DISCREPANT

PREDICTORS, ON VALIDITY OF LSAT
PEAS UGPA FORMULA

1,973 1974 1975

Restriction,
of Range b .67 51 65 .

Discrepant
Predictors c 62 74 71

a Coefficients were squared to produce an
R 2 wjlich is a measure of the amount of
variance in law school grades explained by
the combined formula.

b Measured by the standard deviattort of
LSAT scores with each student bo-dy.

c Measured by the correlation between
LSAT and UGPA within each student body.

k

Since the schools were unidentified, it is not possible to
investigate the hypothesis that more selective law sChools.are
/hose with positive correlations between LSAT scores-and
UGPA within they strident bodies.
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When an applicant with discrepant predictors is
encountered during the admissions process, a careful
scrutiny of the applicant's file is in order since the
discrepancy between the two predictors creates a 'need t6
interpret the results. Various explanations for hypothetical
applicants have been offered in the literature.

For applicants with high LSAT scores and low U`GPA the
ai'following interpretations have been suggested:

. . if the applicant has a high score and a mediocre
college record, it may bc because be was bored at

-

Where there has been a significant period pf time
between an applicant's graduation from college and his
application to law school, a poor.college record coupled
with a very high LSAT may indicate that the student is
likely to do better in law school than the PFYA
assigned, by the computer. The reason is that the
applicant may have been immature or disinterested in
academic work when he attended college, resulting in a
poor UGPA. However, it is possible and perhaps like
that he has matured since graduation and that tti
LSAT is a more direct test of his ':abilities" and may be
a better predictor than the two combined."

. the admissions officer may conclude that he has
found a candidate with ability who will respond to the
intellectual challenge of law training and realize his
potential as indicated by the high LSAT scores. He
assumes that low 1,1G4 is.an indicator of low motivation
to perform in the variety of courses required', of
undergraduates, and that a concentration of training in
q. field of interest will maintain motivation at a higher
level. On the other hand, he may decide that since the
candidate has not produced academically before, he
will not nowhigh ability or no. (emphasis added. )36

For applicants with hign. UGPA and low LSAT scores tte
following interpretation's have been suggested:

In the case of the applicant with the low score and high
college record, he may have had a bad day at the testing
session and his college record may provide a sounder.
basis of appraisal. '1
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If an applicant has a very high undergraduate grade
point average and a low LSAT, inspection of his record
map' show that he went to a relatively weak college and
that he majored in a subject with little academic
content. lir

If-the student 'has a very high UGPA but a low LSAT
and.he can substantiate that he .was ill when he took the
test.. Or that he ha; a history of 'clang poorly on
standardized tests, the UGPA may be a better predictor
than a combination of the two:"

. . .if the admissionsfficei encounters a candidate
with a relatively high UGR but a relatively low LSAT
score, he may reason that this is :a candidate who hag
demonstrated his ability to perform .successfully in the
academic environment despite low aptitude. On the ,

other hand, he may feel that, though the candidate did
welkin undergraduate college, the mo,--manding law
school environment and the high qiealitST cf competing
studeiits. may prove too much for a student- f rather
limited potential. (emphasis added).3.9

'The variety of explanations offettd does not exhaust the
list which a thoughtful reader could compile. Yet even the
abolde-cited explanations are confusing enough to cause
considerable Aiscomfort for the admissions ,official
encountering an applicant with discrepant predictors.
Statistical analysis has been produced to show that applicants
with discrepant predictors should be treated in the same
manner as other applicants." 'However, infdrmally_
ex r sed reactions ',and the occasionally expressed.
pre rence for unusual treatment, such as an interview, ror
candidates where 'ffie predictors`disagree lead one to suspect
that the evidence developed has not been convincing.''' An
additional statistical- proof was %n offered," but the

iscomfort with discrepant predictors remains.
his discOrnfortv and the acceimpanying confounding of

validity results, would be acceptable if it were a rare
occurrence. Surprisingly enough, discrepant predictors
Within individual law ,school classes seem to be The rule
rather than the exceptiOn. Negative correlations between the
LSAT scores and .UGPAs of student bodies have been

1 "
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reported in several studies which were, primarily concerned
with other issues." During the present investigation a number
of schools have provided validity studies produced in recent
years. The majority of studies reporting the relationship
betwen the LSAT and UGPA of admitted students have;
shown a negative correlation. Unfortunately, the validity
studies produced during 1979 have employed a revised
reporting format which no longer includes this correlation.

*It

Y
Hypothetical Scatterplot Showing Decision Regions

, (Source: Linn & Winograd, "New York University Admissidns Interview
Study;" in l(LSAC-69-2) at 547. 553 (1969)

There has been no serious effort to identjfy the extent of
the occurrence of negative correlations between LSAT
scores awl UGPA within individual law schools. It has been

40. possible( however, to review the intercorrelation of these
two admission prerequisites in the first year classes of 82 law
schools over a three ygar 'illeriod between 1973 and 1975. In
each individual year, 52 of the clasSes had negative
correlations between LSAT scores and UGPA within indi-
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vidual law schools. It has been possible, however, to review
the intercorrelation of these two admission prerequisites in
the first year classes of 82 law schools over a three year
period between 1973 and 1975. In each individual year, 52 of
the classes had negative. correlations between LSAT scores
and UGPA." Thus, these law 'school classes were character-
ized by a predominance of students with discrepant pre-
dictors in their application files.

Only one previous study has explored possible explana-
tions for the existence if negative correlations between LSAT
scores and UGPA within an accepted student body. New
York University used.to have an admissions process which
accepted or rejected some applicants on the basis of their
application files. A middle group of students was offered an
interview. The intercorrelation between LSAT scores and
UGPA was .59." As can be seen from Figure 1, which has

. been redrawn from etre original report, a selection process
which itivohes combining two. predictors into a single for-
mula can transform an applicant pool which has a positive
correlation between the two predictors into an accepted -
student body withca negative correlation between the two
predictors.

The effects of conducting an admissions process according
to an Admissions Index is illustrated in Figure 1. If UGPA
is plotted along one axis and LSAT along the other, then
each applicant can be represented by a single point on the
graph. In selecting a particular weighting of LSAT and UGPA
in a combined formula, a line-slope is deterinined with all
applicants falling on each line with that slope receiving equal
Indices. The general slope of the line will be from the upper
left to the lower right, with the origin of both scales at the
lower left. As the weight of LSAT is varied, the slope of the
Index line changes. The slope of the line determines which
applicants will be treated equally by the Index. The same
applicants may be treated differently depending upon the
particular slope of the line reflecting a particular Index. The
admitted student body's numerical indicators will be deter-
mined by both the Index formula and the decision of ad-
mitted applicants td attend school elsewhere or at the school
upder study. Thus, the deciSion to select a particular formula
combining UGPA and LSAT is only the beginning of a

1 3 (J
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process which will result in a student body. While most
attention is placed on selecting the weights assigned to ele-
ments of the formOla, more attention needs to be devoted to
the interaction of the formula with the applicant pool (see
§V-C), and to the effects of the admitted student body's
characteristics on subsequent validity studies (see §V-B).

The important point to be made about the admissions
process is appropriately displayed In the New York Uni-
versity study. Those applicants which receive the greatest
amount of attention during the admisSions process are those
falling in the middle range of applicants. These applicant
typically have dWrepant predictors high on one indicator,
low on the °thee Admissions officials spend their time trying
to arrive at an explanation for the discrepancy. It is possible
that those interviewed at New York University Law School
were Aced to explain the discrepancies themselves. Who-
ever'does the explaining, the fact re ains that combining
LSAT scores and UGPA into a sing] milla creates work
for admissions officers. The amount o work saved during
the admissions process apparently depends on the size of the
applicant pool and the percentage of applicants who are
automatically accepted or rejected on the basis of their corn-...4

bined formula. Schools.whichare uncomfortable in assigning
a great role to the computer in selecting a student body will
be those most burdened with the task of intdrpreting aPplica-

, ---lion files in which the two major admissions factors do not
corroborate each other.

If the hypothesized admiisions process at one law school
were extended into an .analysis of the entire law schook
admission processonationwide, a hypothesis for the incidence
of negative correlations between UGPA and LSAT would
e -. According to such a theory, the law schools with the

drawing power would hdve the.luiu'ry of accepting'
students whose predictors .were' highly correlated. Schools.
with less appeal would be forced to adrift students with one
relatively low di tor. These schools wo- ulddisplay a nega-
tive correlation between the two predictors within their stu-
dent body. The plight of.the least attractive law schools is
less clear. If all applicants were able to gain admission to
some school, whichnot the case today,- then a positivecor:
relation may reappear as those applicants with the lowest
qualifications 'on both predictors duster at a few unpopular
law schools: °°
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E. A Note on Confidentiality
The foregoing discussion has necessarily been couched in

hypothetical terms because of the concern for the
confidentiality of data provided by individual law schools.
The confidentiality at issue does not involve the preservation
of anonymity for individual law students, but the
prese,rvation of anonymity for individual law schools. This
concern has not been evident throughout the history of the
LSAT. The earliest studies included the names of law
schools, participating in the studies. Yet when these studies
were recently republished in volumes the names were
deleted. One such study contained the notation:

The participating law schools were identified by name in the
original report. For publication here they are identified as Schools A
through F. School A, B. and C are located on. the Eat( coast.
Schools D. E, and F are on the West coast.'"

This concern for the anonymity of law schools participating
V

in a study over 25 years ago seems inappropriate, particularly
since the original research bulletin can be e4amined in
libraries across the country."

Today it has become commonplace' for schools to be
unidentified. Along with this tendency has been a tendency
to avoid substantive .analyses of study results which may
involve the particular characteristics of individual law
schools. This has two unfortunate results. First, as in the
hypothesis offged above,. substantive analysis may be
facilitated by identifying individual schools. Anonymity
impede's- that, analysis. Second, if schools which most
observers considered similar id not yield similar results, or
if differently regarded sch yielded similar results,
questions about the results would be raised. Instead, when
schools are unidentified, those interpreting the results may
tend to associate discrepancies with statistical fluctuations
and consistencies with prevailing preconceptions. Providing
individual schools with indrvidual validity studies does not
solve this problem, since the context within which these
studies ate interpreted is the research base curre ly made
available on the basis of results from unidentified hools.
Moreover, the current trend in research conducted by ETS

) seerps4o be to avoid interpretation's based on results from a
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single school and to prefer instead formulas based on combined
results froillia number of schools."

This report- has fissured law schools. that their anonymity
will be preserved±in keeping with cii:yrent practi&e. Yet it
seeks to raise the' question of confidentiality because of a
conclusion that accurate interpretation of data is impeded
by unnecessary concern for secrecy. Since this report is being
produced in response to the Bakke case, which raised the
spectre of protracted litigation over admission policies, it is,
to be expected that fear of litigation will promote concern for
confidentiality. Yet an overriding concern' for fairness and
rationality in admissions may prompt a reappraisal of current
confidentiality policies. Only actual experience with an
open research program will verify the value of such an
innovation. This report can merely raise the issue and,admit
an inability to completely explore some issues because of the
current practice.

F. Implications ofimperfect Validity for MinorityAdmissions

The admittedly imperfect validity of Admission Indices
creates a variety of serious issues affecting ,minority
admissions to law school. Some suggest the need to interpret
admission criteria differently for minority apOlicants; others
suggest the need to revamp the criteria themselves. The
remainder of this report will explore the background data
relevant to various adjustments to traditional criteria and ,
evaluation;,This section will merely outline the significance..
of the' issues.

The first major issue involves the Use of Admission Indices
to justify the rejection* of inority candidates. Since there is
research indicating that e numerical qualifications of law
students admitted du g the early 1960s did' not predict
which students would drop out of law school, ,there is
considerable' doubt whether .students rejected under the
much more stringent admissions competition of the current
era would have dropped out of law school if admitted_

The second major issue involves The use of correlation
coefficients derived from validity studies to justify reliance
on Admission Indices during the admissions process. A's
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noted above, these validity studies merely compare, the
relative Admission Indices with the relative first-year law
grades of admitted students persisting until the end of the
first year. The assumption that such validity results may be
ektrapolated to .justify rejection of lower Indices is
unproven. At the Very least, the assumption that higher law
grades indicate greater legal ability is questionable in light of
the considetable evidence that academic grades do not
predict future adult success."

The third major issue inNolNes the reliance on Admission
Indices to reject minority candidates despite low correlation
coefficients, This point is somewhat different than the
previous two. Here the assumption of admission officials
may be that lower indices do not necessarily indicate a
likelihood of lower average grades in law school. Yet, as
indicated abol,e," the importance of Admission Indices in the
admissions process exceeds their apparent Validity in the
prediction of law grades.

The significance of this different importance may be
compared to a hypothetical test of spelling ability. Spelling
errors do affect law school grades and are correlated with
LSAT scores." However, the reader may feel considerable
discomfort in choosing law students solely on the biss of
their scores on a spelling test. Too much is missing from such
a selection process. The point is similar when the complex
process of deNeloping a composite formula based on LSAT
and UGPA is pursiled to the point of accepting or rejecting
students solely on the basis of the resulting index.

The formula produces an average validity coefficient
which explains only 16 percent of the total Variance in law
school grades." Even the higher coefficients reported at
some schools explain approximatey 36 percent of the
variance in law school grades." This means that most
variance in law school grades remains unexplained 'after.
comparing Indices.

Put another way, the "validity" of the Index derives
mainly for correctly predicting that students will fall in the
middle of their law school class. For example, one study
examined two successive entering classes at 24 law schools.
The predicted and actual grades, of the 48 classes were
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compared using two different prediction methods. The
actual grades of students were "grouped approximately into
the high fifth, middle three-fifths, and low fifth...55 The
results showed "a remarkable similarity between the two
methods."" The authors reviewed_ the results of one
method and concluded:

It seems reasonable to conclude that a method which assigns only
180 students,to low groups when there are actually 1728 members of
these groups and which assigns only 292-students to high groups
when there are 1771 members of These groups is unduly
consetvative."

Thus, most of the. "validity" of the prediction methods
examined in that study resulted from correctly predicting
that most students would earn grades in the middle three-
fifths of the class. Indeed, of the 180 students predicted to
fall in the bottom fifth of the class, two actually fell within
the top fifth. Of the 292 stu5lents assigned to the top fifth, 10
actually fell within the bottom fifth." Rejecting students on
the assumption that they would fall within thebottom of the
class on the basis of validity coefficients which are based on
correctly predicting students to fall within the middle of the
class seems erroneous:

These three issues of imperfect validity will be reexamined
in the last .chapter of this report tor identify methods of
assuring continued minority admissioq to'law school despite
low scores on predictors which theise,Fies have low validity.
The next, chapter will explore a further issuethe
comparative validieg and bias of UGPA and LSAT. This.Nt,,

chapter has examined the significance of a combination of
these predictors in the admissions process. Minority
admission opportunities may be affected by the weight given
each of these criteria. Thus, if one predictor .sliows less
discriminatory impact against minority students, the further
inquiry into the comparative validity of the two criteria
should be explored. If one criteria appears to be less
discriminatory and more valid then the issue of weighting the
two criteria becomes important. Current weighting of the two
criteria may disadvantage minority students even more than a
strict adherence to an Admissions Index derilred from a
different weighting of the criteria.
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111. College Grades

A. The Value of College Grades in Selecting Law Students /
The most venerable prerequisite for admission to law

school is a commendable performance during undergraduate
collegiate studies. Although a College degree has not al.ways`
been a prerequisite to legal studies,' and although no
prescribed course of study is required of law candidates
during c-ollege,Ia strong college recordis 11.21 valued today
by all,law school admission officials.

,..i.ig

This preference for candidates who have excelled in
college is understandable. Put simply, future academic
performance is best indicated by past academic
performance. As one ETS researcher has noted:

Faculties. Measurement specialists, and selection committees
usually agree that the previous academic record of the student is the
most relevant source of information for judging academic
competence.%

Although the subject matter studied during college and law
school may differ, the process of studying is quite simila4
One study of jaw students found that those studenti who
earned higher grades than expected had usually developed
systematic study habits during their college years.'
Moreover,,the list of factors admittedly not reflected in'the
LSAT, including "persistence, originality, effective study
habits, self-discipline, and motivation,' are all reflected in
college grades. As the former President of the Law
School Admission Council has testified: "if a school had to
choose to use only one predictor it would use the
undergraduate grade point average." .

The debate in law -school admissions is not whether to
consider-an applicant's UGPA, but how to consider UGPAs
earned`by different students in different courses and majors
aedifferent colleges, and, more recently, how to combine an
applicant's UGP'A with their LSAT scores into a predictive
formula.

B. Apparent *Infirmities in College Grades as Criteria for
Admission

1. Variety of Courses

Since no course of study is prescribed for admission to law

1497
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school, and since the legal profession incluAles such a variety
of specialties, students applying to Jaw school present a wide
variety of courses on their college transcripts. Adinission
officials feel uncomfortable comparing the UGPAs of
students whose course lists differ significantly. This has been
offered as a major reason for relying on LSAT scores, which
put all'candidates on a.common footing.

In part, this discomfort arises from the assumption that
students would earn significantly different grades if they had
taken different courses. Yet research does not substantiate
-this assumption. A review of research has noted that:

...to a surprising degree individual students tend to make generally
similar grades in different types of courses. This may be because
faculty are influenced by an academic "halo" when assigning grades
. . or possibly because students tend to compensate by working
hard in (or avoiding) courses in areas that are difficult for them. In
any event the practical effectof this homogeneity has been to make
it diffictilt to produce any additional types of information from grade
transcripts (for example, special types of averages such as one based
upon courses in the major) that consistently add anything to the

'predictive usefulness of the overall grade record.'

Thus, the variety of courses does not necessitate a .detailed
analysis of each course in order to make the overall UGPA a
meaningful basis for comparison. In fact overall GPA has
been fotind to be a better predictor of first-year law school
average than even scores on the Graduate Record
Examination advanced tests in special subjects:8

The predictive validity of college .grades is made possible
by tile high reliability of overall UGPA: A student completing
four years in a college following the semester system with
four courses each semester will compile an overall UGPA
baed on the collective judgment of 32 professors.? The
reliability of the cumulative average earned during the past
three years of college has been estimated at .9210 which 'is
exactly the same reliability estimate offered for the entire
LSAT." This statistic is supposed to indicate that a student
taking another four-year college course would earn
approximately the same glides the second time as the first.
2. Grade Inflation

A widely reported infirmity with UGPA Is commonly
referred to as "grade inflation." This term is typically used to
indicate that the grades earned by today's college student
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would have beert lower if that student had attended college
several years ago. Evidence for this claim involves
comparisons of the average grade earned at the same' college
during different years. Recently reported examples'include:
Da'rtrivetAfreollege, where 27 percent of the class graduated
with honors in 1968, but 60 percent graduate with honOrs in
L975; the University of Illinois, where the freshman average
rose from 2.67 in 1968 to 2.86 in 1977; and the University 6f
North Carolina, where the numbel of A's doubled between
1962 and 14972. 1 2 he implication of claims of grade inflation /-
are less clear.

If the only issue involves the comparison of grades of
tudeptS who gradpated in otarent years, then some
deflation' of 4/tent grades orAinflation of older grades may
be in order, The issue would be determining the amount of
justifiable adjustment. The assertion that older and younger.

'students should be compared on the basis of LSAT scores is
' less clear: Students whO take the LSAT after a period away
from %academia seem to do worse on the test.

ETS notes that-Candidates over the age of 27 do soniewhat more
poorly' than others on the LSAT and, that mean scores fall
dpmatically as candidates grow older than 27 Candidates over 31
have a mean score 60 points below the mean for alt persons taking
the LSAT.

Thus, rather than aid older students 'hose grades neat' not
haVe been inflated, comparing all, stlitientS on the basis of
LSAT scores may _actually compou.ricis.the disadvantage
which' older candidatps , face in competing with 'younge;
applicants.

According to some, the problem with grade inflation is
that is has occurred unevenly. As one news story observed:
"many faculty.mernbers seem to think that gradefinflation,
affects every school but their own."" Apparently these
fatuity members .feel That their own students are being )

unfairly handicapped in their competition with stildent4rom
other colleges where grade inflation has been rampant.

Comparing studenis- on the basis of LSAT scores is.offere.

yardstick. Yet this does. not-complete solveq t e problem,
as a solution to this probldn, since tte test As a common.

since grades are tyffically, entered into,a formula with LSAT
score, so thaj stildents with hi4er grades will continue to

1 S 1,
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have an advantage even if their LSAT scores are equal to
v,..... those of other students with lower grades.

There remains-the possibility that colleges wittPtigher
average grades are also those with higher average LSAT
scores. This inference is supported by a study comparing the
average grades and the average LSAT scores earned at 125
colleges. A correlatio'n of .48 between the two averages was .
dbtdided: The authors of the study reloned: .

One postible interpretation of this result is that faculty members in
highly selective colJeges are giving a greater proportion of higher'
grades to students generally than occurs in 'less selective colleges.'

.
This interpretation, if true, significantly, affeces thtf, entire
rationale for the LSAT and undermines attacks made on the
UGPA standard.

If colleges awarding high grades are also those with
students earning high LSAT scores, then the addition of 4.
LSAT scores to UGPA does not compensate for different
grading standards. Instea'd it accentuates the differences.
between standards. The furter claim, discussed below, that
combined formulas of UGPA, and LSAT need to be further
adjusted to account for college quality is not .supported.
Instead, boosting the averages of students from "high .
quality" colleges would further accentuate the differences
among colleges and further disadvantage students who
attended a college which award8d low grades and whose
students earned low average LSAT scores. "1..

3. Lacleof Differeridation among Grades ,
4 related complaint about college grades is sometimes

.. termed "grade inflation" but is not precisely that. Admission
officials complain that those applying to law ,school all
present very high, and therefore very similar, college

-------.-:azeL-a es. .. . .

It is the disdomfort associated with selecting some
candidates are rejecting others on the basi; of small

, differences. in UGPA which has been characterized as an
aspect of'grade inflation."' This ptenOmenon, while related
to grade inflation, is more prpperly understood as a fuhction
of the increased competitioh for law schoOl places.

4. 0 152
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The familiar surplus Or-well-qualified applicants to law
school has not been a perennial luxury. One study noted
that:

In 1961, the Law School Admission Council, concerned that the
legal profession was not getting its far share of talent, authorized a
study to uncover the reasons for the profession's lack of drawing
power.'',

Yet, since 1973, every ABA-accredited law school has
rejected candidates whom it considered fully qualified to

'complete law school.
The competitioti among applicants to these law schools is

keen. Many candidates offer UGPA's which are very high.
For example, 401percent of all white and unidentified law
school applicants in 1976 had UGPA's above 3.25.18 With
such a large number of applicants with' high grades, the
differenCes between grades of top applicants cannot be 'very
great. The increased study of applicants, combined with the
apparent rise in college grades, has resulted in an increase in
the average college grades of accepted law students. For
example, 23 law schools were compared during three time
periods. During 1964-66, the average LTGPA was 2.76 at all
23 schools; during 1971-72 the average UGPA was 3.04,
during 1975 the average UGPA was 3.35.'9.

The significance of increased competition for law school
places.in comparison to grade inflation as the cause of these
increased UGPAs can be understood by noting that the
average UGPAs amon college students in 1965 was 2.44, in
1972 was 272 and /in 1975 was 2.74.20 Interestingly, the
UGPAs orlaw'students at these 23 law schools was only .32
above the average college grades earned in 1965, but .61
above the average college grades of 1975 despite the higher
averages in 1975 and the atteridant likelihood of a "ceiling
effect" producing a smaller difference between average
ollege grades and those of accepted law students. Since a

larger gap appeared in 1975 compared to 1965. the increased
UGPAs among 'law students seems to be more a function.of
increased competiticfn rather than of general grade inflation
trends.

The articulated response to this discomfort with making
large decisions on the basis of small UGPA differences has
been to place increased emphasis on LSAT sores. Yet the

153 ,
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rise in4UGPA's at long law applicants and../.41ents has'also
been accompanied by an "increase in the.LSAT ,scores of
applicants and students. Forexample, 37 percent of all white
and unidentified applicants to law school in1976. had LSAT
scores abov 600.2' In comparison, only eight of the 134 law
schools ace, dited by the ABA 4_1961 had entering classes
whose median LSAT score was 600,or above.24The UGPA
and LSAT scores Of Jaw students have risen in tandem. At
one school, the entering class for 1969had a median UGPA of
2.3 and a median LSAT of 503, by 1972Ltliese figures had
increased to 3.0 and 600.23 Thus, the competitbn for law
school places has made choices based on small differences. in
LSAT scores a harsh reality which also causes discomfort
among adiqission officials.

There is a frank recognition of the gap between thebry and
practice in evaluating LSAT scores. ThAforjner Director of
Admissions at Harvard Law School recognizes that "small
differences in LSAT scores (less than 30 or 40 points)
provide perhaps more misinfo ation than assistance in an
admissions process."24 Yet as, dmiisions become extremely
competitive, those f ced t choose among candidates often
ignore caveats t the se of test scores. As the former
Harvaid ad ssions direcjor concedes:

. . .it is veryeasy to allow a difference of ten points or so on the
LSAT to dictate many of those close decisions. An admissions
cO`mittee must be continually alert to these dangers and consistently
skeptical* of the apparent precisiguNof test measurements to avoid
this tendency. Yet no committee can avoid it entirely."

As a solution the problem of choosng among candidates
on the basis of small differences in UGPA. selection based
on small differences in 'LSAT scores merely exchanges one
evil for another.' Choosing candidates on the basis of

'combined UGPA and LSAT formulas alleviates this
difficulty only if LSAT somehow refines UGPA distinctions
in some rational and consistent fashion. The evidence
reviewed lig this chapter indicates that LSAT does not
improve our understanding of the meaning of UGPA. The
evidence discussed in Chapter V indicates that there is no
easily defensible rationale for combining LSAT and UGPA
into a formula to predict law school grades.
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' 4. Quality of Undergraduate Institution
Perhaps the most widely articulated reason for distrusting

U A is the fact That colleges differ in the quality of their
stn: nt bodies and the strictness of their academic
standards.i, Yet the fact that colleges differ has not led to a
reliable system for adjusting the grades pbtained at different
colleges -which will improve the predictive validity of
fbrmulas based on unadjusted grades and LSAT scores. TwO
systems recently u4 by law schools to adjust for college
quality deserve distgsion because they point out the need to

'balance the validity and bias resulting from such adjusurients.
Grade ad..justment systems should be distinguished from

programs 'which assign particular colleges to particular
members of the admissions Committee who can specialize in
individual schools to better understand the transcripts
presented by applicants.' Grade adjustment systems
typically attempy,a compar colleges about which little is
known among adinissi n committee members.,
Unfortunately, the effort to ridge a gap in knowledge often
involves prejudicial stereotypes being applied to schools
unfamiliar to offilials. Research has shown that formal
adjustment systems ars,unlikely to improve predictive
validity, but more than research is necessary to dislodge
uninformed prejudices against certain colleges.

The first type of grade adjustment system, involves the
Mean LSAT from the College of each applicant (LC1). The

25 oLCM is the average LSAT score earned by more
students graduating from single undergraduate institution
and applying to law school within a three year period.
According to its supporters, the LCM can be used to adjust
for the quality of undergraduate institution and indirectly fo
the gralies awarded by that institution.

It does seem reasonable. ..to expect that student who has earned a
3.00 grade point average at an undergraduate college whose LCM is
600 might have earned a higher UGPA if he or she had attended an
undergraduate college where the LCM was 450 ".

To a surprising number of law schools during the 1970s. this
logic Was compelling. Twelve law schools used the LCM as
an addition to their. formula of k-and LSAT during
1971-72," the next year 58 law sch Is incorporated the
LCM into'their formula.".
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Despite the apparent loNC associated with using LCM as
an additional predictor, the combination of its exclusiongry
effects and its lack of actual predictive validity has led to its
demise. It is exclusionary

.because studies have shown that use of L M...may skew: the
admissions policy by making it practically impossible for someone to
gain admission when he or she comes from a college with a lOw
median law school admission test score even thoughyiat pefson as
an individual has very high credentials."

Predictive validity studies have also shown that the LCM
lacks the ability to improve validity over that obtained from
the UGPA and LSAT in combination!-One study observed
that "whatever component of school quality is measured by
LCM, it is not of value as a predictor of law school grades.""
After several previous attempts to successfully adjust College
grades and improve validity and also failed," the author .of
the latest unsuccessful attempt was forced to conclude:
"Though it is e.ninently plausible that grade adjUstments be,
made, we do not know how to make them effective."34 The
Law School Data Assembly Service (LSDAS) continues to
provide law schools with the LCM of candidates, but no 1
longer includes the LCM in prediction formulas.

The secoinkype of grade adjustment inslyerir.pn
the performance of law" students from differipt
undergraduate institutions during their first year at samere
law school. This method has the theoretical advantage of
directly correcting college grades on the basis a law school
performance ,father Than indirectly adjusting grades on the
basis of a collge's average LSAT score among-its graduates

- Yet it has the significpt disadvantage of limiting its
application to those law schools which have large groups of
students from particular.colleges.

-
One large law school actually .adjusts the grades of

applicants from 11 undergraduate institutions to make those
grades comparable to grades earned by graduates of its own
undergraduate college." Yet even this large law school is
forced to group students from other colleges according
to their average LSAT scores.. For students fr these
colleges, the system is more remote than n the LCM
tystemsince the grades from an entire group' of/coffees
with -similar LSAT averages are trouped for Adjustment..

1
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Individual performance is further submerged. Yet this
grouping is essential if any stability of result from year to
year is to be expected from the adjustment, process."

Colleges providing sufficient numbers of students to a
single law school to allow their grades to be independently
evaluated and adjusted may 'suffer from statistical instability
in the 'results. For exaffiple, Yale Law School had a.practice
orgtouping colleges into three categories to reflect quality.
The categories were based on the actyal performance of
graduates from these colleges at Yale -Law School.
Surprisingly, the results obtained in 1948 put HarNard
College into the lowest of the three groups. Yale admission
officials were surprised, but faithful to their theory. They
placed Harvard into the lowest categofy until statistical
result's would suggest otherwise." NloreoNer, eNen after the
11 undergraduate institutions were adjusted by one law
school discussed aboNe, the predictiNe validity 'of -the
formulas for these individual colleges does not substantially
improNe on the alidity of a 'formulas del, eloped for colleges
grouped according to their LSAT means."

For colleges grouped according to their LSAT means, the
probleihs of achieving admission opportunities for their
gradru'Res are compounded. The initial attraction of grade
adjustment stems frony discomfort in aluatIng students
from little known colleges. It is their lack of a reputation
whith places these colleges into a group vith other little-
known colleges. Yet, indiNidual colleges are unable to
establish their ow.n reputations under such a system.
Nonetheless, top students rejected under this system' will
force officials from such a college to conclude that there is
no way to gain admission to a top law schQol from that
college.' Stricter grading practices at the college will not
improNe their graduates' admission opportunities-, since it
is the aNerage LSAT of its graduates which is causing the
barrier. Only a re,.olutionary shift in the admission policies
of the collegeilesigned to raise the likely LSAT aNerage of its
graduates mote\ entually their law school admission prospects
will enhance the crebility of the college's grading policy

One recently reported exception to the general trend of
failure in grade adjustment studies deserves comment 'One
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large eastern law school used both types of adjustments
discussed abox7e And found validity increases of ten
correlation points or more for each type adjustment.' Thist
result does not pros ilgr-r.a.basis for distinguishing between the
two types of adjustmhts, but does suggest optimism to those
seeking support for adjustment practices. It is possible.
however, that the unique situation of this study will preclude
its generalizabilitv to other law schools.

The possible limitation of this study insolses._the absollite
validity of formulas derived without grade adjustments. For
both white students and other racial categories of students.
the reported validity coefficients were .14.4' From this
baseline validity coefficient. increases in kalidity based on a
variety of potential factors might-be expected. This was
demonstrated in 1958 when certain personality factors were
investigated as possible indicators of law school
performance. The study found that for law schools at which
the LSATwas a poor predictor, personality factors appeared
to contribute substantial kalidity. Ye.t at law schools at which
the LSAT produced higher validity coefficients, the
apparent validity of personality factors disappeared.' It may
be hypothesized, therefoi-e, that grade adjustments will
appear valid at schools experiencing low validity coefficients
from a' formula cortibining LSAT and UGPA, but will lack
apparent kalidity at scfiools exhibiting higher coefficients for
a formula. Thus, the reported study may be more a
reflection of the poor validity of the unadjusted formula at
this particular law school than it is a bellweather for
successful adjustments at other law schoOls exhibiting higher
validity coefficients. liven for thos schools with low
coefficients, the question of what. ad I factors to
include during the admissions cycle is not answered by this
study.' ,,,.. .

, Despite the significant barrier which grade adjustments
pose for graduate ca`-tirtfe-known colleges or colleges with
low-LC.,,Ms, and despite the general lack of predictive validity
of grade adjustment studies, the practice, of grade
adjustments cqn be expected to continue. "For one ihing,
the belief that differences in undergraduate institutions must
be reflected ,in the meaning of their grades dies hard.""

(..4
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Before the introduction of the LCN1 into prediction formulas
N LSDAS law schools employed informal methods for

adjusting college grades." In the wake of the LCNI, schools
which used this element in their admissions formulas may
return to informal adjustment systems.

A beginning for a 'reassessment of the college grading
process may be the fact that colleges with high LCN1s also
tend to be those with relatively high UGPA averages among
its graduates." If this initial finding among 125 colleges is
borne out nationwide in a study being conducted as part of
the current insestigation, several implications for the
evaluation of UGPA and LCM will result.

The.first implication Involves the process by which grades
are awarded at the undergraduate level. For those colleges
with highiLCNIs, the faculty may reason that the student
body is likely to pursue professional studies and that the
performance of students during college reflects their ability
to successfully complete professional studies. The faculty at
such a college is likely to award a large number of high
grades to reflect this generally high quality of performance
ThUs. when students eventually score well on the LSAT. the
grades awarded by the faculty will have been borne out on
the standardized test''

Conversely, the faculty at a school with a loss LQM may
assume that the majority of the student body will not pursue
graduate or professional studies,Nloreos er, since the college
is likely to have a mediocre reputation, if it a any
reputation at all, the faculty will be cogniz at any
student who does pursue an advanced degree will .be
evaluated by the professional school faculty as a
representative of the entire college. If that student ultimately
fails" to complete a law degree because of academic
defiCiencies, the failure will reflect as much on the college as
on the individual. Thus, the college faculty is likely to adopt'
a harsh grading,standard both to avoid a reputation as a
-degree mill" and to identify the truly outstanding graduate
as a 'promising candidate for legal or other graduate studies.
The generally low LSAT scores of the student body will be

. reflected in a relatively low average UGPA of that student
body as well. The unusual graduate who has compiled a high
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'UGPA at this institution surviving this harsh grading
standard ought to be evaluated- as the exceptional student
which the faculty has identified as capable of succeeding at
advanced studies."

Seen in this light, both the positive correlation,between
LCM and UGPA of colleges and the perennial inability of
grade adjustment systems to improve validity become
understandable7 In a sense, the faculties,Of colleges across
the nation have internalized a standard of excellence hich is
reflected in individual college grading practicest-tfigh status
schools award relatively high grades: low status schools
preserve their academic reputation by refusing to inflate
grades.

C. College Grates of Minority didates
The general conclusions a out the validity of college

grades as predictors of law school performance must now be
examined for their relevance to minority_ candidates for legal
studies. As will be seen, the UGPA is a less discriminatory
prerequisite than is the LSAT. Grade adjustment systems
are in danger of perpetuating the cffects of illegal
discrimination at lower levels of education, incltiding college
admission policies.

The Comparison of White and Minority College Grades
Those minority students who graduate from high school,

enter a four-year college, and graduate with a`
baccalaureate degree are members of a smaller and smaller
'minority among the general minority youth population.
They are the survivors of familiar economic and social
disadvantage and of continuing discrimination in education
as well. For example, among the black students finishing
public schooling in 1972, 75 percent attended public school
in school districts adjudicated to be in violation of Brown v.
Board of Education." Those who/attend college often suffer
under financial and family pressures which impede their
academic achievement. Those ,who -attend predominantly
white undergraduate institutioUs may experience racial
attitudes reflecting prejudiciaLstereotypes which also impair
intellectual discussions and collegial interchange among
fellow students or with faculty members
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Succeeding in academia against these obstacles is a'
monumental accomplishment. AchieNing a %ery high UGPA
is an eNen more noteworth} achieNement. Thus, as a matter
of first impression, it is likely that minoritystudents will ha% e
a more difficult time achieNing high L'GPAs than their white
counterparts. Statistics bear out this impression. since 40
percent of white and unidentified applicants to law school
have L'GPAs above 3.25. compared to only 13 percent of the
black applicants.'" The rele% ant inquiry inokes the fate of
these sun, kors of a national pattern of disadatStage and
discrimination. If the LSAT further-decreases the supply of
competiti%e minority applicants, thpalis ma} be described

,
as a measure of the discriminatory impact of the test.

As Ta IIer shows, getting high grades or high test scores is
a cum arable feat for whites. For example. 40 percen4, of
w hire applicants halve college grades of 3.25 or higher, and 37
percent halve LSAT scbres above 600. In contrast.high test
scores are much rarer for top black college students. While 13
percent halve 3.25 or better awl-ages, only 3 percent score
above 6(X) on the-1SAT. when both high test scores and
grades are required. half the top whites are eliminated. while
the top blacks are 'literally decimated.

The. results from the national application pool ha% e been
preNi sl} paralleled by similar patterns at indiidual law

ols.,A sample of students at se% eral law schools in the
class of 1972 found that 24 perce.nt of the minority students
had 600 or above on the LSAT and 29 percent ranked in the
top ten percent of their college graduating class. In contrast
63 percent of the white students h.ad LSAT scores of 6(X) or
above. compared to only 41 percent who had ranked in the

stop ten percent of their college graduating class*"
At Emory Law School some minority students pere

admitted to a Pre-Start program during the surrer
preceding law school. The mean UGPA of these students
was 2.6"compared to a mean IJGPA of 2.8 for regularly
admitted Emory law students. In contrast. the mean LSAT
of the Pre-Start students was 355 compared to a mean ot:567
for the regularly admitted students,_ The authors of the study
eNaluating the Pre-Start program concluded that -While the
difference in the grade point ,ierages is not_significant. the
contrast in LSAT scores is clearly dramatic."
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TABLE 11151
NUMBER & PERCENT OF APPLICANTS-AT OR ABOVE

SELECTED LEVELS OF LSAT SCORES AND
COL6LEGE GRADE AVERAGES

Level

BLACK
Number m

National -Pool

LSAT at or above 600 142

LSAT at or abbve 500 811

LSAT at or above 450 1,437

College grades at
or above 3.25 556

College grades at
or above 2.75 1,929.

College grades at
or above 2.50 4 2.805

-WHITE
Percent Number in Percent

of Blacks National Pool of Whites

3"

19

33

24,458 37 "
51.307 77

59,359 , 89

13, 26,753

45

65

40

50:315 75

5,420' 87

Combined: LSAT at or
above 600 and college
grades at or above 3.25 39 - 13,151

Combined: LSAT at or
above 500 and college
grades at or above 2.75 461 it 40,906 61

Combined: LSAT at or
aliove 450 and college
grades at or above 2.50 1,040 ' 24 52,868 79

e

TABLE IV"

LAW SCHOOL ACCEPTANCE RATE
FOR 1976 APPLICANTS

(in Percent)

Unspecified
GPA Range Black Chicano Minority White

3.74+
3.50-3.74
3.25-3.49
3.00-3.24
2.75-2.99
2.50-2.74
2.25-2.49
2.00-2.24

86
77
69
61 k
45
34

"25
14

90
85
69
61
50
33
26
12

83
75
67
59
46
35
30
12

91

83
,72'
60
48
37
28
21

4
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The clear pattern of results based ' oth on- national
applicant pools and on students atimitte ,to, the same law
school under difftrent programLindicates that the
discriminatory 'impact of the LSAT is considerably greater
than that of UGPA. An indication of the,-practical effect of
this different discriminatory impact can be derived from
hypothetical results based on the applicants to law school in
1976. According to this study, if law schools were to compre
candidates with the same combination of LSAT and UGPA
without know ledge of the candidates' racial identification,
the acceptance rates would presumably match thOse of white
candidates under current admission policies. Were this the
case, the number of black applicants receiving an offer of
adniission from -any ABA-accredited law school would drop
by 60 percent and the number of Chicanos offered admission
would drop by 40 percent."

In contrast to this serious decrease the ad-mission
opportunities of minority students applying under a race-
blind s m using LSAT and UGPA as they 4re applied to
w hi e candidates. the opportunity for admission of minority
students on the basis of UGPA alone is considerably more
favorable. The'significance of this difference can be
estimated by comparing the admission rates for applicants
from various "racial groups with the same UGPA.' The same
study of applicants during 1976 concluded. "The acceptance
rate for blacks at or above a UGPA of 2.75 is 58 percent.
The rate Tor Chicanos at this level is 64 percnt and fat:the
white and unidentified group is 68 percent! A similar pattern
is evident for UQPA at or above 3.25.-" This pattern of
advantage for white applicants is bow out throughout the
entire range of UGPA, as Table IV illustrates. (see pg. 115).

The reader will notice that the relative advantage of white
students increases at the lowest ranges of UGPA: indicating
that the racial difference in LSAT scores benefits those whites
with poor UGPAs most.

The comparison of results based on hypothetical national
a missions models indicates that the difference in UGPA
a d LSAT, averages among minority candidates has a

nificant impact on the admission opportunities of minority
applicants. While a considerable percentage of- minority
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applicants would seem uncompetitive when both LSAT and
UGPA are combined, the simple comparison of acceptanCe
rates among applicants with similar UGPAs indicates that
more ,minority applicants could have been accepted without
producing "reverse discrimination" against white applicatiN
Of course, no hypothetical admissions models can actually
identify what the consequences would have been if LSAT,
scores were ignored. This is particularly true for a
hypothetical national admissions process. The simple fact is
that some law schools have been much more successful in
integrating their student bodies than have others. -Over 53
percent of the minority student populgtion is located in, 31
law schools that collectively account for only 24 percent of
the o'verall law school population."" It is possible, however;
to counter the impression given during the Bakke litigation
that "reverse discrimination" had occurredNin law schools
bbcduse minority. students with uncompetitive combinations
of LSAT and UGPA were admitted. Instead, it appears th;?4,
the issue of "preferential admissions" seems to arise because
of the emphasis placed on LSAT scores during the
admissions process.

D., Predictive Value of Minority Applicants' College Grades
Thus far the general value of college grades as indicators

of an applicant's likely future grades in law school has been
explored. A' discussed above, college grades reflect various
qualities thought. to be important to successful academic
performance, they are,quite reliable despite the variety of
courses and majors of applicants, they differentiate white
students about as discretely as do LSAT scores, and they
appear to resist efforts to adjust grades from different
colleges as an aid in predicting law school grades, There may
be those, however; who will question the particular value of=
UGPAs subriticed by minority candidates. These concerns
involve claims that the predictive validity of grades earned by
minority students from any college differs froethd yalidity
.reported for grades earned by white .students:

1. Comparability of 6.ra-cles Awarded by Traditionally Black
Colleges

today there are 84 traditionally black four-y'eur colleges."

64
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These institutions of high r educatiPn have been the source
of most black college graduate. Throughout the last century
Even after the advent of serious r rbiting of black students
by aredpmiriantly qhite colleges. these colleges' have
rerriffined significant sources of black college graduates. In
1973-74, 45 ,percent of the blacks receiv.ing baccalaureate
degrees earned their degrees at predominant!) black (
colleges'." In contrast to this significant proportion -of grad-
uates from traditionally ,black colleges, over three quarters
of black law students interviewed in oncstudy attended
predominantly white undergraduate-institutithis.6"

This disparity between the proportion of black. students
graduating fr6m traditionally black colleges and the
proportion of graduates from these colleges attending law

school may be interpreted as evidence that . admission
officials are discriminating against graduates from black
colleges. While this may be the case, the above statistics do
not necessarily prove the existence pf such'a practice.

It is possible that fewer graduates of black colleges attain
high grade point averages., This hypothesis would be
consistent with the general trend,, noted above, that colleges

" with' less prestige also awarded lower average grade's. It
would support inferences that black colleges are conscious of
the peed to maintain academic standards in order to.avbid
Charge that the degrees they award are worthless. An

,`.element of maintaining academic standards involves stricter
adherence to grading standards which Jesuit's in lower
average grades being awarded at these colleges. As a
consequence, however, a larger proportioq, of graduates\

ftbm these colleges might be considered uncompetitive
applicants to law school because of their relatively low
UGPAs.

There remains the danger, however, that.graduates from
black colleges who have achieved high UGPAs. will have,
their grades devalued during the admissions process. This ,
would be an unfortunate result which is not 41 arranted by
vague references to tha quality of the black college in

question. The fact to be highlighted is the relatively rare
, accomplishment of,getting high' grades at a school -with
rigorous grading standards. To devalue these grades would

1 65
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defeat the purpose of faculties at these schools in
maintaining rigorous grading standards. To devalue the
grades of the top graduates from these schools can only
encourage a trend toward the very grade inflayn whist
admission officials deplore.

2. "licy Considerations in Evaluating Gradual eA from
Traditionally Blaqk Colleges ,

, . gp.

There remain two very significant policy considerations in
evaluating the academic performancegradvates from
black' colleges. The first involves the mission of the
traditionally black college and the free ,choice of black
students. An important element in ..the mission of black
colleges is the provision of afupportiv atmosphere within
which black students can pursue their c emic interests. To
devalue the pades.these students earn at thege colleges
places tie students in the uncomfortable position of choming
en attractive undergraduate institution or of choosing a
college which will increase their prospects for admission. to
law school. This is not to say that these students could not
succeed at a predominantly white college, but merely that
their choice of college should not be limited to the exclusion
of a black college they might, otherwise prefer to attend but
for the decreased admission opportunity to law school
attendanCe at a black college may represent:-

The second policy consideration involves the continued
segregation of higher education which persists in several
states. Litigation continues over the constitutionality of dual
college systems maintained in several states.' The fact of
this dual school system is Undeniable, however. For those_
black students who prefer to attend a state college, if only to
reap the advantage of lower tuition which state-supported
colleges typically offer, the choice of which state college to
attend is limited to the selection of one segregated college or
another. Regardless of their° aptitude or ability, black
students 'are segregated into some college's, while white
students, regardless of their aptitude or ability, are admitted
to white colleges which may enjoy a favorable reputation.
Those black4students whd possess high aptitude andtability

.'can be expected to excell at these segregated colleges and to
earn relatively high grades. For a law school to devalue thqe
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high grades in relation to grades earned by white students at
segregated colleges is to perpetuate the "incidents and
b'adges of slaery'', which segregated education. represents.
When this grade devaluation is practiced by law schools. the
gap between theoretical constitutional rights and
enforceable constitutional standards becomes even further
accentuated.

3 Predictive Value of College Gradei of Minority Applicants
The general content of college grades as an indicator of a

variety of personal and ,academic factors is the same for
grades earned by. white students or by minority students.
Certain special characteristics of the grades. earned by
minority students hal,e received consideration in the past
and degerNe mention at this point.

The first important consideration is the trend in grades
earned during undergraduate yearsThe Council on Legal
Education Opportunity (CLEO) takes particular interest in
studehts whose performance has improved during college.
As described in the materials distributed to prospective
CLEO students:

Frequently. the CLEO participant is one who as an undergraduate
ma> haw experienced initial difficulty in adjusting academically to
the college emironnient His'her cumulatixe grade point axerage._
hovieNerk reflects an upward trend characterized by marked
improxement during the third and tourth:tears '-

Research which has investigated the predictive value of an
observed improvement in grades during college has
unfortuhately not been designed to elicit a reasonable
hypothesis to be tested. Instead, the improvement in grades
during college has been used to predict first year law school
grades. Yet. the results, have ;Shown that the degree of
improvement in grades %during college does not improve
prediction of first year law grades." Not surprisingly, grades
during the fi6t .year of college are the best predictor of
grades during the first year of ldw school.' The more
elausible hypothesis that improvement during college
predicts improement during law school has not been tested
during The previous- research efforts. the fixation on the
prcdicilon of first year grades only is a, constant flaw in
analyses pf admissions critera used to select.prospective
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lawyers. This fixation is pin' olarly inappropriate, howev
whenthe explicit purip sc f the investigation of transcri
is to discover improvement trends. Instead, improvement
trends in law school should also be investigated.

One recent report infers that UGPA is generally a less
valid predictor for minority law students than it is for white
law students. This inference is based on a review of 31 law
schools in which,UGPA received less weight in regression
formulas' developed for black law students than it did in
formulas developed for white students." Although this
tendency is a minor one, usually not statistically significant,
it may suggest to some that LSAT should receive more
weight rather than less weight in evaluating minority
applicants. Indee,d, the author df the study even suggested
investigating grade adjustment schemes which would adjust
grades differentia14, for black and white colleges." However,
this type of adjustment is not warranted, partly because the
Study' examined black students'not black collegesand -

because-of theoretical considerations.
One musA'ecall how the v dityief a predictor can be

impaired. If there were a to ency for high UGPA students
to, earn Iciw law schabl grades, the inference that UGPA
Should be deemphasized might be warranted. However, in
equal decrease in predictive validity would result from a
tendency for low UGPA students to earn relatively higri lay.,
school grades. This could be expgrttwl to occur at schools
which examine other criteria 'during the admissions
processa typical procedure in "Special Admissions" ......r...fr

. 'programs. A 'tendency for students so selected to earn
relatively high law school grades in comparison to .their
UGPAs would not indict the general predictive, validity 'of
UGPA, but would instead reinforce the beliefs of admission
officials that other factors can usefully be taken iI'to account,
in selecting. minority students. Current research doeS not'
distinguish between these two situations, but the actions of
admissions officials suggest that they _ would be, likely to
believe the second hypothesis' to 17e the reason for the results
reported. .

A related trend influences the apparent 'predictive validity
of relatively low UGPAs. This trend is the tendency for
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minority law students to be older than white students. One
study showed that 37 ptrcent of an minority students were 26
years or older when they entered law school. with two-fifths
of the Mexican-American law students falling uTto this older
category." In contrast, the astragt age of law students in
another study was 23." Insofar as grade inflatiou has made
the t.:GPA of younger applicants appear to be higher. older
students with lower UGPAs, may earn hood law school

N..., grades and seem to prose that L:GPA was a poor predictor.
\ ei this process should not prompt the conclusion that more
weight should be giseh to LSAT scores. particularly when
ore "recalls that older candidates tend to`score lower on the
LSAT as well. (See III-B-2.) r

-1_
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IV. The Law Schooj Admission Test
A. Evolution of the Law School Admission Test

"The LSAT is a program involving five nationallest dates,
'a registration procedure, security ,precautions, regular and
controlled testing centers, and a council of law educators to
set policy for the program."' While this report will focus
primarily on the test itself, the security precautions, testing
centers, and decisions of the Law School Admission Council
are all relevant to the overall value of the LSAT.

laced with a flood of returning veterans from WOrld War
II who sought a legal education with GI benefits, law schools
fel4 need for a standardized test which would place all
applicants on a common scale for comparison and would
reduce the pressure of numbers in sorting through the
increased flow of applicants.' The Educational Testing
Service (ETS), which had been recently established in 1947,
went through its files/Of test questions developed for other
testing programs to select questions which would probably
be relevant to the study of law,: The assembled questions
were pretested on a group of law students in 1947. In 1948
the test was "named" on law school applicants to establish a
scoring scale with a mean score of 500 and 'a standard
deviation of 100, with a range of possible scores from 200 to
800.4

The original test had 10 sections, but in 1951 the testing
time was significantly reduced and the number of sections
limited to,fie.' Subsequent changes in question-types were
mad in 1956,6 1963,' and 1970.s Time allocations have also

-,,atiM within similar question-types. Yet the scoring scale
has remained unchanged, so that scores obtained at different
adininistrations may be compared in, the admissions prOcess.

This report reviews research conducted during the entire
history of the LSAT. It is possible that the results obtained in
some studies would not be replicated with the current
version. Yet the report proceeds on the assumption that no
such variation in results would occuran assumption
apparently in keeping with the spirit of the development and
evolutioh of the LSAT scored on an equated standard score
scale.
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* B. Taking the Law School Admission Test
On several prescribed testing dates, candidates assmble

at designated test centers. Each brings several soft-leaded
pencils, a watch, and two pieces of identification,- one of
which has a picture. After placing a thumbprinton the
answer sheet, candidates work through seen separately
timed sections. each with their on set of rules and
directions. In sonic sections the rules change within the
section. The test, including a 5-minute break, takes 215
minutes.

Candidates entering the test center represent a wide
Variety of backgrounds, economic situations and preparation
routines. One in four candidates is taking the LSAT over.` A
growing number have taken special LSAT preparation
courses. Some are calm: others are No isibly shaken.

Candidates who ought to receive the same "true score-,on
the test will actually receive widely No arying scores. Two out
of three candidates with the same hypothetical "true score"
will receive actual scores that are -1-/-30 points of the "true"
score"; the remaining third will receive scores outside of that
range 1" Students with high socioeconomic backgrounds will
earn higher average scores than those with average or low
socioeconomic backgrounds." entswith high anxiety til
earn lower sco ose with low anxiety.,'' Whe
the two factors are combined, the difference in average
scores is considerable. Students with low, incomes and high
anxiety received an average LSAT of 505 in one study . high
income students with low, anxiety aNeraged 622 on the test. '' -..

Candidates who art repeating the-LSAT will earn higher 1

scores, on the average, than they did the first time.14 Soine
Alto enter the room ..are imposters, taking the test fqr
another indi%idual who has paid the imposter. ''

The actual test situation puts considerable time pressufes
on candidates. The Sample LSAT contains 190, questions to
be answered in 155 Minutes. Many candidates will not
answer all questions. In addition:

it is unquestionably true that c great majority of candidates are
under the threat of not finishing, a is includes most of those %Atm
actually do succeed in reaching all the i ms Under this threat, the
student's entire approach to each item is necessity based oX snap
judgment, not on considered and deliberate thought "1
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Candidates are encouraged to guess, since the total score is
computed on , the basis of the total number of correct
answers. Nonetheless, research indicates that the tendency
to skip items without hazarding a guess is a stable
characteristic of certain candidates." Those candidates who
have the luxury of sufficient time to reconsider their original.
answers are likely to raise their scores by changing answers:'
Some indi&tion of this effect can be noted from the fact that
those retaking the same form of the LSAT achieNe higher
average score gains than those retaking the LSAT with a
different form.'9 ..

C. The Impact of Coaching Courses on LSAT Scores

The growing industry of commercial coaching schools
offering special preparation for ;he LSAT presents a serious
challenge to 'claims that the test measures relatively'
permanent aptitudes for the study of law and that the test.
puts all candidates on an equal fo.oting in exhibiting their
talents. The nationwide industry coaches 50,000 individuals
annually for all standardized tests and has a total annual sales
volume of $10;000,000.2° A tolt4 of 12 different companies
coached over 12,000 individuals in 1975 and 1976 for the
LSAT.2' In addition, a number of universities, some of
which include a law school which requires the LSAT from
candidates, also offer courses to an estimated 5,000 students
in preparation for the LSAT." Certainly the are a large
numbel- of educators, entrepreneurs and testtakers who
belieNe that intenske preparation for a specific standardized
test can improve scores.

Research el, idence is accumulatin ich substantiates
these widely held beliefs. Most evidence concerns the
Scholastic Aptitude test (SAT) used during the college
admissions process. The composite presented by a number
of past studies of coaching for the SAT indicates that the
SAT-Verbal scores can be raised by 25 points and the SAT-
Math scores can be raised by 33 points." A recent study by
the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), as reanalyzed by
ETS, found that students coached at one school scored
between 20 and 35 points higher than their uncoached

*counterparts on both the Verbal and Math sections." The
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FTC study. of LSAT coaching courses, wIlich, was not
reanalyzed by ETS, concluded that all but one course in-the
study were "extremely effective" for students with low
GPAs." Various estimates of the precise score gains are
possible. One confounding factor in the LSAT analysis is the
magnitude of score gains "normally" occurring from one.
attempt to the next. The FTC study noted "abnormally large
control group incre(ses. These uncoached candidates
earned score increases which themselves cast doubt on
claims that the LSAT is measuring a relatively permane'nt
aptitude. In addition, the FTC study noted "the relatively
low correlation between GPA and LSAT scores' which
further suggest that the LSAT is not measuring academic
abilities as they are reflected in college grades.

The overriding concern raised by reports that special
coaching courses are effective at raising scores is that the
tests do not validly measure what is labeled "aptitUde." One
recent article reviewed coaching research and criticized the
SAT as a consequence. According to the authors: If
aptitude is defined as the capacity for learning' (Webster's),
the SAT has demonstrated no relevance at all."" A similar
concern was articulated in a subsequent report Issued by
ETS:

if coaching or special preparation programs may lead to substantially
increased test scores without improying the abilities measured, there
are important implications for testing practice. Such an outcome
would imply that the test or the testing experience entails uintended
sources of difficulty, such as anxiety oYer being evaluated or
unfan:nliarity 4,n ith different item formats or test-taking strategies,
that can be overcome by special preparation. Issues of equity of
access to such special preparation become important to the extent
that indlyidual differences in test-taking skills per,se influence test
scores

The issue of equity of access to coaching schools which
_charge between $40 and $250 for LSAT courses,'" is a

significant one. Data on SAT courses reveal that "There are,
in fact, systematic- ,differences between coached and
uncoached students with respect to such background
characteristics as high school achievement, race and self-
reported parental income.' At one SAT school charging
$250 and found to be the most effective by the4ii "50
percent of the students reported parental incomes in the top
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category of more than $30,000 a year."" The "very strong
relationship between attending coaching schools and family
income" led one ETS researcher to hypothesize "that self-
selection operates primarily on the basis of family income.'
Although blacks were less likely to enroll in SAT coaching
courses," those who did "reported parental incomes ranging
from $5,000 to more than $30,000 per year, with a pearl of
$18;)500."" For studehts attending coaching'schools, tit&

° rateor ethnic backgroundscmay differ, but their family
income's are relatively similar. Whtn ETS compared black

band white students according to their parental income at one
SAT coaching school charging $75, the relOcw's author
noted that "in this sample, unlike the general population,.
these two variables are uncorrelated.""

Although minority students and students with low family
incomes enroll in coaching courses less often, theyappear to
gain the most from the courses when they do ,enroll. The
FTC study of SAT coaching included 21 blacks who were
included in three separate analytical groups. When the score
gains of these black students were compared with the gains
registered by whites, the differences were large and
statistically significant. The three groups enjoyed score gains
above- those of whites on the SAT-Verbal of 47, 25 and 53
points in the three comparison groups." Similarly. eight
Asian students gained 46 points more than the average,gain
of white students." Moreover, **students reporting low
family income exhibited significantly larger coaching/self-
selection Verbal effects than those reporting, high family
income."' Overall, the most significant predictor of large
gains from coaching was being black, and the next most
significant predictor was loW family income. Neverthelets,
the effect of self-reported parental income and the effect of

black vs. nonblack are essentially separate from each
other." Like so many things, the disadvantages associated
with being black and being poor are additive; wealth won't
compensate for racism. The less-exhaustive analysis of LSAT
coaching for different racial groups suggests that at least,/
black and Puerto Rican students with high CPAs tend to
benefit more' from coaching than do whites with similar
grades." This finding is consistent with other evidence in this .
report indicating that blacks earning high college grades are
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not si rewarded with high LSAT scores. (See §III-C-,
1). Yet coaching alone does not close this gap. "Despite
coaching, markecrLSAT score differences persist between,
whites and non-whites.-",. -

,

The specific aspects of each question-type in the LSAT
will be explored to examine the benefits which coaching and

Ivtest-wiseness may bestow. At this point, it is suf ient LO
suggest that Mounting evidence points to the concfus n that
:'aptitude" is not being measured in any pure sense°by the
LSAT or SAT. The action to be taken on the basis of this
evidence- differs depending on the actor. Students are hard-
pressed to ignore the claims of Coaching schools and are
iiveasifigly likely `to pay course tuitions in .the belief that
their scores Iii,11 improve. Test-makers "should strh`e to
reduce construct - irrelevant test difficulty whereer

, pogsiblefor exaniple, by aoiding_arcane item types,
complicated instructions, esoteric or cultdre-specjfit
-content, undue speededness, and the like."" The courses of
action mailable to admission officials, who are required by

-vactreditaibn standards to:consider LSAT scores, are less
obvious. These officials are aware that they are comparin
scores from candidates who have been- coached with th
who have not. Yet these two, groups are not easily identified,
and the possible adjustments in evaluation of test scores are

. not published. At the present time, only %ertain
dis.comfort accompanip repor.ts that LSAT scores can be
improved by coaching. Few can ignore the evidence, but

. .e,enfewer can improet their -understanding.of the proper
role oetfle LSAT in the admissions prOces on the basis of
such evidence. .

. -

b. 'Validity and Bias of the Sample LawSchool Admission
'rest , ....;

The attual questions which candidate. ....naxgt answer on
actual forms of the LSAT remai 'andidates are
theiretotal score on the LSAT and' Wilting Ability (W4Ys

sections of the test, but not given the questions and correct
answers of the test form ,yilding'these sores. This situatiOn
will change in the coming war, with the passage of the Truth
in Testing legislation in Ne* York." Thus, the present sigidy

qat .
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must be content to.review those questions made available to
candidates in the Law School Admission Bul in and LSAT
PrepalPation Material distributed, to candidates du- g 1979-
80 These questions are unrepresentative to the e, ent that
particular care was taken by they test publishers to publish
only questions which appear satisfactory. In other words, the
quality of the published questions may be higher than the
quality of those which remain secret. The contrary
assumption that these questions ate of poorer quality than

-ssecret questions does not seem warranted. Nonetheless, the
question analysis which follows omits two important factors
which may ct the test's validity and bias.

I. Weed
"The leisurely review of qu ons, answers and

explanations is useful for research, pu oses, but does not
'simulate the time pressures encountere by actual test takers
who may experience heightened nxiety under these
pressures.,Moreover, it does nora low the process of snap
judgment to come into play,' with its attendant danger of
ignoring bias or avoiding complexity. The literature on the
effect of speed in testing suggests that this is an importat

.consiOgation:

Several studies indicate that speed pressures during a
standardized testing situation may impair the, test's validity.
One recent study observes: "(a) rapidly growing body of
research indicates that there, is neither a strong nor t
consistent relationship between 'rate of response and
response accuracy..." The study notes additional evidence

_suggesting "drat rate of response is more 'consistently
associated with extraneous subject attributes, such as
personality traits, than il is with tb,b. ability to respond
correctly..." The 'Impact of speed is found both in the total
score, whereby candidates who' answer early questions
correctly may not complete the entire test, and in the
predictive validity of the test.Onestudy conducted at the
U.S. Naval 'Academy showed that when tests ,were
administered under strict ,speed conditions and extended,
time conditions, the unspeeded test consistently showed a

.higher Validity in predicting grades at the Ac-ademy,
regardless of the subject matter of the test."
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One investigation reeals that the speed requirements of
the LSAT may halve a discriminatory impact. Students tested
at fee-free centers on predominantly black campuses
finished fewer questions and gained more points than
students tested at regular testing centers when speed
pressures were relieved. If, as is likely, the students tested at
the fee-free centers were predominantly black. one could
infer that the LSAT'', speed requirernehts add bias to the
test. Npertheless, the study 'concluded that the overall
differences in scores produced by reducing time pressures
was insufficient to account for the Wide gap in overall test
scores between the two racial groups." This study, hovAer.
is seriously .flawed..

The 'study drew candidates from the group` taking the
LSAT at testing centers located OR predominantly black
colPege campuses in February 1970the only testing date
when fees were v.aiNed. That no fees were required and that
most *cand dates applying to law school 1970 would halve
already taken the LSAT at an eatlier testing date indicate
that the motivation of students included in the study may not
equal the motivation of students taking the LS,V during the
October and December administrations. This hypothesis is
supported by the fact that large numbers of candidates from
the fee-free centers dropped out of the test without
comp fly/ i tan s .42? La_ an. a t te rupL oid The
motiational problem, a second study was conducted which
dreW students taking the LSAT in October and December."
'Although the data in the replication study are not
comparle to the original study's data. the study concluded
again that speed was not a significant cause'of lower scores
for black students despite the fact that there was a
statistically significant relationship between the race of a
student and the score gains obtainet under relaxed time
pressures,"

Thusfar the issue of bias caused by time pressures has only
bet& explored on (reading comprehension sections of the
LSAT, which have now been eliminAd from current forms.
It would be useful to reexamine' the impact of 'speed on
scores obtained on the Data Interpretation subtest. This
subtest is not completed by many candidates"," and
produc9 the lowest relative scores among black

I.S1.
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c.andida s." It may be that the unusually low scores of black
candida on this section is a result of the unusually
stringent time pressures involved in completing the section.
Evidence about the effect of speed in completing a'reading
comprehension subtest is not directly relevant to this
inquiry.

' -
2. Defective Qifestions

Each question appearing in the Bulletin is presumably an
example of a question which is actually scored on a form of

- the LSAT. The complete sample LSAT provided in the
Bulletin is a "retired form of. the test with the correct
answers.'"" Yet not all, questions which appear on an actual

form

of the LSAT. are , scored. Some questions are
'pretested- on each form."*The response patterns,on the
unscored questions 9e jtsmpared to the reponse patterns
scored items.items. Those items which do not fit the pattern of
responses of scored questions are then reexamined 'for
ambiguity or other defects.Some of these questions are
ro.ised, some are discarded. It is not public ,knowledge how .
many questions oeach form are experimental. Information
obtained as part of this investigation res'c, ls that the number
of scored items on forms of the LSAT remains constant.
"The number of unscored items varies f om test to test ns.
recent forms 30 tp 45 minutes of testing time .een
devoted to unscored items,' t.

NO information is as ailaba-aindicate what proportion of
the pretested questions are eventually revised or discarded
because statistical analysis resealed discrepancies in
response _patterns. During the early phase!, of the LSAT
slightly more than half of the items which were tried out
experimentally appeared in a final form of the LSAT." On
the Multistate Bar Examination (MBE), also proddced by
ETS, the questions are not pl=etested bUt put on the 2(t)
multiple-choice test with the expectation that they will all
contribute to the final score of candidates. Yet, after each

.ministration cif the MBE. item analyses similar to, but not
as rigorous as. the analyses performed on the LSAT pretest
questions are conducted." On the February 1973 MBE 5
out pi. 200 questions were considered defective atter
examining the response patterns of candidates."
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Candidates encountering these defective pretest items on
an actual form of the LSAT must assume that these
que'stions wrill,be scored. ThOse recognizing their defective
natiire may be unduly affeCted by these questions by
spending inordinate time trying to unravel the ambiguity, or
by attempting to achieve consistency in their answers
betweeh questions which will be scored and those which will
eventually be discarded because ,pretesting indicates the
defect. In general, then, the presence of these questions
which are eventually'acknowledged as defective will lower
the careful candidate's estimate of the entire test and may
adversely affect such a candidate's per'formance on other
questions. The,sample booklet may be ee of such questions
and therefore overestimate the uaality of the actual
questions encountered bt v candidates.

,

3. Content of Question Types
Each of of the major sections and item-types must first be

evaluated, for their face validitydoes this type of question
seem to have relevance to the study of law. This face validity
should hot be confused with the requirement that tests have
content validity. Content Validity involves the similarity
between the complete content of the test and the content of
the performance _to be predicted. .Thus,- the test format of
selecting' among multiple-choice options and the, speed
pressures are both elements of the content of the test. If one
typically encounters situations similar,to the face validity of a
question-type, but is neither permitted to select among a

-pEedeiermined set of options, nor retluired to decide within a
,very shirt period of time, the question lacks content validity.

-
If certain ty pes of kerns lack this face validity some students

will lose motivation and score below their true potential on
items which had face validity. If a student is reluctant to take
the LSAT in the first place, the likelihood of adverSely
affecting their motivation by requiring them to answer ques-
tions with no obvious relevance to the study of law is
increased. Students who have had a hisfory-of Tbor reults
On standardized tests,are likely to aprfroath the LSAT with
reluctance. Mindi-itj7 gi-oup'candidates,are likely to have had
this poor testing history., -
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In addition to face vali each item .type must mold cer-
tain pitfalls which rriay reduce its validity. For example, if
speed is ii-reley ant to the underly irk ability to be tested, then
a test with severe time pressures May tap test-taking skills
but not underlying cognitive skills. So, too, if the question
seems related won actual legal skill. but approaches that
skill in an artificial way, irrelevance may impair validity.

All questions reviewed in this chapter are drawn from the'
Law School Admission Bulletin and LSAT Preparation
Material distributed to candidates in-1979-80. To moid any
possibility of introducing errors during the transcription
process, quotations and sample' questions from this booklet
haVe been reproduced directly from the original typeset.*

a. Logical Reasoning

Lawyers are presumed to be logical. Much of their work.
both written and oral, inohes persuasi9n,through argu-
mentation and analysis. Those prone to logical fallacies are
unlikely to be considered good lawyers. Thus. the title of this
section seems quite reasonable to include in a legal aptitude
test. Yet the description of the section in the 'Bulletin distri-
buted ,to candidates suggests that a common set of experi-
ences,between those gi frig and those taking the test would
increase_a student's probable score on the section. The des-
cription stalffs":-

Thequestions sample a variety of abilities that can be consid-
ered subtypes of the ability, to reason logically arwl critically
Questions measuring this ability require that you be able to (1)
recognizaohe point of an argument. (2) percenepresupposi-
non s essential to or supporting an argument or chain of reason-
ing, (3) draw conclusions from given evidence o- premises. (4)
infer missing material (such as implied arguments or antecedent
and follow-4p statements).*(5) apply principles that govern.one
argument to another argument. 6) identify methods of argu-

Perrnission to include excerpts from the Bulletin has been gr anted by the Law .

School Admission Council in return for*the inclusion of the following notice. On
Condition that the author note that all LSAT questions and related copynght
materials included in this report are taken out of context from the original publica-
tion, which may be obtained from the La' School Admission Council, 1r Dupont
Circle, Suite 150, Washington. D.G. LSAC has given permission for their repro -,
duction."
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ment and persuasion. (7) evaluate.Arguments. (8) differentiate..
between statements of fact and opinion. (9) anakrze evidence
and (10) assess claims critically.

With so many potential flaws to be found in statements, it is
not implausible to postulate that different candidates will
find different flaws. However, without an opportunity to
explain one's multiple-choice answer, sucfi logical analysis
will be considered erroneous. In addition, without such
explanations, this investigation cannot fairly evaluate the
quality of the questions. In the subsequent discussion of
potentially biased questions this report *ill offer plausible
explanations of how questions in this and othdr sections may
be biased. However, without actual response patterns and
explanations for erroneous responses, these explanations
must remain hypotheses.

The reader may, however, consider whether a candidate
following logic similar to the Report's ought to be considered
illogical and Igcely to be a poor lawyer. This is particularly
true when one reflects on the attributes of legal reasoning.
Since each client ought to be represented by a competent
lawyer, the lawyer is faced with the task of making logical
arguments 'w hich will benefit the client's interests. Often this
requires manipulating the facts and the legal principles in
ways different ffihdri those followed by opposing counsel.

-Each can be expected to employ fundamental logical prin-
ciples, but can also be,expected to arrive at different results.
A true test of legal ability might therefore inol e the carious
manipulations of facts and law that are possible from a given
situation. Indeed, this is the format of the typical law school
examination. (See §VI-B.) Yet ca idates 'exhibiting too
much creativity during the L ay be penalized to the
extent that they will be excluded from law school and never
given the opportunity to demonstrate a general facility for
logical manipulations.

An additional criticism of this type of item is appropriate.
It involves the interaction of a candidate's response style
with th.e,options offered as the possible answer.

(A) response style is a habit or a momentary set causing the subject to earn a
different score from the one he would cam if the same items were presented
in a different form In rue-false tests particularly. some people have the,
habit of saying -true when in doubt, while others etc characteristically
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suspicious and response "false- when uncertain. If the tester has included a
large pro coon of true statements on his test, the acquiescent student will
earn a fat ly good score even if his knowledge is limited."

This r ort cannot identify the proportion of answers.
which d pend on a "true" finding rather than a "false" find-
ing. It can merely note the existence of Crud -false questions
on the test. This is not obvious, since all answers inNohe fire
options. Yet Question 11 of the Sample LSATvis an example
of a disguised true-false question.

Questions 10-11

Neithey Condorcet nor Comte denied that the increase of
knowledge brings evil with it. But they affirmed or implied that
this increase. if It continues, must eventually cure these evils
and others also. It never occurred to them that the knowledge
needed to cure these evils might be available and yet not be
used. Every man, they thought, desires happiness. If men are
unhappy'and can discover the causes of their unhappiness and
how to remove those causes, then it Is highly probable that
society will make use of this knowledge to bring about good.
Unfortunately. this argument is not so convincing as It looks.

11. Which of the following is (are) assumed in the argument
of Condorcet and Comte as summarized'by the author?

I. Knowledge will Increase indefinitely.
II. Arguments that are merely probable are the best we

an expect In human affairs.
Ill. Arguments that apply to individuals apply equally

well to groups.

IS) ilT o ly 1-CfrandIfonly
(0) II and Ill only (E) 1.11. and III

In order to answer this question correctly, the candidate
must first decide whether I, II, and III are individually "true"
or "false" and then choose the option from A to E which
correctly reflects the complete judgment about the corn-

. bination of each individual statement. Thus, ale question
format is a disguised true-false question, with the answers
s10 in a group of 3. If a candidate agrees with one of the
desired choices, but disagrees with another desired choice,
the candidate is given credit for neither answer.' True-false
questions are being scored in,groupS. The flaws with true-
false questions are not necessarily, eliminated. Yet the
advantage of differentiating candidates quickly with only
few such questions is apparently significant enough to retain
such question -types on the test.
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b. Practical Judgment
It is difficult to argue that those lacking practical judgment

will be good lawyers. Yet it does not follow that the ques-
tions

practical judgme . The title
lttions contained in this section justify the inference hat those

scoring low on the section la
is a contributing factor to the "oerinterpretation- of test
scores in esaluating candidates. A less unnersat title to the
section may deflate its apparent significance. The testing
profession often discourages oerinterpretation of test
scores!' Yet, as one ETS researcher candidly admits:

The osennterpretation that occurs is not without its encouragement
within the profession. But when these tests are represented as
assessments of highly salued parts of the spectrum.the issue of test
bias is legitimately. raised. since it is a great leap from being unable
to work a few problems on a paper-and-pencil test to being declared
lacking in practical ,udgment."

.

A more accurate assessment of the content of the section is
contained in the subsection titles of. "Data Evaluation" and
1,, ,inalssis.- In essence these questions involve the

unao,sis of a Series of business ecisions based on a rein
passage describing the business s anon. In the ample
LSAT all 25 questions relate to on assage .out one
Business situation

The content validity of this section depends on the area of
law one wishes to practice Those seeking to enter tax law.
corporate:tau ar anttrnist law will probably ertcounter situa-
tions similar to those on this section. Yet others aspiring to
the protectign of chit liberties. mil rights, or chminal justice
may encounter such business decision only rarely, if ever,

school contingent upon scoring well o the Practical Judg-
during their actual practice. To make eir entrance to law

ment section seems unjustified.

The practical effect of this item typekcan be seen in the
relative scores of candidates majoring in different fields.
Engineering majors score higheSt on this section, followed
by Natural Science majors and Economics majors, Candi-
dates majoring in the Humanities do worse on the section,
with History, Government and Political Science majors also
scaring

has
average. "` The indirect effect which this

kctitfri has on the opportunitiq for legal education of.
students Majoring in various fields is at odds with the long-
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standing tradition of the legal profession to avoid pre-
scribing an undergraduate curriculum. No state has attempt-
ed to lay dOwn specific requirements for the content ,of
prelegal education; rather the Association of American Law
Schools merely advises prospective law students to avoid
undergraduate law courses,' and the American Bar Associa-
tion limits courses "without substantial intellectual content"
to ten percent of the credit toward the college preparation
requirement unless the candidate fulfills the requirements
fora bachelor's degree.6s

Since the legal profession has avoided direct control over
undergraduate curricula, it is doubtful whether the indirect
preference for certain major fields is justified. Moreover,
since a major rationale of the LSAT is to put candidates
from a variety of undergraduate majors on a common
footing," it seems inconsistent to favor students from certain
majors on the test.

The preference given to candidates likely to engage in
quantitative business decisions on the LSAT also seems
inconsistent with the treatment'of business law on the bar
examination. The MBE includes six subsections including
Property, Torts, Criminal Law, Civil Procedure, Evidence
and Constitutional Law. No heavy emphasis is placed on
quantitative skills or business law. California has adopted a
program to certify lawyers specializing in taxation." This
specialist certificate is awarded after the attorney has already
practiced law for five years. This method of insuring a
measure of competence among lawyers specializing in bugi-
ness and tax practice seems preferable to using the LSAT to
screen for such ability among all prospective law students. It
is ironic that California's Taxation specialty certificate is the
exception, while the requirement that lispiring lawyers
exhibit excellence in analyzing business de ions is the rule.

The discriminatory impact of the Practical Judgment sec-
tion and the Data Interpretation section (which appeared in
the Bulletin and Sample LSAT distributed in 1978-79) is
copsiderable. These two subtests produced the lowest
relative scores among black candidates." One may...not
consider an attraction to corporate*Kractice to be an element
of cultural bias. Nonetheless, if the LSAT is systematically
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lowering the scores of the average black candidate, and
favoring those black candidates who aspire to certain legal
specialties, while disadvantaging black applicants who aspire
to civil rights of mil liberties' practices, the social signifi-
cance of this preference system cannot be overestimated.

c. Quantitative Comparison
The Bulletin describes the Quantitative Comparison

section as follows:

The questions in the quantitative companson section are de-
signed to test your reasoning ability in making quick and accu
rate decisions as to the relative sizes of two given quantities,
labeled A and B. and in perceiving when there is insufficient
information given to make such a decision The emphasis is on
facility with computation shortcutsapproximating, converting
common and decimal.fractions, simplifying expressions contain-
ing radicals, exponents, or other algebraic operations, recogniz-
ing and dispensing with common factors and addends, and then
weighing the relative contributions of those remaining portions
of the two quantities Without some facility in these areas, it is
unlikely that you will be able complete a satisfactory number
of comparisons in the time allocated The content includes
anthmetic, data interpretatio elementary Mgebra, and very
elementary or intuitive geomet

Many candidates may legitimately question the fac'e
validity of this section. Lawyers and law professors should
consider the relevance of such skills to the study and practice
of law. Ben if one decides that .some familiarity with
mathematical operations is helpful in some areas of the law,
the further question of 'the level of proficiency must be
addressed. Among the suggested approaches to the
questions are tho following two:

3 If the quantities being compared do involve variables, re-
member that the negative numbers become smaller as their
absolute values beconte greater Remember also the unique'
behavior of such numbfers as 0 and 1

a
4' lf.the quantities being compared involve powers or roots,
remember that numbers between 0 and, 1 behave differently
when raised to a higher power than do numbers greater than 1.
Take time to consider all kinds of numbers before you make a
decision' As soon as you establish that quantity A is greater in
one case while quantity B is greater in another case, choose
answer ID) immediately and move on to the next comparison

1Sa
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These cautionary statements indicate that those scoring
highest on the section will be those familiar with
computational idio,syncracies and comfortable with the
speed at which these questions must be answered.

The Data Intepretation section appeared in the 1978-79
and 1980-81 Bulletins, but only the Quantitatise Comparison
section appears in all three Bulletins spanning 1978 to 1981.
This preference for Quantitatise Comparison is curious in
light of previous research ,comparing the two sections. A
1974 study esaluating seseral operational and experimental
item types compared the two sections:

Because Quantitative Comparison 'items go sery quickly, a 15-
minute section of them contains as many items (25) as a 30-minute
section of Date Interpretation. The Data Interpretatton items hale
been considered to be more suitable for law school applicants, while
the Quantitase Comparison items are more reliable and cheaper to
write

Despite its apparent suitability's lass school applioants, the
Data Integpwation section was apparently dropped in fas or
of the Quantitatise Comparison section whiFh was cheaper,
easier' to write: and suited to- a more -speeded test. More
disturbing was the frank recognition by these three authors
that: "(a) tcent study... .has shown that Quantitative
Comparison items are susceptible to coaching for high
school students."" This statemeht seems contra!), to the
impression given in the Bulletin which states:

. There is no evidence available to LSAC. LSAS, or ETS that tak
yg LSAT preparation courses improves an examinee's score on
average or gives an advantage that cannot be attained by con-
scientious study of the LSAT preparation material in the Bulletin
The La hool AdTission Council and Educational Testing
Servi do not sponsor. support, sanction, or have any rela-
tion p with courses, schools, or other publications purporting
to improve LSAT scores.

While it may .be in an indisidual's,self- interest to take a
preparation course to improve performance on the
Quantitatise Comparison section, it may be in the general
interest to reesaluate the basis for including t'he section on
the OAT. -

-Ae Quantitatise Comparison item type is also included in
the Scholastic Aptitude Test, the Graduate Management
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1 'Admission Test, and the Graduate Record Examination
The inclusion of this type of item on so many tests raises

.n, serious questions about the relationship between research
results and practical test development actixities. It also raises
concerns that some who haze benefitted from coaching or
haze simply done we,tizi this type of item maybe unfairly
advantaged in their admission opportunities to a wide x arlety ; .

of graduate and professional schools. The single ability to
perform well on Quantitatixe Comparison items may% be
translated into a mullifa ted athantage in the quest for
college and graduate educa o opportunities.
d. Principles and Cases ,

This section inxolx es questions related to hypotheticl
legal principles and imaginary legal cases. There are, four
types of problems in this section: although each candidate
will only encounter three types on a single form of the test.
This xariety of rules and rule changes indicates that
considerable familiarity with the test format is essential to
achtexing a high score. Since this secti n is also one of the
most speeded of the sections, with more an tep, percent of
the candidates failing to complete the test, ' familiarity with
the Bulletin and Sample LSAT and perhaps exen exposure to
a coaching course should improve ones chances. of

ACIWhieving a high score.

The section is included on the test because it has face
validity.' This preference for face -xalidity oxercame
statistical f'results which indiclited that a slight increase in ,

xalidity could be achiexed by decreasing the emphasis on
Principles and-Cases in a rexised LSAT."

The face xalidityof this section is not unchallengeable,
howexer. Although the section does try to simulate the
logical processes which lawyers undertake. its format does
not simulate the actual 'legal practice of attorneys. The
sectiorl,gixes four alter athe options. only one of which is
the preferred respons Yet, as one law student aptly
staterasis of I w is that there are at least two

- arguments for anything and that the conclusions aren't
important but reasoning is."" At the most basic lexel. then,
a test which considers only one response correct does.not it
the rationale of a legal system .which is grounded on an
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adversary model in which. both sides are represented by
.competent counsel.

The preference for a single answer to questions involving
subtle distinctions results iii, low reliability for the section.
Reliability is a concept designed to indicate how accurately a
score earned on one.foriri of the test would reflect a score

-earned on another form. Yet the statistical analysis
performed to yield estimates of 'reliability involves
comparing the score on one-half of the items in a particular
form with the score oh the other one -half of the items. A low
reliability estimate, then, is an indication that those scortbs
well on some questions scored poorly on others. A candidate's
total score, therefore, depends on the luck of finding certain
questions on a form of the LSAT rather than other questions.
The reliability of the Principles and Cases section is the lowest
among the subtests, yielding a reliability estimate of .66.'
This low estimate may be an overestimate of the actual
reliStility, since the section is quite spAdect and the formula
employed to arrive at this estimate is only considered
appropriate for unspeeded test." .

.- r..

The face validity of the S a"section also involves long -
debated issue of Aether candidates with specific knowledge
of the Jaw and legal terms ought to be given an advantage in
a 'legal aptitude test. From its incept'o4 n the LSAT was
designed se that no specific legal kn ledge was Oresup-
posed. One early review of the test noted, however:

an applicant may,find it easier to-Sad many of the items if he has
previously encountered such legal terms as -warranty," litie.certi-
ficate." "statutory grant." 'etc., or is familiar with stilted legal
phraseology."

.

The curreht Afilletin rebsserts 1.1 proposition that legal
knowledge is not presupposed:

With respett to
reading comprehension. you must be able to understand, accu-
rately and in detail, the situation presented by a set of facts and
to recognize differences between several pnnciples stated in Ian
guage similar to that used by advocateS and ninsts This Ian.
guage'does not, however, presuppose a knowledge of law, and
the meanirfg of technical terms will be explained in the pnnci-
ples presented.
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Yet the Principles and Cases section contains a variety of
legal terms which are not defined ir(the test materiajs. Such
terms include "breich of contract.- "restitution.- "a crime
insolving moral turpitude,- "insurable interest.-
"easement,- "warranty;. etc.

The variety of legal terms, some of which are defined
makes it plausible that those familiar with the terms and
principles they imolse will do better on this section. Some
indication of the effect of familiarity with legal reasoning on

,- scores gn thi4 section maybe foundin an experiment report-
ed in 1963 in which third year law students were readminis-
tere'd the LSAT. Principlesand Cases vas the only section
showing appreciable score gains at both law schools included
in the stuq." One may er from this result that hose fami-
liar with legal terms and gal reasoning before entering law
school-will do better on this section.

It has been argued that inclusion of specific legal know-
ledge is justifiable if it increases the ptdictiNe Nalidity of the
test,': The policy decision of the Law School AdmiSsion
Council to prepare a test w hich does not presuppose specific
legal knowledge appears to reject this argument. Yet predic-
tive improNement may not actually Occur because of the
inchis'ion of legal, know ledge, rcgardlessof the stated purposes
of the LSAC. One study found that the LSAT had virtually
no predictive N al ue for that subgroup of students character-
ized by an early decision RS study law made during high
school or college and by a tendency to- fia e.fathers who were
lawyers.," This evidence is consistent with the hypothesis
that inclusion of specific legal knowledge Causes the scores of
those familiar with legal practice to score higher on the sec-
tion, but that the higher scores earned on this.section do not
necessarily indicate that students benefitting from prior
exposure to the law will-also perform well in law school.
Since only 6 percent of minority law students have a lawyer
in their immediate family.' minority applicants are likely to
be disadvantaged in the Principles and Cases section.

e. Quality of the Bulletin

The careful deader preparing for the LSAT by conscien-
tiously reading and analyzing the Bulletin and sample.LSAT
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will form an opinion about the quality of the LSAT from the
quality of the preparation materials. Unfortunately. unmis-
takeable errors appear in the Bulletin and may dente a
candidate's estimate of the test's quality. In addition, the
candidate taking an actual LSAT encountering such errors
will be confronted with the difficult choice of deciding
whether an unintended error exists in the tet or whether a
subtle point is being, tested: Sire the errors appear in the
Bulletin, which has been prepared for public 8issemination
and scrutiny, there is the possibility that errors also appear
on actual forms of the test. Since the same errors appear in
the 1978-79 any 1979780 Bulletins the conclusion seems
warranted that republidation of the same materials does not
inv lye reediting of those materials. Thus secret tests are
o y as good as theywere when first reiewed.

Imprecise Logic
Consider the following hypothetical legal principle. fact

situation, and explanation offered in the Bulletin.
PRINCIPLE ,

An employee La entitled to receive workmen's compensation
benefits whenever he suffers a personal injury by accident arising
out of and In the course of his employment. An accident Ls an un-
lookethfor mishap or an untoward event which is not expected ordesigned. An accident arises out of employment whemfi results
from a risk to whkh the employee is subjected bit his-employ-
ment and to whkh he would not have been subjected had he not
beeri so employed. An accident Ls lo 'the course of employment
when tt takes place within the period ofemployment, at a place
where the employee reasonably may be, and while the employee
Ls carrying out his duties or something IncidentartheretO or while
he is perforrriing some other act which he has in good faith under-
taken to advance the interests of his employer.

3. Maureen is employed as a clerk at Calco: a factory that pro-
duces ,molded plastic dinnerwaie. She usually works in a
small office M the Want entrance to the plant. One day, be-
cause a, mall delivery cle4c did not report to work.
Mattreeles supervisor asked her to takea rush order over to
During of the plant. As she was turning a corner in a corri-
dor leading to D wing, she was greeted by a friend who
asked what she was doing over there. In answering her
friend. Maureen( failed to notice a drop cloth and ladder
placed in the Corridor by painters who were painting the
corridor walls. Sbe tripped over the drop cloth, fell on the
ladder., and broke her wrist. Maureen clairfied workmen's

' comperucatton benefits from Cako. Held. foi Maureen.
e ,
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Which of tin following was the ma)or facior in the disposi-
don of this case in light of the principle above?. '

(A) Maureen usually does not deliver orders within the
plant.

(B) Naureen's supervisor asked her to deliver the order.
(C) Mauxeen's attention was distracted by her friend's

greeting.
(Q) The equipment over which Maureen tripped was nor-

mally used by the painters-In carrying out their
duties. 4

4 (A) might seem to be a reason why
Maureen should reco'ver benefits, because she was doing some
thing she was not used to doing, and mishaps might be more like
ly to occur in such a situation But such a line of reasoning runs
counter to the intent of the principle, which allows compensation
only if ihe accident happened while the employee was working

The careful reader will notice that "el) in the last line
of the excerpted explanation to this uestion is imprecise
The author apparently intended to ind ate that the purpose
of the principle is to compensate ford accidents arising out
of the legitimate employment duties. Those with a flair for
editing might be tempted to reword the last line to read:
"whenever:the accident happened while the employee was
wprking in legitimate employment actisities The candidate
recognizing this imprecise use of language may le tely
question the quqlity of items in other sections Ily

designed to test for appropriate language u.sage
Omitted Words.
Consider the following Principle of law 'preceding a series_

of four cases.
PRINeIPLE

In the law of defamation. slander Is an oral accusation made to
a third person that fails into any of the following categorfesa)
the commission of a crime involving moral turpitude; (b) the
charge of having a loathsome disease: (c) the imputation of un-
chastity to a woman; and (d) a statement that affects a person in
his trade. buSiness. profession, or occupation. When astatement
frills into one of these categories, the Individual charged is en-
titled to recover damages even though he cannot point specific.
ally to any' financial loss. The truth of the statement will defeat
the right to recovery.

. fo

The careful reader will notice a lack of parallelism in (he
four categories of slander. Category (a) should includO. a
noun to parallel "charge," "imputation," and "statement"
which begin the other categories and indicate things said by

1.9.5
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the slanderer. By contrast, -commission- indicates what the
victim of the slander is supposed to have done. Yet as the
Principle reads in the -Bulletin, 'the word "commission.'
seems to be compared with these three nouns. GAndidates
will late be tested on their ability to recognize parallelism in
another section of the LSAT. Those proficient at such identi-
fications will be troubled by this error. since they hay e been
cautioned that:

, 1
The principle may be either real or imagihary, but for

the.pl urposes of this test you are to assume it tote valid.

The direful reader must then decide whether this is a type-
setting and proofreading error which should be overlooked
or whether this is an intentional alteration of the law of
slander designed to identify a careful reader such as our
puzzled candidate. The puzzle becomes more apparent, since
the first case dated to this Principle is stated as follows

1. Grey was the president of a business corporation ind White
was Its treasurer. Because of several inconsistencies that
appeared in the accounts of the firm. Grey became con-

Aemed about White's honesty. Grey carefully watched
White's activities for the next several months until he was
convinced that ,White was tampering with the company
funds. At this point he visited White in his office aid, after
revealing the basis of his suspicion, accused White of farce.
ny. White had a sufficient explanation of the inconsisten
des and had pot, in.,fact, taken any money from the firm.
In an actitin for slander by White against Grey. White will
(A) win because he has been charged with the commission

of a crimeh win because he has been charged with an offense that
affects him in his business .

(C) lose because-he is unable to show that he sustained
any financial loss by reason of the accusation

(D) lose because the-accusation was made to him person,
ally and not to someone els,

,Were option (A) the desired answer or even an attractive
option, the reader would have to decide whether to ignore
the error in,the Ptinciple or to reject the option because it
dogs not accurately state the elements of the Principle even
Though it correctly states the traditional law of slander.
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4. Potential Bias in the Law School Admission Test

A review of the content of questions is a first,stepi in the
identifica*Th of biased elements in a test. Ai indicated
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earlier, the questions are only one source of bias. The lack of
face \ alidity or the undue emphasis on speed may themselves
be independent sources of lower scores for some candidates.
So too, the expectation that a candidate will do poorly on a*
test may begin a, process which results in lower scores.

Once the content of questions has been identified as
potentially biased. two additional steps should ideally be-
taken to confirm this hypothesis. First, actual test response
patterns from students should be collected and analyzed.
Second. students should be debriefed after taking the test.,
under, actual testing conditions to identify the thought
processes which led to certain responses.'

Statistical analyses of test response patterns have been
undeirtaken, but different statistical analyses of test response
patterns yield widely divergent results. For example, one
study found 'that those questions Which were unusually
difficult for all studentsweres the ones with the greatest dis-
crepancy between black and white response patterns on the
Preliminary Scholastic Aptitude Test." Another study of the
Scholastic Aptitude Test, using a different methodology,
found that the easiest questions were the most biased against

.black candidates.' 0\ne study of the.LSAT found 20 items
which deviated from the normal responsse pattern for one or
another minority group. Some of tlfese questions appeared
easier for minority group candid,ites. including fire qustions
referring to a readifiR passage concerning social customs
among certain Indian tribes, while some of .the questions
appeared easier,(Qr white candidates." An intertiew with
minority candidates taking a sample LSAT reealed certain
pattern in the responses of candidates choOsing incorrect
responses, but was not accompanied by a statistical.
analysis."

These'diergent findings from analyses of indkidu al' items
may appear to be statistical quirks associatedith different
techniques for identifying biased items. A further inquiry,
hoy,,ee6r, stlggests.that studies identifying the "easiest" items
as tiiased or the "hardest" items as biased can each be
elements in a predictable pattern of bias caused by the test
specificatiqns for the LSAT or similar standardized tests.

Literature about the, LSAT h
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answers are inserted because they attract certain candidates.
Each option must seem reasonable to the candidate who

lacks sensitivity and yet the di,stractors must not be so good
that competent judges will fail to agree on the correct
answer." Those who are distracted by, wrong option's,
however, must not be those who are doing well on the rest'of
the test. An efficient test question must disclose:

whether or not it will consistehtly produce scores which rank
candidates in the order 4f their ability on the function being
measured. The most efficient test is one in which each quespon is
separating good candidates from poor candidates to a marked
de ee "

In a population composed of two or more diverse cultures,
the process of cofistructing a test which consistently
differentiates candidates can introduce bias. that
'there are two culturally distinct groups, the first comprising
ninety percent of the candidates, and the second, ten
percent. This assumption is conservative, since the LSAT
was originally normed. in 1948 when the entire legal
profession was composed of only 2.5 percent female and 1
percent black lawyers." The danger that distinct cultural
groups were adversely affected during the original norming
process is consequently quite real.

Consider th4 impact of consistency specifications on two
hypothetical italms in a pretesj. The first contains irrelevant
difficulties for the majority -group becausq the correct
response to the item assumes familiarity with the culture of
the minority group. Thus, candidates from the majority.
coup will correctly answer the item if they are familiar with

theminority culture but not necessarily if they possess the
ability the test item was designed to identify. The second
item contains material familiar to the majority culture and
therefore irrelevant bias for the minority group. Similar
inconsistent scoring patterns will result for members of the
minority group..

The retest process will eliminate those items found to
have produced inconsistent scoring patterns. However', in
this example only the first item is likely to be eliminated..The

* inconsistent response patterns among ninety percegt of the
candidates will be unacceptable. .Yet the inconsistent
response patterns among ten percent of the candidates on

I
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the second item 'may go 'undetected in the pretest and the
question could remain on the final test. Thus, although
both questions contained irrelevant material that made the
question inappropriate for one of the groups'taking the test,
only one of the questions is likely to be eliminated from the
test. This means pat there is a subtle, systematic bias in tests
which are constructed accordirkg to consistency
specifications. .

This process of creating bias through item specificatiods
would be expected to produce items at each extreme df the
"difficulty" spectrum with the most bias against minority
group candidates. At le one extreme, questions which are (
considered "easy" by majority group candidates may merely '
confuse students who will eventually do poorly on the rest of
the test. (See section b, following, for a possible example of
this type of biased question.) At. the other extreme,

'questions which most candidates find "hard" will be those
which only a few candidates who. hav e scored well on the rest
of the test will answer correctly, (See section d, following,
for a possible example of this type of biased question.) In
both situations, those favored by the item selection process
will be members of the majority group, those disfavored will
be members of the minority group. This suggests that a test
with equal difficulties among questions will be less likely to
introduce. irrelevant bias into the test. This has been
demonstrated in a computer simulation model comparing
the-bias of a test with equal difficulties across items to a -test
with graduated difficulties." Of course. a test with equal
item _difficulties would have to be inordinately long to
produce score differences among candidates that were large
enough to produce ark}, predictive validity. Thus, in the name(
of efficiency, a test specification likely to intrOduce .bias has
been adopted.

There has been no resarch, concerning the practical
effetts of item specifications on LSAT scores of minority.
candidates. The only reporteil research on this issue inv °Ned
questions which were already included in the 1970 versio
the California Achievement Tests. Seven subgroups of
students selected to represent various racial, geographic, and
socioeconomic groups were compared. When each group

. 1 39
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was considered a separate pretest population and only that
half of the total test which was considered "bestv for each
group was compared. a pattern.of results emerged which
indicaited. that an a% erage of 30 percent of the "best"
questions for one .subgroup did not appear in the list of
-best- questions for another group. The author concluded
that. "standard item selection procedures produce tests best]
suited to groups like the majority of the tryout sample and.
are therefore biased against other groups tosome degree.-'
Since' this study inoled an achievement test rather than an
"appAide-, test. and since all the items were already included
in a5version of the actual test, the implications forpotentially
'biased items in the LSAT seem significant.

The significance of item specifications during the item
tryout phase of 'test development can be appreciated by
reviewing data for the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT).
which is built according to specifications similar to those for
the LSAT." The pretest items evaluated in 1965-66 were
arrayed according to their difficulty levels. However, items

ere considered unacceptable if they did not also display
ficiently high point-biserial correlations with the Arial test

ore (at least 30) Interestingly, once null's' were difficult
nough se) that only 30, percent of the pretest group answered

them correctly. lex than half of these items also met the
specifications for consistency. as measured by the point-

----biserattorrelations. For items answered correctly by only 20
percent or less, fewer than one-third of these "difficult"
items were also "appropriate" for inclusion in an actual
SAT " In other words, between half and two-thirds' of
the questions which appeared difficult during the pretest
were nonetheless discarded because they did not agree' sufficiently with the total test results. It would be of interest
to learn the results on these items among members of racial.
minorities The theory' outlined above suggests,that the most
biased questions are likely to appear at the extremes.of the
difficulty scalt. These results indicate that more
"inappropriate items are'also found at the extremes. "I hese
"inappropriate" items may also be less biased against racial
minorities. Of course, for items exhibiting negative
correlationswith the total score, it is axiomatic that lower
scoring candidates would improve-their scdres as a group if
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these items remained on e final test, yet solicitude for
Onsistent results, and indirectly for high-scoring candidates.
requires that these items be excluded. Larger total score
differences among racidl groups seem to be the likely
consequence.

It is important to note that this approach to biased items is
quite different from approaches commonly encountered in
the literature: Pres ious definitions of biased items treat them
as aberrations or accidents. One formulation argues that
"bias is discovered when In item does not fit the pattern
established by others.' Yet this definition would be
expected to identify different proportions of "biased" items
in various forms of the same test. such as the LSAT. or
among various tests. Yet it is the serti consistency of score
differeglials among ethnic and racial groups which causes
concern and prompts this inquiry. Certainly the definition of
bias should be sufficient to include the possibility that biased
items are systematically included in, similarly constructed
tests. The aforementioned analysis is intended to indicate
how test specifications can introduce bias into tests in a
systematic fashion, by confounding indications_, of the
"difficulty" of items with articulable rationales 'for poorer.
perforTank on the items of fttremely high or low difficulty
by members of 'cultural minorities. Surely an obviously
"biased" item cannot be excused merely' because it is. a

.particularly "diffictpt" item if that difficulty is itself culture-
hound.

a. Insensitivity to Minority Group Traditions
Perhaps, the most startling and revealing passage

en-countered during the review of the Bulletin appeared very
early in the booklet.

Questions3-crefer to the following passage.
A servant who was roasting a,stork for his master was prevailed

upon by his sweetheart to cut off one of Its legs for her to eat.

When the bird was brought to the table, the master asked what
had become of the othej leg. The man answered that stork; never
had more than one leg. The master, very angry but determined to
render his servant speechless before he punished him, took the
servant the next day to the fields where they saw storks, each
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standing on one leg. The servant turned triumphantly to the mas-
ter but the master shouted, and the birds put down thdir other

, legs and flew away. "Ah, set," said the servant, "you did not shout
to the stork at inner yesterday; if you had, he too would have
shown his other leg."

'')
Although the question refers to a servant rathertthan to a

. slave, black candidates may take . offense at this
condescending portrayal of the actions and Speech of a
stereotypical servant. The explanation to the question begins
with a reference to "the humor of the' fable." but black
candidates may not see the humor. Instead, the niere reading
of this passage, whether in the Bulletinor ail' actual form of the
LSAT, may lower the candidate's motivation to do well on the
test, or may break the concentration of 'black candidates so
that valuable 'time will be la or so that the normal processes
of logical reasoning will not be adequately tested by
subsequent questions which themselves contain no plements
of bias. .

1.,

i

. ,

The presence of this passage n.so prominent a place'in the
Bulletin raises serious questions'about the sensitivity of those.
who prepare the LSAT to the experiences and traditions of
minority groups. To ignore the fact that black candidates view
the history of slavery in America differently_ than do most

*white candidates is to ignore a central element in the cultural
background of black candidates. The appearance of this
question raises serious questions about the adequacy of
procedures relied upon in the development of the LSAT to
elinfinate cultural bias.

It is important to note that the biasing factor associated with
this passage is not related to the edticational'Achie,,ement of
the lack candidate. Blacks with excellent college records and
re atively advantaged economic backgrounds will nonetheless
take offense at the passages Of course. no all black
candidates will react similarly to the passage, but those Whose
scores are lowered by its presence will be harmed by the
cultural insensitivity of the LSAT, Other than by
disadvantages which individdal blacks may or may not ha% e
suffered. '-

In the course of the months between th4 first identification
of this passage arid' the publication of this report. several
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reNealing reactions to the passage by sympathetic white
readers desvr,,e mention. Some readers argue that associating
this episbde with the Old South is inaccurate. One reader
claimed that the scenario occurred in NledieN, al Europethe
reader had a German surname. Another claimed that it
occurred in Old Englandthe reader had an Engli,sh
surname. In fact, storks are wading birds found in Europe, but
the variety of locations associated with the episode is closely
associated with the reader's.own culturckgrouud. Whites
are prone to envision a feudal scene, blacks and other
minorhy readers/tend to imagine a black-w hitp slaN, e-master
situation. Thus, the passage is reNealing becauseit reN, eat the

probable racial identity of the reader when the reader: is asked
to locate the setting of the episode.

Other readers haN,e, argued that the dialogue is not a
condescending portrayal of the actions and speeth Of a
stereotypical ser, antafter-- all, the servant outwits the
master. Yet this criticism also misses the point of the insult
blacks associate with,he passage. No one seriously belieNes
that the servant is intending to outwit the master with the
truth. Iristead, the folklore tradition of "house niggers"
always portrays thc serant as more clever than the master.
Yet the social position of the servant is never in doubt. The
folklore promotes a stereotype in which servants are' not to
be trustedeNin when their wits are keensince they are
portrayed as deceitful to the point where obvious facts such as
the difference between live and dead storks will not dissuade a
servant bent on deceiving a master.

.b. Different Interpretations of Intentionally Ambiguous
Wording

Question 3 in the sample Logical Reasoning section refers
to the previous passage.

3. The servant's final retort to his master would be true if
which two of the following statements were simultaneously
true? - .

I. Roasted storks at the &non table behave Just as live
storks in the field do.

H. The missing leg on yesterday's roasted stork had ac.
tually been tucked under the'bird.

03
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III. The master had not undertaken to teach the servant a
lesson:

ty? The seivant' s sweetheart, rather than the servant
himself, had cut off the stork's leg.

(A) I and U (B) tandIll (C) U and III
(0) II and IV (E) III and IV

The desi 'd response is (A): Readers selecting this,an\S'wer
may cons' r the question to be an easy one. Yet the
explanation indicates that this 'question is of about average
difficulty. This me,ans that approximately 65 percent of the
candidates answeNd The question eorrectly." A sensitive
reading of the question re"eals a possible interpretation
which, if chosen/would pr%ylce an incorrect response
because of cultural background. The,explanation offeeed for
the correct answer argues that: "The sencant"s retort is a logical
conclusion if certain assumptions are made.- Yet this is not
precisely what the question asks. It asks under what
circumstances the servant's final retort -would be true" not
what circumstances would make the retort :logical.-
Candidates who recognize the'Serant's final retort to be false,
rather than true, and who were cogniza'nt of the inflammatory
political situation involved in a sent mocking his master
might be quickly drawn to option III. Under this reasoning, if
the master had not undertaken to teach the servant a lesson,
the servant would not have relied upon a clever retort to
refige the master's attempted proof. Since this question is one
of those which scores trueialse items. in groups, the
candidates wound then be forcebi to choose another option to
accompany the first choice. Options, I and II are unlikely
choices, since both options depend on changing the objecTive
state of, physics in the world, whereas the candidate is only
searching for an option wit* changes the political situation
within which the final retort is made. Option IV would be the
only plau,ible option for such a ctmdidate, although the
choice would be made reluctantly. The candidate may reason
that, while a typical servant would hot turn in this sweetheart,
the white. question-writer may assume that he would and
therefore IV is

.
the desired answer, The explanation doesnot

explore this potential _ambiguity. Instead, it rejects III
because "(III) does not bear on the truth of the servant's

157.
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retort.- Yet this is not precisely what the question asks. It asks
what conditio'ns must e:eist under whicri the retort "w4uld'be-
true.

The thoughtful reader may ponder the differeQe between
the options in the question and the 'explanations 3? the
Bulletin. The options were consciously chosen tobe attractiNe
to somq candidates. Those selecting the correct answer may
find little .attraction with the two undesired responses; Yet
they were inserted into the question. Could it (be that, the
question-writer saw the ambiguity and select d the Options to
play upon that ambiguity? In corrtrast, the sxpianation does
no recognize the ambiguity and,giNes little, crpdit to those
selecting the _undesired options. The explanation alloids the
potential ambiguity' by slightly reusing the impor't of the
question to make the optiods seem silly. Yet other questions
force, the reada to stick to the/wording of tpe .question
precisely. Candidates which reword the import of those
questions, as much as this explanation does. will ,likely be
penalized fOr their imprecision. t

c. Ignorance of Mingrity Community Values
SeNeral quesstions'hM apparently 19e e n -inserted into Lite

'LSAT to reflect the experiences of minority group members.
Yet one ',Ruch qiieStion niay halve introduced bias by not
reflectinea minority perpsectke in' selecting 'the best answer.

ti For a number of years, Sainuel Williams. the blaek man-
ager,of a retail shoe store in a large .midwestern city, had
been interested in opening tiis own business. In the summer
of 1960, he began to seek support from the cit4ens of

(5) community for a store that would retaithigh-quality. Medi-
,u m.priced men's. woolen's. and c Hildren's shoes. The store

4 . was to be located in a business district 'occupied gado I-
nantly by black-owned and btick-operatedestablailtm
and would be within walking distince of three local co

` 110) leges with a tcstal student population of over 8,000. Mo
than 15,000 black families Lived in the city, each Of Whit
could be expected ter spew! from $ 100 to $1.000 each
year ,,on shoes; handbags; belts1,incl-'other apparel:: Wil:

"Hams estimated- thit the buying,power of the goilturneis
(1$) living In the immediate vicinity of the store was about

. - $25,000.000 annually, " -

In exploring, the possibility bf raising the necessary in.
vestment 'capital, to establish the firm. WIFIlams tad con-

' tacted a large number of potential stockh4 olders duiThg the

205
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120) summer months, hoping that 100 to 200 members of the
black community would invest in the store. He predicted
that these stockholders would 6ring their business to the
store and would encourage their friends to do the same

Businnssimp, Including local insurance executives,
(25) bankers, reinstate salesmen, iontlactors, and grocers, as
t well as housewives and professional persons, attended sev-

*111 meetings to discuss the venture, and a small group of
persons agreed to finance the application fora charter and,
to underwrite the initial costs accampanying incorpora

(301 tion. This group would later receive stock forIts contribu-
tion to the initial underwritin2. Meanwhile, a larger group
of potential stockholders wasSeindasserobled.

Williams had carefully planned his campaign to raise the
necessary investment, cagital to open the business, andle

(35) had made a good start toward raising the $35,000Aeeded.
But by September 12, less than a month before the planned
opening of the store, only $16,000-46% of the needed

'capitalhad been acquired and placed in a special bank ac-
count. Williams was concerned that, without the entire

(40).sum of investment capital, there would, not be sufficient-
funds for advertising, financing of accounts payable, fixed
costs and 'overhead, and completion of remodeling. At
!test, the cost of the firm's operatiorl`could be projected for
only a Wort period. He realized that some revision of his

545) plans for accruing investment capital might be necessary ti-
the burin ee was to begin on sound financial basis: He

$
therefore iffet witb the.store's financial advisers to discuss

. 'present finances and to determine whether the intended
opening date for the storeOctober 1could be met. He 't

(50).presented the advisers with the following information con-
cerning costs and expected profits.

Williams had chosen as the site for the store a one-story
building with an adjoining parking lot. He had the option of
leasing the property for five years at $150 a month or pur-

(55) chasing it over a period of five years at $210 a month. The*
latter alternative seemed preferable, since it would rein-
force the idea that the shire was a community - owned, per-
manently established business.

Renovation of the store had already been begun, but no
(60) bills, had as yet been paid. Costs for refurbishing of the

property itself included the following:

(651

Repairs ..... .

Newatures
6fr cTficitnoning :

Carpeting' . ,

New Wont windows
Miscellaneous expenses

'

$4,200
00
5

500
606

-3b0

$12,695
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In addition, It was estimated that total operating expenses
(70) of the store, excluding the cost of goods to be sold, would

be approximatefy $27,000 ayear.
, In order to break even duiing the first year, the store

would have to reach a volume c. $140,000 a year It was
estimated that If only 100.200 of the farpilies in the area

(75) made alf.their shoe and leath*OurChases at the store, thits
figure would be reached. If onetended the potential cur
tourers made all their purchases at the 'store. volume might
rise to $500,000. In addition, Williams' accountant had
assured him that net pinfit would run from 5 to 10 per cent

(80) when volume reached $200'00.
The opening day for the store had been set for October 1

because on that day students returned to the three local
'colleges. Williams was certain that the new store would de-
rive a substantial part of its initial business from students

(85) and faculty returning from vacations. ,e4

The financial advisers predicted that It would take ap-
proximately three more months to raise the balance ofnee-
emery capital by recruiting more local stockholders. They
suggested that Williams try to attract potential Investors

(90) from outside the neighborhood. They believed that suf-
ficient capital Could easily be brought into the corporation
in this way to open the store by October 10. Knowing that
Williams was anxious to find stockholders, within the com-
munity near the store, a second alternative was suggested:

(95) one-half of the funds raised to data could be withdrawn
from the bank and'invested in stocks predicted to produce
the balante of the capital needed within thirty days. The
last possibility suggested was that of opening the store on
the Intended date whether or not the desired amount of

(100) capital had been raised. The store would thus gain the ad-
vantage of the patronage of the returning college students
and would gradually accumulate the balance of capital
through sales and contributionairomnew stockholders.

Williams was reluctant to begin operation of the store
1105) without sufficient capital to cover unforeseen problems In

operation. However, he was even more convinced that the'

atm/TN:mid be successful only if It were controlled by corn-
mAity members. He therefore chose the last alternative.

DATA EVALUATION QUESTIONS

Directions: The following questions consist of items ted to
the,passage above, Consider each Item separately In s of the
passage and on the answer sheet blackin space

A if thy Item Is a Major Objective in making the decision;
that is. one of the outcomes or results sought by the de-

, cislon maker:
B If the item is a Major FaCtor in making the decision; that

is, a consideration, explicitly mentioned In the passage,
that is basic in determining the decision;
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C if the Item is a Minor Factor in making the decisiori; that
is, a secondary cotisideration that affects the criteria
-tangentially, relating to a Major Factor rather than to an
Objective;

.D if the Item is a Major Alsumpetion in making, the deci- ,..

sion; that is, a suppositions projection made by the de:
cision maker before weighing the variables;

-... E the item is an Unimportant issue in making the deci-
sion; that ts. a factor that is insigidficint or notimmedi-
ately relevant to the sitUation.-

l 5. Value of establishing the store's-reputation as ecommunity
enterprise 0

the correct designation is (D) Major Assumption. The
explanation Oxen makes it clear that a careful readinil of the
statement is necessary, "since it is the value of the repu tion
that, is at issue and not the reputation itself.- To t o.se

accustomed to thinking m terms of a corporate tratheiro k of
x alue, this explanation may.be persuiisix e. '4

3
¶'et there may he a 'slue to the corn retinal tit establishing-

the store's reputation as a community en tererise. This might*
be..true if only for the sy mbolicx aim: of demonstrating that .1
black-owned shoe store is possible. This might be partiLuley
poignant tor a black mail who has beep amanagt r of a retail
shoe stores bu't not yet an owner. effie %alue, max. also
strengthen The entire Community's reputation as an area ill
which black-owned businesses exist. It one read the.question
with this perspectixe. identifying the statement As a ;Major

) Objectix e would seem plausible. In contrast. the explanation
would only recognize the statement "Establishing the store's
veputation as a community enterprise is a :Major Objecti-xe.
Yet ex en this similar statement would contain pottAtial bi.t.
Those familiar with a community in which black-owned
businesses existed may recognize that local rosiplents are
reluctant to patronize= a store which is owned by, absentee
'bwners exen if a "black manager" is promintnt on the
premises. For those candidates. the designation as a Major >

- Factor would seem plausible.
.

In either the actual question or the similar hypothetical
question mentioned in the explanation offered bytETS. the
potential of-bias against black candidates fa'irilhar AIM black-
owned businesses exists. There is considerable irony if such a
biased pattern of responses were, rex ealed in a 'statistital
analysis or interview sesgion with minority candidates. In this
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case, the question would have been written with the express
purpose of providing reading material relevant to the
experience- of black. candidates. Yet the potential for bias
arises precisely because of that relevance. Black candidates
may have been penalized because-6f their familiarity with the
situation of establishing a community-owned enterprise And
their peispective which differs from that of the majority of
candidates who continue to v-iew the value of establishing a
store's reputation as a community enterprise as an
assumption in part because that assumption has _not been
tried during the actual experience of the majority of

/ candidates.

d. Assumptions Contrary to Those of Minority Group
Members

Consid the following questiOn designed Jo test a
candidat Logilzal, Reasoning.

12. Do you think that our University ought tolgo on dis-
criminating against disadvantaged students by continu-
ing its current admissions policies? a
lnLterms of Its logical featdres. the question above most
closely resembles which of the following?

(A) Do you think that whatever people do is right?
(B) Should your neighbor stop beating hi ife?
(C) Do ifou ihink children should ght to believe in

dir the devil?
(0) Should force be used to preve a persop from com-

mitting suicide?
(E) Does power corru and absolu.te power cor-

rtipt them absolutely?
... ,

The correct response is (B). However. for students who
immediately assume that the university is now discriminating,
the question may be imponderablets immediately
assuming that t univeisity is not discriminating willt
recognize that the uestion contains the logical elements of
thee correct response. Most minority students share the
asprtiption that current admission policies do discriminate
against disadvantaged students. Thus, the 'political
assumptions implicit in selecting the desired response become
elements of cultural bias in the test.

All,students may be required to occasionally engage in

2 o
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either/or types of logical problems, but the only students
which must engage in such logical alteinatives are the ones

14 immediately assuming that there Is discrimination occurring.
Other students will at leak gain an advantage of time in being
able to quickly find the desired answer. _

Some minority students who are wary of traps laid for them'
by white test-makers may reason that "current admisiioqs
policies" often include. Special Admission programs for
minority students and disadvantaged students. Those
including this common knowledge in their analysis of the
question may reason that one forcethe Special Admissions
programis being employed to avoid the harms which would
result from unbridled allegiance to the force of traditional
admissions policies. Choice (D) would be attractive but that
choke Would be incorrect.

The presence of this question in the wake of repeated
: litigation over the legality of university admission policies

presents even greater problems. Those.mbre likely to select
the desired response will be'those more likely to agree with'
current admission policies. Yet if selecting the desired
response to this question becomes an element of a candidate's
"qualifications" to study law, to label those who assume the
university is now 'discriminating as lacking "logic" is to ,
substitute a political test for a test of legal aptitude. To label
minority studgits as "less qualified" because they assume the
university is now discriminating is to embellish patent racism
witha veneer of objectivity which will not withstadd careful

..scrutiny. i
The confusion between a test of political orientation and a

test of logical reasoning may be appreciated by considering a
possible alteration of the actual question. Suppose that the .

,. question began: "Do you think that our universty ought to go
on discriminating against whffe students by continuing its
current admissions' policies?" It is plausible. that many-

,. minority stuants who found the actttal question
imponderable would instead-notice the implicit assumption

,,that the university may or may not be discriminating against
white students. Many will be able to assume that there is no
discrimination against 'white' students and select the desired
response. Yet this altered query is precisely what the 'courts

t
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have been, asyetcl in tery "reverse discrimination" lawsuit.
Nonetheles'sYlawyers for the white plaintiffs. lawyers for the
uniNersities, and the judiciary all approached these cases,
without serioush "questioning whether the university was
actually discrimmating against white students. This
assumption was taken for granted. No one. however,
suggested, that these lawyers and judges lacked "logical
reasoning- ability because they shared common assumptions
about the effects of admissions policies.

The careful'reader \kW also notice the Possibility of sex bias
in this Zquestion. Many women who are aware of the
undocuMented prevalence of battened wives will be hard-
pressed to see the humor in the tired joke offered as the
desired response. MAy women will find itrdiffic,ult to assume
that the neighbor is not now beating his wife, 'list as many
students will find it difficult to assume that t niNezisity is not

now discriminating. Again. a test whic purports to select
those caOdates with the greatest capacity for logical
reasoning w ill instead be selecting those students with' the
greatest capacity for assuming that all is well on a legal
aptitude'test.

e. Reinforcement of Prejudicial Stereotypes About Minority
Group Members

Perhaps the most seriaitiNe question encountered in the
Bulletin is the following item. This item highlightsthe fact that
legal issues imoh e conflicts among real people, each of whom
has a story' to, tell. Requiring, a single answer to questions
involving such conflicts is erroneous.

PRINCIPLE 2
An assault Is a thnzat made intentionally in words or gesture by

one person against another to inflict bodily ligy= force. It
must appear to the Intended victim that the aggressor has both
the intent and the apparent ability to harm him, so that the per-

son so-threatened Is put in reasonable fear of immediate bodily
harm.

16. As Sally walked home onelevening, she noticed that she was
being followed by a man she did not know. When she started
to run, he ran too, without saying anything. She strunbkd,
fell and broke her leg. When it was apparent that she was
hurt, her pursuer silently turned and ran away. He was caught
and was Identified as Jonas. In a suit ,by Sally against Jonas
for assault, she will

11
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(A) win. because she fell and broke her leg
(B) win because Jonas ran after hes
(C) lose because Jonas turned and.ran away
(D) lose because Jonas did not say anything to her

This is an intentionally ambiguous situation. Nothing is
said; no one is touched. Those choosing the correct response
(B) are likely- to relate the situation to their own experiences
or expectations., The plight of the frightened womah is
evident. The :statement of the facts i$ typical of the fact
situations throughout the section. The facts are presented in
the way in wfiich Sally's attorney, or a judge ruling in Sally's
favor, would present them. Thus, those sensitive to the
innuendo of the passage can trust to their instincts in selecting
the.correct response.

Minoiity males, however, are likely to relate the situation
to their own experiences or expectations as well. Many
minority males have been mistaken for muggers merely,
because of their appearance. These candidates may identify
with the plight of Jonas, whose ambiguous actions are the
ones to be reasonably evaluated. Minority females are in a
double-bind, since they will both recognize the physical
danger dally may sense and also recognize the stereotypes
associated with 411 minority males as _botentially violent
attackers. Candidates 'recognizing the ambiguous
predicament of Jonas may.reason that no intention to threaten
Sally is obvious. .4

Other innocent reasons for his actions may. occur to these
candidates. Perhaps Jonas was merkly running to catch a bus
until the incident occurred. Perhaps Jonas was merely running
to reassuLe an obviously terrified woman that there was no
danger. Perhaps Jonas was tired of women running away from
him merely because of his appearance and was running to
confront Sally with her prejudice against him. Whatever the
imagined intentions of Jonas, candidates may conclude that
Sally's fear of immediate bodily harm was not reasonable.

These candidates' conclusion. .would be even more
defensible if theyrtached it in the context of a criminal charge
of assault where guilt beyond a reasonable doubt is required
for Jonas to lose. The passageomentiOns a suit by Sally against
Jonas, but does not'make it clear whether Sally is the plaintiff
in -a civil action or the complainant in a criminal action; Since
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assault is a common crime but a rare tort, those absolving
Jonas of guilt because he committed no crime cannot be
labeled as having less legal aptitude.

Candidates troubled by the ambiguous intentions of Jonas
are given ample encouragement, since options (C) and (D)
both address the issue of Jonas' intentions. To these
candidates, the question is a difficult one/since selecting
between these two options requ res a close choice. Whichever
choice is made will seem consistent with the desired answer to
the case appearihg two questions later under the same
Principle.

18. Alston and Bellotti, co-workers. were on bad terms with each
other. Alston had. often threatened that he would drop a

"piece of pipe on Bellotti some day. One afternoon at the end
of their shift. Bellotti was walking across a laneof traffic In
the company park)ng lot at a marked crosswalk when
Alston's car nary ly missed him. Alston had unreasonably
and darelessly accelerated his car so that he could not stop
at the crosswalk and had ailed to watch for pedestrians at
the crossing. &Rota was badly frightened by the Incident. In
a suit by Belton! against Alston for assault. Selloff will

(A) win because Alston had threatened him verbally
(B) win because the car's approach put him In fear of bodily

harmI (CI lose because Alston's car was not on the public way
(D) lose because Alston bad not Intended to frighten Beliotti

In this situation the general intention to harm Bellotti is
.clear. What is at issue is the spetific intention of Alston to
inflict immediate bodily injury. Since the facts afe presented
from Alston's viewpoint, the desired response (D) can be
readily selected. Candidates choosing either (C) or (D)to
Sally's situation will Consider their choice to have been
vindicated by this question. Thus, the trap for those
identifying with Jonas is a sutrtle one. Candidates will be
penalized more for their sympathies than for their-logic.

The appropriateness of such a question for selecting
lawyers to represent defendants, as well as victims, in criminal
matters is open to serious' question. 'lose selecting the
correct response are likely to have internalized a prejudicial
stereotype of the strange male's intentions. Those selecting
the incorrect options may have been penalized for deciding
the case in the more usual .context of criminal law or for
sympathizing with the male whom they may view as the
ultimate victim of the scenario.
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The issue of criminal law in the inner city is a controversial
one for many minority law students. As one black law
professor has candidly stated:

As law students they may ingest and internalize for later regfttation
the operative elements of "probable cause. "reasonable suspicion.
and "due process As blacks, their personal experiences belie the
efficacy of these same concepts."'

Candidates aware of the gap between theory and reality in the
enforcement of criminal statutes may even be excused for
choosing option (A) in Sally's case. These candidates -may
cynically conclude that Jonis would never even have been
tracked down, arrested and charged if Sally had not broken
her leg. They might consider Jonas to be the scapegoat for
Sally's misstep.

The very real conflict which this scenario evokes is the grist
for a sensitiye law school class. Yet a Student body selected
because they all sympathize with Sally will be insitutionally
incapable of providing all of the perspectives necessary to
achieve the academic debate essential to such a. sensitive
topic. It is precisely such dikussions which require a diverse
student body representing varying viewpoints. The
requirement thatthe student body all have scored well on the
LSAT may seriously impair the likelihood of achiev ing this
diversity.

Minority Kale candidates with test.% iseness may avoid the
pitfall Which this question contains. These candidates. will
recognize that both reasons given for Sally losing involve the
same aspect of the Principle the intent of Jonas. Since
selecting between these two options depends on inferences,
the candidates can decide that'Sally must win." Then the
choice must be made between the reasons for her victory.
Option (A) does not involve an element of the Principle.
Option (B) involves a "gesture" and therefore evokes an
aspect of the Principle. Yet preferring candidates Who have
test-wiseness, is not the stated purp9ee of the tsA'r. Neither
should it be the vehicle for avoiding /an otherwise biased result
in this question. t,

f. Tests of Specific Legal

The directions to the Principles and Cases sections assures
candidates:
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These questions do not ptesuppose any specific legal knowl-
edge on your part. You are to arrive at your answers entfrely by
the ordinary processes of logicatrtasoning and common sense.

This statement can be justified tecause the elements of legal
principles are contained in the text of ,the test. Careful
candidates can be expected to'read, understand and apply
these principles to the fact situations preceding the questions.
Yet this does not mean that candidates with specific legal
knowledge have no advantage. In a highly speeded test, such
as the Principles and Casessection, the ability to apply legal
knowledge without spending the time of analyzing each
Principle as a novel concept can give some candidates an
unjustified advantage.

Consider the following Principle and Case:
PRINCIPLE

In the law of defamation, slander is an oral accusation made to
a third person that falls into any of the following categories: (a!
the commission of a crime Involving moral turpitude; (b) the
charge of having a loathsome disease: (c) the Imputation ofun-
chastity to a woman; and (d) a statement t6,at affects a person in
his trade. business, profession, or occupation. When a statement °
falls into one of these categories. the individual charged Is en-
titled to recober damages even though he cannot point specific-
ally to any financial loss. The truth of the statement will defeat .
the right to recovery. <

3. Stone. who seriously disliked Tics neighbor, Weberovrote a
letter to the president of the company that employed We.
be: advisins.that Weber was addicted to drugs and that he.
Stone. felt the company should be informed of this since It
undoubtedly would impede Weber's ability to work proper-
ly. The accusation was untrue. Neverthelese, a short time
after receipt of the letter. Weber was Informed by the com-
pany president that his services were no longer required.
Weber, upon investigation, learned of the charge made by
Stone. In a suit against Stone charging slander. Weber will

(A) win because the charge affected him in his business
(B) win- because the charge against him, was made to a

third person
(C) lose because he should be able to clear himself of the

accusation
(D) lose because the charge was made in writing

The desired response (D) is reflected in the Principle which
requires an 'oral" accusation. Careful candidates can refer to
the Principle and recognize the answer. Yet candidates
familiar with the law of defamation will recognize the
appropriateness of (D) without taking the tune to review the
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Principle. Not only wilt this be an easy question, but alsb the
/44'4 time pressum on other questions will be reduced.

Candidates with test-wiseness may also be advantaged on
this question. Options (A) and (B) both accurately relate
elements of the Principle to aspects of.the Case. Thus, th s.
choice' between the two is a difficult, if not impossible, one tk
make. As with the previous question, candidates may safely
reason that, since both reasons for Stone winning appear-

-equally Valid, Stone probably loses. Then the cFioice is
between the two reasons offered for this losing. Option (C) is
unattractive §inee the Principle states that truth will defeat the
right to recovery yet the,Case states that the accusation was
false. Whether or not the accused can eventually prove the
falsity is irrelevant. The accuser must prove the truth.

Insofar as minority candidates are lets familiar with actual
legal principles, orare less familiar with test-taking strategies,

.a question such as this which advantages candidates
knowledgeable of the law or proficient at test-taking can be
considered .biased against minority candidates. The fact that
some minority candidates will have specific knowledge of the
law of slander or will have taken a coaching course does not
change-the tendency of theCM, ,-Igfcdiligr,gainority
candidates as a group.

g:Preference for Big City Candidates

Those disadvantaged by the LSAT need not be only
minority group members. Candidates from rural areas may
also be disadvantaged on certain questioq such as the one
discussed below." Insofar as minority group candidates come
from 1-Ural-backgrounds, as the descendants of former slaves
universally have, a bias against rural candidates will
contribute to the low% scores of minority candidates. Some
minority, candidates with a big city background an
orientation may be advantaged by certain questions, but dab.
deflated scores of other minority candidates from rural_
backgrounds will nonetheless be underestimates of their true
ability.

These observations sagest that a variety of factors will
influence the scores of all candidates. Although this report
discusses only those factors likely to affect the scores of

z
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minority candidates, the existence. of factors primarily
influencing the scores of other candidate groups is,
acknowledged insofar as those factors also influence the
performance of some minority group candidates. The
implications for the evaluation of scores by other candidates
kre not fully explored. The orientation of this report does not
equire such fiAe-tuning of scores. since the importance of

UGPA in evaluating candidates is emphasized. Thus, the
recognition that calibrating LSAT scores for a variety of
groups is quite difficult is met by a return to UGPA, as the
primary factor for evaluating academic .ability and
achievement Those dontinuing to place primary emphasis on
LSAT scores will_b.ae to grapple with the many potential
biases touchedupon in this report.

10Consider the following Principle and ease:

LE 1PRINCIPLE .
A person who owns personal property and voluntarily transfers
the possession, but not the ownership, of that property to an-
other who accepts charge ofit, is called a bailor. and the person
to whom It istransferred is called the bailee. If the bailee at a
future time delivers the property to the wrong person, the bailee
must pay to the bailor the full value of the property. While in
possession of the property, the bailee must exercise reasonable
care of It In the some manner that an ordinary, reasona.ble and
prudent person would use in taking care of his or her own
property. If the bailee does,not do so. the bailee will be liable for
the damage to the ballor's property, or If the ballor's property
Is destroyed or lost because of the failure to exercise reasonable
care, the bailee will be liable for Its full value.

14. Deiroy operated a bicycle shop in wfilth he sold new bicycles
and repaired used ones. Delroy was In the habit of going out
-to lunch without leaving anyone In charge and without lock-
ing the doors to the bicycle shop. Jan brought her bicycle
to the shop for repair early one morning. Later that day,
while Deiroy was out to lunch. several new bicycles were
stolen and Jan's was damaged. Deiroy returned the damaged
bicycle to Jan. In a suit by Jan against Deiroy for the damage
to the bicycle, Jan will

(A) win because Deiroy did not take reasonable care of Jan's
bicycle ,,,,,,

(B) win because Deiroy must deliver the bicycle in good
condition to Jan

(C) lose beZause Deiroy took the same care of Jan's bicYcie
as he did of his own bicycles

(D) lose because the thieves were resportsibk for damaging
the bicycle
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Candidates choosing the desired option (A) may quickly
envision an inherently mobile possessiona bicyclein an
anonymbus city. Thieves could easily steal the bicycle 'and
never be caught-once leaving the scene of the crime. For a
bicycle' shop owner to run such an obvious risk seems
unreasonable.

Candidates from rural,areas or small towns may envision
quite a different scene, however. They may imagine a townsimilar to their own in 'which everyone knows everyone elseand, doors are left unlocked without inviting danger. They
may assume that since Darby made a habit of leaving his
bicycles unlocked and unattended that lae lived in such a
community. -The danger of theft is further reduced if

4 neighbors know one another's property and local youths
could not ride a new bicycle around town after a theft the
local bicycle store without coming up with a good explanation
and perhaps a sales receipt. These candidates may 61ausibly
choose option (C). .

Candidates who depend cm a thoughtful consideration of
the facr situastion without letting their imaginations Tntrol

.4their judgment may seriously question the answer key They
\ may reason that since Delroy made a habit of leaving the

bicycles unlocked and unattended that he-has not hadca
previiiu theft durihg lunch,lf.he had previous thefts that
were not mentioned in the facts, either he would be quickly
out of business because his new bicycles were confirkilly

"being stolen 'amino one would leave their bicycles for repair,
or he would havechanged his habits and secured the bicycles.
Since it is not reasonable to assume that a businessman would
continue habits which resulted in theft losses, it may be
reasonable to assume that his habits indicated that no
previous thefts had occurred. If this is true, then option (C)
`woad appear to be a sufficient response to Jaii in accordance
with the Principle.

Those defending the answer key may respond that treating
loaned prbperty similarly to owned property is not necessarily
reasonable if the owner acts unreasonably toward
possessions. This is true, but it does not address the specific
fact situation prFsented. Instead, adherence to the desired
option (A) seems to establish a rule of law that those who leave
their doors unlocked and property unattended are
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leave their doors unlocked and property unattended are
huttmatically acting unreasonably. Such as rule will be
unpalatable to those unhappy with living in prison-like
conditions in fear ridden cities.- Such a rule would outlaw that
portion of America N,hich continues to enjoy; the security
which unlocked doors without fear represents. Establishing
such a rule on the basis of these facts seems utkreksonable,
since the inference that Delroy acted unreasonably may itself
be an unreasonable inference.

h. An 'Insistence on Harsh Results .

Law students whoprefer the word "justice" to "mercy" are
more likely to stay in law school rather than to drop out for
nonacademic reasons. "4' Candidates who recoil from harsh
results in legal situationsmay fare worse on the following Case
based on -the preceding Principle of the lav, of bailment.

ljauiseiook her watch to Alex. a jeweler, to have it repaired.
Alex gave Louise a, ticket with a number Oa it and put the
same number on the watch. One week later. Louise had a
disagreement with her twin sister Robin. who looked almostdisagreement

to Louise. Robin stole the ticket for the watch from
Linase's purse and went to the jeweler, Alex, who gave the
witch to her. Robin gave the watch away, and it cannot be

' located. In a suit by_Louise against Alex to recover the value
of the watch. Louise will

4
.(i-1) win because Alex did not take reasonable care of the

watch
(B) win because thewatch was delivered to the wrong .,son

4lose because Robin had po right to take the
(D) lose because Alex made a reasonable mistake

This case presents one of the harshest results imaginable
under the law of bailment. Those wh ecide the question on
the equity of the fact situation will bar racted to option (D)
rather thin to (B), which is designated as the "correct"
response.

Insofar as minority students consider themselves to have
been victims of harsh legal results, they may recoil from'
selecting the correct answer. One study has noted that
"Blacks were Much, more likely than whites to have been
st

,

rongly motkated by the desires to restruCtursociety and to
serve the underprivileged. "' Thest students may prefer legal
principles which have a place for mercy,. even if those
principles ittvolve reforms of current law. These instincts
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often arise during lively first-year law school classes in which
the law of bailment is used to in troduceituderits to the law of
property. Those who recall such exchanges of opinions and
values cannot assert that those stunts who express dismay at

. results such as the one in this question lack legal ability. All
that can be said is that the common law does not embody their
preferred results. To systematically exclude candidates who
hold such views gives undue preference to students familiar
With actual legal results and unncessarily limits the
opp rtunities for diverse viewpoints to be represented in law
school classes.
i. Anti-Labor Sentiment

Over half of the non-white law students have fathers Ito
.held 144e-collar or service jobs. In contrast, over 85 percent of
white law students have fathers who hold white-collar jobs.
This may indicate that minority law candidates are more likely
to sympathize with labor in labor-management disputes.
Thus, while labor sentiments may be held by White

candidates, anti -labor sentiments may be disproportionately
disturbing to minority candidates.

Those reading the sentences contained in the Writing
Ability sections of the Bulletin and sample LSAT will
encounteer the following references to labor:

4. ,The grievance committee ought, In all fairness and as part,
. ' A

of Its regular procedure. discuss With the supervisor the
(B)

particular- charges `that disgrutld- employees have
D

brought against gin 'No error
(D)

Candidates who are uncertain about tlit--%tsdom of the
suggested procedure because of the danger of retaliation
against disgruntled employees by supervisors may be

*distracted by the substance of the sentence and' ov erlook the
error in its grammar.

13, Real wages began to 'rise long before unions became
A

powerful, and the level of real wages in various countries
(A)

bear' no relation to the strength of the union movement
C D

in those countries. No error
(D)
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This statement makes the entire labor union movement
seem like much ado about nothing. Isn't there another side to
the story?

25. In the period since 1957 when wages, salaries, and

fringe benefits climbed to the highest levels in history,
A

absent)eisin resulting from real or fancied illnesses have
B. C

been increasing at an average annual rate of 2.8 per cent.
(C) D

No error

Does this statement .suggest that higher wages cause real
illnesses to increase? Does this statement suggest that higher
wages cause more absenteeism due to fancied illnesses? Does
this statement suggest that higher wages allow workers to be
absent more often due to real illnesses they used to ignore in

order to earn a living wage? Is this statement likely to have
been made by a union organizer?

No statements praising the union movement appear in the
Writing Ability section. The net effect of these remarks may
be to create anxiety in candidates sympathetic with the union
movement. They may literally not be able to see straight,
making the detection of subtle errors more difficult.

Candidates who are unsympathetic towards unions will
read statements which reinforce their prejudices. The process
of identifying errors in grammar, diction and verbosity will be

easier because their attention is not distracted by
disagreements with the content of the statements. In addition,
because their beliefs are confirmed in these statements their
level of anxiety will not be raised as they examine other
statements on the test.

One case.in the Principles and Cases section may be easier
for those viewing the facts from management's perspective
and may be unnecessarily difficult for those who identify with
the 'Worker in the situation. Consider the following Principle

and Case:
PRINCIPLE

An employee is entitled to receive workmen's compensOtion
benefits whenever he suffers a personal Injury by accident arising
out of and In the course of his employment. An accident is on un-
lookedlor Mishap or an untoward event which is not ex¢ected or
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designed. An acciden't arises out of employmint when it results
from 'a risk to which the employee is subjected by his employ.
ment and to which he would not have been subjected had henot
been so employed.'An accident Is ip the Course of employment
when it takes place within the period of employment, at a place
where the employee reasonably may be, and while the employee
is carrying out his duties or someth ing incidental thereto or while
he is performing some other act which ki has in good faith under.
taken to advance the iniensts of his employer.

2. Loren is a coal miner who has been employed by the West
County Coal Company for thirty-four years. Loren was
aware when he applied for employment at the company that
coal mining was a dangerous occupation,but he applied for
the job because tt was thelantt ohe he could find that
pay him enough to support his family. On the applicwalt
form, the company had printed, "Remuneration has been
adjusted to compensate for the dangers incident to this po-
sition." Recently. Loran has had increasing difficulty in
breathing, and a doctor has informed him that he has black
lung, a crippling disease common to coal miners that la
caused by the -continued inhalation of coal dust. Loren
claimed workmen's compensation benefits from the West
County Cnal Company. Held, for the West Count Coal
Company.

Which of the following was the major factor in the disposi-
-tion of this case in light of the principle above?

(A) Loren knew that coal mining was a dangerous occupa-
tion when he applied for the job.

(B) The applicatio% form stated that the wars paid were
conspensatioafor dangerous work.

(C) Loren 's dhtability was incurred while he was working as
a miner for West County.

(D) Black lung is a disease common to coal

The first jarring aspect of this case is the result. Despite thee
sad fate of Loren, the coal company wins against his claim for
workmen's compensation, The cynical candidate who
assumes this is typical of the legal system ip coal miningareas
must then choose the reason for the result.

Option (A) is the answer which a cynic might expect to get -
from those denying benefits to a coalminer. It evokes an
aspect of the Principle, since only "unlooked-for" events may
receive compensati6n. This does not, necessarily govern the
result, however, since the danger which Loren probably kney
about when he applied for the job thirty-four years ago
involved collapiing coal mines. Black lung disease is a
relatively recent addition to the list of commonly recognized
risks of coal mining. Option (B) is attractiv because the
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statement of the case highlights the application form. Tlios4-
choosing answers because the tact situation seems to suggest,
the <result (See §IV-D-4-e) will get this answer wrong. Yet there
is a lingering question of whether knowledge of the law of
worker's compensation and the' policy of disallowing
contractual agreements to exempt risks from coverage would
not help some candidates reject this option. Option (C) fits
the Principle but not the result in the case. Although those
choosing this option can be easily shown to have erred, there
is the possibility that those erring will be disproportionately
represented by those sympathetistowards Loren.

Option (D), the desired response, is a troubling choice. As
it stands, the statement is either too long or too short. The key
to selecting this response, according to the explanation, is the
recognition that black lung is a diseas and not "an accident,
which is a single event." Were the option limited to the
statement: "Black lung is a disease," the point of the
explanation may be apparent from the statement. This is not
clear, since the Principle defines an accident as either an
"event" or a "mishap." Those conscious of the error in good
writing known as "verbosity" in the Error Recognition
section of Writing Ability may justifiably assume that mishap
and event contribute different, elements to the definition.
Nonetheless,'the shorter statement suggested above w ould,at
least raise the issue in candidates' minds. A longer statement.
"Black lung is a disease common to coal miners that is caused
by the continued inhalation of coal dust," might also evoke%
the issueof single events versus extended disabilities thich
the explanation relies upon to justify the preferred option.
The option as stated, however, evokes quite a different
concept. It does not draw attention to the fact that it is a
disease, but to the fact that it "is a disease common to coal
miners" w hichis involved. To some degree this raises the issue
of predictable risks which are not covered by the Principle and
in this sense is similar to Option (A). ;

Those familiar with the history of black Lung politics in the
coal fields will recognize that the miners' knowledge of the
risks is recent and consider both Options ,(A) and (D) infirm
for'this reason. To a greater degree the option focuses on the .

fact that the disease is "common to coal miners." Those
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sympathetic with the miners may quickly reject This
implication, since the number of claimants under the w orker's

"compensation system should not determine the eligibilitly of
each individual applicant.

Those sympathetic with management may have an easier
time selecting the correct option. Recognizing that black lung
disease is "common to coal miners" evokes a scene of hacking

bankrupting
clamoring for compensation, with the attendant risk of

bankrupting the compensation fund. Those embracing this
perspective may choose the right answer for the wrong
reasons. Only interviews can determine whether those
choosing the correct option can duplicate the explanation.

)

j. Disregard of Bilingual Concerns

Consider the following sentence dealing. with minority
experiences in which candidates are supposed to identify
errors:

7. kindoubtediy because of the terse situation, the school
officials rapidly instituted many changes to make the ctn.
.riculum, the faculty. and the teaching materials more ap-

t proximate for the students of the Spanish-speaking
community.

The explanation indicates that there are two errors in diction.
The first error is "terse." Aich has been

incorrectly substituted for "tense."
It may be'typical for discussion of school problems to refer

to a "tense" situation, but the -thoughtful candidate who is
sensitive to the situations plaguing many Spanish-speaking
communities will justifiably wonder whether "terse" is an
'error. In schools comprised of teachers who, speak English
and students who speak Spanish, very little conversation
between student andteacher can occur. It would be correct,,
although no necessarily common, to label this a "terse"
situatibn. To change the word to "tense" would change the
meaning of the sentence. Unfortunately. although the
sentence refers fo a "Spanish-speaking community," the
explanation does not acknowledge this ambiguity sthmming
from the problem of bilingual education.

The second error, the substitution o "approximate" for
"appropriate" may save candidates who re confused by the
first purported error. Yet one cannot b assured that there
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M.ili allays he mo diction errors in the same sentence. Were
there such an assuranc.e, those cognizant of the pattern could
literally double-cheek their conclusionsthat is, of course.
unless one of the two errors eluded them-
k. Unnecessary Confusion with Riad. Standard English

Candidates are green the following admonition in taking
the Error Recognition section:

,

You must be able to recognize the inappropnate use of slang or
nonstandard English This does not mean that slang or cot
Ioquial word% are inherently wrong or meaningless It means
only that you should be able to detect the inappropriate use of
such words in the context of standard wntten English

For example. such expressions as no way or upped off reflect
levels of diction inappropnace for standard written English Other

c"..less obvious examplessuch as hOngup instead of problem,
fork over instead of provide. kids instead of studentsmay also
constitute errors in diction

These are familiar %%arnings tor children raised in cultural.
settings %%here- tau languages are spoken or %%here Black
Standard English is the form that i'elaxed comers ation takes.
For these children. krumledge of the "correct- Ray to speak
in school and other formal settings is a ,necessits to being
accepted as a peer For those %%Ito purstij formal education to
the point of applying to Lk% school, this constant %ig,ifance to
proper English has made them particularly conscious of the
common pitfalls of grammar and diction. In a sense, the
section is a natural extension of the process which minority
students constantly pursuepro%ided that the questions are
Lair tests of the difference bemeen ern r§ likely to he made
unless abided and standard English like y to he %%ntten.

L nfortunately,. soeral questions in the Bulletin heighten
the danger that candidates %%ill choose an incorrect response
for perfectly reasonable and grammatical reasons. To label.
these candidates as lacking in Writing Ability is inappropriate.
since the items raise questions about %%nether s.:f-candiciate
%%ould he likely tom.rite errors such as those in the items or
%%nether a candidate selecting the incorrect response %%ould he
producing incorrect written Ehglish by so doing. .

The first such item is consciously related to black uultur'e,
but the item also creates unnecesssry. confusion %%ith Black
Standard English and mat be a trap for the Lary Hack

.
candidate. .
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3. A mural painted by Bill Walker and otheis, "Wall of Dig-
:thy" face. a rubble-strewn lot in Detroit's East Side slums.
where it presents to residents' a history of the black man
that begins in ancient Egypt.

The wary black candidate will examine the verb "begin's,"
recognize that its subject is "history'" rather than "mural,"
further recognize that confusion between the past and present
tenses of verbs is. a common feature of Black .Standard
English,'" and decide that there is an error of grammar
"begins" should be "began." Such a candidate would be
wrong.

According to the explanation:

179 ,

There
is no error in tense, since "begins" is an acceptable use of the
histoncal present.

Yet'the "historical present" is an obscure ver*form. It does
not appear in the several texts in college bookstores sold as
grammar Jeviews. .It is quite possible that candidates
considering this sentence correct will have trusted to their
"ear" without being able to correctly identify the verb as the
"historical present."

Any candidate searching. carefully for errors is likely to
have reason to identify stiff another error in the sentence. A
comma could be placed after "Dignity" indicating that the
title of the painting was the modifierkf "mural" which is the
subject of "faces." While this would be a perfectly natural
correction to make and completely grammatical keeping
with the sense of the sentence, it would be an error on the
sample LSAT question., The explanation gives no credence
to such a possibility, arguin4_instead that:

The first phrase, "A mural
painted by Bill Walker and others." modifies "Wall of Dignity,"
which is the subject of the sentence.

,

The cruel hoax played on grammar-conscious minority
candidates is worth reflecting upon. A sentence obviously
included in the test becausNits subject matter is supposedly
"relevant" to black candidates is encountered. A comma is

' missing and a verb tense can be correctly changed td the
past. Th candidate may consider the question to be an easy
one, co f ently indicating that there is an error in grammar
(two, in fact) and moving to tht next item. Yet the correct
designation would be "no error" although no inference is
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justified that candidates finding errors would lack ,writing
ability. Those who 'would defend tests against charges of
cultural bias would have additional ammunition, arguing
that items which reflected the black experience produced no
more fay orhble scores among minority candidates. Yet the
relevance to actual black experience is doubtful, as is the
assertion that those missing the item lack writing ability.

I. Ignorance of the History of Black Culture

Egypt reappears in the Bulletin. In the following sentence
the explicit concern of the sentence is not with black culture,
but those familiar with the history reflected id the mural
discussed in the previous question may nontheless be
confused.

2. Until Napoleon's dreams of empire led him into tile land
--K B
of the ImoivIedge of Egypt's past was'more

(B)
obscure as thenderoglyphIcs on Its stone facades. No

D
error ' 4
(E)

-Candidates familiar with the history of Egypt may dispute
the apparent claim of this sentence, since Greek historians
gave a full account of Egypt's era of high culture.'"
Although this history was later submerged under the more
intensive investigation of Greek, Roman and European
culture (or white culture), black candidates may argue that it
was not more obscure than the hieroglyphics. Their
confusion wilt be heightened as they examine the sentence
for errors. The obvious focus for this examination is the
phrase "more obscure as." The change which would keep
the same meaning of the sentence ,would result in the phrase
'more obscure than." Yet only the word "more" is
underlined and therefore subject to alteration. Thus, the
correct answer results in the phrase "as obscure as," which is
an obvious change in the meaning. For candidates
unconcerned with the meaning of the sentence, changing the
meaning may not seem to be a serious issue, although few
corrections involvv changed meanings and the previous
section had warned

Do ttokettake a choke that changes the
eseaning of the original seateace.
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For candidates concerned w ith the challengeable assertion of
the sentence, changing the meaning will be an important
point, creating unusual confusion over the "rules- of the
section, extra time pressureswand the increased possibility
that an incorrect answer will be chosen.

m. Distrust of Popular Revolutions
Consider the following sentence which may contain an

error:

a. The issue is not the motivation of therevolutionaries, nor
even the kind of state they might establish, but rather the
extent of their popular support.

This statement reflects a cynical, view of revolutionary
movements. The people are seen as easily duped into
following malevolent leaders who will establish repressive
regimes. At least the sentence sees the motivation of leaders,
the likely state to be established, and the extent of popular
support as independent factors. The tone of the sentence
indicates that it may have appeared in a military
counterinsurgency manual. It is unlikely to have appeared in
a sympathetic history of popular struggles for freedom.

Candidates may decide that "not" should be changed to
"neither." This change would reflect good grammar and
diction and probably a familiarity with the old rule of
"either-or; n'either-nor," which candidates learned years
ago. The change would also change the tenor of the
sentence, implicitly acknowledging that the revolutionaries
did have motives worth admiring and would establish a. kind
of state worth supporting. At least those deciding that a
change was appropriate could not be labelled as lacking in
writing ability. While any candidate making the suggested
change would be unfairly designated as ungrammatical by
failing to recognize there was,"no error" there is the danger
that the controversial.,sentiments of the sentence will
disproportionately affect candidates with certain political or
cultural backgrounds.

2 2
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V. Combining College Grades and Law School
Admission Test Scoies into a Formula

189

Law school admissions cannot now be based solely on
evaluations of college grades. The ABA accreditation
standards demand that all law s ools use the LSAT in: their
admissions process. Similarly, l school admissions cannot
now_be based solely or a comparison of LSAT scores. The
developers of the I,SAT have continually warned that the
LSAT should never be the sole basis for an admi3sions
decision. Thus, the contemp4ry problem for law school
adAssion officials is hoe to c6mbine grades and test scores
during the admissions process.

The correct method, for combining grades and test .scores
has been a mystery ever since the LSAT originated in 1948.
For the bulk of the test's existence, the combinationt&cess
was an unsystematic one, differing from school to IiRool,
typically based On common sense but not specific statistics.
In recent years, however, there has been a rapid
introduction of empirically-based, statistically - derived
formulas which combine LSAT and UGPA into a single
fOrmula with which to.compare all candidates for admission.
There is the danger that the introduction of statistical
rationales for a particular fojmula will expunge' common
sense from the' process. Fortunately, this is not necessarily
the 'case. Harvard Law School, for example, has developed
an "optimum" statistical weighting which would put
approximately -5560' percent weight on the __LSAT.

. Nonetheless, a combination weighting each element'equally
has teen,used, 'pecause the Committee has been reluctant
to weigh the s om a single test more heavily than
several years orArgraduate academic work."' Yet the
mystique of statistics and subtle pressures for conformity-
make such judgments in the face of,numbers seem the
eiception rather than the traN.,...-1

A. Predictable Variation in Empirical Formulas
Those who have surveyed a .doember of different law

schools during the 1970s have remarked on the variety of
fo_rmulas employed at different law schools. Theobaseline of
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analysis is a formula which would convert the scales of
UGPA and LSAT into a comparable metric. Since the
LSAT is scored on a scale of 200-800 and UGPA is
converted by the Law 'School Data Assembly Service to a
scale of 1.00 to 4.00, a formula which multiplies UGPA by
200 is one method of attempting to give equal weight to the
twp variables in the formula.' According to this method. a
formula which multiplied UGPA by les than 200 would be
giving more weight to LSAT than to UGPA; a formula
weighting UGPA more would multiply grades by more than
200.

One survey of law school admission formulas used during
1971 compared eight randomly chosen formulas. One school
multiplied UGPA by only 71, while another school
multiplied UGPA by 214; The authors noted that:

One school gave 300 percent more weight to Adergraduate.grades
thaddid another. and it is difficult to believe that such giscrepancies
represent real differences between the law schools in question.'

Similarly, the 145 validity studies conducted in 1972-73
alld 1973-74 produced considerable variation in the weights
assigned each predictor in weighted formulas.
The 16west multiplier for UGPA was 35,'the highest
multiplier was_over 600.4 The ABA accreditation
requirement that all law schools tie. the LSAT or an
acceptable altemalke is apparently desighed to, .provide
some uniformity in the admissions policies at all accredited
law schools. Yet the combined fOrmulas of carious schools
vary so widely that considerable instability exists in the
practical admissions policies of various schools.

he instability found among law schools in a single year i6
also apparent at individual law school alidity studies from
year to year. Of the 150 law schools which had validity

. studies conducted for them by ETS since the 'LSAT was
instituted in 1948, 102 had received a validity study in one
year. which indicited that UGPA should be given equal or
greater weight when combined with LSAT. while another
validity study conducted at the same law schN1 for another
entaing class indicated that the LSAT should be given'
greater weights

Th result of this instability of findings is confusion in law
school a missions. Although the justification for the LSAT
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is a common measure against which all candidates can be
compared, the statistical studies which form the current basis
for combining test scores with grades vitiate this rationale.
Nevertheless, students will be ranked differently at different
law schools, depending on each schools formula. More
confusing is the fact that students with identical test scores
and grades will be evaluated differently by the same law
school at different application periods. Previous research has
been designed to justify using the LSAT as an adjunct to
UGPA. This chapter evaluates the justifications used to

_select, -a particular- -oem-bin-ation -of the -two admission
prerequisites. It argues that each rationale for selecting a
combined formula actuak introduces instability into the
admissions process. ..

B. The Pendulum Effect

An 'Understanding of the continual fluctuation in validity
results can begin with an explanation of a statistical
phenomenon which can be labelled the "pendulum effect."
It is an effect which results from "restriction of range"
problems when two or more variables are involved in the
admissions process'. If one admission year places gfeat
weight on LSAT scores, for example, those admitted during
that year will exhibit quite similar LSAT scores. The.UGPAs
of admitted candidates, however, will vary considerably
more, since little weight was placed on this factor in selecting
the student body. When a validity study is conducted on this
class of students, the restriction of range is LSAT scores _

caused by the admisgions policy will produce a comparatively
low correlation coefficient ,for the LSAT. This is because
students with essentially the same LSAT scores cannot be
diStinduished on the basis of lest scores. Yet these students ,.
will eventually earn grades ranging from top to bottom in law
school despite their similar test scores. In contrast, the larger
range of UGPAs among these same students will produce a
relatively high correlation coefficient foecollege grades.

If a law school then changes its admission policies on the
basis of such validity results, it will place relatively greater
weight on UGPA and less weight on LSAT scores. The
second student body will exhibit similar college grades and a
more varied range of LSAT, scores. A second validity -
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study conducted on this class. will she the LSAT as relati% el%
more valid And L'GPA, as relatively less valid As the former
Harvard admissions officer. Dean K. Vehitla. has noted
"(u)nfortuuately, such occurrences are not rare, nor are
misinterOttation of such statistical artifacts."'

There is some indication that such a pendulum effect has
been occurring on a national scale. In 1971 a survey of law
school admission,policies 'revealed a marked propensity to
weight UGPA more. heavily .than LSAT scores. As the
authors of the survey repprtfummarized the results:

The vast majority of schools which responded to the questionnaires
in non-percentage terms indicated that they either weighted under-
graduate grade averages and LSAT scores equally or that they place
greater weight to undergraduate grade average Only a few schools
placed greater weight on LSAT scores than on undergraduate aver-
ages.'

Three years later the President of the Lacc School Admission
Council testified in Congress about the relative validity of
the two predictors, indicating that:

most validity studies hayeashown that if a school had to choose
between the two, the undergradilate grade point average would give
somewhat better prediction that (sic) would the LSAT alone."

Despite these prevalent policies and validity -study results,
law schools receiving alidity 'studies during 1979 are being
confronted with a quite different situation. Each school is
presented three different formulas, one of which is labelled
"EmpiricalBayes," a second labelled "Least Squares" and a
third labelled "Constant." Of the eight individual law school

. validity studies reviewed during the current inestigation,
the highest weight assigned to ,UGPA in any of the formulas
resulted in multiplying UGPA by 144.02. In other words, no
law school in this sample was given a formula which would
weight ,UGPA equally with LSAT. One of the three formu-
las, the "Constant- formula, provides a multiplier of 117.03
for UGPA in all validity studies. This multiplier is a decrease
from those offered in previous year's validity studies. For
example, schools receiving validity studies during 1978 were
presented with a formula representing the "average weight
based on 1973+ 197.4+1975 entering classes at, 123 law
schools." This 'formula multiplies UGPA by 130. Schools
receiving validity studies in 1976 were presented with a simi-
lar formula representi the "average weight. based on
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1973-1- 1974en tering classes at 114 law schools." This formula
multiplies UGPX by 135. Thus. ()ter the course of three
years, law schools hate been encouraged to place less and
less weight on UGPA in fat or of the _LSAT. While law
schools are not required to use these at erage or constant
formulas, their inclusion in studies stems from a
belief by some that a formula based on more than one school
will be more justifiable. Yet the ariation in these formulas'
oxer a short periodsof time castsdoubt on this assumption.

The belief that, a formula based on fesults at more than
one law school will reduce the variation in weights assigned_
from year to year has prompted the ntroduction of the
"'Empirical BilNeS- formula into validity studies.' This form-
ula, along with the "Constant.... formula, is designed to at old
the instability resultine from formulas based on experience at
a single law school. Yet. of the eight 1971 validity studies
rtiewed during the current investigation, only one gate
more weight to UGPA under the "Empirical Bayes" formula
than under the ,-Constant- formula. Thus, as a solution to
the ariatiAn in weights assigned to UGPA by most law
schools ot,er the course of the last veral tears, this new
formula offers little solace. Instehd, it seems to suggest that

*even less weight be assigned to 'GPA than under precious
formulas.

It is possible thatthe intrOduct on of formulabased on
national experience at this time i$ itself an accident.of his-
tory. If the formulas were basedr4n the experience of law
schools until 1973, indications are that moreWeight would be
'assigned to UGPA. Homet,er, the formulas now suggest that
more weight be assigned to LSAT. This current,suggestion
may be merely a reflection of a pendulum effect throughout
the nation's law schools. A nationwide forfnula may reduce
the variation in formulas among law schools within a single
year, but it does not sore the ariation in formulas'from year
to year. If a further measure is taken of .instituting the
current formulas as perennial formulas, a swine in the pen-
dulum placing more weight on LSAT scores will hate been
legislated as the "correct'_' formula on the basis of predict-
able statistical' artifacts.

The artificial nature of assigned weights in formulas is
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often disguised by Substantive interpretations of the statis-
tical resuies. For example, it is not uncommA to hear that
"grade inflation" has created the current statistical ,results
assigning greater weight to the LSAT. Yet, independent
evidence indicates that grade inflation may be on the wane.

In a st y of 149 schools. Michigan State Prof. Amo Juola found
that Lades rose steadily from an average of 2.4 to 2.8 between 1965
and 1974 (on the.scale of 4.0 for an A. 3.0 for a 13). Since 1975.
however. averages have fallen to 2.7.'"

It is ironic if college officials are taking measures to increase
the credibility of the grades awarded to their students at the
same time predictable statistical fluctuations are encouraging
law school admission officials to place less and less weight on
those grades. This conclusion suggests that the focus for
reform should be in admission formulas, rather than in grad-
ing standards.

4

C. The Interaction of the Applicant Pool with the
Admissions Formula

Faced with the perplexing complexity of the issues sur-
rounding the proper combination of UGPA and LSAT into a
single formula, some may be inclined to follov, the course
chosen by Harvard Law School and assign equal weight to
each element of the formula. This decision would essentially
abandon efforts to fine tune the combination and settle for
the mechanical operation of putting both criteria on a
common metric, typically by multiplying UGPA by 200.
However, whether admission's officials choose to rely on
empirical validity studies or rough rules of thumb to justify a
particular combination, their choice of a formula "does not
end the problems associated with a combined formula.

A further issue involves the variability in LSAT scores and
UGPAs 'among the aplicants to a particular school. The
variability of scores an grades within a population is typ-
ically measured in terms f the standard deviation of grades

' or scores. A small standar deviation indicates that there is
little variabilitycandidate bunch around the average. A
large standard deviation and sates that there is great varia-
bilitycalididates disper emselves along a wide range of
scores on either side o /the average. Even though efforts
have been made to p ,oth LSAT and UGPA on a common
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metric, their variability within the applicant pool will not
necessarily be equal.

When there is a difference in the variability among can-
didates on different criteria, the weight which each criteria

. will exert during the admissions process will differ accord- .

ingly:
The factor that has the greatest score variability will alwaystontri-
bute more actual weight than intended; and ronversely, the factor
that has the least score variability will always contribute less actual

.weight than intehded. (Emphasis in original.)" .

Thi. effect has been discussed in research sponsored by the
Law School Admission Council," and its potential signifi-
cance has been indicated in validity studies prepared for
individual law -schools. Nonetheless, its relevance to law
school admissions policies is apparently little known. Its
importance became clear during this investigation by
comparing validity studies prepared in the same- year for

'different law schools. For example, all studies conducted in
1978 contained a fornwla representing the "average weight
based on 1973+1974+1975 entering classes at 123 law
schools." All studies reported that UGPA was multiplied by
130 in this formula. Theformula, then, was presented as one
solution to the question of how to combine UGPA and
LSAT into a single'formula.

- ' The formula, hOwever, could not guarantee that UGPA
and LSAT would receive the same actual weight during the '
admissions process at various schools adopting it. This was
indicated but not explained in the portion of each validity
study which displayed the "percent weight", associated with
LSAT and UGPA in the formula. Interestingly although the'
formula was the same in all validity studies, the percent
weight -associated 'with LSAT, for example, varied consi-
derably. When the validity studies prepared for nine law

ools Were compared, the percent weight associated with
LS T ranged from 62 percent to 52 percent. Two schools
w e told that the LSAT had 60 percent weight; two were
old it had 52 percent weight. The other five schools each

had a different weight associated with LSAT. Yet this varia-
tion in weights was not revealed to each individual law
school. Only a comparison of validity studies prepared for -
different schools revealed the variation. Validity studies
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prepared during 1979 offered a "constant" formula reflecting
the average experience at law schools, but no indication of
the weight assigned to each element of the formula.

The weights assigned each element of formulas produced
for validity studies from1976-78 were actually reflections of
the weight which -would be associated with .LSAT and
UGPA if the accepted students were to be ranked. These
weights, therefore, are riot accurate reflections of the effects
which a particular,formula would have on a pool of appli-
cants. Nonetheless. the point remains that the impact of a
formula on the admissions process cannot be assessed merely
by examining the intended weights assigned to LSAT and
UGPA. Only,za careful examination of the applicant pool can
indicate what` the actual impact of'a formula will be..."

The difference betw'een intended and actual effects can
be illustrated with a hypothetical law school. Suppose that a
law -school were convinced that logic and common sense
required that UGPA be given greater weight than LSAT

. scores in the,admissions process. Suppose further that this
policy decision were reflected in a formula assigning greater
weight to UGPA and in a public pronouncement that appli-
cants with strong UGPAs would be considered most favor-
ably during the admissions process. If the policy of-the
school were heard and heeded by most potential applicants,
so that thosewith good grades and poor test scores applied
and those with poor :trades and good test scores applied
elsewhere instead, the actual applicant pool would have little
variability on UGPA and greater variability on LSAT scores
As the admissions process progressed, the LSAT would,
therefore exert greater influence on admissions decisions
than, intended, while the UGPA exerted leis than its
intended influence. The announced objectives of the school
would have been effectively reversed by a statistical artifact.4

This statistical phenomenon suggests a reappraisal of the
rationale sometimes offered for including the LSAT as an

'admissions prerequisite.. As discussed ealier, admissions
officials often express discomfort whe'n asked to choose
between two candidates with UGPAs differing by only a few
hundredths of a point on a 4-point scale. Yet these same
officials occasionally candidly admit that they make decisions
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on the basis of small differences in LSAT scores between two
applicants. Thus, the LSAT is in one sense the substitute for
an equally difficult choice based on UGPA. If there.were a
generally high correlation between LSAT and UGPA within
the applicant pool;one could at least take solace in the fact
that the two criteria reinforced each other It is conceivable
that an insignificant difference between two candidates on
UGPA would be combined by an'insignificant difference on
LSAT scores to produce a significant difference in the com-
bination of the two predictors. A decision based on the
combined formula might then be justifiable. However, as
dis'cussed earlier, there is a zero or negative correlation
between- -UGPA and LSAT w ithin most law school-student
bodies. Thus, those who receive the greatest amount of
attention during the admissions processthose with margin-
al qualificationstypically, require a comparison of discre-
pant predictors. For example, a student with high grades and
low test scores must be compared With a student with low
grades and high test scores. When the focus of concern is
expanded_ to include entire groups of applicants who are
ranked according to a formula combining UGPA and LSAT,
the problem of discrepant predictors becomes greater.

The effect of differential variability in LSAT and UG7PA
becomes important when insignificant differences result in
significant decisions about admission to law school. The
LSAT may be assuming greater influence on admission
deciskins, regardless of the formula chosen by schools,
simply because its scoring scale 'produces greater variability
among candidates than does the UGPA scale. In other
words, simply because the LSAT divides the applicant pool
_more disclietely than does the UGPA. it influences admis-
sions decisions more. Although .the technical literatu're
accompanying the LSAT warns that the standard error of
measurement is +/-30 points, the widE range of scores among
applicants means that the LSAT has a greater influence on
admissidn decisions than does UGPA when candidates are
ranked within a large group oil the basiSkvf a formula com-
bining the two criteria. Thus, the scoring scale of theLSAT
inay be guaranteeing its continued importance in law school
,admissiong regardless of its predictive validity or of its
intended weight in a chosen formula.
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D. The Impact of Combined Formulas on the Admisislon
Opportunities of Minority Applicants

If applicants with equal college grade point averages were
given equal opportunities for admission regardless of their
racial background, there would !eve been more black and
chfcano law students entering in 1976 than there actually
were." Yet, because LSAT scores must be included in the
admissions process at all ABA-accredited law schools, lqi14/
scenario cannot be directly implemented: The question for
minority admission opportunities is whether the addition of
the LSAT in a combined formula unjustifiably restricts
opportunities.

The resolution of this question involves several inter-
re issues. Fhe appropria1E4Srfor balancing these con-
flicting coricerns hhs been formulated by the courts in the
course of employment discrimination litigation. Title VII of
the' civil Rights At of 1964" does not directly apply to-the
law school admission process, but the, standards it' esta-
b!ished have clear relevance. When an alleged victim M a
discriminatory practice can prove that there is a discrim-
inatory impact from a practice, but the defendant can offer a

tional reason for the practice, the courts resolve the.con-
kwith the "business necessity".docti-ine. The Fourth U.S.

Circuit Court of Appeals has articulated the most widely
accepted formulation of the "business, necessity" doctrine:
/ The test is whether there exists an overriding legitimate business

" purpose such that the practice is necessary to the safe and efficient
operation of the business.' Thus, ,the business purpose must be
suffiliently compelling to override any racial impact, the challenged
practice must effectively carry out the business purpose it is alleged
to serve; and there must be available no acceptable alternative
policies or practices which would better accomplish the business
purpose advanced or accomplish it equally well with lesser differen-
tial racial impact.

'Chapter VII discusses the carious was in w hich*-aailable. .

acceptable alternative policies".can be implemented. This
section will explore the strength of reasons offered for com-
bining LSAT and UGPA into a formula with which to com-
pare candidates.

1. Prediction and Prejudi

The LSAT is-discussed a?an adjunct to UGPA and other

9
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information about an applicant. Various rationale'i are arti-
culated to justify its relevance to the admissions decision.
Yet, de3p4 all the theories, the ultimate, justification
offered for Ambining LSAT and UGPA into a..,single form-
ula is that the combination improves the predictive power
which each of them displays alone. '"All of the validity
studies have shown that a combination of these two pi-edict-
ors yields the highest correlation coefficient.""

Table V indicates the predictive power of UGPA akme
and of the combined formula during three periods. In addi-
tion, the increase in predictive power displayed by the
formula over that displayed by UGPA alone is calculated.
The predictive power is displayed with two statistics. Th,e
first, and perhaps more familiar, is the correlation coeffi-
cient. ig The second is the variance in law school grades which
is "explained" by the predictor.. It is computed by squaring
the correlation coefficient, and expressed as a percentage of
the total variance to be explained.' FPI- the purposes of
comparison, the additional variance explained by the'com-
bined formula over the variance explained by UGPA alone is
displayed in the last column.

, t
'TABLE V

UGPA UGPA .8. LSAT

YR

l949:"
1963
I973f

Correlation
Coefficient

%
Variance
Explained

of
arrelation
Coefficient

%,,of
Variance
Explained

.38 .24% .52 2747(

.36 13 .54 29

.25 6 43 18

Additional
variance
explained
by formula

13%
16

12

As can be readily seen, over the history of the LSAT a
formula combining UGPA and LSAT has improved the
prediction -offered by UGPA alone by a constant amount,
despite a- change in the absolute predictive value of both
UGPA and the formula over time.

The issue to Ile resolved is whether the additional 12-16
percent of variance in law school grades which is e.xplaihed
by a formula combining UGPA and LSAT over the variance
explained by UGPA alone is worth the discriminatory impact
which is produced by thiscombined formula. Since the discrim-
inatay impact of the LSAT is greater than that of UGPA, the
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precise. formula selected will determine:the discriminatory
impact the formula.

A formula Weighting LS T relatively more than another
formula will have a" ter discriminatory impact. This fact

danpnstrated by a comparison of hypothetical admis-:
* roceSses. applied. to the national applicant pool in

If all applicants were ranked on the:basis of afolCula
At= .tombining UGPA and LSAT, the top 41,500 would contain

a, different number of niinoriuy applicants, depending on
which formula was used. ror comparison, a formula multi-
plying UGPA by 13$, -the multiplier in the "average"
formula given. to la,,w 'sckbols iii 1F6 validitlaudies, was
juxtaposed with a formula tlfultiPlying UOPA by 200, the
multiplier which places UGPA and LSAT °on the same
metric. expected, the formula giving greater weight to

lso included more minority students in the top
41 applicants. 23

The evidence suggests, therefore, that the ..process of
increasing predictive validity by adding the LSAT to UGPA
in fool '-or by increasing the emphasis placed on the
LSAT in t forrraila; is also a..process which systematically
excludes more and more, minority applicants. Thus,the
predictivalidity is increased by the very same mechanism
which increases the discriminatory impact of the,aditrissiOs
criteria. This fact would not be so disturbing if one'eould. be
certain that the incrtase in validity was the-result of justifi-
able measurements of the applicant's qualifications. Unfo- r-
tunately, simple mathematical comparisons do not off4r us
that assurance.

The problem underlying this'apparent conflict between
predictive validity -and discriminatory impact involves a
confusion between prediction and prejudite. So tong as
there is any difference in the average performance in law
school between white and, for example, black students, then
any -Prediction formula can be improved simply by adding an.'
applicant's race to the formula. This statisthal manipulation
would be indistinguishable from the actions of a prepitliced
individual whc( refused to ewtivattian
dons without also considering a ,alappliearit's race. -A preju-
diced individual may refuse to admit any blaCksif the aver- 4
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age black grades were lower in law school. Similarly, a
statistica*--oriented indiidval could prejudice indi% iduat
members of a group by adding their race into the "prediction
formula- and refusing to admit otherwise qualified black
applicants.* Seen in this way. prediction and prc Rake are
indistingdishable. Statistically. a proxy for raee.could act in a
similar way to increase "prediction" While actually perietu-a-
ting prejudice:"

The Possibility'arises.-therefore, that,the LSAT is adding.
to the predictive validity of UGPA by acting as a proxy-for
race in a combined formula. A student may be rewarded
more for being 'white than for being bright by the LSAT.
This possibility has been implicit in some statements by ETS
officials discussing the discriminatory impact of predictive
tests. For example, William W. Turnbull. President of ETS.
has reasoned:

If school and college work is culture hound and it tests are do iced
mainly to predict success in such work. then it follows that Lulture-
f)ound.tests wilt dp the best job of prediction "c

The direct analysis of sample LSAT questiqns in Chapter
IV suggests the plausibility of a hypothesis that the LSAT
contain4 bias against identifiable racial groups Two types of
statistical evidence buttress this impression.In combination,
this ,evidence suggests the possibility that the combined
formula may achiee apparent predictie alicbty by compar-
ing students on a secretly biased test.

The first type of eidence buttressing the hypothesis that
"the LSAT is perpetuating prejudice more than ibis imprm-
ing prediction es statistical data comparing the discriminatory
impact and predicke validity of the LSAT. The.significance
of this comparison was recently articulated as a definition of
a biased predictor:

A predictor is Itiawd if it correlates more with group membership
Than with the crtterion it as iptended to predict. for under this
condition the selected or rejected, tippliLants are being rcwarde,d car

4-penalized on the basis of their group'membership rather than just on
ter the basis of those indiNidual traits that arc in 'tact, relevant to the

criterion.'";

Only one study .has perinitted this definition of .1 biased
predictor to be tested against LSAT data. That study
compared the ability to identify applicants" race from their

SAS scores with the predictive al?ility of the LSAT among
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law students from a single racial group. The data indicates
that the LSAT is considerably better at distinguishing
between, racial groups than it, is at distinguishing relative law
school grades among students from ,a single racial group, The
results from five, law schools are displayed in Table V. It
indicates that the LSAT has an peerage correltion with racial
group membership of .60, but an average correlation with
first year law school aerage oronly .23 for black students
and .19 for white students. Thus, according to one published
definition of a biased predictor, the LSAT is quite biased
and its "predictive ability" mayiAlpe largely due to its "preju-
dicial- impact on racial minorities.

TABLE VI
ABILITY OPTHE LSAT

TO'DISTINGUISH RACIAL GROUPS
OR TO PREDICT FIRST YEAR GRADES

A B CD E AVERAGE

Distinguish Racial Qijoups
Black/White 62 -.52 68 56 .61 60

Predict-First Year Grades
for Black Lau Students 19 27 22 LO 35 23

Predict First Year Grades
for White Lau Students .24 16 21 .22 -12 19

'Based on Black and White law- students entering Is school,m 1968, 1969. and 1970
for Schools A, B. and C. in 1969 and 1970 for schools D and E

A second type of evidence compares the group differences
on the LSAT with group differerkes in law school. Where
the gap between average performance of racial groups is
larger on the test than in school. test bias is a plausible
explanation. The implications of such findings is discussed
as follows:

What appears to'be happening here is that the test is measuring
some factors That are common to It and the criterion ,variable4and
(since the correlation is less than perfect) some factors that are not
shared betweecthe test and criterion Since the mean scores of the
two groups differ more on the test than on the criterion, whatever,
factors are unique to the test diffetentiate the two groups' much
more sharply than the factors that are unique to the criterion Thus,
though the test is fair in relation to the shared variance it is unfair
with respect to the variance -that is unique to test or criterion; one or
both.. (Ertiphasisp original )=" ..

Arw
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The one relevant study, indicates that the LSAT divides
white and black students more than a comparison of their
law school grades does."

2. The Catch-22 ofImproving,inority Grades and Increasing
EmPhtsis on LSAT Scores

... The foregoing evidence suggests. a, frustrating scenario
which may be developing. Data indicate that minority per-
formance in college.is much closer to that of white studentt
than is the performance of minority candidates on the
LSAT. tit the-same time, however, a rapid increase in the
emphasis placed, on the LSAT in prediction formulas is
/akineplace. Since the LSNIhas a persistent discriminatory
impact, the progress of minority students in college is being
devalued by formulas placing great weight on the LSAT.

, .

It kpossible that minority students are on an accelerating
,treadmill. The faster they catch up in college performance
(and the evidence suggests that minority applicants have
aready succeeded in college more than their admission
e rience to law school has reflected he ore emphasis is
plac on the LSAT in predictio ulas. Thus, min
stude are being forced to of only improve their col
performanc,e, but also their perforinance on the LSAT. 1

There are statistical phenomena which .could create thii
treadmill effect without any mall& attributable to those who
unquestioningly fellow thg statistical results. _The primary
effect is an aspect of the restricts n of range problem asso-

.

ciated with two or more admi on criteria. As discussed
above, as admitted students b ome more hOmogenous on
one criteria, such as UPPA, but relatively hetdrogeneous on
another criteria, Such as LSAT, a validity study conducted
on such a student body will cause the LSAT to appear more
valid than otherwise and the UGPA. dill appear less valid.
The formula developed after such a validity study will grace
greater weight on the LSAT-and less weight on UGPA.

Since minority students frave competitive UGPAs but lag
behind white students on the LSAT, rheivadmission to law
school will create-the restriction of range problems Outlined
above. Over the .course of several years, validity studies
conducted on student bodies with significant numbers of

2

..,
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minority students- Will indicate that the LSAT is more valid
simply because the is more variation in the student body in
that criterion. ForWl'i: as developed on thebasis of such a
validity study willplace grater weight onthe LSAT and
make minority applicants appear progressively less qualified
and in rowing need of a preference. This gap between equal
opportdnity and admission according to academic ability will
occur despite the actual accomprtishments of minority,
students in college. In a sense. the gap will have been created'
precisely.because of this high academic achievement.

This analysis suggests that the recent increased emphasis
on LSAT in predictioti formulas may not be simply the result
of a "pendulum effect." The increased emphasis on the
LSAT may bra direct, although unintended, result of sign(- .
ficant, race-conscious admission programs. if this is so one
would not expect 'a pendulum swiirrg-back.in_ favor of UG'PA. -
in admission formulas, as was the case until the mid-1970s.
Instead, ever-increasing emphasis on the LSAT may con-
tinue, as bas been the 'case in vadity studies conducted
between 1976 and 1979.

,.*

A similar. effect can occur during the omission process, -

regardless of the formula chosen by the raw school. The
effective weight associated with one element in a formula
depends on the variability on tbat element in the applicant
pool The presence of a significant number of minority appli-
cant i will confront a law school with an applicant pool which
has Natively greater variability on the LSAT than on
LTGPA. Whatever formula is applied to this pool will there-

-fore place greater emphasis on the LSAT, than intended by
those who selected the formula. Minority applicants with low
LSAT scoreywill have gr ater difficulty in gaining admission
because of the greater e fective weight placed on the LSAT
during the admissions profess.

,

Here again, minority students may be facing a rising bar-
rier which_is being unintentionally erected because they have
done well in college but not on the LSAT. fiursiling the
barrier will not involve improving performance i c g-
Indeed, if further improvement in college occurs wit ut
commensurate improvement in LSAT score, the barrier to
minority applicants with excellent college rec6rds will grow
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even higher. If the failure of minority students to improve
their performance on the LSAT is due to cultural bias on the
test, then nothing short of adjustn)ents in LSAT scores will
fairly reward minority, students for their academic accom-
plishments.

The upshot of the various -analyses is that statistics alone
cannot determine the weights assigned to UGPA and.LSAT in
a prediction formula. The different distriminatory impact of
the LSAT compared to UGPA means that any combinatioh
of the two must take account the relative discriminatory
impact of potential formulas. In general, formulas placing
great weight on UGPA will benefit minority students.
How&c,r, -the presence of a significant number of minority
students in a law school and the presence of a significant
number of minority applicants in an applicant poolwill both
create statistical artifacts tending to increase the weight
assigned to the LSAT and commensurately decrease admis,
siOn opportunities for minority applicants. Minority appli-
cants with excellent college records may face an increasingly
difficult admissions process because other minority students.
with excellegt college records, but poor LSAT scores,
preceded them in law scfiool.'6Inly d`candid recognition bf
these statistical artifacts and the possibility that bias in thee
LSAT is contributing to the statistical confusion can promise
fair treatment to minority students who demonstrate academic
ability in college.
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VI. The Criterion : Law School
This report has been concerned with the content validity

and content bias of the.LSAT and UGPA which are prere-
quisites to law study. This chapter will explore the various
aspects of the criterionlaw school performancewhich
could affect conclusions about the value of The prerequisites.
First, since the ultimate goal of applicants is to become
lawyers, all of the prerequisites to legal practice should have
relevance to competent legal practice. Since admission pre-
requisites are imposed with the limited purpose of selecting
successful first-year law students, the question whether more
successful law studen become more competent lawyers
must be answer . f law school performance cannot be
shown to relate to legalicompetena, then the assumption
that scanditlates with the highest admission credentials will
make the best lawyers is further attenuated. Conversely, if
some students do poorlyAn lay, school for reasons unrelated
to their potential legal competence, then the fact their poor
laVsch&I performance can in some sense be "predicted"
sh6ald not be.the basis for excluding them from legal educa-
tion opportunities.

Second, since the possiblcbias in admissiong' prerequisites
ispeasured against performance during the first year of law
school,' themeasure of performance during the first year of
legal studies should be unbiased. "If the criterion measure is
itself biased in an unknown direction and degree, no rational
procedure can be set up for 'fair' use of the test."' A finding
of bias in law school may thwart efforts to fine-tune adjust-

meOts in the admission prerequisites. It will also clarify valid
ity results which purport to prose that prerequisites with a
discriminatory impact against minority students nevertheless
"predict" performance' in law school. It may be that such
"predictive" ability is the result of capitalizing on a' bias
which io common to both the prerequisites and the criterion.'
Thus, rather than saying that alprerequisite is biased but
predictive, it would be more accurate to say that the prere-
quisite is biased and predictive.

A third problem with the validity and possible bias of law
school as a criterion involves the interaction- between the
prerequisites and the criterion. Poor performance on a pre-
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requisite could artificially depress the performance of
students in law school in two distinct ways. On the one hand,
students may believe that their poor performance on the
prerequisite is an accurate reflection of their ability. This
belief may cause the students to despair at every excelling in,
law school. On the other hand, fellOw students or professors
may believe that poor performance on a prerequisite is an.
accurate reflection of ability. This belief may affect their
Interactions with these students in a way that decreases the
opportunites for serious intellectual interactions.

Both of these prOcesses are sometimes labelled "self-ful-
filling prophesies- because initial beliefs affect ultimate
performance. Yet the two processes are logically nd prac-
tically distinct. The first belief may be impervious o change,
thwarting efforts at tutoring or encouragement. i The second
belief may be equally unshakeable, thwarting the efforts of
students labelled as "inferior" to proie their worth despite
low admission indicators. .The first belief can have deva-
stating personal consequences for students who succumb to
feelings of low self-esteem--consequences which may range
far beyond the law school experience. The second belief
perpetuates a long-standing history of Claims that certain
groups were "inferior- And blunts efforts to achieve true
derriocrky among equals.

A. The Fiist -Year Law SehooExperience

A common problem in validating admission's prerequisites
involves the variety of schools which rely on the same cri-, teria..lt is often assumed that schools vary widely in their
curriculm and teaching methods. Different schools are
expected to have different validity results as a consequence
cif this variety. Indeed, this has been a major rationale for
conducting separate validity studies for individual law
schools.' Yet there are important similarities among law
schools which makes the plausibility of widely different
validity results quite remote. This similarity among law-
schools actually makes generalizations about the criterion of
first year grade possible. '

The similarity of first year law school
.
experiences has been

the subject of observation and analysis among law school

,
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officials for some time. The overall experience during the
first year is homogeneous.

Taking the run of national and regional full-time, otiniversity-
connected law schools as a unit, a visitor could sit blindfold in, say, *a
first-year torts class in any one of them with some nssurance thqt he
would not be able to tell whether he was at Harvard. Yale,
Coluinbia, Chicago, Stanford. or East Cupcake.'

This similarity derives mainly from a common 'curriculum
and a common teaching method. Most schools have what
amounts to a common curriculum in the first year. The basic
subjects are civil procedure, contracts, property, and torts.'
The teaching method is known as the "Socratic Mr..it0" and
involves a process of questioning by the professor, answering
by a student, and further questioning by the professor. Both
elements of the common first-year experience, have been
integral to law schools since they were introduced at Harvard
Law School at the turn of the centdry.8 It is the teaching
method which has engendered the strongest reactions among
law students.

For some law students, the Socratic method is a beneficial
teaching method, spurring additional discussion and study
after the class:has ended.' The pfevious activities of some
law students may has e made them comfortable in an educa-
tional env nment based on questions and refutations. A
survey of w students, indicated such a tendency.

e men. 25 percent said that The enjoyment of arguing and
debating was of "great" importance in their decision to enter law
school. Twenty percent of the women also attributed "great".
importance to the factor.'

For students who enjoy arguing, the first year classes may
have provided a measure of pl9asure as well as education.

For a sizeable percentage of law students, however, the
first-year teaching methods seem to be positively harmful.
The following comments elicited during interviews of law
students are typical of those heard during student discussions
of the first-year experience.

I found that I do not respond very_well to this kind of professor-
student dialogue which is designed to. make the student look like a
fool.'

At the time my roommate and myself were convinced thfrt they

257
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weren't interested in helping us, that they were trying to do every-
thing-they could to get rid of us.'°

It seemed that'that professors were trying to prove to you that you
weren't good enough to be a lawyer. ...frompe way they expect a
lot of you'and ridicule you."

The form of teaching seemed to harass the student rather,ptan to -
help him; if you team anything you do it through your own efforts;
professors never inquired as jo whether students understood the
questions they were raising or not (so) I felt lost for while. 12

When asked to recall their reactions to the first year of law
school, students responded in similar ways. "The response
given most frequently referred td a feeling state; e.g., I was:
`confused,' afraid,"uncertain,' etc."" In another survey of
law students. "(o)ver half of the students characterized their
emotional reaction to law school in the first semester as
`tense'."'

4

The harsh and relatively unstructured nature of the first-
year law school class has produced mixed educational results.
In an in-depth series'of interviews with first-year students at
Yale Law School it was discovered that:

after ten weeks of taw school, the students were unable "to desdibe
precisely the content of the 'skills' to which they claimed to have ',
been ex sed," ancIthad "no clear definition. . .of the purposes of
legal ed tion.""

In a survey of the alumni of Harvard Law School, "(mTore
than a third of the Harvard alumni believed that large classes
had made 'no contribution' to their legal education."16

The competitive atmosphere of the first-year law class-
room often carries over to contact among law students out-
side of class. The comments of law students reflect this
pervasive competition.

Student"s here seem very serious about their work. Competition was
very keen. . .I was very willing to forego social life. . .the first year
no one seemed to want to make any real friends; others felt it would
be too time consuming."'

EveryLody is so scared, the communication is very narrow, you
know if you go to a party on Friday that's all they talked about is law
and it really kind of bothered me."

The competition produces some unfortunate victims.
Those who lose the most are the students who leave law
school. There ()rice was :a time when academic failures from
law school were an expected part of the legal education

258
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process. In 1926-27, Harvard Law School failed over one-
third of its entering class.' 'By 1962 it was "expected that
about 60 percent of the students who begin law school will
complete the course and receive their degree."' Recent
years have witnessed a iiecreaSe in the number of law
students failing to graduate. "The law school reteatigin rate
has risen from 63 percent of those enrolling in 1966 having
graduated to 74 percent of those enrolling in 1960 having
graduated."2'

Since the academic qualifications of law students have
risen dramatically in the past twenty years, the prevalence of
law school dropouts is not primiarily caused by academic
deficiencies.' Instead, two studies have examined; the
personality types of law students who withdraw from law
school and those who remain. Two categories of law students
were compared. The first category was characterized by
students "whose thinking is logical, analytical, critical,
whose attitude is decisive a hose judgments are relatively
uninfluenced by sym y, whose makeup is tough-minded
and confilat."The second category was characterized by
a student "who is concerned chiefly with people, who values
harmonious human contacts, is friendly, tactful, sympathe-

tic, and loyal, who is warmed by approval and bothered by
indifference and who tends to idealize what he admires.'
The second group of students was four times more likely to
withdraw from law schoa than the first group." This fact
may be a direct result of the atmosphere created during the
first-year ofaw school. The fact that the second type of law
student is prompted to withdraw from law school is a matter
for reflection among legal educators. Tow-

Other students may persist in law studies,but perform
below their potential as evidenced by law school admission
criteria. It has been argued that

many of these lower-acibieving students might have performed
better had there been more teachers who could effectively elicit and
positively reinforce the<student's attempts to learn In a situation
where there are many students who believe It is desirable, not to
volunteer to participate in class, the effect of such a climate on
individual learning must be held in question."

While it might be argued that the harsh atmosphere of first-
year law classes is a mere precursor to the "real world" of

. 259
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litigious attorneys and unreceptive judges, this harsh reality
might be better piked later during the law school experience

, Of three years.27
Rather than improving upon the first-year experience,

however, the second and third year of law school are
commonly considered to be of lesser educational value. One
study of legal education concluded:

No law faculty has succeeded in revamping the second and third
years to eliminate the tedium. However ingenious the efforts have
been, it is still the verdict of students (and perhaps the private
conviction of Many if not most law teachers) that the last two years
of legal education lease much to be desired."

the chairman of the curriculum committee of the Association
of American Law scho6ls recently concluded:

. .legal education is in a crisis and...fundamintal change's must be \
made soon. It is,not only that law students over the country are
reaching the point of open revolt but also that law faculties them-
selves, particularly the younger members, share with the students
the view.that legal education is too rigid, too uniform, too repetiti-
tious and too long./q. .1

The result of this prevalent' disenchantment with law school
is that many law students spend less and less time concentra:
ting on legal studies as they progress through the three years
of law school. The author of one.major study of law students
and law schools put the situation..An the following perspec-
tive:. , ,

In short, the popular conception of law student life as a mixture of
long hours pouring over casebooks and endless discussions of the
contents of those books is more myth than reality. By the fifth
semester, many students have the equivalent of a two-day work
week and discuss their studies rarely, if at all. At feast intellectually

'law school appears to be a part-time operation." .

First-year, law students who are being introduced to law
school can hardly be insulated from the dissatisfaction
expressed openly by older law students and harbored. pri-
vately by some members of The law school -faculty. Survey
evidence reveals that .

frequent contacts %ith upperclassmen tend to speed up the relax-
ation process, reduce the number of hours studied during the weeks,
and reduce the frequency of informal discussions of class related
material."

" ,

Despite the unsatisfactory character of legal education in
the eyes of many law students, first-year law students cannot. ,

e . , -.
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cavalierly disregard the pressure to compete for grades at the
end of the frrst .year.

Many law students believe, with some degree of truth, that one's
career as a law student and possibly as ,a lawyer can be made or
broken in the' firs ear Ranking in class is directly linked with
career choices.' 'Mv tierns emphasize grades and honors in seeking
recruits for-summer jobs anti later for regular employment.' .

Grades earned at the end of the first-year of law school are
considered the most important determinant of class rank,
The author of one survey of law students noted that

there was a perv8-ive belief that once' the first-year grade average
was obtained, there was little one could do to improve it 4ubstan-

vv
tially While this may be true arithmetically, its effect psychologi-
cally seemed to be that of depressing second and third-year attempts
to improve one's position."

These ob;ervations suggest that the first-year law student
is typically faced with strong, cOnflicting pressures. On the
one hand, legal education is,unddr growing criticism, both
for its style and forits relevance to eventual legal practice.
On the other hand, the ability to cope with the intensely
competitive atmosphere of first-year classes and ultimately

le to perform well on the end-of-year examinations is a major
detei-minant of the career opportunities of law stUdents. The
way in which each law student chooses to resolve this conflict
Will determine their approach to examinations taken at the
end of the first year The variety of approaches will affect thee
relative rankings of law students.iThose students who react

,

poorly to the teaThing method, who consider law school to
be irrelevant to legal practice, or who refuse to compete for
grades are-likely to do poorly on first-year examinations for
resons,having nothing to do with their "legal ability,"

W. Law School Examinations
The Amejican Bat Association accreditation standards for

law school establish the universal method for evaluating law,
student performance.

As part 'Of the testing of scholastic achievement, a written
examination of suitable length and complexity shall be required in
every course for which credit is given, except clinical work, courses °
involving extensive written work such as moot court, practice curt,
legal' writing and drafting seminars, and individual research
projects." -,

The standards reinforce the similajty among law school
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ex s which legal educators, accept as the

arks of academic accomplishments. The similarity of
e examination process allows generalizations t9 be made

bout the qualities associated with high law scho61 grades.
The permissigerieralizations involve exam writing

techniques which transcend the subject matter of individual
courses. One study conclUded th'at: ,

law school grades are unidimensonal, that is, regardless of the
nature of the course or of the teaching methodolog5, there was no .
consistent difference on. the relative.grades of students. Thus, if
student A feceived a better grade than student B on Property, he
was also likely to receive a better grade on Torts or Constitutional '
Law." ,

The similarity of law school grades earn in different
courses has been observed .during the first year." "The ,

reliability of the cumulative three-year law school grade-
point average j.s .857::" Thus, the imperfect predictive
validity of admission formulas cannot be excused because of
assertions that the variety of courses and professors makes
grades inherently unpredictable. c,,,

1" * If law school grades are potentially quite predictable, the
Aquestion remains whether admission prerequisites are the.
most important determinants of relative grades. One study
foi,ind that "certain systematic factors, such as handwriting,_
were associated with the. .: .grades. The most striking,of
these was Length."' The study 'explored the relative
importance 'of various factors and discovered that average
law school grades. were predicted best "by Length and the
laymen's impression of 'correctness.' There also was a low
but statistically significant correlation between Handwriting
and Mean Grade.'N Since the 1eregth of answers cannot be
known during the admissions process, and since handwriting
is unrelated to legal ability, one is tempted to argue that the
appropriate determinants of law school grades are related to
admission prerequisites. One such hypothesis would argue
that students with high LSAT scores will learn nuke law and
consequently write longer" answers which receive better
grades. Research., howevw, has 'failed to confirm this
hypothesis. ,

Since ,Length Is essentially unrelated to LSAT (r=.15). one cannot
dismiss its impact by saying that the intelligent student knows more
and thus writes more. It just is not sot,"

, 4) 1,
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A second study investigated the factors associated with the
finding that Conger' answers received higher grades. One
factor -involved- distinguishing between major and minor
issues in the question and focusing discussion on the major
issues. A second factor was discussing both sides of the issue.
Together these two factors proided approximately the same
predictive power as a combination of length and LSAT
scoi-es."

The importance of discussing both sides of each issue has
been recognized as important to superior law school grades.
Thestudent who is seeking the "right" answer may receive
lower grades.' Such a student may correctly peceive the
"right" answer, but nonetheless receive, a lowed grade than
other students who fail to resolve the question presented,
but merely recognize that there are several sides to the
problem. This suggests the possibility that students receiving
the better law school grades may not necessarily be the best
counselors informing clients of the best Surse of action or
the 'likeliest ou.tcorne of litigatiod.

. It does seem. likely that students who do not identify
,strongly with one or another party in a legal question will be
able to better recognize various sides to the problem. This
seekns consistent with the Aypothesis that law students who
chtiose a legal career without regard for the type of client to
be served will also fare better on.law school examinations.
Conversely, a student who chose a Legal career becTuse of a
particular concern for a certain type of client or a certain
Cause, such as protecting the environment, will be hurt in the
grading pr9cess because of this purposeful Commitment to

_ the study of law.'Finally, students who pursue a law degree
in order to enhance other carer opportunities and are
therefore more interested in learfiing the "black letter law"
related to their careers wiH be less prone to looking for both
'sides of the issue and less likely to earn high grades.4

The importance of seeing at least two sides to every legal
problem stands in marked contrast with the importance
during the LSAT of selecting the "best.' answer to multiple-.

choice questions. T4is is particularly true with respect to the
Principles and Cases section of khe LSAT, which is included
in the test because ()Pits "face validity,: (SedIV-D-3.) It is
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possible that some candidates are s oring poorly on the
LSAT because they possess too much of the ability prized
during law schoolthe ability to see more than one answer.
This divergence between law school skills and multiple-
question test-taking skills has been highlighted in an informal
review of answer sheets prepared by law professors to a
publicly released form of the Multistate Bar Examination
(MBE). The faculty of four bar review courses Prepared
answer sheets to the 200 question test because the answers had
not been released with the test.

When the answer ,sheeks of four bar review faculties. . .were
compared, the law professors were 'found to differ on the correct
answers to sixty-nine questions, or nearly thirty-fwe percent of the

The final aspect of-the fact that writing long answers
discussing both sides of major issues results higher lav,
school grades is that law students are not ne essarily, told
this. Research indicating the factors associate with good
law school grades has been,tublished," but th s academic
literature is less familiar to law students than the claim of
ETS that "studies show that the LSAT scores help to predict
which students will do well in law. school.' Some students
admitted to law school with low LSAT scores may nsider

- these 'scores to be accurate indicators of their 'kely
performance in law school and despair of ever excel ng in
law school. If these students were aware that excellent
grades could be earned by writing appropriate answers to law
school examinations regardless of their LSAT scores, the
incentive to excel might be reinstated and the self-fulfilling
nature of LSAT scores reduced. As the present state of the
information available to law students suggests, however,
students with low LSAT scores are subtly discotiraged from
trying to beat the odds.

.C.y. Minority Student Reactions to Law School
. The preceding description of the first year of law school

and the law school examination process is appropriate for
a law students, regardless of their racial or cultural
b ckground. Until recently, law schools had been the
almost-exclusive preserve of white, males. Thus, the
criticisms leveled against the educational envirohment of law

t
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school have been the product of reactions by those students
consiflered to be among the favored group during the
admissions process.

This report is concerned with.the special situation in which
previously excluded groups find themselves during law
school. The general criticisms of law school will not be lost
on these recent entrants to the law school community.
Instead;aklitional factors are likely to affect minority law
students during the first year of law school and during the
law ,school examination process. Insofar as _this
combination of general and specific criticisms of law school
affects the performance of mirioritc law students in ways that
do not reflect on their ultimate abilities as practicing
attorneys, these factors are indications that the crittrion of
performance on _ first-year law examinations is in
inappropriate one against which to measufe the fairness of
admissions policies.

'1. The Law Schotfl Environment
It is difficult to discuss the law school environment

ewerienceVy minority students without remenibering that
minority staents are only recent additions to the law school
population and their continued presence is coming under
increasing attack. Thus, the performance of individual law
students from minority groups cannot be divorced from the
general controversy over minority admissions to law school.

This contitnersy% impeses- at. least two strong, althdugh'
contradictory, pressures on the typical minority student.
First, a minority student's performance in fav, school is often
judged .as characteristic of the performance which future
minority applicants would produce.

As black law students they are aware that their individual
performances are doubly important in that they are watched,
monitored, analyzed and translated into statistical arguments for br

,against the future admission of minority students "

On the other hand, the pressures placed on minority
students to 'continue thvnrollment of ,minority applicants
make full-time devotion to legal studies an unavailable
luxury. One black law professor has noted:

in many law schools, black law students are forced. individually and
as an otganized group, to assume the role of quasi-administrators, to
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undertake extensive and time-consuming duties in recruitment,
admissions, financial aid and placement."

Thus, because the status of minority students in law school
remains uncertain and subject to change, minority students
feel pressure as a group to do well in law school, but must
assume obligations which make excellence harder to achieve.

Those students who feel pressure ter excel in law school in
order to justify future admission of minority candidates may
not be reinforced in their urge to obtain high grades. Apart
from the "normal" pressures which a fiercely competitive
first-year law school experience impose on all law students,
minority law students must endure the contemporary
manifestations of age-old competitions among racial and
ethnic groups. At times it is merely the exposition of a legal
system which has been used to subjugate certain groups
which adversely affects the attitudes of minority students.

A

Indeed, a majoritypf black law students are repelled early in their
law school careers by the degree to which the views expressed by
their teachers reflect a far from analytical allegiance to a legal
system that since its inception has systematically suppressed black

.1 people Blacks do not expect the law schools to advocate revolution.
They'd°, however, expect a view of the world, the law, and society
more encompassing than that held by Louis XIV. And in this
expectation, they are often disappointed." .

In °they. instances, blatant racism is the problem which
minority students Must confront. Harvard Law School
Professor Derrick Bell' reminisces about his own experience
as-a black' aw student in the following terms:

In addition to the pressures of adjusting to legal study, there was
the'.necessity of keeping one's temper during property classes
where...the professor would "test" black students by sprinkling his
hypotheticals with "negras" whose craving for watermelon induced
entrance on property not their own."

While the specifics may vary, unfortunately most
contemporary minority law students "feel that they have
been the victims of discrimination, primarily_ from the
attitude of their professors, the grading of exams, and subtle
general discrimination."",

The combination of a legacy of subjugation through law
and' a contemporary strain of prejudice among those
teaching future lawyers has made an ultimate belief in the
juitness of ,the legal order harder to maintain among
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contemporary minority law students. It is this basic
disillusionment with the equity of the legal system which
professor Bell has identified as the main difference between
today's minority law' student and those few who have
preceded them.

Perhaps the Tost appropriate point of departure in describing the
differences betckeen contemporary law students and those who were
admitted to white law schools in the past is that the latter acceplad
the basic validity of the legal process. As one black civil rights
attorney put it. ". ..during those early-years. there was a universal
misconceptionthat the black man's struggle for equality would be
won if the effort to destroy the constitutional basis for support of the
open racism of the South succeeded." The experience of the last
decade destroyed all such reassuring beliefs. True, today's youth,
black or white, law student or not. understandably finds acceptance
of the concept of an orderly. basically Just legal system harder than,
ever to accept But for the black law Itudent, this is only the
beginning."

A. more disturbing trend involves the assumption among
many white law professors that minority students are "less
qualified" than white students. This assumption is often
encouraged by the description given to programs designed to
increase the percentage of minority students in lay. school.
The underlying assumption is groundA on a recognition that
traditional, law school* admission policies would not have
resulted in significant minority student enrollment. A 1976
survey of law schools confirmed this fact. "When law schools
were asked to estimate the number of those minorities who
would have been admitted if their minority status was
unknown. they estimated reductions of 80ri for blacks and
70q for Chicanos.' Minority law students apparently have
a similar estimate of the significance of race-conscious
admissions programs. "Eighty percent of minority law
students feel that they were 'special admits' (admitted to
their law schools under special circumstances based on race
ethnicity).

The conclusion that race-conscious admissions results in a
"less qualified" group of minority law students is not
inevitable, as this report' suggests throughOut, but it is the
prevalent belief among law school faculties. The chairman of
the Minority Group section of the Association of American
Law Schools described the consequences of assuming that
minority students were "less qualified" during the first-year *
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of law school after reviewing the results of a sur,ey> of law
schools:

Four years ago, when the Survey-team assessed the mood of the
law schools toward minority studentsthere were no minority
faculty of any statistical significanceit found. "The common
thread of thought seems to suggest that most law school personnel
feel that most minority-group students, when measured against the
traditional criteria and credentials for and of law school admitees,
are at an expected performance level below that established by the
combination of LSAT scores and undergraduate grade point
averages presented by most of the majonty group standards. We

le found that this has resulted in many+ patronizing actions being
taken on the part of many law schools. Examples of this abound in
the initiation of special programs for minority students with the
'published' objective of 'raising their level of competence' rather
than changing any 'basic aspect' of the law school. These schools are
then 'shocked' and 'disappointed' when the mummy group students .

did not register imm'ediate and warm acceptance of these programs

Some white faculty members do not shrink from attempting
to "prose" their preconceptions that minority students are

'less qualified by openly challenging these students, at a
group, to perform under the onus of assumed inferiority.
One law student described an all-tpo-common experience in
la.w school classrooms:

Its not a joke: its actually a very serious thing amongst t e minority
students, but we talk about it openly. .in reference to nonty day,
minonty week, where the professor on that specific d or on that
specific week will call only on minority students. a d no other
students in the classroom. when it comes to approachi g minorities
he always does it as a whole and sometimes s me of th-eir
hypotheticals are sort of based on discrimination "

The persistence of racial stereotypes among white law
professors and students may be partially due to the way in
which programs designed to admit more minority students
are characterized.. Often these programs are polite
extensions of a rhetoric which assumes certain racial and
ethnic groups are "inferior." Today this rhetoric is
transformed into a 'defense of programs which afford
"preferential" admissions to "less qualified" minority
applicants." It is possible that a recharacterization of race-
conscious admissiOns as programs designed to avoid cultural
bias in the LSAT, or to accommodate minority candidates
wig' low admissions criteria because,of the low predictive
valictity of those criteria, would also change the atmosphere

i

which incoming minority students encounter in law school.
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Regardless of how they are greeted by white faculty and
students, minority students seem to do better when there are
a significant number of fellow minority students u-/the law
schodl. One law professor with extensive experience
monitoring minority law students has concluded:

experience has shown that when the minority student enrollment
reaches a "critical mass," ,many . . .difficulties disappear. Student
self-confidence increases, the feeling of being special or strange
diminishes as black faces and Spanish names becomes more familiar
around the law school."

However, most law schools have not yet enrolled enough
minority students to reap, the advantages which group
reinforcement can bestow on individual students. During
1969-70, 90 .percent of all minority law students were
enrolled in only 50 law schools." In 1975-76, 14 percent of all
minority law students were enrolled in 12 of the most elite
law schools.6° Yet, here again a paradox arises. As more
minority students are admitted with the expectation that
their increased presence in the student body will improve the
academic atmosphere which each individual minority
student experiences, they may be admitted under programs
whose rhetoric effeAtialy disparages their qualifications and
makes the pursuit of academic excellence more difficult.

Regardless of the racial climate which minority students
encounter in law school, many cannot escape hard economic
realities which make full-time attention to legal studies, or
even successful matriculation through law school, more
difficult for students from economically disadvantaged
backgrounds. A majority of the minority law students
surveyed during 1974 ca pie from families with annual
incomes of less than $1000" Over half of the minority
students surveyed had worked during'law school.' -Forty-
four percent feel that financial problems are a major factor
in minority student. attrition." For those students able to
continue law school despite economic hardship, the grades
they receive must be evaluated in light of the financial
pressures which impinged on their academic pursuits. Their

.grades are not necessarily indications of eventual legal
competence and ought not to be used as justification for
refusing to admit future applicants from economically
disadvantaged backgrounds,
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The final'point to be made about th relationship bettween
presumptions about minority students abilities and their
ultimate performance as lawyers involve the self-perc tion
of minority law students. After surveying mino law
students, the author of the survey considered:

it is clear that most minority law students in no way view
themselves in an infenor or negative manner. Indeed, minority law
students in general have a very positive view of their capabilities and
performance in Comparison with other law students." .

Yet the variety,Oft negative factors associated with the law
school curriculum,, academic environment and prevalent
white faculty anct\student prejudice makes complete
dedicatiorO earning top grades during the first-year an

* equivocal goal for most Minority law students. One black law
professor has concluded:

It should not be surprising then that today's black student, by
reason of this commitment, finds it impos ;ible either to dedicate
himself entirely to his legal studies, or to consider scholastic
competition with his white classmates as a valid method of proving
his worth."

Despite the generally high self-esteem of minority law
.students, the traditional law school curriculum often leaves
little opportunity to apply their talents in legal areas which
most interest the students. Erwin Griswold, the former dean
of Harvard Law School, recognized:

Almost inevitably our students are led to feel that it is in (business
and finance) that the great work of the lawyer is to be found. By
methods of teaching, by subtle and often unconscious innuendo, we
Indicate to our students that their future success and happiness will

"*F be found in the tradital areas of the law."

In contrast, a survey of, minority law students found that
"Corporate or Business Law" was one of the least interesting

, fields of law among these students.' Thus, while some
minority Jaw students may have chosen a legal career

- because they know that the boardrooms of major
corporations need to be integrated, most minority students
seem to have little interest in excelling in traditional law
school courses.

The most frequently chosen field of interest among
surveyed minority students was "Criminal Law."" Yet, as
indicated above,69 criminal law is not even considered part of
The basic first-year curriculum. When it is included, it often

12-744
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receives fewer credits and less classroom time. In contrast to
the traditional emphasis on courses, dealing with big
business, criminal law has perenially been a lowly regarded
specialty.

A recent addition to the curriculum of most law schools
has become the chosen vehicle for many minority students
who have rejected competition in the first-year as a method
of proving their abilities, but who have retained confidence
in their own abilities. Clinical law courses, in which- law
students are placied in ongoing legal organizations for
practical experience, have gained such widespread support
among law students that 75 percent Of the lawyers and law
students surveyed in 1976 felt these courses should be
required parts of the curriculum." For minority laW
students, these practical experiences have the added
advantage of confirming the student's self-concept as the
student gains skirls not necessarily imparted during the
traditional law school classes. ,One law professor with
experience in observing minority students during clinical
programs explains the interaction between students and
curriculum in the following terms:

Although most law students at one time or another are frustrated by
the classroom experience, often the minority student feels a greater
sense of frustration As a result the minority student frequently has
a greater need for a positive learning experience outside the
traditional classroom The specially admitted student with mediocre
grades may often feel the need to go beyond the classroom to prove
to him or herself and others that they have the ability to be an
attorney in the "real world." This "real world" experience comes in
the form of the clinical program ''

The attraction of elinical courses *6r minority students
creates a further paradox. It might be hypothesized that
students who have a practical experience during a clinical
course would return to law school with increased self-
confidence and a clearer desire to learn what law, professors
have to teach. Instead, however, survey evidence indicates
that law students who take a job with a government agency or
a law firm during the summer following their first yeara
situation similar to a clinical coursetend to decrease their
involvement in law school even more dramatically than
students who have not worked at such jobs. The author of
the survey offered several conclusions about why students
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with experience in legal jobs tend to reduce their time
commilments to law school. He indicated: .

it is equally possible aim "real world" experiences in the legal
profession art so exciting that the "artificial world" of law school,
begins to become dull by comparison. Similarly, summer
employment may induce students to believe that They can function
adequately as lawyers without formal, legal training.',

Thus, clinical courses may serve the Purpose of improving
the self-confidence and skills of minority students, but they
may be accelerating a general trend to diminish efforts to
achieve high grades in traditionat law school classes.

Once law students from minority groups actually
encounter the important law school examinations upon
which so many conclusions will be based, their particular
situation as "non-traditional" students may again impinge on
their performance. Student's admitted despite low LSAT
scores may be discouraged from expecting too much fiom
their law school examination results because they have been
told that low test scores foreshadow low law school grades
even though evidence indicates that a well-written
examination will compensate for low test scores. In addition,
the cumulative effect of a year of prejudicial assumptions by
white faculty and students may have alienated some-minority
students from law school to an extent which will be reflected
in their grades. Finally, some stude6ts may be -more
interested jadetermining the "right" answer to examination
questions than in identifying alt of the possible arguments
and issues arising from the fact situation. Some students may
be drawn to only one side of a conflict describ I in a law
school examination because they identify With t at particular
party," In addition, as recognized above," s.adents who
pursue a law degree as an element ofianother career goal are
more likely to seek "black letter law" answers rather than to .

engage in "thinking like a lawyer" by imagining a variety of
alternative issues in each fact sittration. Interestingly, the
most important faCtor in most ,minority law students'
decision to enter law school was "the belief that the law
degree would help other career plans or would increase.
economic opportunity." Thus the reluctance of many
minority law students to.fit the traditional mold of a law
student may be due to their urtimate career plans rather than
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their ability to understand and intelligently apply legal
principles.-to their chosen specialty area.

One element of certain law school examinations should
have no place in law school andicreates obvious anxiety for
minority law studentsculturally biased or insensitive
examination questions. One glaring example, among the
several which have come to the attention of the investigation
staff, should suffice to indicate the problem presented for
minority law students. In the fall of 1978 students in one
section of Income Taxation at one law school were given a
take-home examination which asked students to review the
episodes in the life of Kunte Kinte in the televisiorama
"Roots- and to examine each change in status, including ,the
chopping off of half his foot, in terms of the Internal
Revenue Code. Many students protested the examination,
but the professor defended it as valid. Students incapable of
completing the examination for emotional reasons were
g iven an' alternate test. Students giving political reasons for
not completing the test were not given an alternative
question.

This example involves bias which is evident to many,
although not to the law professor 'who wrote this question.
Other questions may involve bias which is similar to, and-as
subtle as, the bias which has been uncovered in sample
LSAT questions discussed in Chapter IV. The overall effect
may be an artifical depression of the grade horizons of
minority law students that has no relationship to the ultimte
ability of these students to perform as competent attorneys."

D. The Bottom Half of the Class
oft

One statistical fact endures throughout the complex
interactions of p!edictors and criteria for success. Precisely
one half of every law school class in each law school will fall
into the bottom half of the class. This simple truth cannot be
avoided, but the consequences attached to fiAdtngs that an
individual or a group are more likely to fall into bottom
halt of the class have sometimes achieved significance tar
beyond the fair implication of the facts.

After successfully gaining adniission to law school under
the current competition for plars, all law students have
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justifiable reason to be proud of their accomplishments. For
many of these students, their previous academic careers have
been characterized by an uninterrupted series of successes.

`Their college grades and rank in their undergraduate classes
were often outstanding. Yet their classmates in law school
also enjoyed success as an undergraduate student. The
competition in law school is a competition among the
winners of previousa,/lcademic joustingi.

For many law tunts who actually earn below- average
grades, or who even fear that they will not earn glides that
will place thein at the top of their law school class, this sense
of ':failure" can trigger serious psychological
consequences." It is possible that the shock of below -
average grades will be greater for students who have gained
admission to the very top law schools, as measured by their
applicant/acceptance ratios. Yet all law students who
successfully complete their legal studies at these selective law
schools can be expected to be good lawyers, Indeed, the
entire admissions process is designed to assure this result:
Thus, assertions that students who earn below average
grades will be incompetent attorneys, or even that these
students do not deserve to be in a particular law school, are
completely unwarranted. The simple fact is that if these
particular below-average law students were replaced in law
school, other students would stand in their stead in the
bottom half of the class.

All too often recently great significance has been attached
to the frbthat minority law students, on the average, then to
earn grades that place them in the bottom half of the class.
Some assert that these below-average grades are proof that
minority students are "less qualified" than rejected white
applicants. Yet the bottom half of all law school classes is
almost certainly made up mostly of white students. If all
minority students were eliminated from law school there
would simply be white students earning the grades which
minority.students,are now earning. No amount df selective
admissions will ever eliminate' the bottom half of the class.

1. "bverprediction" and Below - Average Grades

A more confusing aspect of the fact that minority law
students tend to earn below average grades has been 'a series
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of findings that minority, w _students: grades ,are slightly
"overp,redicted- by the LSAT or by a combined fornipla.-
This has led some to conclude that the LSAT is not biased
a2ainst minority students.'' This result has een.prompted
soine.to claim that tests which "o erpredict- minority grades
are biased in favor of mino-rit. ,students.- 'y et the
phenomenon of "merprediction- is merely a result of -the
fact that minority students tend to earn below - average

grades in law school."
The statistical effect can he understood by analyzing the'

extreme example of a completely invalid test. Such a test
would give no. incfNmatiOh about future academic
performance. Ong would haca to assume that the applicant
with the highest test score will,aehiewonly average grades*,
so too with applicant koring lowest on *;(the test,. If.
however, one group of students achieved 'below - average
grdes. their grades would have been "overpredicted.- The
recurrent finding of "o%erprediction- is therefore , a
predictable reflection of 'the fact that cdtain pOpulStion
subgroups achieve below-average grades.

'The confusing nature of the "oerpre,diction- artifact can
be. illustrated bir considering -a Prediction process:based on.
the roll Of dice. with the added fact `that,th,t.c. dice are loaded -
against blaclycandidates so that their average roll 'ill be
below the average roll of whites. he; dice would give no
information aboin any candidate's likelverformance,,, but
so long as black yudent,s earned belokaeragegrades tLien-
grades would bir4'w,erpredicted- by tile white or common
regression tide anfl two separate parallel regression lirrqs

*betli, perfectly hOrizqntalwould wire 'accurately predict
the performance of members ofir-each *separate racial group--
This effect is illustrated on Figure \\/c would hardly label,

.the loaded dice as biased in.,fw,of of blact.'eandidates.frie rel
because they "overpredictea- their eventual gra

*
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The artificial nature of ','overprediction-" findings can be
further illustrated with a test having a .50 predictiys validity
for a subseqent test. Indeed, with the .consciously
synimetrical results displayed' in Figure. III, the .

"overprediction" result is 'inevitable' despite The seeming.
fairness,of the score patterns."

1-1(iC RE P.

Elredielion

From Homogeneous To Mean

Pretest Groups.,---? Posttest
13

12

11

10

9

x.

PrOctur

To Mean From Homogeneous

Pretest Posttest Groups
13

12

11

9

7

In Figure IV the "regression to the mean" process is,
illustrated in both directions. Since the data was desighed to

. .
be symmettiCal, the regression effect from Pretest to Posttest
is the same magnittide, as the opposite time-frame from
Posttest to Pretest. The finding

to
"overprediction;c. is, a

c restatement of the regression to the mean effect when
students v....th below- average grades are compared with their
predict grades based on test scores. This-effect occurs forpredicts
all students. regardkss of race. bin are typically reported
only for subgroups composed only of mii.ority studenYis. The

t impreSsion is therefofe left thht "oserpredittion' is a
particular effect attributable to the interaction of the test
results with various racial groups. when in fact the same
finding of "overprediction" should be expetted for any group
of students who actuallbse1K. below average grades.-4 . ,
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Finally. actual data inching a comparis.on of sexes rather
thin races illustiates that students earning above- average
lay. grades are "underpredicted- and those earning below-
ioerage Lavi grades are -overpredieted- by a combinatiop of
UGPA Ad LSAT. The data are displayed in Table VII."

TABLE VII
PREDICTED AND ACTUAL GRADES'

FOR WOMEN STUDENTS'

School

Predicted
Average
Grade b

Actual
Averape,
Grade ''''''

Predicted
Minus
Actual
Grade

A 50 4 50 8 -0.4
B 49.2 47 1 2.1

C 50.1 49.7 0.4
D 49.7 51 1 , -1.4
E 50.3 52.7 .. -2.4
F 50 0 51,7 -1.7
Gat 50 6

s.
49.9 07

50 5 50.8 -0.3

a The predictions are -based on UGPA and LSAT. .using the
(- combined group of men and women in each school.

h Grades were waled to have a mean of 50 and a standard deviation
of ,11) for the total group of students within each school.
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Since findings of overprediction" are more properly
understood as reflections of the imperfect Prediction of tests
or formulas rather than as evidence bearing on their racial or
(cultural bias of tests, it isunfortunate that this research
design has tx pursued so many times when the results are
so predictable. It is even more unfortunate when the results
of such research are used to lay to rest claims ut test bias

ore shockingly, to cjaim instead that the test is biased in
favor of a 'group when that group's performance wis much
worse on the test relative 'to the group's performance
school To use these results to require higher test scores from
lower-scoring.minority groups in order to. achieve 'grequal
chance of admission merely adds insult to injury.'

/
2 -Prejerence and Belot+, -A I erage Grades

-

It should be noted that the existence of a "preference"
dying the adniissions process cannot be proven by the fact
that a certain racial group of students earned below-average
grades. Such a rule for establishing the .existence of a

. preference would produce perverse results. For 'if
'preferential" admissions were prohibited. with the
'existence of preferences identified by reference- to The
average grades earned by various racial and ethnic groups.
then no one from the below-5verage group would be
permitted admission until most ofthe group were eligible for
admission because theymembers of that group were expected
to earn above-ilveragt. grades. This rule would penliiie, the

cbest individuals in the below-average group because of their
group membership. In addition, the ,iiverage performance in
college of the excluded, group !might be expected to sirup
because of the lack of apparent opportunity for admission to
law school. , ,

A related problem involves "predicting that certain
,student§, will earn below-average grades and rejecting their
applications on that basis. As this discussion this indicated.
an admissions policy designZ!d to admit only Studenis
'predicted to earn abovviiv erage"gIades is doomed to
inevitable fiatlure in exactly one-halt of the ea.ses. Since those-

.
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who withdraw from law school are often those who halve high
, predicted grades but the wrong 'personality temperament t

which is ill-suited to law school,,(See §II-C.) not eNen
attrition rates can be necessarily reduced by placing greater
weight on predicted-first-year-aNerage during the admissions
process. Instead, an admissiobs process which includes more
factors- than merely predicted-first-year-aNerageS must be
relied upon to achieve import.int goals being pursued by the
law school and needing attention in the legal profession.

...

I'

o
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For a discussion of the unconscious bias found in lass school examinations. see
Smith --Double Exposure The Sinister Magic that Would Turn Black Students
into White Lassyers. 2 Learning and the Lass 24 (1975 The National
Conference of Black Lay.yers has established a Commission of Inquiry to
ascertain the extent of such biased examinations and grading practices the
nation s lass schools as a response to a grossing number of complaints alleging
such problems See letter of Denise S Carty -Bennia reproduced in Appendix C
to this Report

t Stone Legal Education on the Couch. 85 Bars L Res 392 11971)
Anxiety and the First Semester of Lasstchool.- 1968 lio is L Res 1201 (1968)

18 See Linn Test Bias and the Prediction of Grades in Lass School, 27 J Legal
Educ 293 313 (1975) for a resiess of these studies

-79 See. tw example, Briet for the Association of Ameiican Lass Schools s
Amicus Curiae at 13. Regents 91 the I_ nisersits of California I Bakke 43s is S
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Quasi-Experitnetzwl Designs for Research 10 (1963) Copyri ht (c) 1966 by Rand
Mctialls & C o L sed hs permission of Houghton Mifflin Cur pans 1 am grateful
to Marsha 11 irano-"sakam)hi tor prmging this es idence to n k attention

ss3 Linn. lost Bias and the Ifredietion of Grades in Lass Schcwl, 27 1 Legal
1- due 293 316 ( 19751 (table 5)
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VII. Race - Conscious. Evaluation of Admissions
ti Prerequisite's

This report has discussed the consequences of conducting
admissions programs to law school without including the
racial and ethnic background of candidates in the evaluation
of admission prerequisites. A wide variety of evidence
suggests that minority candidates will be unfairly handicapped
in their legitimate admission opportunities by a race-blind
admissions, process. This chapter will review a variety of
ad justments w hich could be made in the evaluation process to
remove igfairness against minority applicants. As w ill
become ek ident in this chapter. there is considerable latitude
av a8ble to individual law schools in deising adjustments in
the traditional evaluation process and even in formulating a
cohei-ent definition of "fairness': in the admiss process.
No single evaluation process or definition of fairness can
command paramount legribacy. Whatever choice is
eventually'rnade by an individual school. it must be made w

the recognition that another choice was possible. Thischapter
will merely _describe various options° and suggest the
background information w hich would support each option's
selection by a particular law school.-

A. Adjusting the Adniission Index of Minority Applicants
As indicated earlier (see §I-A.)*Admission Indices which

combine LSAT scores and ,UGPA into a single number are.
currently used ily most law schools. These Indices apparently
have their greatest impac ring the. admissions process at
the point when they ar used to divide the applicant pool
into subgroups, with one subgroup designated as "presump-
tive admit," another as "hold' and a third as "presumptive,
denial." In some law schools, only the middle group of
applicants receives individualatiention by members bf the
admissions committee, those in the top and bottom category
are automatically accepted or rejected on the basis of their
Index numbers. ,

The typical procedure of dividing the applicant p6oi on the
basis of an Index number is a reaction_to the widely-dis-
cussed deluge of applicants which many law schools must
accommodate. Yet, at the same time, . making significant

s
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decisions on the basis of a single Index number is a policy
fraught wit potential error. When it is recognized that any
Index which combines LSAT and UGPA will have a signifi-
cant adverse impact on the admission opportunities of
minority applicants, the question arises whether there is a
principled basis for adjusting Index numbers after recog-
nizing the racial or ethnic background of the applicant,

An adjustment of all minority applican Index numbers
would be justified by the joint recognition tlat-the Index has
a low predictive iralidity and that their lower average Indices
are a reflection of prior societal discrimination against cer-
tain minority groups. Mr. Justice Powell rejected the general
justification of race-constous admissions programs as reme-
dies for past societal discrimination: such discrimination is
"an amorphous concept of injury that may be ageless in its
reach into the past."' This section, howeyer,"seeks to esta-
blish a principled basis for limiting Index adjustments sk:at
no plausible charge can be brought that minority g up
applicants are being given the benefit of adjustments which
exceed those -which would be justified on the basis of past
societal discrimination. Two major adjustments models have

'been published Vich meet these criteria.

I. M. Thorndike Model
Robert L. Thorndike published the first widely discussed

model for adjusting admissions criteria for minority group
, applicants.' He suggests that "the qualifying scores on ,a test

should be set at levels that will qUalify applicants in the two
groups in proportion to the fraction of the two groups reach-
ing a specified level of criterion performance. "' Since the
typical criteria) used in laW school val. ifY studies is first,
year grades, a law school could establi h a particular law
school' average w4ic711-tniVered indi tive of a student's
"success" or "failure in law, schdol, is may not be the
same grade- as the 'established "passing" grade at the law

° school.

One way of understanding the Thorndike model is to
recall the h thetical perteCt admissions process (see§II-A)
in which the imp ct ictive powers of admissions cri-

.
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teria was avoided. A similar goal is insolsed in the Thorn-
dike model, in which various groups are affected Foy the loss
predictive salidity of tklmisSions criteria. The model
demands: "Select as many members of each group as would
h'zisc been chosen it performance could he obsersed at time of
selection. "'

To use Thorndike's adjutment proCedure. a law school
would select the particular law school axerage, deter:mine the
percentage of minority students.% ho have met or exceeded:
that standard in the past, and also determine the percentage
of white students meeting or exceeding that standard. Ad-
missions criteria should be used to admit applicants to a
particular subgroup according to the proportion of the two
percentages, if fifty percent of the minority students haxe
succeeded and eighty percent of the .white students haze
succeeded: then th.wcceptance rate for minority applicants
should be at least five- eighths of the acceptance rate for
white students. If two-fifths of all white applicants will be
accepted. for example. then at least two eighths of all minor-
ity candidates must be accepted to use the selection, criteria
fairly under Thorndike's model.

To apply the model to the slightly different problem of
dix iding 'the applicant pool into three subgroups, modifica-
tions can be introduced. To divide applicants into a "pre-
slimptii'e admit" and a "hold" category, a law school grade
corresponding to the disiding line between -i.11k'usso cate-
goriesmust be selected, the proportion of minority, and
white applicants presloiisly exgeeding 'that line must be
determined. and an appropriake adjustment of the propor-
tion of applicztnts placed'in the "presumptise admit" caw-,
gory should be made to equalize the likelihood pf:seleCtion,
gien pre% ious success of members Prom they same racial or-
ethnic group. To divide applicants into a "hold" and
"presumpiise deny" categorlx, a similar prOcess should be
lbllossed.by establishing a second-disiding line basal on la'w,
school grndes and e,plcuiating the proportion of applicants
from each racial or ethnic 'group to be placed into the "hold"
category..

s .

It- should be noted that the percentages 61 each racial or
ethnic group placed in different applicant subgroups may

2.38
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differ. as may the relationship among racial or ethnicigroup
percentages when the two dividing lines ate compared This
is because the proportion of applicants from each racial or
ethnic groupplaced in each applicant subgroup will depend
upon the actual performance of members from that group in
law school during previous years. 'Since there is no reason-to
assume that the proportion of students falling in each caw-

, gory of law school grades w 11 be comparable. the proportion
place

in
in each applicants group w ill Yary accordingly.

2 The Cole Modfl

Naacy S. Cole has developed a second widely discussed
model for adjusting admission Prerequisites from Various
racial or ethnic groups Her model is similar to Thorndike's,
but diy.erges eY en farther from the results what would follow
from simple adherence to admissions criteria.' She suggests

that for both minority Ai Majority groups whose members
can achieye a satisfactory criterion score. . .there should k)e
the same probability Of selection regardless of group mem-
bership.' Since a large number of applicants compete for
limited spaces based on admissions criteria with imperfect
predtttive alidity.. some stOdents are selected w ho ultimately
perform -below a chosen standard. others are rejected who
could have exceeded that standard if selected. Cole requires
that the probability of being selected if skLesful be indepen-
dent of group membership:

As with all admission's formnlas. pre% ious performance is
used to choose current adinissions policies. If selection
standards are set so that eighth percent ot the successful
students of one group would be placed in a particular appli-

. cant subgroup. but only fifty percent of the successful
students from another group placed in that subgroup.' the
selection criteria should be adjusted until eighty percent of
the second group would Wise been placed in that particular
subgroup.

Cole argues for her conditional probability model as

19 many situations the rights of potentially successful applicants to
tarness shodldbe ot primary concern. Under the conditional vro-
bability model such applicants arc guaranteed equal chances of
selection regardless of group membership This procedure places

2 &9
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the burden of improving selection on the selecting institution and
even allows for theuse of differential predictors in different groups.
If a test tends to work poorly in predicting criterion scores for
minority members. under the conditional probability model the
selecting instituion must compensate for the poor predictors by .
selectirkg more. not fiwer. minority students

,.

i ..

3. Practical Implications of Thorndike and Cole Mbdels

Cole argues for equal chance of selection given success:
Thorndike argues for equal chance of Success given selec-
tion. Cole's standard is usually more favorable to minority
.students than Thorndike's, while both standards typically
produce more minority admissions than -would strict ,

adherence to admissions criteria. The definitions diverge as
the average score gap between the two groups on the pread-
missions variable increases, and as predictive validity
decreases.' For a variable such as college grades or standard-
ized test scores, then, on which one racial group scores
considerably below 'another group, very few members of the
lower scoring group will be selected on the basis of that
variable, whereas a much larger proportion of the lower
scoring group should be selected based, for example, on
their ultimate ability to.perform well in school.

The practical benefits flowing rrom,resort to the Thorn-
dike or Cole model are significant. For example, at fifteen of
sixteen colleges, an application of Thorndike's model would
result in the admission of more minority, students than would
be admitted under` stria adherence to scores on the Scholas-
tic Aptitude Test (SAT). At one of these colleges, less than
elglit percent of the minority applicants would have been
accepted on the basis of SAT scores. Using Thorndike's ,
adjustment for actual college performance, however, results
in.over forty-two percent being accepted.'

is
The Deranis case'" prompted a study which produced

similar results when applied to law school admissions. The
study japplied reasonable assumptions to an admissions
process modeled after that of the University of Washington
School of Law. With no adjustment for race, a minimum of
none and maximum of one minority student would have been
selected on the basis of predicted grades derived from a

290
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combination of college' grades and. scores on the LSAT.
Applying Thorndike's model, a minimum of four and a
maximum of elesen students froip the minority group would
has e been selected. Applying Cole's model, a minimum of
eight and a maximum of elesen students from the-minority
group would hale been selected.

4
4 Crdictsrtzs of Thorndtke and Cole Models

Acempirically aemed standards, Thorndike's and Coll
models offer the ads antage of reducing the need, for adjust-
ments of admissions criteria as the number of qualified
minority applicants increases." as`the performance of minor-

, ity students admitted to reollege or professional schools
impro%es.'' and as culturi I bias in standardized tests is eli-
minated. Of course, futu e professional performance. not

nilnfuture academic success . a) be the best benchmark f.n-
ealuating the fairness a d appropriateness of,an admissions

-, program. Then the validity of current, admissions criteria
likely decreases, and the need io employ a Thdrndike- or
Cole-type model to adjust for this inalidity increases.

Several critictsms have nonetheless
these models. Both models are t

according to one criticfsm. They" bot
criteria of imperfect salidity applied
scoring below aserage on those prere
could be ins oked to improse the admissions chances for any
group of students. e% en if that group has suffered do history

''' of discrfiminatton." Howewr, prior societal discrimination
would proside a ready justification formaking pragmatic
limitations. The Thorndike and Cole approach could be
limited to minority groups who hale suffered prior discri-
mination. Thus, the "overbroad ", criticism should not be
allowed to hamper the limited efforts educational institu-
tions can Blake to assist those with the greatest claim' to
fairness."

l't A somewhat different criticism in% ol% es the claim that
some groups benefiting from affirmative action will actually
lose under the Thorndike model: This wotild occur if a
minority group scored above the white inajority on admis-
sion prerequisites and on school grades. It has been claimed.

leseled against
ly applicable.

n admissions
)up of students
tes. Thus. they
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without eidence, that this would be the case for. Japanese-

Americans "." Howeer, the eidence produced in the
Gannon study included in this olump indicates that Japan-
ese Americans wilt) UGPAs. equal to those of whites kra-
duating from the same college earn LSAT scores that are
actually below those of the w hite students. Thus, the undoc-
umented assertion thAt these students would be harmed by
the Thorndike model remains to b6 explored. In no case
should any manipulation of the admissions process be used
to harm a particular subgroup of the population. While thos.e
pre% iously benefiting from "traditional" admissions proce-
&fres will have their athantages eroded as the procedures
are adjusted, this general result should be shared-by all those

..... affected. No particulat subgroup should bear An unfair

burden.
Thorndike and Cole have also been criticized as not sug-

gesting the same outcome, when only grades and test scores
are evaluated, if the goal 1st() reject the unsuccessful instead

.a.. of selecting the successful.' This criticism is indppositc. in a
situation such as that in law school admissions, where all
accepted students from both majority and rhinority- groups
are considered fully qualified.' Indeed, eery law school
claims to hae rejected applicants considered to be .fully
qualified to study law. Here the concern iswith"Selecting the-
"best qualified.- Even when the issuers determining those
applicants to be placed in the ",hold" category. the'concern
ought to be in avoiding errors resulting from placing ,appli-
cants into -the "presumptive deny- category unnecessarily.
Such a placement is the probable forerunner to outright
rejection and an er'roi in that placement would constitute a
decision to avoid even scrutinizing an applicant's file when
that applicant could, in fact, have successfully completed laW
school if eventually admitted. The % ery purpose of the
"hold- category should inoke erroneously placing candid-
ates wiio will eventually be rejected into the category. This
will afford admissions officials.an opportunity to intelligently
make a rejection decision.

A more direct response to this criticism combines the
/ definition of "acceptable" perfornlance in law school with a

realistic.% iew of the admissions process. Since all law schools.
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are rejecting some who are, fully qualified to study law , the
definition of "acceptable performance is regulated by the
supply of applicants and asailable places in th4first year
class. If an admissions official v.ere \therefore _to define
"acceptable" as that let el of performance which would admit
only enough applicants to fill the class, the paradox whereby
the goals of accepting., the successful and rejecting the
unsuccessful are incompatible actually disappears.' As long
as a definition of "acceptable" performance is set so that a
surplus of accepted students does not result, the paradox
does not arise. The Thorndike model. then requires that
different groups be treated so that they are not harmed try
the imperfect prediotit e talidity of admissions prerequisites.

The models hate been criticized because they "tall not
yield the degree of increased selection of disadtantaged
persons thought desirehbfe in some situations."' This criti-
cism stems from hypothetical simulations compared with
actual admissions at the Unitersity of Washington School,of
Law during the pendancy of the DeFunis case.'" Thus, the
models can be expected to unequitcrcably increase minority
admissionkopportunities at *schools without the affirmatite
action programs comparable to the Unitersity of Washing-
ton's. On the other hand; 31 law schools account for 53r- of
the minority law students.=' For these schools, it is possible
that the mpdelswill not completely justify the scope of their
prey sous successes. Only detailed examination of these par-
ticular schools can answer this possibility. If it were t4 case
that `a particular law school exceeded, the minority admis-
sions which these models require. there are additional
models included in thisReport which go beyond the sug-
gestions of Thornlike Aid Cole.

In general, howet er, the decisions of each law school need
not be measured against a national standard. In other v.ords,
not all schools need to follow the same plans for the same
reasons. Schools with greater success in minority, admissions
need not be reprimanded`for theii unusuhl success. There .
needs to be a place for schools which are able to achieve' a,
fatorable atmosphere for minority law students and Perhaps
gain a reputation as a school particularly attractite for such
students. Indeed, it is more than ironic that Martin Luther

203
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King, Jr. School ot Law is now'under a permanent injunction
against-considering the race ot applicants during the admis-
sions process pending the appeal now betore the Calitorma
Supreme Court." Only when all law schools can he congra-
tulated for doing their share iii integrating .0!e profession
should questions be raised that sonic schools Fire domv milr,
than their share.:

A final criticism may possibly he leYeled at the Thorndike
.and Cole models Since .the models tail to determine the
extent ot the current ettects of past discrimination on minor-
ity students' vicademicachieyementeycessRe adjustments .
might he made in preadmissions criteria that were not
limited to compensating for societal discrimination. But
Thorndike and 'Cole depend on the academic performance' in
the stlea schoollaw school *)f previously admitted minority
students y:Yhose.own pertoNance is also likely to haY e been
athersely aftected bY p:ist discrimination. thus. neither
model will completely compensate' tor that past discrimina-
tion. The compensation attorded by these models will tall far !!0.,

short of eycessiye

B. Adjusting the LSAT Scores of Minority Applicants ,

he preceding discussion of the Thorndike and Cole-1

adj stm'ent models can apply equally to adjustments of
UGPA. LSAT or Admission Index numbers. All that is
necessary to in'.oke their application is a recognition that
their predicti'.e Yalidity are low and that the minority
applicants' apparent qualifications are deflated by the
lingering effects of societal discrimination...

Some schools may choose not to use these models for ii
variety of reasons. Among them would be schools which
hate not had sufficient prior enrollment of minority law
studepts upon which to base adjustments For those
rschOols. the initial acceptance ')t the first few minority
applicants will have to proceed without the benefit of these
models. Other schools may he reluctaint to .limit, the
adjustments to prior ptrtormance 44 minoritY law students

. because, they tear that the unconflortable atmosphere which
the tirst cohorts of minority students experienced mas haYe
depressed their grades. For those schools, basing future

1
for
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minority admissions do past minority performance would
only perpetuate the prejudicial stereotypes which had
already deflated the grades of previous minority students.

Finally. some schools may conclude that both L'GPA and
LSAT scores of minority applicants should be adjusted
becausedthey have low, predictive ability and the lower aver-
age indicator, among minority applicants is undoubtedly
due to the lingering effects of past discrimination, Yet these
schools may also conclude that cultural bias in the LSAT
meabs that test scores need to be adjusted to a greater
extent than UGPA. Indeed, some schools niay dccide not
to adjust UG#A according to either the ThorndikeSor cote
model, but nonetheless decide to adjust LSAT scores be-
cause of identifiable cultural bias on the test.

Whatever their stated rationale. many schools appear to
be placing less weight on test scores in evaluating minority
applicants. In a survey of admission practices among col-
leges. gratluateand professional schools "the major shift in
dealing with minority' applications is away from heavy
reliance upon test scores. but not away from grades and the
same admission requirements This Report is intended to
provide sound rationales for this already prevalent practice
of deemphasizing test scores and 'to provide benchmarks
against which the adjustments can be measured.

I. Counting the :cumber of Biased Questions . ,

It might seem attractive to attempt to adjust scores on the
basis of the number of identifiable biased questions on the
LSAT. Yet this solution is neither practical nori ecessarily
attractive. It is ,not practical because the repor Ifscores
from different forms of the LSAT are "equated" to ccount for
differences in the difficulty of, different forms., A given
number of right answers will translate 'into 'a different
reported score on various torrris ' Thus: a given number of
biased questions will attect the reported scores,4)n.v arious
forms ditterently.

This solution is not necessarily attractive qlcause it
ignores important of the biasing process. The gen-
eral reputation of the LSAT among minority candidates can
affect .inctividual student's attitudes and ultimata perform-,

29
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ance durine. the ,actual. testing situation. The 'speed with
which the test must be completed can'cause candidates to
skim questions, or to deliberate but not finish the test. Firt-

ally; the presence of questions, sentences or readinj pas
sages which increase the anxiety level OF &crease the con-
centration of minority candidateS can deflate total LSAT
scores be,yond any effects directly traceable to wrong
answers on a particularAuestion. Thus, rather than suggest-
inging a method tor_ fine-tuning the adjustments for cultural
bias, counting the number of biased questions underestim--
ates th'e (Meets of cultural bias on total test scores and
produces adjustments ar\ t rorn wie form of the LSAI
to another

AcipAtmg LA-11 Scores on the Ram of ( ()liege (it ado
Schools may wish to adjust the LSAT scores of all minor-

ity applicants until there is a national pattern of results to
indicate that earning particular l (,l .\ or a particular
score is equalb, difficult for members of carious cultural

'groups, For example, us.mg the data in Table II in Chapter
III, it is possible to identify particular LiiCiPA and LSAT
levels which are equally difficur for white candidoes to
achieve. In particular, the reader will notice that 40 percent
of the v,4 ite and unidentified applicants to law school in 1 76
earned TGPA4s of 3.25 or aboe. Similarly, 37 percent
earned LSAT scores of 6(X) or above. In contrast, 13 percent
of the black applicants had UGPAs at or ahme 3.25:
whereas only 3 percent had LSAT scores abme 600. The
scores of .the entire black applicant pool could be adjusted
upwards until 13 percent of the black applicants had LSAT
scores at or above 6(X). Schools might, choose a different
UGPA as the benchmark for analysis;'and some maytargue
that the adjustments ought not to be finear,.but the gNieral
concept of making grades or test scores equally difficult' to
earn regardless of group membership a tationale which can
support adjustments schemes similar to the one outlined
here.

Some schools way wish to further refine such an adjust:
ment scheme on the basis of experience at their on institu--.
tibn.s. For example, if there are particular undergYaduate
institutions which annually supply a considerable number of

2 9G
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applicants to ngle !au school, with a reasonable,represen-,
tation of mi ority applicants from that college, the. law
school may wish to compare the UGPAs and LSAT scores of
applicants from the same college with different cultural
backgrounds. If the oridence thz ,Applicants trom the
same college with different cultwal backgrounds earn widely
disparate LSAT scores ifespite haNring similar UGPAs, the
!au school may wish to add a certain number of points to the
.LSAT scores of minority appliCants from all colleges on the
assumption that the experience of students form a feu
colleges with similar L.GPAs is a reasonable benchmark for
measuring the bias, ot tlie LSAT The adjustment' )tild
add points to the LSAT scores of all minority applicant until
the score gap between applicants from the same college with
similar UGPAs Nrk as eliminated. The investigation has
requested information about the fou'r largest feeder-schools'
from indMdual !au schools.:' The information recei'ed
from cooperating lac schools is being analyzed by the Imes-
tiganon staff to see it any patterns emerge m merge score
gaps among %arious curt uial grotips See-Gannon stud%

In both ot these suggested adjustment models. one hated
on national data.. the second based on data from individual
feeder-schools to indiiduar !au schools. the bc,nchreark for
adjustment is the already -known information about
among applicants. The too most important prerequisites to
Liu school admision are adjusted until they present equal -
barriers to all cultural groups. Sucrhan adjustment rationttle
a% Olds the pitfalls ot adjusting test scores the basis ot
regression equations designed to predict first scar !au school
grades. The problems associated %kith developing adequate
prediction formulas have already been elaborated in Chapter
V ,Precise adjustments in LSAT scores based onsuch form-
ulas cannot pretend to avoid these general problems \kith
prediction equations. Indeed. some adjustments based on*,
Telzression equations could actually require minont applt-

,c1nts to earn higher LSAT scorc, than white applicants in
order to earn an equal opp9rtunity for admissirm "

C. Evaluating LSAT Scores While Reviewing Individual
Applicant Files
, Thus far. this chapter lias discussed the. role of ,I.SAT

29 "4.
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',scores in dividing the applicant pool into subgroups. Once.
those groups are designated, individual scrutiny ,of applica-
tion files is conducted by the director of admissions and
members of the admissiohs committee. The personal eval-
uation serves a differentlunction than the previous mechan-
ical division of the applicant pool into subgroups. The orig-
inal division was justified's an impersonal mechanical pro-
cess because of the large number qt. applicants. The subse-
quent evaluation of individual files is conducted after ,a
manageable number of 'files has been placed in a particular
category. Thus, the individual evaluation of files occurs-after
the problem of too many applicants is reduced by the orig-
inal categorization of applicants into subgroups.

Two quite different conclusions might be reached 'about
the value of LSAT scores during the personal evaluation of
files, OI the one hand, some schools may decide that all
applicants placed within a single subgroup are essentially
equal on the basis of their numerical indicators. These
schools would claim that other factors.will-form the basis for -
an acceptance/rejection decision. It would be reasonable for
these schools to delete information about LSAT scores and
Admission Indices from the application files during the eval-
uation process. It might alss by sensible ,to delete UGPA,
but evaluators will doubtless-be interested in carefully re-
viewing transcript information 'incl 'uded /he grades
earned in individual courses and the trend in grades over the
four-year college experience. The LSAT sco,res 64 candid-
ates will not provide comparable information about the

undergraduate experience. Thus, tiles could be
reviewed in a meaningful manner without information
reflecting LSAT scores. This process would avoid the need
to adjust LSAT scores during the evaluation process, It-
would also make the claim of the school that other factors
were determihing, the admissionsffejectial decision appear
to be accurate.

On the other, hand, some schools may conclude that the
LSAT is,a trigger for further inquiry into ab applicant's file_
This will be particularly true for those applicants with discre-
pant predictors. Admissio'n officials will be,,,promPted to
explain the discrepancy between the applicants UGPA and'

2
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LSAT score on the basis of additional information in the file.
Ade Oy, the LSAT scores would be valuable here, not for
their absolute scores, or even, for their relationship with
other scores of other applicants, but for their ability' to
prompt careful review of an applicant's file. It is riot clear
which piece of information in the file will govern decisions. It
is possible that a low LSAT score will cast doubt on a high'
grade, or vice versa. No absolute rules can be established.
What is important to realiZe is that each applicant is being
ealuiated as an ipdiidual at this point. The relative ranking
of applicants oriparticular indicarcirs is less important than
the overall picture of the applicant.which the ariousndica-
tors portray. Thus, whether or not LSAT scores of minority
applicants have been adjusted 'will not be as crucial at this
stage, if one can be.confident that decisions will be based on
indi {dual roiewoniles rather than on a further coiznparison
of relative scores on the LSAT.

D. Separate Evaluations of Minority and Majority 4.ppli-
canis

Once the 'admissions process has reached the stage at
which individual files are reviewed; the type of information
reviewed will affect the type of re iev..conducted. There may
be many factors, such as a commitment to serve disadvantaged
communities, which-will be impor ;ant to the law school's
mission but require a detailed review of the applicant's file to
verify the sincerity of the commitment. In other cases, lead
ership qualities will be sought,,,,but.the character of previous
leadership activities must be evaluated. Finally, a school may
give candidates an opportunity to Ippear during a personal
interview to improve thd admissions process. .

Whenever sensitive personal information is considered
during the admissions process, there is a concern that/the
information, be accurate and that its consideration be free
from any .potential taint of bias. It would, be reasonable for
Jaw schools to conclude that the bet way to insure both of
the goals is to assign the responsibility of reviewing files of
applicants from certain racial groups to individuals who are
themselves members of the same racial groups. This assign-
ment will reflect the recognition that the best Information
will be elicited during such a reAlev./interNiev. process. It will
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not indicate that members-of certain racial groups are being
given a "preference" during the admissions process." Instead,
it will reflect the fact -that the majority 'of w.Nte applicants
have traditionally enjoyed the review of their Iles by white
officials 'who can understand their backgrounds,' their
accomplishments, and fan conduct informative interviews

` With the white applicants. Minority candidates will bedafforde the same benefit when members of their own
population subgroup conduct the review of files.

It should be noted that this opportunity to maintain separ-
ate admissions subcommittees does not fly-in the face of
Bakke, which the populac press has characterized as outlaw-
ing -4uotas." Thikjsrbecause the rationale for the separate
reviewing bodies Jnvolves a quest for, tile best information
with which to select the lest law students. It does not arise
from a need to afford certain groups. a "preference" in the
admissions process. Instead, since subjective information
will be included in the admissions proCess, tfibse best able to
exercise informed judgments about candidates will be given
the opportunity. t

,

E: Disregard of LSAT Scores
,...i....

There may be ,those who Will conclude that the LgAT
- creates more confusion than it eliminates. While the original

rationale of the LSAT was to put applicants from a variety of
backgrounds on a common footing, this report has suggested
that the LSAT is 6ot systematically ielated to other admis-
sion preriquisites. Indeed, most law school classes are typi-/- fled by student bodies with discrepant peediptors. Moreover,
th vagaries Of combined formulas'used to rank applicants
vitiates the rationale that the LSAT is a common standard,
since the variety of ,formulas combining LSAT scores and
UGPA introduces a more mystifying instability in the adrrlis-
sions process from law school to law school. Finally, insofar
as the LSAT is useful in triggering a careful review of files, it
might be argued that careful review should be afforded to all
applicants. As it is, some candidates gain admission 'while
avoiding careful review of their files bedause their, Index

-number is sufficiently high,, while others are summarily re-.
jected without being given a car,eful review which might,
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otherwise justify their adniissio'n. Some filmy consider the
process fairer if all candidates were given a careful review of
their files. The LSAT should not dield some from this
scrutiny' and it should not be, depended 'at on to trigger
scutiny of other fifes.

However persuasive these- rationales ,for disregarding the
LSAT scores of candidates may seem, the first obstacle to
disregarding the LSAT is the ABA AcCreditati,,on Standards
forlaw school which require the use of the LSAT.," It may
be appropriate to consider amentit*tbese Thu-tidal-cis to
allow a serious experiment to be condUcted involving.admis-

'1a
sions based on factors Other than the. LSAT. Surely with the
variety of law schools-today, there ought to be latitude in the

kft methods used-for selecting law students to reflect this variety of
institutional goals. If a law school chooses tp disregard the
LSAT completely for some or all'of its ,incomMg students a
showing' that academic standards' have been -tinoittained
during law schOol and that students continue to-pass the bar
examination should be sufficient evidence of the reasonable -/
nest of their decision. As it is today, no such experiment is
possible "among ABA-accretlited law schools. SinCe only a
fe% schools Scan ,be expected to adopt such an experiment
mmediately, there is little likelihood that a potential appli-

cans with high LSAT sCores will be denied the opportunity
for adinission.tto some law school merely because other law ,

schoOls choose to disregard the LSAT. /,
In a sense, the suggestion that theISAT be disregarded for

some or all applicants at certain law schools e \tends the quest
, for diversity from a singly law school to the entire range of las

schools.. There is a trend evident curciptly which encourages
all law schools to follow similar adm 'Runs policies grid even.

.to use the same formula, for' dev icing an ,Admissions
Only after these uniform procedures have ,been adopted is the
quest for a diverse student body permitted to go.torword.It
may well,beIhat more diverse-student 15odies and even more
diversity among law school will he encouragedby a &creased
emphasis on standardized test results. At the .;ef.y.l.eitst, those
suggesting such a course of aclitif 'aught not be lobelle'll as

. "oppbnents of academic standeardsZ Standards w ill slIF he
maintained in colleges agd during lid school itself, with the
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bar examinations standing as the final hurdle for %irtually all
law students.
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I r' Appendix A

Request for Information sent to all
.ABA Accredited Law Schools

1111)e at

Yhe"National Institute of Education has \fund I an investiga-
tion being conducted by the National Confq*ence of Black
Lawyers into the validity and possible bias otithe Law School
Admission Test. The occasion for the inves'tigation is the sug-
gestion in Mr. Justice Powell's Bakke opinion that a race-con-
scious admissions pFoceSs would be upheld if the process werer

designed to adjust for cultural bias in 'standardized testing. Mr.
Justice Douglas made a similar suggestion,in his DeFunis opinion
concerning the LSAT and law school admissions. The current
investigation, therefore, is designcil to compile information which
could indicate the viabRiv of designing a defensible race-con-

. scious law school admissions process td correct for test bias.
This letter is a requeA for information which will assist our

inquiry, into both the validity and ppliglhie bias of the LSAT.
Since the investigation is ,concerned; with national data ,and
trends, rather than the evaluation of:any particular law school
admissions process, no school will be identified in the "report to
be prepared Itir NIE. The identity of individual applicants to law

19*, 1979

school will also remain secret.
r

We would appreciate your school Providing two pieces of in-
* formation which you already have readily available:

1. Wea would appreciate a description of your admissions process,
particillarly as it relates to the use of LSAT and its role in the
admissions process. This description' may appear in your cata-
logue, instructions distributed to applicants, or another source
which you can identify. We would appreciate copies of these
materials for the past three years.
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2. We would also appreciate receiNing a copy of any Validity
studies which ha.Ne been conducted for your school within the
past three years. if there halve been' seNeral studies, we would
appreciate a copy of each one. if any Validity studies with in-
formation about the race of applicants were conducted. please
forward a copy regardless of the year it.was completed.

Since Validity studies are often considered confidential infor-
mation by law schools, and since our inestigation is pot interest-
ed in probing the policies of any indiNiclual, law school, we would
suggest that you may want to "sanitize- the.studies so that they
cannot be identified with your school. in order to reduce un-
necessary duplicating costs, only Tables 1-4 of the standard Nalid-
fly study corrected -by the EducationM Testing SerNice' will be
required to pursue'our study.

There are also two.data compilations which you may not,hae
already conducted, but which should prose fiery informatiNe in

_Identifying any discriminatory impact from the LSAT. Neither
compilation inNollts the admissions process ofyour school--only
sortie information about your applicant pool.

Data Compilation Number 1 inNolNes an anonymous listing of
candidates from your four largest undergraduate-feeder schools.
These four colleges are doubtless already famrhar to you since
they proNide the 'largest number of applicants to your school._
Worksheets are enclosed for each college and proNide space...for
listing the ethnic identity, college grade point aNerage and-LSAT
score for each applicant. For those schools which subscribe to the
serNice, a more conNement procedure may be to duplicate the
pages from the Extended Services Feeder School report which
include candidates from these four colleges. Simply delete the
named of applicants and the name of the college and ald the
ethnic identity of eaoh. candidate to the pages Please do not
include any "admissions index- which you halve giNen these k"
students, nor any indication of whether they were admitted
rejected. We would appreciate this information for tht past three
application periods.

Data ComptItilon Number 2 inoles a modification of the grid
which is now famthar to law 'scbool admission officers The
attached worksheet subdivides the boxes associated with a parti-
cular combination of grades and LSAT scores Each box should
display the number of Black. Spaillsh-speaking origin. White and `
Total applicants falling within-that box of the grid No informa-
tion about the admissionirejectcon of these candidates is request-
ed. Please ust a separate grid for each of, the past three applicant
pools. Worksheets for each year are enclosed:
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Should you so request, we will provide you .vith an analysis of
yOur school's data along with a comparisbn of your results and
national trends. AS' mentioned before, confidentiality of your
data will be preserved and no law school will be identified in our
report.

We are grateful for your cooperation in this request for infor-
mation. We realize that these requests constitute additional work
for your busy staff The success of this investigation is dependent
upon the information provided by schools suchtas yours. If you
feel that you cannot comply with all of our requests, we will be
grateful for whatever information you can send us.
Very truly yours,

David M. White
Principal Investigator

r
. Appendix I%

6 h
Correspondence Betwan

Law School Admission Investigation
and

Law-"School Admission Services

September 7, 1979

Mr. Franklin R. Evans
Educational Testing Service
Princeton, New Jersey 08540.

Evan
I was disappointed tiVat you did not meet with me during my

trip to Philadelphia and New Ibrk on August 17-21, 1979. As
you know I have accumulated a series of questions about the Law
School Admission Test as a result of my previous research about
the test. I an not aware of the published materials which can
answer my questions. Therefore, when the opportunity presented
itself, I sought to talk with you, since all other officials at ETS
and the Law School Admission Council have directed me to you.

This letter is a more cumbersome attempt. to secure this infor-
mation. Although the requests are necessarily lengthy, I wotd

.appreciate a response at an early convenience, since the informa-
tion requested is quiteiimportant to the completion,of an ongoing
study of the LSAT being funded by the National Institute of
Education. In order to meet the upcoming deadlines, I need to
compile and analyze. data as efficiently as possible. I haye
included an Abstract of the proposal submittes1 to NIE for your
information. -

3 7
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Inorder to make the exchange of information by mail relative-
ly convenient, J have.groupeci questions according to certain cate-
guiies of wuceili. You may find it -convvient to respond to my
inquiries with reference to these categories so that the signifi-
cance of the information you provide will be readily apparent. If,
however, there are documents which already contain this data,
the documents would be preferable sources.
1. Specifications of the.LSAT. a) What were the specifications
for the original LSAT? These specifications should include the
significance of the scoring scale of 200-800, the importance of item
difficulty, item-to-I:.st correlations, and efforts undertaken to
eliminate possible cultural bias in designing the original test. In
additiOn,-background data on the norming population of students
at the twelye law schools participating in the norming process,
including racial composition of the group, would be appreciated.

b. Has the LSAT been re-normed or re-scaled since 1948?-4f
so, information similar to that requested about the original' test
would be appreciated. c) When current forms of-the LSAT are
"equated" with earlier forms,
constant and what tolerance
permitted by the test specific
introduced into the test, w

what aspects of the test are kept
for variation in these aspects is
ions? d) When new item types are
at rationale prompts the intro-

duction? e) What specificatiOls exist to determine the .equatabtl-
ity of new and old item types!

2. Scoring on the LSAT. a) How many- items are included on
current forms of the LSAT? b) How many of these items are
'scored items? c) How many items on each form have previously
appeared as scored items on older forms? d) Are all reused items
included in the equating process? e) How many correct answers
must a candidate make in order to achieve a score of 400, 500,
600, 700 and 800? If there is a variation in the number of,neces-
sary correct answers, please provide this information for each of
the administrations /formes analyzed during 1977.

3. Predictive Validity of the LSAT. a) Whlt was the original
estimate of the predictive validity of the LSAT? If there .have
been re-estimations of its predictive validity on a. yearly or per-
iodic besis, please provide these. b) What was the estimate, if
any, of the predictive' validity of college grades earned by law
students who comprised the original norming group for the
LSAT? If there have been re-estimations of the prediCtive valid-
ity of college grades on 'a yearly or periodic basis, please provide
these. c) The Law School Validity Study Service has generated a
formula combining LSAT and UGPA into a prediction formula
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"based on 1973+1974+1975 entering classes at 123 law schools.
In reviewing a 'alidity study for one law school I have noticed'
that the multiplier for LSAT,asnd UGPA remains me same each
time the formula is reproduced. but the percent weight attributed
to LSAT and UGPA changesone combination appears for the
tittal sample. another combination for one subgroup of students.
a third for an er subgroup of students Please explain this
apparent inconsis ency in data pi-esented as an estimate of nation-
al trends in validi y

d) What was the first estimatq of the predicqe validity of fix.,
LSAT and UGPA for Black, Chicano, or other minority group
students? If Mere have been re- estimations, please provide these.
e) Row many law .schpals have requested validity studies to be
conducted with a special subgroup comprised of minority group
students during the past three years? f) Have there been validity
studies which have noduced a negative correlation between
LSAT 4cl FYA fOr minority students' If so. please indicate the
number of such instances of negatlyz correlations.

4. CUltural Bias of the LSAT. a) What procedures have been
established to eliminate possible cultural bias in the LSAT?
When were these initiated? b) Have there been other efforts
made from time to time to eliminate an possible .cultural bias in
the LSAT' c) 11 there a regular post-test analysis of items or
item-types to detect different response patterns among different
cultural groupS?

d) During the deytelopment of new items and item-types. what
participation of minority group members has occurred? e) Are
there specifications requiring the inclusion' of material,thought
likely to be familiar to members of minority group students?
f) What percentage of items pretested on an actual loft of the
LSAT. are later included as scored items? g) What percentage
the items eliminated after the pretest are eliminated because too_,
many students correctly answered them. because too few students
correctly answered them. because these is a negative correlation
between the item score and the total test score? h. Is there any
analysis of the racial pattern of responses to items in the pretest
phase?

5 The Law School Data Assembly Service. a) Hov, many law
schools have used a formula generated by the LSDAS to
compute an Admissions Index for applicants during -the 1979
application year? b) How many schools have used the L0v1 in a
formula generated by the LSDAS during the 1979 application
year? c) How many schools subscribed to the Feeder ,School
Report du.rinv, the 1979 application year? When did LSDAS
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. ,
discontinue the practice of eliminating physical education, mili-
tary scien.ce, and practical fine arts grades from an appliCant's
computed UGPA? What research prompted this discontinuance'

.`
I recognize the tedious length of these questions and the

answers they seek. If you should decide that certain information
can be more easily transmitted in a telephone conversation.
please feel free to call me. I am still hoping to meet with you
Personal interviews.arepften more useful than written interroga-
tories because free-flaing discourse enables flexibility i4n ques-
tioning as new information becomes available. I plan to be in
Washington, D.C. on November 7, 1979 and would be interested.
in scheduling a meeting during that upcoming trip.

I. look forward to receiving your responses to these requests.
* .1

Very truly yours,

David M.' White
Principle Investigator

Mr. David M. White
Principal Investigator
Law School Admission Investigation
2419 Durtnt, Suite B
Berkeley, CA 94704

Dear Mr. Whiter

li.

March 4, 1980

Many of the questions you pose in your letter are adequately
answered in research reports that appear in the three volume set
of Research Reports ofLSAC Sponsored Resedrch that we sent
you earlier. In some cases, where no specific published documen-
tation exists, I have referred your questions to the appropriate
professional staff. In these cases, I" have asked that they submit
answers to specific questions to me which I.will then transmit to
you. In the remainder of this letter, I will attempt to answer each
question in the order listed in your letter. In most instances I, will
direct you to available literature with put comment.

Question 1 (a). I assume by the "original LSAT" you mean
form WLS, the first final form of the test that was,used at_five
administrations-in 1948. This was a six hour examination contain-
ing ten operational sections and. three pretests. Item types are
given on page 8 of the enclosed history section of Law 'School
Admission Test Papers. I suspect that score scale considerations
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we?e discussed in early Policy Committee meetings. I assume by
"signifiCance of the scoring scale of 200-8001' you mean the

,,, reason for choosing this particular scale. This scale is simply a,
variant of the well known "standard score" scale which expUsses
an individual score as a linear function of its distance or deviation
from the average of all scores. In establishing such a scale, the
ratr score average is set to a convenient number (in this case-500)
and the standard deviation of raw scores to a convenient numbjr
(in this case 100). Normal distribution theory then would require
that more than 99.9 percent of all scores would fall within three
standard deviations above and below the average. It is possible
that detailed specifications Js to item difficulty and level of item,
to test correlations on form WLS could be found in archieved
working files covering that period of the program's development.
Standard practice for a test tnat is designed to provide maximum
discrimination throughout the score range calls for a platykurtic
distnution of item difficulties. Current specifications call for
items to have difficu ty indices (deltas) rangiiii from 8 to 18. As
best as I can determine there is no information available (most
likely none was colle ted) concerning background characteristics
of the students at the nine law schools who took the first,eXperi-
mental LSAT's.

Question 1(b) LSAT scores have never been reported on any
scale other than the 200-800 scale.

Question 1(c). I have referred this question to the Test Devel-
opment staff.

Question '1(d). There are several ea.sons for wanting to intro-
duce new item types into a test. Among these are to increase the
predictive validity of the test and to achieve greater item effi-
ciency.

'Question 1(e) I have referred this question to. the. Statistical
Analysis staff. -

Questions 2(a), (b). Current forms of the LSAT contain 155
items scored for the LSAT score, and 60 or 65 items scor,01. for
the WA score. The items on one section of the test are scored for
both LSAT and WA. The number of unscored items varies from
test to test. In recent forms 30 to",45 minutes of testing time has
been devoted to unscored items. .

(.._ Question 2(c). As a.general practice in the past .several years
"scored" items from one form of the test are not used in subse-
quent forms, of the test. There have been minor exceptions to
this practice.

Question 2(d). Most forms of the LSAT have been equated
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through the process of "spiralling," the method considered most
appropriate for tests with heterogeneous content such as the
LSAT, GMAT, and This method requires one or more
"old".(on-scale) forms and one or more "new" (not, on scale)
forms to be administered to essentially randomly equivalent sam-
ples. In practice "old" and "new" forms are ufd at the same
administration with some candidates *taking an 4oId" form and
others taking a "new" form. It is assumed that the samples thus
obtained, are randomly equivalent, that .the underlying abilities
measured by the different (old or new) forms are distributed
equally in the different samples, and that observed differences in
ra'w score distributions are due primarily to minor differences in
the difficulty levels of the different forms. It is these differences
that are eliminated through the equating process.,This method of
equating does not involve administering old material and new
material to the same 'candidates.

95,estion 2(e). Test forms that were used in 1977 are secure
forms and therefore, I am not able, jo answer your question in
exactly the way' you wish. For recent forms (including those used
in 1977) one raw score point translates to between 5 and 6 scaled
score points. (See. La', School Admission's' Bulletin Supplement,
enclosed).

Question 3(a),(b). Refer to: French. LSAC 49-1, Schrader and
Olsen, LSAC 50-1;Johrison and, Olsen. LSAC 52-2; French.
LSAC 53-1; LSAC Miller LSAC 63-1; Sthrader,
LSAC 63-2; Schrader and PitCher, LSAC 64-2; Pitcher, LSAC
65-2;, Boldt, LSAC 66-1; Klein, Rock and Evans, LSAC 67-1;
Miller, LSAC 67-2; Klien and Evans,,LSAC 68-2; Klieri & Hart,
LSAC 683; Linn and Carlson. LSAC 69-1; Carlson, LSAC 70-3;
Linn, Klein. and Hart, LSAC 70-4,. Reilly, LSAC 71-4; Evans
arid Rock, LSAC, 73-2; Pitcr, LSAC 73-3; Reilly &/PowersT
LSAC 73-4; Schrader and Pitcher, LSAC 73-5; McPeek, Pitcher,
and Cfirlson, LSAC 74-1; Pitcher, LSAC 74-2; Carlson and
Wens, LSAC 76=1; Boldt, LSAC 76-4; Pitcher, LSAC 7676,;
Pitcher,ItoSAC 76-7; Pitcher, LSAC 77-5; and Rubin, LSAC 78-L
Schrader (LSAC 76-8) summarizes 632 instiOonal validity
studies conducted by ETS on behalf of LSAC anZbits'predecessor
organizations. These 632 studies are all studies done through
August of 1976 and involve students who entered law schools
from 1948 through 1974. Since Dr. Schrader completed his sum-. mary, appfrAimately 400 more institutional studies he been
conducted utilizing data for students whq entered in 19.75, 1976
and 1977. We are currently readying to conduct approximately
140 more studies involving students who entered law school in
1978. ;
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-Question 3(c), The pexcentageS to whictryou refer are propor-
tional Weights-and are dery ed from the formula:

?L. V.';

tkc71-7- cjri
Where PLand Pu are the proportion weights for LSAT and

UGPA', respectively: and. bi- and Vo re the
Inv. multipliers for LSAT and UGPA. res ectively.
derived.in the law school: and 'rt_ and are the
standard deviations of LSAT and UGPA respectiv ely
as observed in the sample.

0(7t7
arid 19L5Ti.: 4 i7ccru

Even though the multipliers could remain stable from sampl6 to
sampIrThe proportional weights could change due fo the
that the distributions of the predictors changed. e g.. the Stan-
dard deviations observed in two particular samples at a !ay.
schoo) were different from.one sample to the other. I assume the
validity study you wee looking at was the special subgroUp valid-
ity study conducted for - in the spring of I978. You will
notice on Table 2 for "Special Subgroup I" that tnc 'a%erage
formula has a UGPA multiplier of 136 and an LSA-I multiplier of
I 6 The proportional _contribution_of GPA is 4" percent
This percentage is computed as follows.

ry, C.30)

1.0 45) ',C)
Where .30 and 45 are the standard deviations for C GPA

and LSAT, respectively

NOTE: Thl: actual standard deviations used by
the computer in making the calculation
were imputed to more significant aigits
therefore the difference between 47 and
46.43 is due to successiw rounding.

These percentages atienzpi.to show the proportion of a predicted
. grade that is attqutable.to each of the predictors and is directly

relatI2d, to the ratio of the stand,ird regression weighty In a two
predictor problem 100ft Of the predicted grade is a function of
the two predictors. It one standard regression weight is. say.. 3
,times.larker than the other. then the inference is that that predic-

' for accounts for 75er of the predicted grade. No attempt is made
with this technique to soreour those parts of the predicted grade
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that is common to both predictors (as would be
their non-zero intersorrelation). These percentages
produced in institutional validity studies.

Question 3(d). As far as I can tell, the first attempt to study
the relative predictive' validity of the _LSAT for members of
"culturally disadvantaged groups" (Schrader,-Pitcher, and Win-
terbottom, LSAC 66-3, p. 376) occurred in 1964. Since that time,
several other studies have been completed. See LSAC 72-5,
LSAC 73-6, LSAC 74-8. These studies are summarized in Linn:
LSAC 75-1. The report of the latest study is in Powers, LSAC 77-
3. Other studies addressing the issue are: Pitcher, LSAC 76-6;
Pitcher, LSAC 74-6; Pitcher, LSAC 75-3; and Linn and Pitcher,
LSAC 76-2. s

267

evidenced by
are no longer

Question 3(e). Our records do not contain this information.
The general policy of LSAC has been to,solicit the cooperation of
each law school that has a sufficient numberpf-minority students
in its student body to participate in the periodic monitoring of
potential differential prediction of law school performance for
minorities and non-minorities. (See reports cited in answer to
question 3d). .

Question 3(f). The only studies conducted for LSAC that
compared validities (within law school) cif minority and non-
minority students are LSAC 73-6, 74-8, and 77-3. Pitcher 76-6
compared validities with data pooled across several law schools.
In LSAC 73-6 where validities for 5 black groups werecompared
with white groups from the same law schools (see Tabte 3, there*
were no negative validities for black groug In LSAC-74 -8,
Table 3 and 4 are the relevant tables. For Chicanos one of the three
Correlations in Table 3 is negative. This correlation (-.22) however.
does not differ significantly (statistically) from the +.20 correlation
for non-minority students at the same school. In Table 4. none of
the eight correlations of LSAT and FYA for blacks is negative. For
LSAC 77-3, Table A.1 in Appendix A is the appropriate table.-
None of the 10 standardized regression weights for LSAT alone for
Chicanos inegative. Two of 29 standardized regression weights for
LSAT ak4ie is negative for blacks. In the same table you will note
four negative UGPA weights for blacks, two negative UGPA
weights for UGPA for whites, two negative WA weights for blacks.
and one negative WA weight for whites.

Question 4.' I have referred this question to the Test Develop-
, ment staff.

kNestion 5(a). In the current processing year, 193 law schools use
the data assembly service (LSDAS). Of these 149 have LSDAS
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produce an-Index. (See Law School Admission Bulletin Supple-
ment, enclosed). -t

Question 5(b). In the current processing year, four law schpols
either specify separate index formulas for candidates from differ-
ent undergraduate schools or adjust grades.sThree of these schools
use LCM to groupcandidates according to their undergraduate
school. LSAC Policy does not allow law schools to use LCM as a
direct predictive, factor in the production of an index.

Question 5(c). The Feeder School Report is part of the LSDAS
Extended Services System. This report is sent automatically to all
LSDAS schools, once in the spring and once at the en- cl of the
prOcessing year.

Question 5(d). The policy took effect with the 1975-76 LSDAS
p ocessing year. The report of the research supporting that deck
ion appears-beginning on page 393 of the 1974. LSAC Annual
ouncil Report. You should be able to view a copy of that report

irr the Boalt Hall Admissions Office.

Other questions, especially th8se relating to the earl} history of
the program. are. addressed in the encloSed description of Lary
School Admission Test Papers, that ETS holds In its archives for
the Law .School Admission Council. Some questions regarding
the earliest days of the prognim may be addressed in documents
in the' archil"ed papers but I have not searched those documents
as to do so would be both expensive and time consuming. Access
to the archives by researchers is governed by a policy established
in 1976 by the,LSX.0 Board of Trustepor .

lope you find this. information' aderate.

Sincerely.

11,111111Franklin R. Evans

9Program Research Scientist

Mr. David White
, 2419 Durant, Suite B

Berkeley, CA 94704

71'

May 16, 1980

9

Dear Mr. White:
In my letter of March 4. 19§0 I indicated that come of the

questions posed in your September, . 1979 letter were referred to
tho, appropriate ETS Test Development or Statistical Analysis
personnel.'

,3 1 5
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Question 1 (c). When currept tomb of the LSAT are equated
with earlier forms, test content, mean difficulty. spread of item
difkulties, and mean-learn-test correlation are kept as similar as
possible. Specifications allow for a very slight tolerance for varia-
tion on those statistics for any given section. The difference for any
two tests should be less than that.

Question 1 (e). Two equated scores are currently reported in the'
LSA*1 pro am. The LSAT score is based-on 155 items distributi;c1
among five separately timed sections and the Writing Ability.
(WA) score is based on 60 or 65 items appearing in two separately
timed sections. However, sections scores are neither reported not
equated.

When a section containing a new item typel, introduced to
improve the validity of the LSAT, mean difficulty. spread ot
difficulties, mean item-test correlation, and section interLorrela-
Iion are kept as similar to- the earlier form as possible.

Question 4 (a) and 4 (b). For many Siears, special efforts na% e

been taken to eliminate any possible cultural bias in the 1.SA F.
Minority staff members are assigned to work on the test. and
efforts are made to obtain a variety Of outside item writers. includ:
ing substantial numbers of women and minority writers..Eflorts
are made to include in eacVnew.tesr material of special interest to
minorities and to. women. Special sensitivity reviews of rest con-
tent are regularly conducted.

Question 4 (c). Several studies bf.differential performant.c have
been conducted.see for instance LSAC-72-2 and LSA( h. The

.11 general conclusion ot these studa:s and studies in tall,' testing
programs is that no consistent differential pattern ot rt.sponses'can
be identified. Therefore, only occasional rather ,than routine
studies ate performed.

1 hope you find this information responsis to vow ,tuestion, 1

would very much appreciate a cot your final repot t espies it
papers commissioned for your eonteience, and a list of aft
to your conference.

Sincerely.

Franklin R. Evans
Program Research S'cientist
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Appendix C

Letter of Denise Carty-Bennia

March 6, 1980

11:1) vid White, Esquire
roject Director.

Law School Admissions Investigation Project
2419 Durant, Stiite B
Berkeley, California 94704

Dear David:

Several years ago, in response to a number of complaints from
Black law students, the Board of Direetors-of the National Con-
ference of Black Lawyers (NCBL) voted to convene a National
Commission Cf Inquiry to investigate allegations of discrim-
inatory practices at law schools across the country. Since that
time, the number and specificity of the complaints from Black
law students alleging that they are being victimized by discrim-
inatory administrative practices and unfair grading lihs steadily
increased to current crisis proportions. In addition, there has
been a sharp increase in racial tension within predominantly
white law schools since the case of Bakke v. Regents of the Uni-
versity of California was first filed. This exacerbation of racial
tension caused by Bakke has resulted in a severe racial schism
that has made the le01 educational'environment unnecessarily
hostile/ for minority students.

To the extent that these complaints'of discrimination are true,.
added to the increased pressures and diversions of a racially hos-
tile environment, there is'a clear and urgent threat to Our contin-
uing efforts to increase minority representation in the legal pro-
fession. The common effect on minority students is psychologic-
ally demoralizing and educationally counterproductive. They
must divert their attention from their academic exercises to the
defense of their very existence or right to exist within the law
school. To ensure minority access to legal educational and em-
ployment opportunity, we must eliminate those concerns that are
interfering with minority students' ability to pursue academic and
professional excellence. As long as minority students are com-
pelled to defend their existence in predominantly white law
schools, they are essentially being denied equal opportunity
within a highly competitive and demanding profession.

3 7
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Becpuseof the gravity of the 'situation, the NCBL Board of
Directors has instructed Ine as Co-Chair to reactivate the Com-
mission, consisting of lawyers, law professors and jurists, to in-
vestigate nationally allegations of discriminatory practices at law
schools. The charge of the Commission will not be to persecute a
law school against which complaints are made. Rather the
Coriimission is designed-to:

1) providela forum for distinguishing frivolous complaints from
legitimate grievances and mere speculations from documented
instances of discrimintion through the use of a formal hearing
process:
2) provide as effective vehicle for this hearing process through
the use of minority law professorslkd practitioners to lend
credibility to the effort and remove the responsibility of ad-
dressing.the subtle issues of racism from the students who are
its victims;
3) collect and analyze relevant data and findings to be present-
ed both to law school deans, faculties and legal educational
associations for the purpose of strengthening and enforcing
equal protection standards and affirmative action policies.
In conjunction with the National Board of the Black American

,Law Students (BALSA), a session of the Commission has been
scheduled for Friday; March 28, 1980, 4-6:30 p.m. during the
198(Y National BALSA convention at New York University Law
School fit New York thy. Because of your past interest and
service in this area, I am inviting and urging you to serve as a
member of the Commission. We need your experience, perspec-
tive and insight. Your contribu on would be invaluable to the
work of this Commission, theTrofession anti the community.
Should you desire to serve and find it possible to do so, please let
me know as soon as possible by letter or telephone (617 -437-
3301) to ensure that 5'our name can be included in the convention
program...

Thank yOu fotti your consideration of this matter. I look
forward to your acceptance of this important challenge and to

, seeing you at the BALSA convention at the end of this month.

Very truly yours.

Denise S. Carty-Bennia
Associate Professor of Law
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College Grades and LSAT Scores
An Opportunity to EXaMine the "Real Differences" in
Minority-Nonminority Performance

Joseph Gannon, Boston College

Background

A conference entitled The Future of Affirmative Action
in Law School Admissions" would be remiss if its partici-
pants avoided one of the stickier Problems confronting
today's-selection committees, that is, if the conference failed
to address the sizeable mean difference in LSAT scores be-
tween racial and ethnic groups. The highly publicize gap in
average group performance levels is not unique to the
LSAT. Test after standardized test has repeatedly shown a
difference of approximately one standard deviation separa-
ting the poOrer scoring minority from the majority group of
test takers.

Two prevailing, though contrasting, views are offered as
explanations for the observed average differences in test
scores. From the liberal camp, which remains genuinely
sympathetic to the long and hard-fought struggle of minori-
ties for their equal place within the society, it is said that tests
are essentially innocuous measures (outing to their scientific
"objectivity") which candidly mirror the effect of past dis-
crimination and extant social deprivation. In the winter of
1969 the appearance 9f Arthur.R. JenseaWs infaMous article
in the Harvard Educational Review' restirected the oppos-
iing conservative interpretation in academic circles that esta-
blished group differences in test scores are attributable more
to hereditary than to environmental factors. Although clearly
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appended to opposite sides of the nature-nurture contro-
ersy, both explanations nonetheless draw a common infer-
ence from the disparity in test outcomes. Both camps accept
the basic premise that the testing deficit demonstrated by
minority groups reflects real underlying differences in

intellectual ability or aelfievement.
.Representatie of the emironmentalist position which

emphasizes the situational aspects of behaior is the follow-
ing:

It would be contrary to basic premises of equality to suppose that
a paper and pencil-test of educational attainment could determine
skin color arnOng students who have been 'equally educated Like
college grades. test scores penalize blacks not because the tests
measure innate intelligence or mental capacity. but rather because
they measure abilities which are taught, acquired. and developed in
formal education. A different. inferior education natural!) tends to
produce different, inferior scores:2

Those subscribing to Jensen's world 1, lox.. on the other hand,
attribute the locus of causality to the innate inferiority of
minorities. Whatever the reason, for liberals and conserva-
tives alike "the differences are real."

Studies pertaining to racial and other group differences
abound in the research literature on testing. While the pro-
ject investigates-the same subject matter, it does so by de-
parting from the more traditional research paradigm (Typi-
ally, for selection purposes psychometricians and decision
makers assess the utijity of a given test within a predictive
framework. They wish to ascertain. for instance, how
accurately the LSAT predicts first-year grades in law school.

_In contrast with the testing and measurement mainstream,
this study adopts the perspective of looking backward in
time' By examining the questions of group test score differ-
ences within a "post-dictive" framework, the study sets out
to disprove a deceptively simple hypothesis that may be
formulated as follows: minorities and nonminorities, whose
academicperformance throughout four years of under-
graduate work is the same or nearl,the same. will likewise
exhibit similar ,outcomes with respect to their test-taking
performance. Stated imply, rough.equialence in under-
graduate grade point a erages should be associated with a
corresponding similarit in LSAT scores when comparing
members of each group.
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The assumption of little or no LSAT score difference
betweeb groups under the restricted conditions just outlined
appe,rs to be justified by.the absence of any pure test of
ability to perform in law school. Current attempts to con-
ceptually distinguis'11 aptitude from achievement are difficult
enough, the practical development of distinguishable meas-
ures of each psychological construct is virtually impossible.
Hence, performance on aptitude tests nice the LSAT should
closely approximate past scholastic achievement (indicated
by grades) since aptitude tests for graduate and professional
schools are intended to measure in large part the,know-
ledge and intellectual skills acquired in school and college.
and these are the factors that best predict success in special-
ized graduate programs.'

Sample Characteristics

In order to gather the necessary data for the proposed
research. a request was forwarded to 153 BA-accredited
law schools. Admissions officers were a ed to undertake
several tasks. one of which was most pertin to the study.
This entailed the compilation of, each applicant's racial-
ethnic identity. college grade point average and LSAT
score(s). To make the task somewhat more manageable. the,
request for information was confined to applicants from their
four most prolific feeder institutions who submitted appli-
cations during the three previous application periods.

Only 13 law schools rephed, and one of these was unable
to supply the racial ethnic identity of its applicants, and
therefore, had to be eliminated from the study. As it was.
the low response rate turned out to be a blessing in disguise.
Time constraints and other limited resources barely per-
mitted a thorough goirT analysis of the cases (N=19,287)
for.whom we did receive usable data. In all, data were com-
piled for 136 cohorts of annual feeder school reports. One
responding institution provided additional informati n
about the applicant's undergraduate major and the year o
graduation which enabled a more refined level of analysis
than that originally intended.

Of the 12 law schools remaining in the sample. six are state
affiliated and six are private institutions. With regard to geo-
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graphic distribution, law schools on both coasts seem to be
belte represented than other regions of the country
including four western and three eastern schoolsalthough
each region contributed at least one school to the sample.
Schools appeared to be evenly distributed °along a prestige
continuum with three of the country's most selectivelinsti-
tutians participating in the study.' 'Sample' characteristics
shall remain somewhat sketchy in order to preserve the con-
fidentiality of the responding-law programs.
. Justifiably, this study would be subject to serious criticism
if one of its purposes was to generalize the findings beyond
the sm411 sample of responding institutions to the broader
population of ABA-accredited law schools. Despite a sem-
blance of representativeness alwig sortie key dimensions, as
noted above, there are always questions of selection and
non-response biases to be considered. This study will confine
the scope of its discussion to the-immediate findings. Never-
theless, it should be kept in mind that even research studies
sponsored by the Law School Admission COuncil rarely
achieve a degree of sampling sophistication to rival that
'reported hin.

Method.of.Computineasic Comparisons
Prior to discussing the procedure for computing minority-

nonminority comparisons, it is important to 'stress the fact
that all comparisons are restricted to applicants from the
same undergraduate institution applying for entrance to the
same law school in the same application year. Such con-
straints control for numerous sources of between-school
variation that !flight otherwise contaminate comparative
findings in a study of group differences. By taking these pre-
cautions the study is able to rule out, for example, between-
school variation in undergraduate grading policies and ob-

_served grade distributions, as well as the differential quality
of undergraduate education as plausible explanations Tor the,
findings. In addition, disturbances caused by rank in class
are attenuated considerably by requiring comparability of
minority-nonminority cumulative undergraduate grade point
averages (UGPAI.

The basic aim of this study is to examine the difference in 1
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LSAT scores of each minority applicant with those non-
minority applicants from the same undergraduate feeder
,institution who demonstrate a sustained and comparable
level of academic achievement as evidenced by the UGPAs.
For purposes of this study, comparable nonminority appli-
cantt are defined as those whose UGPAs fall within the
range of the referent minority-group member's UGPA plus
or minus .10. To illustrate, the relevant nonminority com-
parison group for a Black applicant within a UGPA of 3.00
would include those nonminority applicants reporting
UGPAs between 3.10 and 2.90. '.A bandwidth of plus or
minus .10 is-considered reasonably narrow for operationally
defining equivalence in academic performance. After all,
there is a certain standard error of measurement assooiated
with college grades, and law school admissions officers
express a reluctance to make pradtical, serectiort/rejection
decisions based on such a slim margin of difference in appli-
cants' 4..1GPAs.

i' 'Orkce the relevant nonminority comparison group is esta-
blished, each minority's LSAT score is subtracted from the
average LSAT score for that comparison groUti. The basic
LSAT score differences are computed iteratively until the
number of minority applicants appearing in a cohort is
exhausted. Then the steps are repeated for other minority
applicants in the next cohort until basic comparisons have
been calculated for all 136 of the applicant pools.

It should be noted that any given nonminority group mem-
ber may be included in more than one .comparison group
within the same applicant pool. Overall, a small proportion of
minority applicants are found to be without any relevant
nonminority comparison group. Reasons for this acre apt to
be traced either to an occasional minority applicant with a
relatively high or. low UGPA or to a minority with the
UGPA and/or LSAT score reported as missing.

Discussion of Findings

As the summary statistics in Table 1 clearly show, the
minc-ity- nonminority group differences in LSAT scores are
staggering. This is particularly so for Blacks and Hispanics
who differ from their white counterparts by approximately
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one standard deviation. Notice the persistence of this mag-
nitude of spread in spite of all efforts to eqUglize the appli-
cants being compared on the basis of their college grades and
to control for between-school sources of variation. A sub-
stantial LSAT score gap also exists in -the case of Native
American applicants.' Although the margin separating Asian
Americans from nonminorities is considerably less than other
minority groups, a mean deficit of 36 points on rbe LSAT
somewhat belies the stereotype of the "overeducated." test-
wise Oriental which is oftentimes raised as a counter-
arguinent to the view that tests are culturally biased.

\
TABLE I

Mean UGPA and LSAT Scores for All Applicant Groups and
Minority-Nonminority. LSAT Scores Differences

by Minority Group

Minority
Nonminority
mean LSAT

Applicant No. Mean Mean i, score
Group compared' UGPA' LSAT' .difference

Minorities -
Blacks 727 2.91 498 -110
Chicanos
& Latinos 482 3.02 525 -97
Nathie
Americans 48 2.98 531 -78
Asian
Ainericans" 379 3.32 607 -36

Nonminorities NA 3.28 618 . NA

'These figures represent minority -group members in the
sample for whom an appropriate nonminorfty Comparison
group/individual was available.
2Mean UGPA and LSAT are included as a,baMs for sub-

group comparison; other column entries in the table are nut
applicable to nonminorities (N=16,233),

1
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Of Course, there are several-possible alternative explana-
tions which might account for these otherwise dramatic find-
ings. To , the extent that the data 'permitted additional
analyses, the study attempted to examine a few of the more
plausible rival hypotheses..

For instance, one might impute a significant proportion of
the wide gap in LSAT scores to a college's changing stan-
dards of academic performance over timewhat is often
referred to as the "grade inflation problem." It may be that
the degree of difficulty presented by a student's chosen field
of study contributes to the difference in LSAT scores as well.
Competition for good grades may nary from one department
or area of academic concentratipn to another in the same
institution.

,

The study was able to assess the impact of these particular
within-school sources of variation for the one law school that
provided information pertaining to undergraduate major
and year of graduation. Reported undergraduate majors
were recategorized into broader subrect matter codes similar
to those used _,in another study.!-- rtain majors were re-
tained as individuql categories d _to their frequency of
occurrence. The ten course types were history, economics,

.government-political science, ychology, sociology, other
social sciences, natural sciences, b iness, engineering, and
other humanities. .

A refined series of comparison5 have been condulted by
recomputing the LSAT score difierences for each minority
with more restrictive criteria, for defining nonminority com-
parison groups. Not only must academic performance be
comparable in this analysis, but there have to be matching
subject matter codes, and a qualifying nonminority's year of
graduation must fall within a range of plus or minus two
years from the time the referent minority-grout member
graduated.

Fortunately, there are an adequate number of both minor-
ity and nonminority applicants in 18 separate cohorts or
applicant pools making the refined, comparative results all
the more meaningful. If these within-school sources of varia-
tion are spuriously accounting for a sizeable proportion of
the observed gap, one would expect their direct inclusion as
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criteria for refined comparisons to lessen the margin of-4
LSAT score differences. In other words. a simple measure .
would be to determine in what proportion of cases, when
shifting from the "basic- to the "refined" method of
computation, is there actually a decrease in the amount of
group LSAT score differences. On the other% hiind, chat
proportion represents an increase in *spread or remains
constant across measurement conditions? f

TABLE II

4 Numbers and Percentages of Changing LSAT Score
Differences by Minority Group When Shifting from the Basic
to the Refined Method of Computing Minority-Nonminority

Comparisons

Decreases in the LSAT
score difference

Increases in the LSAT
score difference

Minority N % . N --%

'Blacks 83 51.6 78 48.4

Chicanos & . .

Latinos 86 54.8 71 . 45.2
Asian Americans 96 57.3 67 42.7
Native
Americans 9.56.2 i

7 43.8

Totals 268 54.6 223 45.4

These figures include three cases (i.e., two Blacks, one
Hispanic) where the LSAT score difference remained con-
stant across computation methods.

FEom the percentages in Table 2, it is obvious thatiethe shift
to refined comparisons produces proportionately more re-
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duction thp expansion in the minority-nonminorny LSAT
score gap; and it is a consistent patterr whether looking at the
aggregate or each minority group separately. Still, a large
proportion overall, 43.2 %, consist of an increase in the LSAT
score difference or no change at all. Upon closer examination.
even in those cases where the gap is reduced, seldom are the
LSAT scores evened up. Of the 279 total cases involving some
degree of shrink'age, 141 (50.5e;- ) remain separated by at least
50 points on the LSAT. This is certainly insufficient evidence
to support within-schools variability as a reasonable explana-
tion for the original, dramatic differences in LSAT scores. As
one potential counterZirgument, it fails empirically to supplant
other plausible explanati6ns for the findings..

Referring once again to Table 1. another alternative hypo-
thesis is suggested. With' the exception of Asian Americans.
minorities in the sample tend on average to have low er_
L'GPAs than nonminornies. One might surmise from thts.that
sTimmary measures of groups LSAT score differences w ill be
inflated by the presence of a disproportionately large Jnumber
of minorities with lower grades. That,is, minorities with er
grqles should concomitantly experience a greater LSAT
score discre'pancy with their relel,ant comparison group. and
therefore, the original findings may largely be due to sample-

. specific selection bias. Conversely. If the sample were com-
prised of more minorities with higher UGPAs, then group
test-taking differences would essentially disappear. Another
way of stating the argument is in, correlationaLterms. One
would expect a strong and negative relationship between the
distributions Of difference scores on the LSAT and minority
UGPAs in order that the hypothesis be supported.

Pearson product-moment correlations were computed
within each minority group and for the total of minority
applicants. The coefficients are: -.18 (N=727) for Tacks,
-. 19(N =482) for Chicanes and Latinos, .14(N =48) for Native-
Americans, -.17(N=379) for Asian Americans, and -.26
(N=1,636) overall. Results are 'consistently in the expected
direction, however hardly ofa magnitude to uphold this, the
second hypothesis. Rdthet, it appears that minority-
nonminority testing dikreparicies persist across .the entire
range of the grading curve.
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A third; alternative hypothesis would posit a uniformly
more lenient grading of nonminorities as contrastedvk ith minori-
ties at the 'various undergraduate feeder institutions: An
investigation of this explanItion for the findings is well be-
yond the scope of this particular study. The subject of
"reverse discrimination" in grading practice. however. is
vulnerable to attack Dn several grounds. not the least of
which is the evidence documenting depressed rates'cif grade
inflation among black colleges IS-,1-% is other institutions as
presented in a study by Sandra Weckesser in this volume.
Minority students within predominantly white colleges are as
likely to he downgraded for their academic performance as
anything elk, unless or e is willing to entertain a k-isiortot the
nation's colleges staffed primarily by Minority protessors or by
"bleeding-heart liberals- whose grading'habits are in tioen,:ed
more by a sense of "%NNW guilt- than by the quality of a
minority studenis work. Such a s iev, is unlikely to sit very well
with most members o the academy for it does not jibe with
their self-image. let alone w ith the reality of college lite. rst
of all, relatively few college-level faculty are minority. Wh
the stereotype of the university as a hotbed of "liberal think-
ing- persists. Studies of academics attest to a much, mac,
diversified sub population with respeLt to their political ideo-
log i general. as well as specific attitudes about race rda-
tions.

Sum,Mary

Keeping in mind the prNiminary nature of this in eqigat ion
and invoking the appropriate easeats as to the study's
sampling and data constraints. it is nonetheless compelling
thakthe vast majority of the group di tterences in test scores
are as yet to be explained. Given (hat, the single most
reasonable explanation would be to focus on the test itself
acid /or influences of the testing milieu. Until these finding
can otherwise be explained away. the magnitude (lithe di Her-
ences certainly lends credence to claims that the LSAT is
culturally biased in its content. or that systematic. ditterential
oftMmes are directly attributable to such factors as anxictk .

test - taking knowledge and experience, in addition to thy
undue stress of a speeded exam for chow. %%ho buight as they
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may be, process information more slowly, carefully and ana-
lytically.

Clearly, the data reveal th*' law school applicants with
essentially equivalent collie giadesare apt to receive*widely
discrepant LSAT scores depending upon their race or ethni-
city. Whereas past discrimination and deprivation must
always be acknowledged, it is important to realize that this
study pertains to minority applicants who, overcame innumer-
able social and economic barriers as p.videnced by the criterion
of academic parity in matching them with majority applicants
in the same applicant pool. Consequently, academic equals
are suddenly and systematically reduced to intellectual in-
feriors as a result of their poorer performanCe in the testing
situation, or so the argument goes for those believing that the
test differences are truly "real." Put Tathe bluntly, what it
took four years to build up, it required rottAilTitur hours to
tear down.

Law schools, for their own part, subscribe to the notion'that
test scores reflect real underlying differences. At the moment,
there is.a growing tendency'for admissions committees to rank
their applicants, at least for the initial pass, by according
greater weight in a numerical formula to the LSAT score in
combination with the applicant's UGPA. This trend is most
alaiming to minority students who have achieved respectably
high levels of academic success. For them, the denial of fEnure
access to legal eduction because of low test sakes becomes a
particul rlybitter pill to swallow.
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The Double jeopardy of the GPA,
A Comparative Study of Grade Distribution Patterns and
Grade Inflation by Types of Colleges and Universities

Sandra W. Weckesser, Vrecior of Admissions, Temple
'University School of Law

I. INTRODUCTION

. .
Since the DeFunis case' and even before, much attention

has been focused on the LSAT and other standardized tests
as the primary obstacles to professional and graduate school
admission for black and other minority college graduates.
This study suggests that the emphasis or concern
surrounding the potentially adverse impact of standardized
tests on such applicants may have obscured an equally
important and possibly even more pervasive problem for
black students in gaining admission to graduate and
professional schools, and that is the phenomenon of grade
inflation, as edicators have come to recognize it, which has
occurred over the past 10 or so years. .

Simply because grade inflation went unnoticed in the early
stages and has not been the subjecrof systematic analysis

,until now,' the undue burden it has placed on the credentials
of black college graduates has remained undiagnosed,
hidden from even the intense scrutiny of the most discerning
law school admission committee member.

Although the focal of this study is on potential law school
applicants, it is important to remember that the
undergraduate college grade point average (GPA) has a far
wider application than simply law school admissions, and
thus has a far greater opportunity to have an adverse impact
on its bearers. The GPA's importance extends to admissions
to other professional schools, graduate schools, and even to
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many prospective employersall of whom evaluate their
applicants, atleast in part, on the basis of the college GPA.

II. THE PROCESS OF DISCOVERY ..

This study had its genesis, not, in an abstract research
hypothesis, but rather as the result of an attempt to answer
the real day-to-day questions occurring in a- law school
admissions office about undergraduate college grades, and as
a. result of the attempt to make sense of the surprising
answers to some 9Sthose daily questions. For example, every
member- of the Wmple Law School adMissions committees
was naturally curious to learn whether his or her alma mater
had withstood the pressure to jump on the grade inflation
bandwagon. One faculty member, on his way to an LSAC-
sponsbred regional workshop for pre-law advisors from
predominantly black colleges, wante know about the
grading pattern's at some of those colle s. Another inquiry
from a diligent committee member prompted a look at grade
distributions at several small public colleges in Pennsylvania
and Nevikrsey. And so it went until it became apparent that
college grade distribution schenits were 'quite disparatefar
more so than anyone had imikinedand in need of careful,
systematic comparison'.

ti

*,..

.Fortunately, since 1973 a rich source of informatipn on
college grade distribution patterns has been 'available. IrA
1973 the Services Committee of the Law Schooj. Admission
CQ ncil (LSAC) compiled anepublished the first Guide

1.pretation of Undergraduate Transcripts. This guide
incluad an explanation of uhdergraduatt GPAs for all 1911-.
72 Law School Data Assenibly Service (1-SI)AS),registrarits
by individual hool, and in many cases the GPA distribution
for the individua ors entire 1972 graduating class.

Then in 1974, the LSAC directed the Services Committee
to compile and distribute a revised and expanded Guide to
Undergraduate Colleges (Guide), which combined the'
information contalled in the former Guide to the
fnterpretdtion'of Undergraduate Twanscripts, with the Law
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School Admission Tist Statistical Summary: Mean Scores
Grouped by Most Recent Institutiort Attended and the
Percentage Distribution of Grade Point Averages of
Undergraduate Colleges as Earned by LSDAS Registrants.
Since 1974, the Services Committee of the LSAC has
published an annually revised Guide.'

A review of several editions of the Guides led to the first
important discovery about the grade inflation phenomenon.
What is so surprising about grade inflation is not that it has
occurred, but that it has occurred so unevenly. For example,
compare the grade distribution of (real but fictitiously named)
Claiborne College and Tightlid College.4 (Fig. 1)

Note the widely divergent grade distributions between
Claiborne College and Tightlid College. While 18 percent of
thegraduating seniors at Claiborne graduated with GPAs of
3.60 or greater, only 5 percent Qf the graduates of Tightlid
had GPAs of 3.60 and above. Such potentially useful
comparisons were not obvious, however, when _wading
through the more than 800 colleges listed in the Guide. Thus,
the individual schools' distributions remained obscured until
some focal point was selected. For a variety of reasons, the
3.0 grade 'point average was chosen.5 The next step,
obviously, was to total the percentages for each grade range
(e.g. ):25-3.29) from 3.0 up for each college and university
reported in the Guide., as in Figure 1.

It is now easy to compare the. GPA distributions of
Claiborne and Tightlid Colleges. While 71 percent of the
seniors graduating from Claiborrm College earned GPAs of
3.0 and above, only 35 percent of the senibrs graduating
from Tightlid College earned GPAs of 3.0 and above.

Next, a list was compiled of all the colleges in the Guide
showing the percentage of grades awarded at the 3.0 level and
above.° Figure 2 is such a list.

'

I
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FIGURE I.. _

CLAIBORNE COLLEGE

Percentage Distribution of Senior Class GPAs - 1973-74 (based on 200 students)

.00 3.80 3.60 3.40 3.20 3.00 2.80 2.60 2.40 2.20 2.00 1.99

up 3.99 3.79 3.59i 3.39 3419- 2.79 2.59 2.39 2.19 DOWN
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a
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Total: 71%

Ne

-TIGHTLID COLLEGE

Percentage Distribution of Senior Class GPAs - 1973-74 (based on 277 students)

4.00 3.60 3.b0 3.40 3420 2.80 2.60 2.40 2.20 2.00 1.99

6 up 3.99 3.79 3..59 3.39 3.19 2.99 2.79 2.59 2.39 2.19 DOWN
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Total: 359'
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FIGURE 2
College % gradeseat 3.0 and above
Abalone 63
Artichoke
Blackacre 32
Blofeld 25
Crimsdn 41
Carnation 42.5
Dillitante 28
1urward 47.3

squire 47
Evangelical 51
Fosdick 47
Factory 30
Gargoyle 43.1
Greene 31
Holmes 33
Hastie 51
Ivy Hall 52
Intellectual 22
Jensen 31
Joliet 33.2
Krank 65 .Kaper 35
Lovelace 46
Listless 31.98
Mudge 19
Milestone 41.
Nixon . 63
Normal - 44
Obermeyer 38
0 lan tangy 4
Pumpernickel 48
Peanut 18
Quentin 48
Quire 42
Rose 46

-Ribbon 40
Steward 3 ,)r 46
State 34
Twinkle 69.
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For every year the Guide has been published, the -grade
distributions for each college in the Guide have been totalled
and a similar list compiled. While some clustering or group-
ing of grade distribution patterns by types of colleges was
immediately discernible, in part because of repeated applica-
tions to Temple Law School from certain undergraduate
feeder schools, it became apparent that a more formal study
of grade inflation trends would be useful. ,

HI. THE STUDY

A. Collecting and Defining the Data

To move beyond the most general observation that grade
inflation has occured unevenly, it was necessary to define,
collect, group, and analyze the collges by type as follows.,

1. Ivy League
The schools which are members of the Ivy League are

Brown, Columbia, Cornell, Dartmouth, Harvard, Prince-
ton, Yale and the University of Pennsylvania.

2. Ivy equivalents (*Totted ivy')
A number of very well known colleges and universities

throughout. the country (including inter alia the Seven Sis-
ters') while not members of the Ivy League, yer, enjoy,
similar, and in many cases, equiv,q1ent national reputations
and prestige as particularly fine educational institutions, with
equally selective aiabissiorrs policies and distinguished alum-
ni/ae, as do the eight Ivy League colleges,

This group of colleges and universities is limited for the
purposes of this study lo those schools and universities
ranked "most selective" by Alexander Astin in Predicting
Academic Performance in College: Selectivity Data for 2300
American Colleges.' For most of the comparisons in this
report, group (1) Ivy League colleges, and group (2) "Potted
Ivy" colleges and universities, are treated together and re-
ferred to as "Highly Selective"") institutions.

3. Public and Private institutions
Schools,are classifed as public or private" 6ised on the

information the schools themselves submitted for publica-,
lion in the-1979-80 College Handbook.'
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4. Predominantly Black colleges and universities are
defined as the 83 four-yeaf,, undergraduate colleges or uni-
versities which are members of the National Association for
Equal Opportunity in Higher Education (NAFEO), and
who have supplied descriptions of their colleges to the Col-
lege Handbook. NAFEO ,describes itself as a non-profit,
voluntary independent association of historically black col-
leges." In addition to the NAFEU members, the College of
the Virgin Islands has been included, which has 90 percent
minority" students. While several colleges and universities
in Alaska and Hawaii also have predominantly minority
populations, none of them has provided grade distribution
information to the Law School Data Assembly Service nor
do the grade distributions of their LSDAS/LSAT registrants
appear in the Guide.

5. Small, Medium and Large institutions are defined as
-follows schools with full-time undergraduate enrollments
from 1 to 3000 are classified as "Small"; schools with full-
time undergraduate enrollments from 3001 to 6000 are classi-
fied as "Medium"; and schools with full-time undergraduate
enrollments with 6001 or over are classified as "Large."

rEnrollment figures are from the 1979-80 edition of the
College Handbook and are submitted to the Handbook by
the colleges themselves.

6. Gender -based institutions
-Schools are classified as "for Women." for Men" or

"Coeducational" based on their self-descriptions as reported
in the 1979-80. College Handbook.

7. Religious affiliation
Schools are classified as Non-sectarian. Protestant.

Roman
the schopl
Some class
Protestant an
tical terms, w
and therefore
College Ha
However,
ic, tho
found

tholic, Jewish. or Other, based in most cases on
descriptions in the 1979,80 College Handbook.
cation difficulties were encountered with a few

Roman Catholic colleges which are, in prac-
Ily independent of their respective churches
scribe themselves as "independent" in the

9ok or omit religious affiliation altogether.
e have grouped as Protestant or Roman Cathol-
hoots which were historically affiliated with or

by a Protestant sect, the Roman Catholic Church or



FIGURE 3

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF UNDERGRADUATE DEGREE GPA'S

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF SENIOR CLASS GPAS
CLASS OF '(BASED ON STUDENTS) DATA SUPPLIED BY INSTITUTION.
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a Roman Catholic order of sisters, brothers or priests, and
where the basic principles of the founders are still present in
the educational traditions or public statements of purpose of
the individual schools.

8. LSDAS-supplied and school-supplied percentage grade
distributions

Many schools report their grade distribution by percent-
age to the Law School Data Assembly Service (LSDAS).
Such a report, based on the individual school's entire grad-
uating class for a given year, appears in the Guide as seen in
Figure 1, supra. Hereafter this type of data will be referred
to as "school-supplied" grade distribution data.'

In the process of using the information in the Guide, it is
important to understand that not all schools report their
grade distributions for their graduating class. each, year.
When a school does not supply its own grade distribution but

` there are at least 25 LSAT and/or LSDAS registrants from
that college within a three-year period, the Guide will show
the school's grade distribution based only on the
I.,SAT/LSDAS registrants as in the top of Figure 3.
Hereafter this type of data will be referred to..aS "LSDAS-

_ supplied" grade distribution data. -

In this study the analysis of college grading patterns has
been limited, wherever possible, to the school-supplied
percentage grade distributions. In a study comparing grade
inflation among different colleges and universities, the
school-supplied percentage grade distributions, as
distinguished from the LSDAS-supplied percentage grade
distributions, form the better, more reliable, data base."

First, the school-supplied data represents the grade
distribution pattern for the entire graduating -Glass -It is-not a
sample. To illustrate, Janeitkustin applies to law school from
"Entente University" with a GPA of 3.4. Entente supplies
its own grade distribution report for Jane's graduating class as
shown in the middle of Figtne 3.

By totalling the percentage distribution from the 3.4 level
up,we may conclude with reasonable certainty that Jane
Austin is within the top 20 percent of her graduating class.

On the other hand, if Zane 'Grey applies to lavi school
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from "Veil College" with a GPA of 3.4 and Veil does not
report its own grade distribution, the GPA distribution, will
be derived from only those students at Veil who have
registered for the LSDA1S and/or the LSAT (if there are 25
or more) over the thee' -year period prior to Zane's
application. The percentage distribution for LSAT and/or
LSDAS registrants ,from Zane Grey's college will appear in
the Guide as in the bottom of Figure 3.

Based on this information, it appears that Zane Grey's. 3.4
average may place him within the top 50 percent of his
college class, but the LSDAS-supplied percentage
distribution actually represents the GPA distribution for
only a sample of the Veil student body. Here self-selection
introduces a bias intcc the sample. The sample is made up of
only those students'who chose to take the LSAT and/or
register for the LSDAS. While samples are often useful
when the entire population is not available, they are helpful
only to thes.xtent that they are representative of the entire
population. As the Guide cautions, the GPA distributions
based on the whole senior class is'more representative of an
institution's entire student body."' -At some shyls, the
LSAT/LSDAS students may be representative of the total.
senior class, in others the LSAT/LSDAS students may be
the better students,4ild in yet others, the LSAT/LSDAS
students may be the lower achievers. We simply cannot
tell. 17

For the foregoing reasons, the grade distribution
comparisons, with the two exceptions noted immediately
below, have been limited to those schools which have
reported their own grade distributions for their entire
graduating classes.

B. Structuring the Data

1. For two groups of schools, the school-supplied
distributions were collapsed with the LSDAS-supplied
distributions because the dumber of schools in each group
would have been too few to be helpfulto the study.

With the exception of the discussion in §III- C- 3,,the 39
school-supplied cases and the 26 LSDAS-supplied cases f
the_ Highly Selective schools are grouped together:

S
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39 school-supplied GPA distributions
+26 LSDAS-supplied GPA distributions

-1 omission'$

64 Total nuruber of cases of GPA distributions from'
Selective schools

Likewise, with the exception of the discussion in §III-C-3,
the 13 school- supplied cases have been szQarled with the
32 LSDAS-supplied cases from the Predominantly Black.
colleges and universities;

13 school- supplied GPA distributions -,

+32 LSDAS-supplied GPA distributions

,45 Total number of cases of GPA distributions from
Predominantly. Black colleges and universities. 19

2: Most of the comparisons in this study use the grade
distributions reported in'the most recent Guide, the 1979
edition. ,However, it was thought that a look at chro ological
trends might also be helpful, so grade dist "bution
percentages were compiled when available from the 1974
Guide and the 1976 Guide.

3. Of the more than 1700 four-year undergraduate colleges
and universities described in the College Handbook, grade
distriblition data exists in the 1979 Guide for 821 schools.
The missing grade distributions occur either because schools
did not report their grade distribution percentages to
LSDAS or because, in all but two of the major classification
groups, the focus was on school-supplied percentages rather
than LSDAS-supplied percentages.

r ,

C. Comparing grade distributions among colleges

First, the 1979 distribution patterns are presented for all-
schools as defined in section II-B. Next the GPA distributions
are compared among the major classifications. Finally, grade ,

inflation trends over time for five of the major classifications
are compared using the GPA distributions available from tht .
1974;1976, and 1979 Guide."
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.

1. All schools
Note the results of the frequency distribution in Table for

the total pool of 821 schools for .1979 GPM at the 3.0 level
and, above. For the entire group the mean percentage is.
50.187% and the median percentage is- 49,250(7( .2' Indeed
for all the classifications reported above in Table I; the
means and medians are very close together indicating that
the frequency distributions are quite even at all levels. There
was considerable range in the percentage distributions witty
the, lowest percent distribution at'11.2% and the highest at
95.0%. The standard 'deviation for the entire pool was
12.764 that is to say,.approximately tW thirds of all the
school distributions fell between the 37 and the 63,percent
levels.

2. Comparisons between major classifications
Table H-A compares the percentage of GPAs at the 3.0 level
and above between the Highly Selective schools and the
Predominantly Black schools. (Recall that for both of these
classification's, the school:supplied GPAs and LSDAS-
supplied GPAs have been merged -because of the fewer
number of total cases.) Note that in 84.1 percent of the
Highly SelNotive colleges (53 out of 63) more than 50 percent
of the class graduates with GPAs at or above 3.0. Among the
Predominantly Black colleges, however, only 22.2 percent of
.the colleges (10 out of 45) have 3.0 GPAs at the 50 percent
level or,above.

Table H-B compares the Highly Selective schools With
Other *hoots. Here, Other includes only Private colleges
which are not also classified as Predominantly Black, Roman
Catholic or Highly Selective. Agairi, 84.1 percent of the
Highly Selective colleges graduate 50 percent or more of
their class with. 3.0 Gk'iks or better, whereas only 51.9
percent of the Other colleges graduate half of their studests,

° with 3.0 CPAs.
Next, Table II-C contrasts GPA distributions bete

Highly Selective 'alleges and Public colleges. In this
comparison there /a five fewer cases of Highly Selective
colleges because' Highly Selective ,,colleges were also
Public institutions and so were grouped with the vF'ublic
colleges. Here while 86.2. percent of the Highly 'Selective
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TABLE 1 - ALL SCHOOLS

.... % GPA Distribution ar3.0 level or above ---, .

School
Classification

Private colleges
& universities

'Pdb lic colleges
universities r

Ntin-sectariaii colleges
& universities

445 48.399 15.9

ProteMant colleges', 226 . 51.061 50.550 11.2 . 83.1 ,

No. of
'Schools Mean Median Lowest Highest

,-.

° -
. Small Colleges F 545 51.905 . 51.905 11.2 95.9

& universities
(U -31$X .snidents) . . e

Medium college' 115 47.058 46.01.7 11.0 78.0

erl. . we

& universities
(30006000.studonts) .

.

.
45.990Large colleges 46.499 19.6 85.0 .

& universities il a '
(6000 or more students '

-t
Highly Selective 65 63.856 65.0 ', 31.1 93.0
colleges & universities .

...--

557 52.720 52 400 ' 11.2 95.0

44.663 44.950 15'9 72.0 9.610
.4 .%

93.0

& universities

0
4

9.605 . Z
t7r

Alpo. M0
13.621 >

.
- ...e

0* 13.260 .rf

c
Standard
Deviation *-3 '

9
13.487 0

Cl
cn

>

4. 11.442
mu

1

13.460

11.127

40



Roman Catholic -

colleges & universities

... Jewish college4
& universities.

138

3

,

53.405

62.333

r"

53.983

64.0011
,

22.600

43.0

95.0

80.0
..

11.695

18.516

m
(")

P
ch
ch
m0

Men's colleges
& universities

Women's colleges
universities

Coeducational colleges'
& univettities

19

61

939 '

44.737

58.315

. 49.642

43.267

57.400

48.542

243.0

24.4b0

11.2

95.0

89.4.

93.0

,..

17.571

12.015

12.444

Predominantly black .
colleges & universities

1-45

.
40.869 39.900

1
11.2 72.0 ,13.351

,
. All schools 824` 50.187 49.250 11.2 95.0 12.764.

sa'The total number of cases by classification (4150) is obviously much greater than
the total number of schools. This is because many of the classifications.cannot be
mutually exclusive. For example. one institution may be classified as a Small,
Highly Selective, Private, Non-sectarian, Predominantly White, Coeducational
college or,university. Within each bracket, however,' the classifications are, of
course, mutually exclusive. There are 3 missing cases in tit subset of private/public
institutions; 8 missing cases in thereligious affiliation subset; and 1 missing case in
the gender-based classification subset: The missing cases occurred when the cJlege
did not provide any information by Ohich lo assign A classification.
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, ---, . TABLE II-A s-0

Highly Selective schools compared to oo

Predominantly Black Schools

Nurser of schools

63 Highly Selective
45 Black

..-

Highly
Selective '.

Mean % GPA DiStribution
at 3.0 level and above

I* 63.8556%
,.8689%

Zack Row Total

Number of schools with
3.0 -GPA distributions
below 50%

10

.(159%)
35

(77.8%)

45

41.7

..
Number of-schools with
3.0 GPA distributions .

it or above 50%

53

(84.1%)
10

(22.2%)
63

58.3%

.
63

58.3%
r45

41.7%
108

100.0%.
"I.
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TABL
Highly.Slective schools co

.

Number of schools
63 Highly Selective
343 Other

pared to Other schools
Mean %/GPA Distribution

at 3.0 level and above
63.8556%
51.0332%

Highly
Selective Other RoveTotal

Nurriber Of schools
with 3.0 GPA distribution
below 50%

10

(15.9%). ,-=

165of- .
(48.1%)

175

43.1%

Number of schools .

with 3.0 GPA distribution
at or above 50%

53

(84.1%)

178

(51.9%)

231

56.9%

.

.

-.

63 L'.-

1

15.5%

343i

84.5%

406

100 04

.

346
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k. . TABLE H-C
Highly Selective schools compared to Publicthools

Mean % GPA-Distribution
Number of schools at 3.0 level and above
58 Highly Selective

260 Public

Highly
Selective Public

65.1069%
44.6631%

Row TOtal
ad"

Number of schools
with, 3.0 GPA distribution
below 50% ,

8'
(13.8%)

192

. (73.0%)

200

62.9% '

Number of schools
with 3.0 GPA distribution 50 68 118

at or a-Tie 50% (86.2%) (26.2%) 37.1%

,

. .
4 .

58 260 318
. .

, 18.2% . 81.8% 10n nct

31
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TABLE II -D
Highly Selective schools compared t,p Roman Catholic schools

Number of schools'
59 Highly Selective
138 Roman Catholic

Mean- %o GPA Distribution
at 3.0 level and above

64.0492%
-.< 53.4051%

Hight
Selective

Roman
Catholic Row Total

-
Number of schools
with 3.0 GPA distributions
below 50%

10

,<
(16.9%)

th

-

44

(31.94)

54

27.4%

.
Number of schools
with 3.0 GPA distributions
at or above 50% '

49

(83. 1%4
.<

94
.
(68.1%) 0

143

72.6%

o. 0 . ;
59

29., %-

V
138

7Q.1%
197

)0040% 7.
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colleges (50 out of 58 colleges) have senior classes with 50
percent of the students receiving at least a 3.0, only 26.2
percent (68 out of 260) of the Public institutions graduate
their seniors at that rate.

Finally, the Highly Selective colleges are compared to
Roman Catholic colleges. Here again there are fewer cases
of Highly-Selective school; since four of them were classified
as Rotrian Catholic. The difference is somewhat less stark
than with the above comparisons, but still appear significant.
While 83.1 percent of the Highly Selective,,schools (40 out of
59) graduate at least half their class with 3.0 GPAs, 68.1
percent of the Roman Catholic colleges (94 out 'of 138) do
SO.

Table II-E summarizes dre data presented in Tables 11-A
through As in Table' II-B, "Other" includes only
Private. colleges which are not otherwise classifiable, as
Predominantly Black, Roman Catholic or Highly Selective.
As in Table II-D, Roman Catholic schools which were also
Highly Selective, hdve been carried within the Roman
Catholicygroup.

3 COnsa,ering LSDAS-supplied. GPA distributions with
.school-supplied GPA distributions for Predominantly Black
schools and Highly Selective schools_

In comparing LSDAS-supplied GPA distributions with
school - supplied distributions, it is important to remember at
the outset that the school-supplied GPA distributions are,
according to the Guide, more clerly_representative of the
individual institutions than are the LSDAS-supplied GPA
distributions."

So%

Table III presents data from the 1979- Guide for
Predominantly Black and Highly Selective schools. Twelve
Predominantly ,Black colleges have school-supplied GPA
distributions. For these schools, the mean percentage of

GPA distrib,ution ,at the 3.0 level and above is 30.1083%.
Thirty-two Prederninantly Black colleges did not Wave
school-supplied, GPA distributions, but had LSDAS-
supplied GPA distributions averaging 45.4063% at the 3.0
level and above.'ff the LSDAS-supplied GPA distributions
are used; or are the only GPA distributions available,

o
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TABLE 11-E
MEAN PERCENTAGES OF 1979

GRADUATES WITH GPAs OF 3 00 AND
ABOVE BY TYPE OF SCHOOL

Mean Percentage

I 70.0

60.0

50.0

40.0

30.0

_ 10.0 I

44.8c

40,9%

53.0%
51.0

64.0%

Black Public 0 her Roman Highly

Colleges Colleges Colleges`
Colleges Colleges

obviously they will suggest a paltern o igher grade
distribution -than is demonstrated by the lower, and more
reliable, school-supplied 9PA4distribu"tions.23

Of the Highly Set-earls..1e colleges, 39 have school-siipplied
GPA ckstribution§, Forthese schools the mean percentage
GPA distribution at the 3.0 level and above is 60.2103%.
Tikenty-sik of the Highly Selective colleges did not have
school - supplied GPA distributions, but had LSDAS-
supplied distributions averaging 67.4885%.
k Again, as with the Predominantly Black schools, if the
only available data are the LSDAS-supplied GPA

r
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distributions, these will appear to suggest that grades are
higher at the Highly Selective institutions than is actually
demonstrated by the more reliable school-supplied GPA
distributions.

The wide variation between the school-supplied and the e
LSDAS-supplied GPA distributions for both the
Predominantly Black, colleges and the Highly Selective
colleges may well be, as the Guide suggests. the result of self-
selection." Unfortunately, whatever the reason for the wide
disparity, it matters little when the end result is considered.
As Table III shows. if an applicant is applying to law school
from one O he Highly Selective institutions. there is at least
a 60c.' nce that his or her institution has proVided its own.
more reliable' lower GPA distribution to the Guide. If, on the

- Other hand, an applicant is applying to law school from a,
Predominantly Black college or university. there is only a
27.3% chance that his or her institution provided its own,
more reliable.slower GPA distribution. Further, note that in
the case of both Highly Selective college graduates and
Predominantly Black college graduates. the LSDAS-
supplied GPA distributions present a more inflated grade
distribution picture than do the school-supplied GPA
distributions. HoweVer, whereas the .difference between.,,...=.. 'school-supplied and LSDAS-supplied GPA distribptions for
the Highly Selective colleges is 7.2782% (i.e.. 67.4885(4-
means LSDAS-supplied less 60.2103% mean sc I-

prsupplied).- the difference between school-sup lie and
LSDAS-supplied GPA distributions for the Predominantly
Black colleges is 15.298% (45.4063% mean LSD AS-supplied.
less 30.1083% mean school-supplied),--over.twice as high as
for t Highly Selective colleges.

Nile a cause and effect relationship cannot be. implied
here. giverithwlifferences in GPA distributions between the

41 Predominantly Black schools and the Highly Selective
schools and the greater percentage of Highly Selective
schools which supply their own (lower) GPA distribution
figures as compared to the number supplied by the Pre-.
dominantly,Black schools. it is worth pondering that while
nearly half (45%) orall blacks earning college degrees grad-
uated from Predominantly Black colleges." over 75', 01. .

351
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TABLE III

Highly
Selective:

.

No

.
% of
cases

% of
cases No BlackI `

Mean GPA
dist aution
at 3.0 and above
(school-supplied)

60.2103%

..

39

A

J
Z7.3% 12 30.1083% Men GPA

distribution
at 3 Oand above
(school-supplied)

Mean GPA
distribution
at 3.0 and above
(LSDAS- supplied)

e. 67A885%

. )
26 40% 727% 32 45,4063% Mean GPA

distribution
at 3 0 and above
LSDAS-supplied)
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black law students graduated from largely white undergrad-
uate institutions.26

In short, notonly are graduates front the Predominantly
Black colleges less likely to graduate with a 3.0 average, they
must also bear the additional burden that law school admis-
sion committees reviewing their credentials are far less likely
to have access to information which accurately reflects the
grabing patterns at their colleges.

.TABLE IV
MEAN PERCENTAGE OF A8/AT 3.0 AND

ABOVE BY TYPES OF COLLEGES OVER TIME

Mean
Percentage

1,..(63 9)
----

,,(59 2)

(53.3)

(51.2)
x(48.7)71

(47.9)
.(42.5) ......... (45.0)

(40.9)

(29 9)/. 4

College ClaaKication

70.0

60 0

50.0

40.0

-30.0

20.0

10.0

o

(51.2)7
.

(41.2
(39.1)
(35.7):.

Highly'Selective

Roman Catholic

Other

Public

PredominantlyBlack

,1
Y;ar of Guide 1974 i97tt 1979

Number of cases 291 275 , $21
eN

'These five classifications are the same 'As those for Table II-E.
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4. Comparing grade inflation trends among the five major
college classifications

Table IV shout's trends in grade inflation from 1972 (the
1974 edition of the Guide gives cumulative information on

. school grade distribution pattern/from the 1972 and 1973
.graduating classes) through 1979. The 'mean percentage'`.-given in Table IV are school-gupplied GPA distributions fcirthe Roman Catholic, Other," and Public school classifica-tions. The percentages used for the Highly Selective and
Predominantly Black schools reflect the average of their
mean LSDAS-supplied and mean school-supplied distribu-
tions." Finally, note that while the 1974 data shows a spread
of 20 percentage points between the Highly Selective and the
Predominantly Black schools, by 1979 the spread widens to23 percentage points.

IV. PRELIMINARY FINDINGS

Initially, we must be cautious abo5eany conclusions, in
part, because the available data base is incomplete. Out of
more than 1700 four-year undergraduate schools- in the
country, there are only 821 (48.3%) which have supplied

'- their OPA distributions to the 1979 Guide. Likewise, of the
87 Predominantly Black colleri and universities, there are
school-supplied of LSDAS-supplied GPA distributions for
only 45 (51.7%). Fortunately the sample size available is
approximately half the entire school population for each'
group. ,

Moreover, this study should not be interpreteel_to suggest,
. either directly' or indirectly, any judgment, evaluation, or

compa,ri.4on of the quality of education offered at the Highly
Selective colleges versus the quality of education offered at
any of-the 'colleges in the other classifications traditionally
accorded less prestige iously, the study also does not
purport to commen comparative quality of gradates

produced by any o e groups of colleges analyzed." The
grade distribution patterns are, however, strong enough to
allow for ,the following preliminary conclusions, "And to sug-
gest a direction for future research rand-analysis.

First; grade inflation has occurred at undergraduate col-
leges and universities. While many educators may have su$'-
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.pected that grade inflation began 10 or even 15 years ago, the
information in the Guides documents that grade inflation has
mOst certainly occurred during the past eight years.

Second, grade inflation has not occurred evenly, for to the
same degree at all colleges and universities. When grade
distributions are analyzed by college , classifications, it is

apparent that substantially higher grades are distributed at
the Highly Selective colleges than at the Predominantly
Black colleges. All other types of colleges fall somewhere
between these two extremes.

Third, while graduates from Predominantly Black colleges
applying to, graduate and professional schools may have been
prejudiced by the mere fact that they graduatdd from insti-
tutions traditionally accorded less prestige, they most cer-
tainly have been prejudiced by GPA comparisdns'-With
graduates of the Highly Selective schools. That is, the grad-
uate in qty./fifth percentile (from the top) from "Mount
Hilyardv,ill have a GPA of 3.8, whereas the graduate in the
fifth percentile from "Lloydhouse" will have only a 3.2.

Fourth, the tende'ncy of LSDAC-supplied GPA distribu-
tions to be considerably higher than school-supplied GPAs
distributions, .e;pecially so for the Predominantly Black
colleges, together with the absence of school-supplied GPAs
from the majority of Predominantly Black colleges, corn:
pounds the initial disability applicants from Predominantly
Black colleges face when comparisons are made with other
college graduates. That is, the admission committee member
considering the graduate in the fifth percentile from Mount
Hilyard with the 3.8 GPA ispore likely to have access to
data supplied by the institution itself which will accurately
describe the school's grading pattern; whereas the same
committee member considering the graduate in the fifth
percentile from Lloydhouse with the 3.2 GPA is likely to
have the GPA distributions of only the (comparativelyfew)
LSAT/LSDAS registrants from that school.

Next, the conventional wisdom has been that the more
selective and Prestigious the school, the more likely it is that
tough grading standards are maintained and little,. if any,
grade inflation has occurred. Likewise, the same convention-
al wisdom holds thatat the lesser known or less prestigiOuS'

3 ij
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institutions, the grading 'standards are somewhat more flexi-
ble, if not downright easy, and more grade inflation has
occurred.'" To the contrary, this study demorittrates tlfat4e
lesser known, less prestigious colleges are, as a group, mo'et
likely to have held the line on grade inflation.

Finally, the vast differences in grade distribution patterns
between the Predominantly Black colleges and the Highly
Selective colleges would appear to suggest that a beircurve
does not necessarily exist at all educational institutions. or
that, if one does, the "bulge" in the bell, occurs at radically
different points on the grading scale.
V. RESEARCH AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS OF THIS
STUDY .

Of what value is the information that grade inflation has
occurred unevenly at different types of colleges and univer-
sities?

First, those involved in making the hard decisions created
by the present abundance of professional school applicants
now have additional information to use in assessing college
GPAs. On& again the need for great care in relying on "the
numbers only"here, the GPA standing alonein making
admission decisions is underscored. The GPA is no more
"hard" datum, in terms of measuring an applicant, than is the
LSAT score. The study confirms art an applicant's GPA is
related to, or can be substantially influenced by, the type of
college he or she attended.

Next, registrars and deans at Predominantly black col-
leges, as well as all others, should be actively encouraged to
supply their own GPA distribution percentages to the Gutdi
so that a more accurate picture of their grading patterns will
be available to law schooi admission committees.

Third, cumulative-across percentages should be added to
the bOx percentages which now appear in the Guide, to make
glade distribution comparisons between undergraduate:insti-
tutions easier. To illustrate, see Figure.4.

In the very least, information on the unevenness of college
grade inflation should be made more readily accessible to
graduate and professional school admissions committees."

*
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As. always it is far easier to study and explain what has
occurred than to discover and explain why. The preli inary
findings of this study strongly suggeSt some further reassof
useful research which may be helpful in testing me of the
folloyeltg theories. Keep in mind that the theories post are
just that, theories nothing more, as to' what pas cat

post
so

marked a difference in the rate of grade inflation among
different types of colleges, anti, most particularly,, between
the Highly Selective colleges and the Predominantly Black
colleges.

First,. faculties at Predominantly Black colleges tend to
award lower grades in order toFlemonstrate to prospective
employers and to graduate and professional schools that they
maintain tough,grading standards.32

A secQkd theory is that factllties at Predominantly Black
colleges are somewhat isolated from the rest of their profes-
sional colleagues, and Thus are unaware of the current inflat.
ed trends in awarding glades elsewhere in academe.33

Third:grades are higher at other institutions, anti highest
of all at-the Highly Selective colleges, than at the Predomi-
nantly Black colleges, because they have better students :34

,
A fourth possibility could be, in a sense, a reversal pf the

first theory posited. Faculties at the Highly Selective institu-
tions perceive themselves as offering a more rigorous aca-
demic program and therefore feel obligated to give, their
students some sort of automatic handicap in awarding
grades.

A less happy theory might be that faculty members at the
Highly"kselective institutions have been more responsive to
the pressures for higher grades converging on them from a
number of sources: (1) their more sophisticated, gaine-wise
students are articulate advocates for higher grades; (2)
wealthy donors are unhappy when their children receive so-
so grades; (3) or the tenure and promotion evaluation system
includes student input and _low grades do not buy miich.
popularity.

,Finally, the vast difference (15 percent) between 'the
LSDAS-supplied' GPA percentages and the school-supplied
GPA percentages for Predominantly Black colleges, as
compared to the lesser difference 47 percent) for the Highly

-Yoe.
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Sele &lye colleges, may suggest that some fairly brutal, self-
.
selection is going on at the Predominantly Black colleges.
Only the very best studeats from the Predominantly Black
colleges are even daring to enter the law school applicant
pool.

VI. CONCLUSION

Law school admission committees are in the business of
allocating a scarce resourcethe seats in the accredited law
schools throughout the country." Generally these allocation
decisions have been made in large part by assessing the
candidate's past performance both on the LSAT and. in
undergraduate schbol.

To date, lave school admissions personnelslrve 'had a near
total preoccupation with the validity, use, overuse and mis-
use of the LSAT. This preoccupation has tended to obscure
concern far, or serious stai into, the other most influenfial
factor in the law admissions process. the college grade point
ayerage.

The purpose of this study has been to alert law schools to
the unevenness in 'grade distribution among various types of
collegesthe sharpest disparity occurring between Highly
Selective schools and Predominantly Black schoolsand to
awaken interest in further analysis of the numerous fa&ors,
both tangible and intangible, whichIrmight affect an indivi-
dual's final GPA. The GPA may be a function of the indivi-
dual's major, the amount of time he or she had to devote to
studying, the choice of profeskns, thd existence or absence
of 'financial worries, the existence or absence of family
responsibilities, all of th above, and many other factors that
may not ever surface in the admission process. This study
reveals, however, that an applicant's GPA is related to or
influenced by the type of college he or she attended. And
that is one factor which should no longer be ignored.
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' APPENDIX

At Temple the grade distribution percentage information
is used in two very modest ways. They are presented here
merely to illustrate one school's admittedly simple approach
to a complex problem.

First, in the regular (non-discretionary) admission pro.:
cess, "bonus points" are added onto an applicant's index for

.grade distribution percentage levels below 50 percent for 3.0
GPAs and above. The lower the school's percentage, the
higher the number of "bonus points" given to an applicant
from that school:

PERCENTAGE OF CLASS NUMBER OF BONUS
GRADUATING AT 3.0 OR ABOVE POINTS AWARDED

49-40%

39-30%, 4()
29-ec 50

The bonus poirits are added to the base, index as the admis-
sion file is prepared and act as av rt" to those persons
reviewing the file that the applicant in question èarned 114s or
her GPA at an institution with comparatively underinflated
grading practice.
Bonus points are not subtracted for applicants applying from
colleges with GPA distributions of 50 percent or more at the
3.0 level, and above, ,.

In the Temple special' admissions process (the Sp.A.C.E.
Program), substantially less attention is paid to "the
numbers" so that the review and evaluation of applicants
from "underinflated" institutions is more subjective and
discretionary. The lists of colleges and their GPA percentage
distributions at the 3.0 level and above, described in Figure 3
supraittie simply made available as a reference to ail persons
reviewing files, interviewing Applicants, etc.

t
3(o
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TEMPLE INDEX*

GPA (4.0) x 338 1352
LRPA** (4.0) x 112 448
LSAT (800) x 1 800
WA (80)c x 5 400

BASE INDEX 3000

Bonus Points: C.

Academic Honors (up to) 50
Service (Peace Corps,
Vista, military or equivalent) 50
Work during college (up to} 50
Work after college (up to) 50
college GPA distribution
adjustment (up to) 50

ADJUSTED INDEX 3250

*As the INDEX is presented here,'it assumes the highest possible
GPA, LSAT, etc., as well as the maximum number of "bonus
points" for each factor.

I .*LRPA: The Last Reportable Period Average includes approxi-
mately one-third to one-half of the applicant's most recent level of
academic work. For example, if the applicant is applying in the
senior year of college, the LRPA will be the junior year; for the
applicant with a Ph.D., the LRPA will be the combined M.A. and
Ph.D. 'work.

. .

ct
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NOTES

1 Defunis v Odegaard. 416 U S 312 (1974)

2 During 1977 and 1978. this author attempted a study of grade mtlation for the
decade 1968-78. At that time, numerous sources of possible data collection

j. were contacted inter alia. t4e Educational 7 esting Service (ETS). the
Department of Health. Education and Welfare (HEW 1. the American Council
on Education (ACE), and several educational consujiants None knew of any
national data collection prior to the 1971-72 Guide to the Interpretation of
Undergraduate Transcripts (LSAC) (1973). One study by Michigan State

---. Professor Arvo Juola showed that the national GPA average went from 2.4 to
28 between 1965 and 1974. however. only 149 colleges were included in the
study --When an -A Deserves a -13-, Newsweek (September 29. 1979)

3 The 1974 edition of the Guide contains grade Abstributions for 631 schools
reported by schools themselves and grade distributions for 304 schools based
on 25 or more LSAT and/or LSDAS registrants from.each school over the
previous three year period .The 1979 Guide contains grade distributions from
946 schools as reported by the schools themselves and oathe distributions for
444 schools based on 25 or more LSAT/LSDAS registrants from each school
over*the previous three sear period

4 All illustrations of individual colleges and universities in this report are real
However. &mous names of such colleges and universities have been used to
protect the innocent as well as the guilty A transfer code from real to fictitious
names is available on file at the Temple I_ niversity School of Law Admissions
Office Requests from pers4ls'eloing scholarly research will be honored

5 (a) The admissions committees at Temple Law° School w ere pr;marily
interested in a tompanson of GPAs for our applicants. the vast majority of
whom had GPAs at the 3 it level or above. The members of our committees
felt that they knew- what a 3 0 average represented in terms of academic
achievement. This reason is. obviously. strongly related to (c) below. (c) To
those who had graduated from college in the early -to- mid -60 s. the 3 0 average
was a gut-level demarcation point. above it was academic responsibility. (d) If
grade inflation were having an impact on our applicants profiles. its effects
were most observable and of greatest concern to us in the upper ranges of
academic performance. (e) The author guessed that 3 U would be somewhere
in the high -to- middle glade distribution ranges for many schools Four and a
halt years after the selection of the 3 O focal point. it was not surprising to see
that the mean percentage fur all schools with GPA distributions at 3 Our above
for the entire 1979 data base was 50.187 and the median percentages was
49.250

6 Because the Guide is now a two-volume set. measuring more than 6 inches
collectively. and containing some 16(X) pages. a list of colleges and their

. percentage of GPAs at the 3 ft and above level is far more portible

7 Potted ivy The phrase is borrowed from Dr Stephen :le. Educational
Consultant. Enrollment Analysis. Inc . Philadelphia. Pa

8 Barnard. Bryn Mawr. Mount Holyoke. Radcliffe. smith. k assar, VNIesley

9 A Astin. Predicting Academic Performance in College Silk to ity.. Data for
2300 American Colleges (1971) Astin ranked schools from I to 7. with 7 being
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the most -selective Of the 2320 schools Astin evaluated,. only 66 schools
received a rating pf 7. including the eight Ivy League institutions previously
listed in the text at 7. supra, and the Seven Sisters, note 7. supra. The Asttn 7s.
in alphabetical order, are:

Air Force Academy, Amherst; Barnard, Bates. Bennington, Boston College,
Bowdoin; Brandeis, Brown; Bryn Mawr. Bucknell, California Institute of
Technology; Carleton; Colby, Colgate, College of Holy Cross, Columbia.
Connecticut College; Cornell, Dartmouth, Davidson. Dickinson, Duke,
Georgetown. Grinnell, Hamilton; Harvard, Harvey Mudd. Haverford, Johns
Hopkins; Kenyon. Lafayette. LaWrence University. Lehigh University.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Middlebury, Mount Holyoke, Naval
Academy; Oberlin; Occidettal; Pomona; Princeton; Radcliffe. Reed.
Rennselaer; Rice; St. Johns College, Maryland; Sarah Lawrence; Smith;
Stanford; Swarthmore; Trinity, Connecticut; Trinity, District of Columbia,
Tufts; Union, New York, University of California at San Diego, University of
Chicago, University of Pennsylvania; University of Rochester, University of
Washington; Vanderbilt; Vassar; Wellesley; Wesleyan; Williams; and Yale.

10 Hereafter, the name of each classification by school group, e.g. Highly
Selective, Predominantly Black, Public, will be capitalized to clarify when
these terms are being used to denote the classifications in this study. as
distinguished from their use as ordinary adjectives.

11 A few universities which describe themselves as "Private" (ft. Cornell and the
University of Pennsylvania) receive substantial grants from their respective
state boards of education Nonetheless, we have included them in the report as.
"Private." based on their sac-descriptions in the College Handbook.

12. The College Harulbook:(M. Matheson. eel., 1979)

13 In 1.979. the NAFEO members who wereso in the College Handbook
included the following four-year colleges:

Alabama A '& M University, Alabama State niversity, Albany State College
(GA): Alcorn A &M University. Allen Univ rsity. Arka.nsas Baptist College.
Universityof Arkansas at Pine Bluff, Barber otia College. Benedict College,
Bennett College (NC), Bethune-Cook an College, Bishop College, Bowie
State College, Central State University (OH), Cheyney State College,"Claflin
College, Clark College (GA), Coppin State College, Delaware State College.
Dillard University, Edward Waters College, Elizabeth City St. University
(NC): Fayetteville St University, Fisk University. Florida A&M University.
Florida Memorial College. Fort Valley State College. Grambling State
University; Ilampton Institute, Huston-Tillotson College. Howard University,
Jackson State University. Jarvis Christian College; Johnson C. Smith
University, Knoxville College. Lane College, Langston University, LeMoy ne-
Owens Collegey-incoln University (MO). Lincoln University (PA),
Livingstone College. Mlles College. Mississippi industrial College. Mississippi
Valley St University, Morehouse College, Morgan State University. Moms
Brown College; Moms College; Norfolk State University, North Carolina
A &T'St University. North Carolina Central University, Oakwood College.
Paine College; Paul Quinn College; Philander Smith College, Prairie View
A&M University, Rust College. Savannah State ColLege. Selma University.
Shaw College at Detroit, Shaw Uptversity (NC). South Carolina State College.
Southern University_at Baton Rouge,Southem University at New Orleans, St.
Augustine's College.. St. Paul's College (VA). Spelman College, Stillman
College:Talladega College, Tennessee State University, Texas College, Texas
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Southern Lnisersity. Touga too College. Tuskegee Institute: lnrsersity of
Marsland (Eastern Shore). I nisersity of the District of Columbia (formerly
D C Teachers ( ollege), 1 irginki State I. nisc rsity. irginia Union L niversity

oorhees College. 1111N:0i:ice I. nisei-sits. 11 des C ()liege. V. inston-Salem

State I nisersits. as ler L nisersits (LA)

14 For the purposes of this report minority is defined in ai.eordanee Kith the
American Bar Association (ABA) reporting pnxedures for Fall 1979. to Kit
( 1) Black 'not of Hispanic Origin. (2.i American Indian or Alaskan satise
13) tri Paetne Islander. and (4) Hispanic

15 Many institutions provided percentage distributions of GPAs for their senior
class The distributions arc based on the cumulatise tour year CPA thr seniors
not Just the senior year (,PA Most were pros Ida in the same format as the
LSDAS distribtaion those which vivre nut arc printed \Jetty as the institution
submitted them For those institutions which prosided data. there is a good
basis for comparison between LSDAS registrants and the total senior class
In instances where descrepames appear betsseen G PA distributions based on
LSDAS registrants and those based on senior classes. the latter would usualls be
more representatise of an institution s entire student body It should be noted that
the Kay in Kluch the LSDAS calculates a CPA may differ slightly from the Kay the
institution calculates it Guide, at ix (1979) (emphasis in original)

In Id

17 For the purposes ot this study our interest v.as in comparing grade distribution
patterns hetiseen different types ot colleges. henie v.e determined to use only

school-supplied pereentage distributions did not anticipate any significant

tin xis Crum the school-supplied data base sakh as %ere later discosered in
the Highly Selecnse colleges and in the Predominantly Black college. See note
19 infra and accompanying text
A second study comparing LSDA 5-supplied distributions ssith school-supplied
distributions is currently underv.ay is Mk this study may be. of sornc interest to
lass school admissions committees. its results Skill not conflict Kith the present
study or its conclusions nor v.111 it be of interest to other professional school or
graduate admission committees or prospective employer.

IN One ot the Hight% Seleetisc schools supplied the tollossing grade distribution
data See I igure

19 1 he absence of 38 Predominantly Black college,4n(funisersities from the total
ot 83.-xx:curs because these schools did nut furnish enough LSAT ILSDAS regis-
trants to meet the minimum 25 registrants user a three-sear period upon ccMO
tobase an 1...S1)AS-supplied CPA distribution

Ftetore combining theLSDAS and school-supplied distributions a test 01 mean
differences SkaS conducted Inasmuch as the test produced a nun significant
result in the case of the Hight} Selectise schools. eon:timing the t v.° sources of
data represented no substantial problem On the other hand a statistically sig
nitieant difference in the means did occur between the Predinninands Black
school-supplied and LSDAS-supplied data Since the combined sources (ifs
torted the results in a Ads that v.ould :nth he damaging to the 11%1x:thesis that

is the combined LsDas- and school-supplied CPA distributions seised on). to
lessen the differences hetssecn the tv.ii groupx.ot schools -the results 01 the
stud} (neat Ads not impaired
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31 Thedegree to which we can look at trends user the tive-year period is limited.
at least in this study. to those schools or types of schools for which we hale grade
distribution reports for all three years Future research could yield saluable
information by expanding the analysis to include the grade distributions in the
1973. 1975. 1977. 1978 and 1980 Guides (The 1980 Guide was published after
this study was completed )

21 See note 5 supra

22 See note 15 supra and accompanying text

23 Betaus. the LSDAS-supplied distributions arc so much higher than the syhool-
supplied distributions fur the Predominanth Black schools. the combining of
the two groups of data did nut aid. but rather undercut the thrust ut the tom-
parisons

24 Vs; hile the Guide should prosaic saluable assistance in understanding-the
meaning of undergraduate grades. LSAT scores. and writing ability stores
trom many institutions. it has distinct limitations and should be used in thy light
of the following cautionary statements

1 The information dyrised from LSAT and LSDAS tiles is based on students
who chose to enter the LSDAS and;or to take the LSAT In addition. appli-
cants to law school arc not representative of all the students at a tollegy nor in
Litt is it necessarily true that law school applicants represent thy. same seginent
ut the student body from school to school In some 1, ()lieges law school appli-
cants maybe the best students. whereas in others the he studenmmas
guided toward son% other ficid. leas ing law school applicants to by 'drawn from
those of more nearly ase rage ability Therefore, because of this and het.aus4;
the number of candidates from %only institutions may be smell. um. should not
attempt to rank order the quality of colleges based on these data atom Gunk
at n (1974) (emphasis added)

A similar caveat is repeated in the 197h Guide at ii Th% information dynsyd
from LSAT and LSDAS tiles is based on students who y host. to entyr the
LSDAS andor to take the LSA-1 In addition appliyants to law school arc nut
representative of all the students at a college. nor in fat is it nyyessarils !rut
that lass syhool applicants represent thy sank grrumt ut thy student t+ods from
school to school fn some colleges law xh..ul applicants may by thy best stu-
dents. whereas in others the be students atilt be guided toward sum ,. othyr
tseld. leaving law school appliyants to be drawn from thosy of mon. mark
as y ragy ability Therefore, because of this and be al1Se the number of (undulates,
from some institutions Inas be small, one should not atic min hi ruiI urt/tr the
quahts of colleges based on these data alone kniphasis in original

25 Brief of the Liss School Admission ( ounyil a% anus u come at 11 Rygi.nis of
the Unis of Cal s Bakke 438 l S 2b5 (197s)

2h Boyd. Legal Lduy anon A Nationwide Studs tit 11inorrts I ass stink nt
1974.- 4 Black I, 1 527 528 ( 1975)

27 The ylassitleatinn% are the some as for table 11.1

28, See note 23 supra end desomp.iissing test

29 Sye nine 30 and aytompansing ty \t and the disc. uion gc nc ialls .11 2n I
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30 Anecdotically. these statements of conventional wisdom are based on nu-
merous discussions the author has had with a number of admission comittee
members and LSAC representatives throughout the past five years The dis-
cussions were initiated, in part. for the purpose of learning cthether know-
ledgeable persons actively involved in the tyis.k SCht)01 admission process KM
aware of the degree of uneveness in college grade distributions

31 The degree to which uneven grade inflation data can be used in some concrete
manner or in some subjective way. in the admissions decision-making process
should, of course. be determined by individual school admission committees
For example, over the last four a half years. this information has had an impact
on the Temple Law School admissions committee members Their lomments
or suppositions about the "high or low quality' of a given institution are nt,w
balanced and Weighed against inquiries about the same institution s inflated
or underinflated- grade distribution pattern By way of illustration. the
manner in which grade distribution data is usePalbeit modestly. at temple is
presented in the Appendix

32 D White. An Investigation into the Validav and Cultural Bias of the Law
School Admission Test §111-D-1 (1980) s

33 By way of illustration, it was reported to the author that a black faculty mem-
ber at a New England college. newly arrived from a Predominantly Black col-
lege in the South. remarked that she had never heard the expression grade
inflation" until coming to the largely white New England college

34 This third hypothesis is an attractive and simple theory In its simplicity. how-
ever. It falls to acknowledge several competing realities For example the
argument fails to acknowledge that many schools. even the most sciecuse.
have their fair share of athletes. alumni/ae children find children of wealthy
donors who are not necessarily admitted solely on the basis of their scholarly
achievement or potettial Second. the theory does not rectignizc that students
of limited financial means (Including The majority of black. ottkpr minority and
many first and second genranon American college studen may elect to
attend or be forced to attend college where costs are lower than at the more
selective colleges Third. the theory does not consider that persona who are
older than the average age of 18 for entering college will be more likely to have
families whom they are reluctant to ignore or to uproot. thus mandating mitten-
dance at local, and usually less presti sous. community or state colleges and
universinas Next. this theory does n allow for the many children who select a
college based on where a parent or amity member attended And finally, the
theory falls to-recognize that black h school students may simply choose to
attend PredominantIN4 Black colleges.

At this point, a note of caution should he added With respei,t to evaluating the
performance of minority students at prestigious (Highly Selective) and largely
white institutions. given what wi; now know about the inflated GPA distribu-
tions at these schools While the author has not done a statistical evaluation of

s the academic records of such applicdnts, a consistent impression gamed from
observing many such records is that there is a striking pattern of a poor first
year followed by increasing academic achievement thereafter. Unfortunatelw,
the freshrnan 'period of adjustment." if poor enough, will impair the overall
GPA. despite dramatic improvement in the sophomore and Junior years. To
illustrate the pattern a 2 25 for the freshman year followed by a 3 0 for the
sophomore year and a 3 5 junior year. still leaves the applicant with a less than
stunning 2 92 overall GPA the time he or she is ready to file taxi/school
application What ac ounts for a 2.25 performasnce from a student with
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obviously far greater academic potential. as.demonstrated by the latter !,cars
record' It is not fantasy to suppose that for minority students from lovicr VCO
nomic income groups. whether home is Newark. Nevi 'Jersey. or Sillacauga,
Alabama. the first year at Ivy Hall L niversity is a shuck One lempletavi
student described it succinctly All systems (i e intellectual. axial, cultural
environmental andfor those from the Southgastronomical) are lunel'

35 The recent Report of Joint Committee on the Demand for Legal Education in
the 19fs0 s. by the Association of American Lass Schools and Law School Ad-
mission Council (July 10. I9X0). notviithst'anding
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InnOvative Models for
Increasing Minority Access
to the Legal Profession

. Susaq. Brown
E.duar5. Marenco, Jr.

I

.

with assisthnce of Linda J. Panovich
Mexican American Legal Defense and Education Fund

I. INTRODUCTION

The Mexican American Legal Defense and Educational
Fund has, for the past eighteen months, been conducting a
study to develop alternative admissions models which will
facilitate minority access into law school and eventually im-
prove tha chronic tnderrepresentation of blacks and
Hispanics in the legal profession. The grant for the stucly,'as
funded by the Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary
Education (FIPSE), provided only sufficient funds to collect
questionnaire data on admissions procedures of ABA-
approved law schools in 'California, which represent a highly
diverse law school community. Consequently, the criteria
which were developed are equally applicable nationally to
approved law schools. Moreover, the research on which the
alternative admissions models are based derives from a thor-
ough review of national materials on current- admissions
procedures, testing, psychometrics, and other germane
inforthation.

_Currently, the models are being disseminated to
schools and legal organizations throughOut the county for
the purpose of test-piloting with data drawn from applicant
pools for each school. We will, of course, monitor the
progress in using our guidelines to de,elpp new criteria that
result in increased minority admissions. Finally, the staff of
the_lroject, with direction provided by a distinguiOed
advisory panel of prominent legal figures, is formulating/
national strategies for ensuring efficient implementatiop of
alternative admissions models which emphize the
continued importance of minority access to The legal
profession.

3-70



324 DS A DIVERSIFIED LEGAL PROFESSION

The alternative .admissions models which MALDEf has
generated seek to assist persons of racial/ethnic background
in- gaining access to law schools in order' to prepare a
substantial number of

in
attorneys for posirions of

influence and power in society. EffectiNd participation of
minorities in the legal profession remains a goal td be
achieNed, as is well attested by extensiNe data corroborating

. the underrepresentation of minorities in legal education and
the profession.

In the academic year of 1978-79, for example, the
American Bar Association surrey conducted by Dean James
White documented that only eight* percent of all students
pursuing legal studies in ABA-app,roNed law schools were
racial/gthnic minorities' this figure represents a decade of
slow progress for Blacks, Hispanics and other groups. Data /
from the 1978 Statistical Abstract of the United States show
that while racial/ethnic minorities constitute "oNer 19.4
percent of the total United__States population, only 3.2
perce2t of the employed lawyers and judges are blacks and
other minorities.= 4

In 1978, Felicenne Ramey concluded a sur, ey of minority 'p.
attorneys in California. Her findings, as pqblished in the Los
Angeles Daily Journal, NcA'ember 17, 1978,-established that
in 1975 there were 1,696 minority attorneys in the state, a,
figure representing only 3.8 percent of the total attorney
population in California.' More importantly, according to
the Ramey study, the percentage of minerity attorneys in
California hds declined since 197Q even thougtOthe absolute
number of minority attorneys has risen. This phenomenon of
course, .is due to the even more rapidly rising majority-
culture attorney_ population. The Raniefildy also
produced the following lawyer to population ratios forvarious
ethnic and cacigl groups:

r
Group -LawyeijNapulation.

Hispanic 1:51 8
'Black 1:2078

.. Asian 1:896
White /1,:367 -1,

.,. 4,
..

7 1 . 4
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This 1 a reeals an anachronistic %tem, of law an legal
system which flies in the 'face'of basic human right legal
justice. and demographic realities. it is projected. for
example, that ¶y 1991 California may well become the first
state in which i-icial/etlinic minorities will collectively
constitute a new renajority.3 Thus. the ample statistics of
underrepresentatton (Cminorities in _legal preparation and
th'e profession underscores a desperate need for a

coordinated national program of research and advocacy
whith will cor ec this unconscionable imbalance.,

11. PROJECT ME- ODOLOGY
Methodology torte study that MALDE conducted to

tespond to the need for increased minorit access to law
consisted tal three basic lines of mestigat a. 1 jai extensie
state of the art literature reiew was completed on all

c
pertinent Materials regarding, admissions. 2 )intormal
interviews were conducted at all fifteen ABA approved law
schools in California to obtain information on the current
admissions process and its Operation. 3)and a formal surrey
instrument was mallediy the ABA law schools in California.,.
This questionnaire instrument elicited detailed data on the
criteria and weighting which schools:curently use to
ealuate candidates for admission. the composition and
structure of the admi'ssions committee, student participation

in the admissions process. Man andior median test scores
and grade point ae`t'ages for regular and specially admitted
students. the numbers of facial/ethnic minorities enrolled in
the schools. any _changes in admissions procedures post-
Bakke, he extent of recruitment of both minority and
majority candidates, what if any supportiye`services a school
offers, and bar passage informations

The scientific models which were deeloped in the stud)
assist law schools in updating their admissions criteria in

accord .oath exemplary practices and latest research results.
Our, study reealed that most law schools are, and have been
using criteria in addition to the traditionit numerical mthees,
of college grade point a%t:rage (GPA) and the Law School
Admission Test (LSAT). at least to some extent. though
certain schools still weight 'the LSAT se,%enty percent in

372
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combined ormulas used for initial applicant screening. The
analysis of MALDEF questionnaife" indicates, howeter,
that factors apart from GPA and LSAT are often et aluated
in a non-st stemanc or -haphazard fashion which may MSC
Issues of arbitrariness. bias or deprit anon of due process. By
disseminating mtormotion ghoul the study and the
alternative 'aclimsions models developed. MALDEF is
pursuing a loundly t.e.searchecl adt ocacy approach for
minority admissions in law schools. The national strategy for
disseminating our results is based on a continuing
cooperatite relationship with law taculty and administraOrs
who sire ret Rn7.ing and test-piloting the published models.

As a st nrhesis of the chapters in the Law School
Admissions Study (MALDEF,' 1980) demonstiates, it is
defensible if not psychometrically mandatory for law schools
to consider factors Vat from test scores and grades in their

------idnu,;sions process Nloreot er, most schoplti prior to and
'subequent to Bakke hat c been following procedures similar
in substance. it not in form, to the one challenged at Datis
'Medical School MALDEF's report and deteloped models
simply urge a more' otert and systematic continuation .ot-
admissions models which et aluate numerous applicant trans,
especially as they relate to allocation of the scarce resource
of first year places in law school among different racial and ;
et time gr'ourrc

III. SYNTHESIS ;OF THE LAW SCHOOL ADMISSIONS
STUDY

The first ehapter*ot the Study sets forth the basicprenuse
that there IL, a definite policy decision, implicit or explicit. in
etery existing admissions model.' This is to say thsit law
schools, ht s irture of their admissions criteria. hate chosen
to reward specific traits: the cortfmcinly et aluated
characteristics are, of course, grade point at erage and LSAT'
scores Howe\ ers some institutions seek indixidualsot varied
backgrounds who can offer both the law school and the legal
pi-ofession contributions that cannot beaneasured by purely
cognitit e indices. Obt ious characteristics which 'could he
deemed of import in applicant et situation for law school are.
racial and ethnic background. work experience.
bilingualism. demonstrated commitment k) legally

.3 73
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underrep ted sectors of the community, evidence of
haying overcome hardship, evidence of haying overcome
educational and economic deprivation, demonstrated ,.
motivation and perserverance.

Our point is that schools should clearly articulate the
policy underlyinf their admissions criteria and carefully
relate all factors used for candidate evaluation to their stated
adMissions policy ..The policy, moreover, should be ielated
to demographic, constitutional and moral realities. Thus, the
concluding thought of the in,trodUctory chapter is that the
Bakke decision should appropriately be viewed as an
opportunity to discavr*the bieadth of admissions models
which are constitutipnally permiSsible and which will
increase the diversity 'within the law schools, particularly
racial- and ethnic represeptption.7

The second chapter of the report addresses the dimen sions
of the admissions issue. Briefly, these consist of an extra-

. ordinarily high demand for admission to law school in
the mid-1960s only. beginning to abate somewhat now,
coupled with the first significant influx of m. rity applicants
to law school. Between the years 1967-6 an 1-72, for
example. the member of persons taking the LSAT increased
140 percent while the number of first year places in law
school increased by only 47 percent." There were twicet,as
many applicants far first year places in law school in 1975 as
there were places in ABA-approved law schools.'

Minority persons. were. of course, caught squarely in this
epoch of unprecedented competition. To handle theolume
of applicants and to facilitate the task of choosing between a
plethora of qualified applicants, lav, schools began placing
exaggerated reliance on numerical indices, particularly the
LSAT. The effect was to exclude person, many of them
minority applicants, who would have undoubtedly been
accepted under regular admissions criteria a few years
earlier. . .

For example, in The Bakke Case: The Politics of
Inequality, Drey fuss and Lawrence cited representative data
concerning B9alt Hall law school. In 1961 the LSAT was
required at boalt only if an applicant had less than a B
aNerage, even then a 500 would. suffice for admission: in.=

37
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1967 the median LSAT score had increased to 638 and b_y_.
1976 the median score was 712, with a median GPA of 3.66.
Everyone, including the deans of the four public California
law schools who filed an =kits brief in the Bakke ease,
recogniies that the requirements for gaining entrance to
ino'st law sch&Tls have far surpassed those which would be

. prerequisites for a confident prediction of success in law
school and in legal practice.'° ,

This was the competitive climate at the time that the,
majority of blacks, Hispanics and other racial/ethnic groups
began'seeking entrance to law school. The ustof the LSAT,
as discussed in the third chapter of the Study, came to- be the
bane of many racial and ethnic minoriiM seeking admission
to law school. As the widely cited study conducted for the
Law School Admission Council by Evans concluded: had
blacks and Chicanos been evaluated solely on the basis of
numerical indices for the 1976 admiS-sions year blacks tvould
have been admitted in nijmbers equal to only between one
and two percent of the law student population and Hispanics .
would have comprised only between .4 and .8 percent of the
law students." MALDEF's own questionnaire which was
distributed to the ABA-approved law schools in California
revealed the following disparities 1)etween_the mean LSAT

.scores of regularly Admitted and specially admitted students,
most specially admitted students presumably of racial or
ethnic backgrounds:

, 1

;,3-:-
. I,

.
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Mean LSAT Scores at ABA-Approved
California Law Schools 1978-79

Results ofIC1ALDEF Questionnaire'

329

School

1

2

3

4

'Regular Admittees

' 510
650
696
no data

Special Admittees

497
623

.

5 612 456.8
6 590 479
7- 665 612
8 616
9 593 501

10 734 665
11

(--- 627 521
12 698" 546,5
13 571
14 537
15 645

No mean.gixTrv. only median
"Cannot tell if Regular Admittee figure is median or mean

3 7G
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As the accompanying report on the LSAT demonstrates in
section 111-C, the differential between minority and
majority group GPAs is much less than the disparity in
LSAT scores. !sloreoser. aside from the issue of inherent
cultural bias in standardized examinations. it is lair to state
that the LSAThas been and continues to be misused as an
es aLuator for admission to law school. The test ryas not
intended to he utilized as the ultimate crite-rion of who
should gain admission to law school. ratht, it vb..as designed
in 1948 during a period otisers high attritioVat most nation:::
law schools." The LSAT. it salid at all. is certainly not
properly used for making tine distinctions, between
candidates.14 Nor does it purport to have particular validity

_aibnve intermediate scores,"
The Law School Admission Council. in recognition of

blatant misuse of the LSAT by mans law schools. issued in
1978 Cautionar Policies Concerning Use of the Law School
Admission Test. the Law School Data Assembly Service.
and the Law School Candidate Referral Service concerning.
proper test use. Some of the important caseats include:
asoid. improper use of cut-off scores. do not place

-significance on score differences. do not use the LSAT as the
sole criterion for admissions. and do not use LSAT scores
wii bout an-und-C.:1-standinirof the limitations of such tests.'"
The data which MALDEF obtained through its
questionnaire to the California law schools estalish that a
number of schools use cut-off scores despite the LSAC
Cdutionary Policy Guidelines which strongly discourage the
use of minimum test scores. especially where utilization of
cut-off scores has an -adserse impact on applicants from
minority groups

Data from the questionnaire further document that
schools do make distinctions between test score differences
vthich are t,tatistically insignificant in order to flake
admissions decisions about candidates Seseral schools
stated tht- tney weight the LSAT ses&nty percent or more
in initial candidate esaluatiOns---a practice that could b.
tantamount to using the LSAT as the sole criterion .for
admissions since no grade point aserage or additional
candidate information. no matter how outstanding. would

3 7 7 .Hier
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counterbaYance a relatively low LSAT. Finally, a good
argument can be made that very few persons.understand the
limitations of standardized tests well enough to be able to
use them c.ditectly as applicant evaluatork

An analysis of the data gathered through the
questionnaire which MALDEF distributed t9 the ABA-
approved IA, schools in California is contained in the fourth
chapter. Apart from the information already discusSed,
some of the salient points are that minority enrollthent in
Califonia laW schools peaked in the 1973-74 academic year at
18 percent, was down to 14 percent in 1978-79, and increased
slightly 15 percent in 1979-80. It must be underscored that
most o this enrollment was attributable to special
admi ons programs. In turn, the necessary reliance on
special admissions programs, with all that the term connotes,
is attributable, in great part, to the overreliance that many law
schools placed on the LSAT. Our information reveals that the

4LSAT, in Califonia, is weighted any place between forty and
seventy percent in the admissions process."

Other noteworthy data extracted from the questionnaire
are as follows:

approximately 62 perce of the ools utilize some sort
_of automatic admissionA p ure based on..a candiclateIs .......
* LSAT and 613A ;

i none of the schools require an interview as part et the
admissions process, though some will schedule
informational meetings with applicants to answer
questions;
student participation in admissions, if any, is generally
limited to making recommendations without voting power,
supportive services varied widely with only 31 percent of
the schools offering faculty level tutorial involvement;
given the practices of admissions committees in law schools
as indicated by the questionnare data, there is no reason to

... believe that minority access to the legal profession will
increase without a change in admissions policies.
An analysis of Bakke is contained in the fiftli chapter offt

the Study. Because Bakke has been the subject of countless
and extensive legal analyses, suffice it to say that we view the
decision, even pursuant to the most conservative
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interpretation, as permitting a wide variety of admissions...
matrices. Certainly race and ethnicity, as well as other

lifactors, may be evaluated in the admissions process a s long
as no individual is absolutely precluded from cons eration
due to race. 18

IV. 'ALTERNATIVE ADMISSION MODELS

With the foregoing considerations in mind. the Law
School Admissions Study has generated three basic
admissions models and a pilot study which may be replicated

e by individual law schools. All of Our models make some use
of, the LSAT since it remains an ABA prerequisite, yet all

__models deemphasize the importance of the test score, as
compared with the admissions procedures currently in use at
the majority of the law schools. The odels are meant to be
test-piloted and adapted by different schools in keeping
with their institutional goals and unique araFters.

4.,

CULTURAL DIVERSITY MODEL
Rationale of the Diversity Model

The cut-liras dirergliymodel direCtly 'responds to and
satisfies the constitutional import of Bakke. As Justice
Powell observad:w

Thus, in arguing that its universit les must be acco ed the right to select
those students whu will contribute the most to th robust exchange of
ideas.- petitioner In okesa counter.ailing constitutional interest, that
of the first amendment In this light. petitioner must be viewed as
seeking to achieve a goal that is of paramount importance in the
fulfillment of its mission.

Not only is diversity a compelling constitutional interest, but
the diversity formula set forth in this model capitalizes on the
established admissions procedures and student composition
of each law school, thereby according utmost deference to
traditional university autonomy while satisfying first
amenditient.rights.

Further, the cultural diversity model recognizes and
resolves the perplexing fact that diversity, in the sense of

379
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meaningful racial and ethnic dkersity, will not exist in the
absence of admissions models which expand from the
traditional cognitive criteria olGPA and LSAT. Franklin
Evans of the Educational Testing Ser% lee documented that.

If the nation's lair; schools were to adopt an admissions pglicy taking
no account of minonq backgrounds of blacks and Chicanos. d
majority of the students from those groups now admitted and
enrolled would be excluded If numerical predictors were
employed exclusisel> for all applicants, the resulting reductions
would be 76 to 78 percent for blacks and 45 to 4 percent for
Chicanos

Yet there is statistical. constitutional. or moral reason to
limit admissions criteria to strictly`numerical indices. On the
contrary, the studiescited in Chapter III of. the Study
indicate that cognitive scores are likely to be misused against
all applicants if isolated from other relevant candidate data.

This diversity model provides other relevant factors for
applicant evaluation. It has the important feature of
adjusting the weight accorded to an applicant's cultural
diversity on the basis of the racial /ethnic enrollment in that
particular institution. Applicants who are underrepresented
will automatically receke more weight on the cultural
diversity part' of the formula than will candidates who are
already well represented at the law school. Thus, the "robust
exchange of ideas" which Justice Powell found compelling will
be achieved without quotas and within the framework of
formula which is relatively simple and administratkely
feasible. Moreover. this model, by virtue of its noncogntcz
components other than LSAT and GPA. encompasses
diversity characteristics apart from race and ethnicity.

Description

The purpose of this model is tip provide a systematic
procedure focusing On characteristics which research
'demonstrates may be useful in evaluating candidates for
graduate and professional schools!' Although these
characteristics are particularly relevant to minority

, candidates, they can be used as criteria to gain additiopal
infoimation on all applicants."

The elements of our cultural diversity model are expressed
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by the following formula: .
(NC (noncognitive) score + C (cognitive) score) x CD
(cultural diversity) score = AS (applicant score)"

This formula describes a procedure for law student
selection which gives weight to cultural diversity based on
the existing racial/ethnic composition of a particular law
school and, hence, increases the chance of minority student
selection. Nloreol,er, the criteria are keyed to the philosophy
that excellence in education is promoted when criticam
numbers of. individuals with 1,ary mg characteristics are
recruited for professional school."

As designed. the cultural diversity formula niay be
implemented in one oftwo ways. Pursuant to a unitary
admissions approach. the formula may be applied to eery
law school applicant to a particular institution. In _the
apernatke, a pr,edetermined percentage of students may be
admitted under the existing c iteria of a law school with the
remaining applicants being 1,aluated- on the basis of the
noncognitive and diversity f tors which follow.

Dr. William E. Sedlacek, d %eloper of the model. sug gests
that, for Arbinistratie reason`s. 50 percent of law applicants
to a particular school be admitted under the school's
established criteria. This percentage. of course. could he
adjusted by any school, in keeping with the HEW guidelines
on Title VI, according to its own numerical targets arid/or
prior experience in minority enrollment." If 50 percent were
admitted traditionally, then the remaining 50 percent would
be. chosen based on the aboNe formula which seeks to foster
true diversity in entering law classes. Although the cultural
diversity and noncOgnitke components of. the formula may
be adjusted by different schools based on thier test-pilots of
the model. the essential procedure for implementation is as
follows:

Implemintation Procedure

I. Select 50 percent of the entering'claSs using traditional
methods (GPA. LSAT. letters of recommendation. etc.). In
the alternative, omit this step and evaluate all. applicants as
detailed in steps 2 through 5.
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2. Develop a composite score for all applicants, or the
,remaining 50 percent, on the following eight noncognitive
variables. These variables are scored on a scale of 1, 2, or 3
points, with 3 being the highest. Data to achieve scores may
be obtained froip letters of recommendation, personal
statements, interviews, etc. They are variables vihich
admissions personnel and committees must scan for since
they could be contained anywhere in the applicant's record.
All are supported with research as to their utility,
particularly for racial/ethnic groups, but for whites as well."

a. Noncognitive variables:.
I. Self-concept.
2. Realistic self-appraisal.
3. Understanding racism.
4. Long-range goals.
5. Availability of a strong support person.
6. Leadership.
rmmunity service.
8. Demonstrated legal interests."

b. The highest score otainable is 8 x 3 = 24, while the
lowest is 8 x 1 = 8. Develop a distribution of these
scores for all candidates, --tyr the remaining 50
percent, and convert these scores into T_scores
which have a mean of 50 and a standard deviation
of 10. A T score is merely a statistical method for
equating scales which are not equivalent." The
resulting score, in this component of the formula,
is called the NC or noncognitive score.

3. Develop a distribution of the remaining applicants based
on the traditional cognitive variables (GPA,and LSAT) used

' by an/institution in ranking and selecting admittees. This
distribution, as discussed previously. contain either all
candidates or the remaining 50 percent of the applicants
after. the first 50 percent were admitted pursuant to
established criteria. The goal is to develop a distributi
based on a single composite ranking of the cognitive
variables for ,each applicant. This distribution, as the
noncognitive distribution, will be converted into T scores

382
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and will represent the C or cognite score. For hypothetical
examples of conversions of student GPAs, LSATs. and
noncognitiNe traits into T scores, please refer to Addendum
B at the end of this model.

4. Depending on the admissions procedure chosen by th
institution: cultural diversity scores will be assigned to al
students or to thOse remaining after a specified percentage
were admitted by the existing criteria of a law school. For a
cultural diversity score\te assigned. however. there must
be some external norm against which the weight of the score,
is determined; this,is so because the purpose of the-dnersity
model is to automatically adjust the weight each racial./ethnic
group rueives in ealuation for admission based on the
representation of that particular group in a specific law
school. The model, therefore, facilitates law school access
for those groups least represented in a given law school 'by
assigning them a higher cultural dierty score.

The HEW -Nondiscrimination Poli Interpretation" on
Title VI _as discussed in Chapter V of the study, permits a
university to establish a. numerical target for ethnic/racial
minority admissions. Certainly a law school could. Use some
numerical target or even last year's actual enrollment,. as
brften down by rage and ethnicity. to establish a benchmark
against which to measure applicants for cultural diversity.
Cultural diversity scores then. are calculated as 'follows:

Institutional Composition

Less than 10 percent of the applicant's' 1.5
racial/ethnic group is represented (a) in tole
50 percent of the class already -admitted
under established criteria oil (b) in .the

_student body of a particul r law school or
(c) by some other bench rk for assigning
cultural diversity scores.

Between '11 and 50 percent is represented. 1:25

More than 50 percent is represented. V.
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5.tinal selection is made pursuant to the
following formula:
a. (NC score + C score) x CD score = AS
b. Those individ4als with the highest
score are selected for admission.

Conclusion

The cultural diversity model is inherently fair in that very
applicant is compared against every other applicant on The
basis of cognitive, noncognitive, and culturai'diversity traits.
If the model is not applied to all applicants, it is still fair since
every applicant not admitted pursuant to the traditional cri-
teria of the law school must compete individually with every
other applicant not admitted by the established criteria. The
criteria utilized in this model, moreover, are indisputably
within the letter and spirit of Bakke, as articulated by Justice
Powell, in that applicants are assessed on a multitude of
traits in an effort to achieve

not
diversity within the lavw .,

school. Cultural diversity is not assigned a fixed weight not is
it implemented by arbitrary quotas. Rather, applicants are
individually evaluated for cultural diversity, ambitg other
traits, based on the specific cultuyal composition of the law
school to which they are applying, Finally, the cultural diver-
siity'domponent of the model ivdjusted automatically in the
admissions process according to'the percentage of particular
racial/ethnic groups already represented in the institution.

ADDENDUM A

Below is a description of the weighting of the scale values
for each of. the componeths that make up the NC score.

1. Positive Self Concept
(Strong self-feeling; strength of character.,
Determination, independence.)

384
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Code
Points

Meaning
Initiates statements of behaviors that iudi- 3
cate strong positive feelings about oneself,
e.g.. "I felt I could no well on a project so I
took extra initiative." Took heavy courge-
loads in school. Willingness to try new
things over a long period of time.

Some evidence of positive feelings or
behaviors but not strong. Some good
evidence. some bad. Does not take initia-
tive trying new things or presenting
evidence of self-worth; or only recent evi-
dence of good self-concept.

Show no evidence of good self-concept or
negative evidence. No evidence of trying
new things; statements of expected failure
made;

2. Realistic Self-Appraisal .

(Especially acaderriic. Reeognizes and,.
'accepts any deficiences and works hard at
self-development. Recognizes _need, to
broaden his/her individuality.)

Meaning
Presents clear evidence of assessing short-
comings in his/her ,background and has
taken,steps to overcome. Could he curricu-
lar or personal, e.g., "I new that I was
short in math so I took an tra course." "I
was not effective in dealin with colleagues
so I sought them out for asons why."

2

1

3

Some recognitioi -o? so e shortcomings but 2
has generally not taken ction to correct.

35;)
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'No evidence that shortcomings recog-
. nized; defensive or avoids questions con-

cerning possible problem. Corers up and
offers excuses!

3. Understands and Deals with Racism
(Realisticallrbased on personal experiences
of racism. Is committed to fighting to im-
prove existing system. Not submissive to
existing wrongs, hostile to society, or a"cop-
out." Able-to handle racist system.)

$

Meaning
Initiates realistic expbmations of how
racism (particularly institutional racism)
affects life. Not bitter. Understands that
some of his/her life is controlled by the
system based on race or sex and some is
individually de te rm in ii_EvidenreOThi-c---
4essfully hail .ing interracial and/or inter-
sexual situations, e.g., "I expect that some
people may not, understand Modern
women, but I had one supervisor who
came around after I let him knokv what I
could do."

339

Code
Points

3

Some good evidence, some not so good or 2
tentative. Not a full understanding. May
be bitter or confused.

No understanding of racism', hostile,
resentful. Pikames everything on the system
being aginst Hispanics. BlAcks, etc., if a
minority. Feels resentful of reverse discri-
mination if vvite. No demonstrated
method_ of handling interracial or inter-
sexual situations well.
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4. Prefers Long-Range Goals to Short- term
or Immediate Nirds

(Able to respond to deferred ratification. )

Code
Meaning Points
Consistent es idence of planning and future 3
orientation over a long period, eg.. "As a
freshman. I figttred I had better stud) if I
wanted to get into law." "I realized I had
to learn X procedure on the job before I
could get promoted.-

Some recognition. of long-term goals but 1ino long-term c-i-idence. or mixed es.dence. .

No esidence of long-term plannin looks 1

at issues in immediate terms. u epared
for future. .

- 5_ Availability, of Strong Support Person
(To whom to turn in crises. ).....-

Meaning , .

Someone has prosided assistance in times
of crisis. Generally same person or'one at a
time sequentially. e.g.. grandmother. then
teacher. then boss. etc Knows where to go
in a crisis.

1

Sometimes has'receised help but not con-
sistently: somewhat unclear about where
to go in cnsjs.

Nti evidace of turning to others, loner.
tough it out. Thcrr says no problem.

e.
6. Successful Leadership Experience

(In any area pertinent to e.g..
gang leader, sports) .

3S-7.'
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Meaning
Behavioral evidence-of influencing others
in the context of his/her cultural or social,'
ized background (may not be traditional.
e.g.,. gang leader, unusual hobby. or
community work). Has shown evidence
over a period of time.

Some evidence of leadership position? Not
clear what his/her influence really was. 1..
'may list offices held in student or other
organization.

No ev.idence of influenting others' or hold-
ing office. May avoid or be uncomfortable
in leadership role. e.g.. "Let othersdo it
i'mpo busy."

7. Demonstrated Communityl,Service

Meaning
Behavioral evidence of activity and identi-
fication with -.community. Long-term
involvement 'and interest.' Community
must be allowed to be cultural /racial as well
as geographical.

Some Contacts with community but may be
just recent. or perhaps, moreilikely, in the
past with an uncertain present and future.

'No contact with community. Little or no -

" evidence that he pr she is aware of the
concept or its i9pbrtance. Alienated.
separated from cultural /racial back-

.ground.

341
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3
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8. pemonstrated Legal Interests
Code

Meanin PointsMeaning
evidence 4o'f activity 4nd 3

interest in the law and legal issues for some
time. Interest may be through one's
culture, bettering one's culture through
the law, etc. AllOw for nontradition'al view
of legal interest.

Some behavioral evidence of legal ,inter- 2

ests but not strong or long-term.

No evidence of interest in taw or legal
issuies, or perhaps avoidance of such

issues.

0
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ADDENDUM.B
Applicant A
DeScription: White, high grades andLSATS but nor Inv olv:ed
in activ ities, Show s pek-fonnanc in traditional as in class-
room.

. ,
GPA = 3.6 = T score of 65

-.I
LSAT = 750 = T score ot,75
Computation of score:
The school evaluating Applicant .A weights GPA 50 percent
and LSAT 50 percent. Thus,,we can simply get the "Iran df
the two T scores (65+75) / 2=70. (C=70).

Computation of NC score:
Applicant A scored as follows on the eight noncognitive
variables making up the 14C'score:
Self concept = 2 Leadershjp = 2
Realistic Self-appraisal = 2 Community = 1

irnderstands racism = 1 Demons. legal interests = 3
Long-range goals 2 Strong support person = 1
The sum of these eight scores is 13. If we compare this to a
distribution of these score from all appliCants to the school,
we get a T score of,40 or tandard eviation below the
mean: This per on would be at t e 16th percentile, or the
lowest 16 percenliof the applicants on NC. (NC=40).
Computation of CD score:
Basedfon applicants race applicant receives a 1 for being in a
group that represents more than 50 percent of the applicants.,
The. reference group here could be the current year's appli-
cants, last year's admittees, residents in the area, etc. The
weights assigned to cultural/racial groups as of this date ate:
1= more than 50 percent represented; 1.25= 11 to 50 percent
represented; 1.5=10 percent or less represented. (CD = 1).
Computation of application score (AS):
AS=(70+40).x 1 = 110.

Applicant 13-
Description: Chicano, average LSAT and 4rades, but shows
good performance wit inany areas out e the traditional
educational setting.
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GP4 = 2.9 T score of 45
LSAT = 450 = T score of 38
Computation of C score:
The T score for GPA and LSAT are based on the applicant
pool of the school in% oked. The school evaluating applicant
B weights GPA two-thirds and LSAT one-third. Thus.

, C= (45 +45 +38)/342.67.
Computation of NC score:
Applicant B scored as follows on the eight noncognitixe,

,variables making up the NC score:
Self-concept = 2 Strong support person =
Realistic self appraisal = ? Leadership = 2
Understands racism = 3 Community = 3
Long -range goals = 3 Demons. legal interest = 2
The sum of' the noneognithe variables is 19. If we coinpare
this score to a distribution of all applicants we get a T score
of 66 for the NC component. (NC=:66).
COmputati of CD.score:
There we 11-50 percent Chicanos in the reference group
employed by the school. (cD=1.25).
Computation of applicant score (AS). AS = (42.67 -I- 66) x
1.25=135.83.

Applicant C
Description! Black. low grades and LSATs. few acto.ities
and performance in areas outside eduttion..
GPA = 2.6
LSAT = 370
Computation Of C score:
The school e'aluating Applicant C does not 'specifically /
weight GPA and LSAT: but makes an overall assessment of
academic qualifications and ranks all the applicants' to this
school. Applicant C was in the lowest 20 percent. the T score
eqUivalent of 30. (C=30). /

Applicant C scored as 'follows on thc'eight noncognitiN
variables making up the NC score:
Self concept=2 Strang support person = 1 Aw--i
Realistic self appraisal= I .Leadership = 1
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Understands racism= 1 Communitt = I
Long range goals=2 ,Demons legal interests = 2

The distribution of applicants fielded a T score of-3". for the
sum'of II. (NC=32).
Computation of Cla score.
1.5-was asligned because the applicant reterent,e group u,is
10 percent or less Black (CD= 1.5).
Computation of applicant score (AS). AS = 32) 1 I 5
93.

-QUANTIFIED DIVERSIT\ ADMISSIONS MODEL

For the past ten tears lass school admissions has !tin-call)
been a highly quantified process wh&ebt an applicant's
GPA and LSAT score were green predominant weight in the
admissions deciston Both before and after Bakke. how-
eser. some lass *schtiOls determined that_ their institutional
Objectises required an approach to admissiZms that did not
gist: automatic admission to candidates on the Basis of the
highest numerical indices."'

Although there alv.ats exists the fear of to much
mechanization and not enough attention to utelisidualfchar-
acteristics Shen an admissions process iv highly quantified.
the typical admissions procedure during the past ten tears
has, in fact, been ex4remeI4, mechanical Manyof the deci-
sions could almost haw been made by computer with otters
of admission automatically going to the possessors of the
highest' GPAs and LSAT scores." Some schools !Iasi;
tempered, the admissicin-by -number syndrome with personal
evaluations of t<he caiTdidate's.other attributes. But for a fair
esaluation of other applicant' traits_ deemed reles ant to an

' institution's educational and societal goals. there must be a
clear delineation of the institutional goals and that must be
scrupulously followed with- each candidate,

Ajtigshly quantified admissions matnx represents a fair
manner of assuring that each applicant for admission to lass
school is esaluated on the same relesant objectises by all
members of the admissions committ&:. Especial!) in the
post-Brikke dra, most lais schools in California claim to
prefer numerous diversity characteristics. such as those

390 -
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suggested by Justice Powell in his opinion in Bakke. What is
aot c.lear, however, from t urvey information elicited by
MALDEF from the fifteen A- appro%ed schools in Cali-
foFnia is how due weight is accorded to some of the.Aarying
di%'ersity characteristics which different schools find rele%ant
to their own institutionar objectives."

In a post:Bakke period in which_a majority of institutions
appears to be placing greater.weight on tactors apart from
purely numerical ones, tairness, consistency, and due
process are potentially well served by a carefully designed
quantified admi'ssions model." Needless to say, each indivi-
dual law school would have to sculpt a model to satisfy its
own unique institutional netsds. An example, however, of a
meticulously designed model is that of Temple University

f.School of Law.
Temple University, in 1968, in the aftermath of the assas-

sinatiqn of Dr Martin Luther King, Jr. and die '1:0ognitiori
that oritrtwo of the 500 students enrolled in the school were
Black, began heroic and consisten4, efforts to rectify what
was perceived by its ission, a pernicious social ill."
The school's efforts at recrui g and admitting racial/ethnic
groups have been honed ov r a decade's experience. The
resulting admissions ma nces currently used at Temple
University reflect not only a commitment to the populist
tradition of he school to offer superior educational experi-
ences to all, ut also a realistic appraisal of precisely which
admissions procedures have produced positive results."

Although the ,admissions formulae utilized by Temple
University School of Law are highly quantified, they at the
same time embody an individualistic, humanistic approach
.which few law schools with less 'quantified" admissions
matrices approach As Dean Liacouras of Temple University
School of Law aptly observed:

We have nearly three times as many qualified applicants as available
seats. What we should be asking and doing something about, is how
and why numerical indices (GPA-LSAT) were developed, used,
over-used and abused in filling thosi seats. What we should be
stressing is the humanistic aspect of admissions; use of people-
oriented, not numbers-oriented indices, assumptions, objectives,
validation studies and rhetoric for all persons:Stich questions are
not for 1963 vintage; their answers shOuld be_agenda item number
re in 1978."

39'3
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One might add that the questions posed by the dean
continue tobe relevant for 1980 vintages and beyond.

To effectuate the public polidy goals of Temple University
School of Law, namely those of fulfilling its populist object-
ives, variations of the, folrowiqg regular and special admis-
sions formulae have been and are pre,sently in use. Regular
admisZO-ris candidates are evaluated pUrsuant to objectified
criteria, with offers of admission going automatically to
candidates scoring over a determined numerical score. In
1978, for example; Temple Uniiersity's admissign standard
for nondiscretionary. regular admissions was as follows:

Total Points. -

Possible
1. Undergraduate grade' average x 338
2. Last reportable period grade point average x

112.

3. Highest LSAT x 1
4. HighestWriting Ability (WA) score x 5

4kAcadernic honors and
achievII

ements (up to 50
. points)
6. Peace Cbrps, VISTA, military service, etc.

(up to 50 points)
7. Substantial part-time work during college

(up to 50 points)
8. Full-time employment post college

(up to 50 points)
'9. Undergraduate college' grade point average

adjustment (up to 50 points) .

Maximum Combined. Point Total

1352

800

50

50

50

50

50

3250

An pplicant falling below the automatic cutoff score,
which s from year to year, is then potentially eligible for
consideration under Temple's Sp.A.C.E. Program (Special
Admissions and Curriculum Experiments Program). For
consideration under the SpA.C.E. admissions formula, a
candidate must exhibit some exceptional characteristics or
characteristic; applicants may also specifically request that
they be evaluated pursuant to the Sp.A.C.E. critetia." The

394
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seven categories suggested by Temple University School of
,Law as within the jurisdiction 'and purview of Sp A C E.

admissions are as follows:
1. Minority. Black. Hispanic. American Indian. Asian. or

-any other group grossly underrepresented in the legal
professioli and v: hose members predominantly score
below, on the a-v&raee. the median LSAT and WA of the

, national population.
'2. Nonminority, e . other than category ( I). suprd with

equivalent admissions criteria as in category (1):

3. College GPAS of 3.80 or a-hove (including Phi Beta
Kappif. summa yiim laude tors): re.

m4. Overcoming exceptional and continuous econoic demi-
",ttioti.,(the "Conwerlian- tradition).

5. Exceptional and continuous leadership ability demonstra-
ted in substantial college or community activities.

6. Exceptional physical disability, such as blindness. which
precludes taking the (regular) LSAT,

7. There may be additional outstanding applicants who are
not -within the abov emit categories Any applicant who
believes that he or she has exceptionaLand unique creden
tials should describe them and include substantial sup-
porting documentation with the application torreview by

the Committee. 19

The variations possible under A quantified admissions sys-
tem are -virtually infinite. The Temple University model. as
well as the quantifi0 formula set forth infra. are illustrative
of the flexibility that quantified admissions matrices permit
schools in establishing admissions policies Consistent with
their institutional needs and) objectives.. For example, one
medical school in 19784979 conducted4ts admissions by the
following format which quantifies an applicant's GPA. MCAT
score, minority status, and disadvantagement See Table:fol-

.

lowing page.

Any applicant receiving 15 points or more in the initial
screening is placed in Group A, which signifies that the can-
didate will be interviewed. Additionally, any candidate with
a doctoral degree (including a Ph.D. or J D.) is automatic-
ally interviewed. Applisalit4..wriose_total points do not reach

O'4. L.)
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15 are placed in Group B. Group 13 applicants sire glen indi-,
idualized considerStion Ilased on specifit. cnteria related4 0

/1 outstanding aehie%ements on these enumwated criteria. ItX)
.4.."4 applicants from _Group B .are transferred to Group ;A. there-

t fore. interviewed. ,\ .,

. .

Range of Applicant Grouping for Admissions Pro c. 197u
.s. OGPA Points M(' A-1' Points

"P if 10. its'-. 15-lit
-1.0-36

)

lo '. (f.S 6
3.59-3.0 6 --6 4
2.9-2.8 4 5Y4 l
2.79-2 51 1, 1 -u - f I

2.5 -f) .

5

I

If minority - points
If disad% antaged - 5 points \s----- .

(Source "Admissions Procedures for 1978- 19'N.. ipuiteo-
graphed for a nationally known stale \supportt.:s1 medical

'school )
Again,jthe commendable aspect 1 this admission pla:1 t%

the forthrightness with which the st.Looi has constructed .in, *
,admission matrix which sattsfies-its dead% enunciated insti-

tutional goals. The school states: , r

The Admissions Comditter is charged with it?c'scfrction sit Isis in&
ioduals to begin stud 91ch sear In the selection process the
Committee seeks those applicants who Ornemonstrated. through
achiesement. academic potential for a life time of directed and self
study It also seeks those incliciduals %ci) arc cognizant of the plisi-
elan's role and its demands, haw. demonstiated atuliu, in ettetuse'
interpersonal relations. arc caring of the nerds of %octet) and its
indi%iclusil members and who shins pr muse of sensing the nera of
Ate indniduals in ,our pluralistic sot .ty. Since our socict% is coin-
posed of a drsersi6, of groups. the physicians who serc these groups
must represent a dicersc spectrum of society The Admissions
Committee is acut el% aware of this fact and actnel% seeks indi%idusils:
from a wide %duet% of backgrounds and interests who ein share
experiences and knowledge of dnerse pvpulation groups and, in

e turn, better prepare themsehcifto serce indn ritual patients who
represen the Yodel% disergent clements of our, %Ileum% "

In summary. a quantified admission's model is t. apable of
the 'irtues which were preciously discUssed. noncognitie
traits can be ysternatically and fairly applieeto all applt-
canty.noncognitilse traits can he explicitly incorporated into
the predictive index, which is known to be an incomplete
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evaluator on which to Rtedict one's potential to be a good
law student or lawyer; the noncognitive factors which a
school chooses to publish can truly reflect the social and
institutional, goals of the law school; noncognithe dhevity
characteristics are 'indisputahly compatible with the Bakke
decision; and finally, the correct use of a qualified admissions
system which ishighly attuned.to the goals-of the school can
ensure a degree of fairness, consistency, andeducational due
process. which few other methods;-oof admigion can
guarantee.

Law scflools can, under a quantified system,eu Ise (heir
discretion in determining the kind of student body they
want,-irfcluding a highly diverse group with strong represen-
tation from a %ariety ofIracial/ethnic backgrounds. Weight
for example, could be accorded some of the noncognitive
traits. isolated by Dr. Sedlacek in the Cultural ['diversity
Model, 6upra, or those identified in the MALDEF pilot
study of three California law schools. (Ch. VI, p. 58).
Furthermore, a highly quantified model need not be so rigid
as to kreclude.the exceptional individual who does not fall
neatly into any of th¢ categories; The cpitintified model could
contain a category allotting specific points for the truly
exceptional applicant, dr a solution similar to that provided
by T,emp4. University's Sp.A.C,E. formula could be
fashioned. . . itt

In short, our advocacy Of a quantified Model is totally ar.ti-
thetical to the sort Of quantified formula typified by the
numerical prediction indices based solely on GPAs and
LSAT scores. A quantified model need not connote narrow
or mechanical decisiOn making. Rather, it is an oppbrtunity
for schools to Aigri numerical weights to any seittof student
charackvistics that are consonant with their changing institu-

-.119nal missions. Thus, law schools day deNelop comprehen-
. site, well thotight-out admissions proCedureS responsive not

only to their .educational Oak, but also to the.-,moral and..
socral.responsibilitiesincumbent on institutions in a pluralis-
tic society.

*
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PROTOTYPE BASEL' ON THE URBAN
LEGAL STUDIES PROGRAM

( 351

Program Descirion

19;t City College of New York in conjunction with New
Urban Legal Studies (ULS) Program was beguh in.

York Law School, a recognized ABA-approved law school.
The ULS Program, in keeping with the high academic, yet
urban, tradition of City College' seeks- to select and enroll
fifty well-qualified high school graduates for a cpmbined six-
year B.A.-J.D. degree.4' ,,Applicants' to 'the Program must
have, among other requisites, an eighty Dr better average on
graduation from high school, and must demonstrate
commitment to the goals of the Program, The ULS Program
is principally -dedicated to the goal of training excellent
lawyers who will serve the needs of those who comprise the
majority of any large urban setting: the nonaffluent, minor-
ities, the non-English spelking, anti the elderly."

The ULS FrOgram is innovative not-only in its goals as they
differ from traditional legal edttcational goals, but also in the
structure of tlfie Program.'Students, though entering the six-
year prograna.with a personal commitment to obtain a J.D.
'degree, must complete all the Bachelor' degree prertqui-
sites." However, while satisfying the Bachelor's require-
ments, students must ako complete the following legal
courses, all taught and graded by law professors from New
York, Law School: ,

k

First Year:
Introduction to Law and Legal Process I;
Introduction to Law and Legal Process II.

Second Year:
Constitutional Law 1;
Constitutional LawH;
Legal research and Writing.

Third. Year:
Ckiminal 'Law

. ,
Criminal Procedure;
A Mandatory Internship."

398
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After completion of the undergraduate requirements of the
three-year program, which include satisfying the ^prevailing
minimum honors requirements at City College, ULS students,
may apply for admission to New York Law School. For
automatic admjssion to the law school, ULS students must
have maintained an overall GPA of 3.00 pr better, an overall
2.00 or better average in the required law courses, and have
completed ninety-six undergraduate credits from the ULS
undergraduate, curriculum. Satisfactory performance on the
LSAT, meaning a medianscoie around 500, is also a prerequi-
site, for automatic admission.43 Applicants not admitted
automatically are judged on a case-by-case basisas to their
eligibility,

The innovation of the Program, apart from its thrust toward
serving groups who have traditionally been ignored or'at least
haVe been objects of benign neglect by the legal system, lies in
its ability to evaluate potential law students on the basis of
actual law school work they have completed. It should be
emphasized that the legal courses required for ULS partici-
pants are tafght by regular faculty members at New York Law
School and that the ULS students are evaluated by using the
same standards as are used for regular first-year law students
studying.the same courses. ISince the ULS students at the time
of completion of th(undefgraduate program have had ample
opportunity to demonstrate either their ability, or inability, to
be able to complete law schoOl studies successfully, evaluation
of a candidate for acceptance to New York Law School should
be made principally on each student's demonstrated record.

Although the LSAT is still a requirement. it`may not be
particularly relevant in evaluating urban legal studies partici-
pants. By Olission of the test manufacturers, the utility of the
LSAT isefearly limited to its ability to predict first-year success
in Jaw school." By contrast, the ULS Program offers the law
schools an opportunity to evaluate a candidate on actual
completed performance in-specific first-year law courses.

In an approaching epoch characterized by a declining pool of
undergraduatw' and graduate applicants, the ULS concept is
attractive in several ways:" First. it allows undergraduate
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schools-'with affiliated law schools to take an active part in
preparing a pool of qualified candidates for their law schools.
Second, it fulfills a compelling obligation of providing legal
education and services to groups and communities w ho histor-
ically have been excluded from the benefits which qur legal
system was designed to provide and protect. Third, the
Program goes far toward obviating the need to place undue, if
any, reliance on the LSAT, which currently 'serves as the,chief
impediment to the entrance of minority and disadvantaged
students into law school." ,Finally, students tvho are not
admitted to New York Law School or who choose to apply
elsewhere may complete their fourth year at City'College and
attend other law schools.

It is important that the ULS Program not be construed as one
which is exclusively reserved for minority students. I,n fact, in
the 1978-1979 third-year ULS tindergraduare program, class
composition was 50 percent minority and 5.0 percent white ee
majority of the, students from other groups:however, were
from lower socioeconomic backgrounds,49

By .contractual arrangement, New York Lawr. School,
reserves fifty places in each entering class for LIS students w ho
have completed the necessary requirementb within their three
year undergraduate surd), program at City College.s°
However, as mentioned previously, *uclivission is not auto-
matic, but rather contingent on satisfaction Of the criteria set
forth, supra. Although most ULS students who pursue legal
studies do so at New York Law School, there are some
exceptions.5'

Any institution interested in replicating th4IULS concept
of a combined B.A.-1.D, degree could, of course, tailot the

'program to its own institutional and geographically dictated
,goals. The program could be of six or sevoif years in dura-'
tion; its goals could be directed more to rural than urban.
legal needs; monetary sanctions or incentives could be
provided to assure that the majority of the students trained
at the undergraduate level by a particular institution would
indeed complete their- legal training at the. affiliated law
school; and finally, the undergraduate degree could be'
awarded prior to entry to law schoo r on completion of the
first year of legal studies as is don! in the ULS model. In
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sum, the
and

are infinite and would depend on the
r goals and needs of a particular institution. The important

point to recognise is the -past possibilities presented by a
-program of this kind..

s
Program Data

..0.- . Current data on the ULS Program for the first class which,
-entered i'n 1975 and sought admission to law school in 1978 are
as shown in Table 1.

Twenty-four ULS students sought admission to Nev \ ork
Law School .after three years in the Program. As of
December 1979. all 24 of the students admitted to law school
were pursuing studies. with the exception of ni,p4iber 23 w ho
was dismissed from New York Law School for academic
reasons: a GPA- of less than 2":00. The dismissed student.
however, did izimplete his B.A" degree " Of the other

Law School, II maintained a 2.00 or better cumulatise
irtfourteen ULS w,udents admitted and.attending' Ne N ork

aserage dnring their first year. with most min ruing a 3.00
or better. Illustrious examples are: two ULS "students with

o respective LSAT scores of 521 and 517 becamtz law riniew
members; one student with an LSAT of 639 receRed a tour-
year Urban Legal Fellowship; one student whoseISAT was
511 was appoi,nted to the Jessup Internatiortal Law 'Moot
Couilleam; and finally. one student with a 561 LSAT won
the Court Best Brief award." k

With respect to ULS applicants to law school in 1979. the
data are as slim, n in Table II.

Program Analysis

The adantages tit an innmatie program-such as the ULS
model are numeLous. First. although it is not a nimorit
program. it assists both minority and white students in
gaining 4ccess44to law school on the basis of their actual
polOrmance in \ selected first-year, classes rather than'

'predicted performonce based on the LSAT. It is indisputable
that this is a bene,(it to minority group Sand disaihantaged
white.applicants. as is eident by the classes admitted in 1978
and 1979 to New York Caw School. A second. and great.
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TABLE
1978 Law School Applicants

Student Overall GPA Highest LSAT Score Admissions Status

1' W.M. , 3.72 622 A/0,
2 W.F. . 3.48 596 A/E
3 W.F. 3.67 . 521 A/E
4 C.F. 3.82 611 A/O
5 W.M. 3.46 517 A/E
6 W.M. 3:40 t 550 A/E
7 ' W.F.' 3.58 594 A/O
8 W.M. 3.55 563 A/E
9 W.M. 3.58 549 A/O
ID 'W.M. 3.60 511 A/E
11 R.F. 3.33 505 ..., A/E
12 B.M. 3.01 639 ME'
13 W.F. 3.(X) 561 A/E
14 W.M. 3.26 558 A/E
15 W.M. 3.12 563 A/E
16 W.F. 3.36 s .494 A/E
17 L.M. 3.00 426 A/O
18 W.M. 2.42 488 RIO
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19 W.F. 2.68 583 A/E
20 L.F: 3.00 42-9 RIO
21 B.F. , 2.67 556 R/0
22.' W.M. 3.57 706 A/E
23 W.M. 2.97 . 455 A/E :7;

24 L.F. 2.81 335 A/0

(Legend): F = Female
= Male

B = Black
W = White

L = Latino
= Chinese

A = Accepted at New York Law School
E = Enrolled in New York Law School
R = Rejected by New York Law Scivol
0 .= Attending other law schools 7

S." (Source: Leora Mosston to Mexican,Ameficarr Legal Defense and
tional Fund, 6 December 1979, p. 2: see footnote 4V,)
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TABLE 11
1979 Law School Appl cants

Student. Overall GPA H est LSAT Score Admissions Status
1 W.M. ,., 3.56 ' 68() A/E
2 L.M. 39 549 A/O
3 W.M. '3.25 627. A/E
4 W.M. 3.73 606' A/O
5 W,F. 3.43 . 487 AIE
6 W.M. 3 16 627 A/E
7 W.M. 3 00, 653 A,E >

8 8.m. 3.(X) 474 A/E
9 B.M. 3.12 30 A/O 7:

10 W.F. 3.33 74 R
11 W.M 3.00 9 0 A/F.
12 W.M. 3 (X) , 6,'0 A/E
13 L.F. 3.00 '5116 .- A/F.
14 B F. 3.00 .47k RIO
15 W M. 3.00" 410' RIO

(Comple-ting fourth year at City College) ,.

(Source: Leora Mosston to Mexican American 1,ikal Defense
and Educational Fund. 6 December 1979. p. 2. s6e hi9tnote
49.)
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advanlage of the Program is that students who do enter law
school are well prepared for the study of law by virtue of the
regular law courses they have already completed. Therefore,
the tutorial and supportive programs which are advisable, if
not indispensable, at most law schools with special
admissions programs are unnecessary with ULS students
who have alreidy complete extensive legal writing, reading,
and analysis prior to entry t law school.

FurthermoreAProfess& ywood Burns, Esq.. Program
Director of ULS, has noted that ULS first- ear law students
are particularly Well prepared for the study Of law since they
are already familiar with methods of legal study and legal
principles.s4 Sucli familiarity would be a boon to all clilture-
shocked first-year law students, but is especially so to
minority students for whom the legal profession is an even
more alien environmpt.

Another' obvious benefit of the ULS program is that it
prepares a pool of attorneys for potential service in under-
served communities. Although graduates 9f the ULS
Program and New York Law School are under no contract-
ual obligation to practice in underrepresented areas, certain-
ly most enter the Program with that objective since commit-
ment to the goals of the Program is one of the characteristics
evaluated for each applicant. Careful admission decisions
based on student and faculty apssessments assist in fulfilling
these goals.

Finally, a program such as ULS lends itself to many varia-
tions:it could be used as a prototype to'be adjusted accord-
ing to the institutional objectives of individual laid and
undergraduate schools. Such a program could address some
of the following needs: creation of a qualified and diverse
student applicant pool for law school, preparation of a quail-
fied'and diverse entering law school class willing to meet the
needs of the poor and minorities, and cultivation of a law
School body approaching racial/ethnic panty. with the parti-
cular geographical region.in which the school is located.

V. CONCLUSION
The models which MALDEF has developed present

opportunities for the la24 fillpol community to test-pilot and
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selectiely adopt altername admissions cntena which will
assist minority students to approaCh parity in the legal
profession. Admissions criteria are not sufficient per se
hov.ecr, to address the dismal reality ot current minonty
participation in the law . .

1-..,
i Indeed. if significant progress ib to be made in thL near
future. a serious commitment will be necessary from all
sectors of the legal profession This commitment must be
made manifest by a comprehensie approach to law school
access for racial ethnic minuritiVs. to this end. a national
prOgram has been started by NfALDEF to refine, our admis-
sions models and to treelop new models in the areas of earl)
identification and recruitment 'of talented Minorities. law
school retention programs and special minunty bar passage
efforts. Such d nationals stratggy, aimed at substantially
increasing minority access to the legal profession, will be
directed by a panel of outstanding legal notables and. of
course. will take advantage of the latest results of research
and existing practices in the field.

,Ns the final two chapters of ttie MALDEF study
demonstr,itc. successful retentive and bar passage programs
have 'been undertaken by certain law schtols and legal.
organizations. Thetresults of these exemplary programs hae
been dramatic. in Illinois. ,for example. theiMinurity Legal
Resources Summer BdI Program has raised theitpassage rate
for minority bar candidates from .twenty-four percent betoie
1975 to seventy -nine percent in. 1977. to a current rate of
sixty percent for first-time takers.

Likewise. the tutorial progr at the UnWersity of Sart,
Francisco School of Law ha reduce0 attrition among its

.
ofspecial admittees since the i ception ot a comprehensive,

meticulously administered retentive program. Nfore signi-
ficantly. minority students who participaled in the program
tended to distribute themselves among the quartiles of
academic performance rather than clustering at the bottom,
as had been customary in the past. .

Real commitment to minority access to law. then. must
include a comprehensive apprOach which will deal with all
tour issues related to.the_ dearth of minority practitioners.'
recruitment, admissions, retention, and bar passage. Only
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through cooperative efforts between the law schools, law
profess,ors and deans, national legal organizations, national
advocacy organizations, policy makers, and student groups
can these issues be resolved. If the next decade is to have any
significance apart from solidifying the virtual caste system
which currently exists in the legal profession, it is imperative
that a commitment be made to including minority persons in
out system of law and justice.

/.
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Stapdartiized Selection Criteria
and a Diverse Legal Profession
Allan Nairn, Learning Research Project, of the Public Interest
Research Group

ETS and the Law School Admission Council claim that the
LSAT is a tool of educational selection v, hich significantly
improNes the prediction .())f first year law school graduates.
While these claims should be analyzed, eNaluation of the test
should not be confined by the terms of debate which its
makers halve chosen to justify, its existence. The test should be
eNaluated in terms of what is actually affects. The rationality
and equity of the full 'range of its impact should be carefully
considered.

What the LSAT actually affects is access to the nation's
most powerful profession. By determining in significant
measure who may become a lawyer in the United States the
LSAT is directly involved in the distribution of power, in
deciding who will run this country and who will be permitted
to argue for justice on behalf of their people.

The social process of sorting out those who will wield power
from those who will submit toit is typically slow and complex,
extending throughout a person's childhood, adolescence and
early adulthood and involving a host of economic, cultual,
educational and political institutions. Among these institu-
tions; the LSAT is distinguished by the quickness and deci-
siveness with which it does its work:Through the administration
of 190 multiple-choice questions in 210 minutes, the LSAT
can take students whose more than 20 years of previous
academic and occupational peformance have thus far placed
them on an equal competitive footing and instantly sort
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them into those who, will hale the opportunity to become
lawyers and those who will not. It does so with a pretense of
impartiality, with the widely accepted and internalized image
of being the objeetiNe national measure of potential for legal
study, which makes its verdicts tioubly potent.

paper will attempt to briefly, consider the rational
ocial function of this powerful insiitution.

Barrier to the Bar

Lawyers occupy two out of three U.S. Senate seats and half
of the nation's highest governor's mansions. They constitute
one of the highest paid plofesMons in the counig, with an
average income greater than that of ninety-three percent of
American earners.

ETS publications for prospec46 law students emphasize
the profession's strategic position. In the words of the Prelaw
Handbook, "the lawyer can function. . as social planner. In
business, labor, personal, family and governmental affairs,
the lawyer will usually be the one who builds the institutional
framework." The Handbook explains that the profession is
looking for youth who "have drunk rather freely of the best
our culture can provide" and who have a grasp of "the
democraticprocess iq western societies (and) awareness of the
moral values inherent in these processes." It finds them by
means of the LSAT.

By the early 1970s, shrewd corporate Tategy had com-
bined with demographic trends and bar assNiation policies to
place ETS in a position of power with little precedent in U.S.
educational history: a single corporation, ETS, had become
the primary arbiter of who would be permitted to enter the
Aiperican legal profession. As any aspiring lawyer would soon
discover, the facts were inescapable:

Through the mid and late 1970s the number of applicants to
U.S. law. schools regularly exceeded the number of availa-
ble places by a ratio of two to one. By 1973 the Association
of Atnerican Law Schools noted, "for the first time ie the
history of the United States legal education at every accre-
dited law school denied admission to applicants whom it
considered quaified for the study of law."

41.4
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Rejection from law school could therefore mean not just
exclusion from a particular institution, but from the legal,'
profession itself. "Law school admission officers, rather
tt:in bar examiners," ABA President-Elect Chesterfield
Smith observed in 1973, "are-in large measure picking out
future lawyers."
ABA accreditation rules required law schools to screen
their applicants with-"an acceptable test.-

.. The only national law school test available was the one that
was recommended by name in the ABA accreditation rules:.
the ETS Law School Admission Test (LSAT).
Thus, by 1979, each of the 168 ABA accredited law schools
used the LSAT to screen their applicants.
In addition, most of these law schools used-the Law School
Admission Council's validity study service to compute rela-
tive weights for LSAT scores and previous grades in their
admission index formulas. Individual law school validity
studies reviewed by David White suggest that most schools
may be receiving formulas which weight the LSAT more
heavily than previous grades. These admission indices play
crucial roles in admission decisions. Indeed, an LSAC study
cited by White found that the correlation between an
applicant's admission index and their chances of being
admitted was substantially stronger than the correlation
between the admission index and first year grades, the
criterion which the index was designed to predict. In other
words, the index said more about the applicant's chances of
getting in than it did about their ability to perform vice
admitted.

"Admission to law school is the primary gateway to
membership in the profession," Professor Millard Ruud of
the LSAC has noted, "add a satisfactory LSAT score is
essential to admission to law school.".
Mr many applicants, the LSAT has served not just as an

important factor in the admission decision but as an absolute
prerequisite capable of negating a distinguished record of
prior academic performance. In 1976, the most recent Sear for
which complete figures are available, of the 1,728 applicants
who had earned "A" averages in college but scored below 500
on the LSAT, 872 of them, or slightly more than half, were
rejected by every accredited law school to which they applied,
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The Goal: Quality Representation for All ,

Since the LSAT helps determine who will become a lawyer
its function must be justified in terms of the ultimate profeksed
goal of the legal profession: providing justice. The United
States legal system is premised on the assumption that justice
emerges through adversary proceedings, through the clash of
competing interests represented by certified advocates. Such

/a
system requireS that quality representation be available for

all parties. This concern is reflected in the profession's canons
of ethics. It grows directly out of the traditional ideology of
freedom and competition. Americans are taught from their
earliest days that you do not sit around and wait for economic
reward or political justice to be handed down to you from
some central authority above, instead, you stand on your own
two feet and go out and fight for it. In the economic arena this
means the right to sell your services where you. choose. In the
legal arena, it means the right to have a lawyer. .

In recent years, there has been increasing recognition that
in a_so'ciety of people with diverse backgrounds and interests.
quality representation for all requires a diverse corps of
advobates. Justice Powell has offered a cautious recognition
of this principle with his affirmation in Bakke that diversty in
the student body is a legitimate and important goal for law
school admissions policy. The American Bar Association. and
the Law School Admission Council went one step further in
their brief in the Defunis case when they argued that the
profession should have more lawyers from minority and low-
income backgrounds because "clearly an unmet need for legal
services exists in the poor and disadvantaged community.-
But the real case for diversity in the profession is far more
compelling than either of these argtliments. It is not a matter of
what the law schools want to achieve, or how the ABA feels
abottt the current distribution of services; it is a matter of
defending and advancing the interests of the working people
of this country, of the minority , low-income and working-class
families who collectively make up the bulk of the wcork force
and the population but who hold a disproportionately small
sliver of the economic wealth and pol' ical and legalepower.
Working-class, black, Latino, Asian a d Native American
people must be permitted to represent eir own interests in
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the competition with the economic and social elite for control
of the nation's resources and political priorities. This is fun-
damental to our concept of democracy, competition and legal
contest.

./..
Theoretically, in order to simply maintain the current dis-

tribution of power, working-class and minority people would
have to be represented proportionally in the legal profession.
In order to redress the inequities of that,distribution, in order
to alter the status quo and compensate for their lack of
resources, working-class and minority people would have to
be over-represented. In fact, however, the situation is the
opposite, a state of affairs which can only serve to preserve
and exacerbate the unequal distribution of power which now
prevails.

Ille`LSAT and the Social Profile of the Legal Profession
The years prior to law school present a long gamut of

obstacles whith winnows out the childfen of less-than-privi-
leged families. Many never make it through high school, let
alone college or the financial demands of post-college educa-
tion. But when applicants appear at the door of the law
school, the process of winnowing is not yet complete. In its
applicant pool, a law school is presented wth a certain profile.
A certain percentage of its applicants will be from working
class and minority backgrounds and a certain percentage from
elite white backgrounds. , The question on which the law
schOolsimust be evaluated is. how will that social profile look
after their admissions process is finished with it? What per-
centage of non-elite students will be left? Will the law school
have helped or hurt the goal of quality representation for all
through diversity in the legal profession?

The available evidence shows clearly that the answers to
these questions will in large part turn on whether the law
school factors the LSAT into their admission process.
Entering the LSAT into the admission index skews the social
profile of the admitted class away from already underrepre-
sented minorities and, apparently, working-class students.
The more the school relies upon the LSAT the more minority
and working class students they will cut out, the more elite
white students they will let in, and the more they will harm the
goal of quality representation for all.
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The 1976 admission figures compiled by ETS illustrate this
dramatically. If applicants had been selected without regard
to race strictly on the basis of their college grades, 1,842 black
students would have been admitted to at least one accredited
law school. If selection had been done on the basis of LSAT
scores, however, the number of .blacks accepted would have
been slashed by more than half to 823. In other wort§, more
than 1000 prospetive black lawyers who had defeated their
white counterparts in competition based on four years of
academic performance would have barred from the lawon the
basis of their LSAT scores. As it happened, the LSAT was not
the only factor used in admission decisions, and many schools
presumably took race into account. Yet despite these con-
siderations, incorporation of the LSAT into the admissions
process W/ resulted in the eliminaion of 8. percent of the
black applicant pool who had qualified for aamission on the
basis of their college grades. Use of the LSAT resulted in an
actual loss of 145 prospective black lawyers who, though
victorious in the competition for grades, were disqualified by
190 multiple-choice questions. The figures indicate an identi-
cal pattern for Chicano applicants. They show that even with
the existence Of special-jamissions programs, the discrimi-
natory impact of the LSAT is so severe that in order to have
Chances of admission merely equal two those of white students,
minority applicants must earn higher college grades. Among
applicants with GPAs of 3.25 or above 80' percent orthe,
whites, but only 77 percent of the Chicanos and 74 percent of
the blacks were admitted to an accredited law.school. With a
GPA of 2.75 or above 68 percent of the whites, 64 percent of
the Chicanos, and 58 percent of the blaCks were admitted. At
each descending level of grades, smaller percentages of blacks
and Chicanos than of whites were admitted. Among students
with GPAs of 2.50 or above, the percentage of admitted
whites outstripped the percentage of admitted Chicanos 64
percent to 56 percent; only 51 percent of blacks,with equiva-
lent grades gained admission.

These figures not only rebut the prevailing myth that
minority applicants must meet lower standards of achieve-
ment to gain admission, but also illustrate the power of the
LSAT to in significant part negate the gains won by minority
students individually in achieving high grades, and collectively
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in compelling the adoption of race-conscious admissions
policies which still fail to adequately redress the inequitable
odds created for minorities by the LSAT.

Although there is less information available on the impact
of the LSAT on white working-class applicants, there is
reason to suspect a similar pattern. A 1973 LSAC study found
that students of "high" socioeconomic status had a mean
LSAT score about fogy points higher than those of "aver-
age" background wIlo in turn ranked higher than the "low"
status students by about thirty points. A number of studies
have found that law school classes are significantly skewed
toward overrepresentation of wealthy families' and under-
representation of working-class and low-income families.
Use of the LSAT in admission formulas can be expected to
keep this pattern intact.

In sum, the LSAT serves to skew the social profile of each
year's entering law school class, and thereby, ultimately. the
legal profession, my) from diversity and toward an unequal
and disproeortionate distribution of legal representation.

Confronting the cAterion

Since diversity i.e., giving people from all classes and
ethnic groups the opportunity to represent themselvesis a
requisite element of the ultimate professional goal of quality
representation for all, how can the use of a test which system-
atically undercuts diversity be justified? The only conceivable
defense must rest on the second element of the ultimate goal:
the quality of the representation provided.

If the goal has two elements, diversity and quality, and one
of them is being harmed by use of the LSAT, this practice can
only be defended by arguing that it provides a compensating
gain on the other elementit must be argued that the LSAT
offers a compensating gain in the quality of lawyers.

Here we must confront an issue which ETS, the LSAC and
the legal community have been sidestepping for years. Like it
or not, the fact of the matter is that the LSAT helps determine
access to the legal profession. The test is only validated against
the standard of first year law school grades (even here its
utility has been qdestioned). Yet it is used to make decisions
with ramifications far beyond the first year. Unless one argues
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that performance in the first year of law school is a close proxy
for performance throughout a legal careerwhich many
would be reluctant to dodecisions to deny access to a legal
career absent information with bearing on career perform-
ance cannot be 'defended as rational.

Defenders of the LSAT must decide what their criterion is
and what law school admission policy is purporting to accom-
plish. The LSAT either is or is not related to legal perform-
ance. And the goal of the law schools either is or is not to
maximize performance on the criterion ofcareer legal success.

In order to defend the current system of using the LSAT to
eliminate career oppbiiunities one milit choose the affirm-
ative in both cases, and say yes, the.LSAT predicts career
performance, and, yes, the goal is to maximize career per-
formance. Both of these claims, however, lead to immediate
empirical and logical difficulties.

In order to say that to LSAT predicts career performance
one must first overlook the fact that there is no reliable
evidence to indicate that this is so. "There is no empirical
evidence," noted a study in the legal journal Law and the
Social Order of a significant correlation between LSAT
scores and probable success in the practice of law, indeed such
evidence would be difficult to come by in light of the inherent
difficulty of empirically measuring success as a practitioner."
Barbara Lerner of ETS has even suggested that certain
personal factors desirable in a legal practitioner may be
negatively correlated with LSAT scores. One ETS study
found such'a negative correlation between LSAT scores and
the desire to make a contribution to knowledge or work with
peOple in one's job. A 1977 survey by the legal periodicalJuris
Doctor found that "One thing most of the respondents agree
on is that the Law School Admission Test. . .is not a valid
predictor of who will be a good lawyer and who won't. Only 16
percent say that it is (62 percent say it isn't); and 22 percent
don't know."

To assert that the LSAT predicts career performance one
must secondly argue that this academic aptitude test is capable
of doing what none of its counterparts have ever been adver-
tised or found to be capable of doing. David McClelland and
others have long criticized the layk or relationship between
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. college and graduate school aptitude test scores and long term
career accomplishment. EvenETS statestiirectly that its tests
make no such claim; as the SAT booklet puts it "no test
predicts with any certainty 'success in life':-

And finally, the proponent of the LSAT as a predictor of
legal performance must also argueas ETS does in relation to
the criterion of first year gradesthat working-class, black
and Chicano people will, on the whole, in fact be inferior
lawyers. Just as ETS contends that group differences in test
scores will later replicate themselves as group differences in
first year grade performance, so must the defender of the long
range predictive power of the LSAT posit a similar relation-
ship between group membership and legal performance. In
addition to being openly racist, such an argument would also
be complicated by several facts. First, since the ABA and
LSAC have already conceded membership in an ethnic
minority or economically disadvantaged group' as an
advantage in seeking to meet the legal needs of clients from
such underrepresented groUps, this advantage would have to
be outweighed by some severe kind of incompetence which
somehow made the client worse off for having received thellawyer's counsel at all. Second, this overriding i petence
wquld somehow have to have been able to pa

p
detected

through four years of college, three years,ofaw school and
the rigors of the bar exam, since no lawyer would be admitted
to practice without first being certified by each of these
institutions. And finally, this overriding, submerged incom-
petence would have to be seen as detectable by the LSAT and
only the LSAT (since it would have missed the notice of
schools and bar examiners). These arguments are clearly
untenable.'Yet they are necessarily required to sustain the
roposition that the LSAT predicts career performance, a

proposition which itself is necessarily required to sustain the
current law school admission system. .

But this is not all. If one says that the LSAT predicts career
ormance, and also wishes to defend the use of the LSAT,

dte-must naturally say that the goal of the law school admis-
sion process is to maximize standing on the criterion of career
performance, (Otherwise, using a test which predicts per-
formance would have little utility.)
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But if one is prepared to make this statement about maxi-
.

mizing performance on the criterion, they can no! at the same
time justify the current law school admipion system. For
although the current system does consistentlyand system-
atically screen out minority and working class people from the
legal profession, it does not consistently and systematically
maximize standing on the criterion of predicted performance
as measured by LSAT scores. This may seem paradoxical at
first. But consider the following. According to Barbara
Lerner:

In 1961, the median LSAT score of students at 81 percent of the
nation's law schools was below 485. In 1975, not one of the 128 ABA-
approved law schools had an entering class with a...mean below 510.
Seventy percent of them had means between 572 and 693. What this
means in compaktive terms is that most American lawyers and judges'
practicing today would never have gotten into law school at all if they
had had to compete against the inflated standards which nowtgovern
admission. (Emphasis added.)

,,The converse of Lerner's observation is, of course, that
many of the applicants now excluded from the law on the
grounds that their LSAT scores do not show them to have

_efficient legal potential in fact have higher scores than many,
perhaps the majority, of the attorneys now practicing, serving
as judges, making up bar admission rules, and perhaps even
sitting on law school admission committees. If one truly
believes that the LSAT is in fact a predictor of legal-perform-J.-
ance (as one must to justify its use), how can .this state of
affairs, where the purportedly more able are rejected and the
purportedly less able are let loose to continue practicing on
the populace, be defended?

More pointedly, how can a profession which professei
diversity as a basic element of its ultimgrelbal continue to
work against diversity by excluding working-class, black and
Chicano applicants who have earned higher scores than lit-
erally thousands of currently practicing white attorneys? This
is not a hypothetical question. In 1961 an applicant scoring
above 485 would have been in the top half of his or,her class (in
terms of LSAT) at 81 percent of law schools. Yet in 1976, 19
percent of the black applicants who scored above 500 -did not

mitted to a single accredited law school. If the goal is to
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maximize performance and the LSAT is the predictor of
performance, how can the profession deny today's applicants
access to the courtroom tq argue against the earlier generation
of attorneys who are purportedlyby the LSAT standard
less able than they are?

If one asserts that the LSAT predicts performance and the
goal of law schools is to admit the lawyers who will perform
best, the current system cannot be rationally defended. Why
keep out 500s when thousands of 485s and 425s are already
practicing3The rational maximization policy would be to
admit the 500s and remove the 485s and 425s from practice.
Under the current system students are excluded not because
their LSAT was deemed too low for competent prattice but
simply because they happened to apply in the v.rong year. If a
student with a score, too low to be accepted today had applied
years ago, or waited until the ratio of applicants to places, and
thereby the effective cutoff score, fell in the future, he or she
would be admitted. The current practice of sliding the effect-
ive.admissions cutoff up and down the scale in response to
outside demind factors cannot be rationally explained by a
desire to maximize standing on the criterion. A rational
maximization policy would be to set a high cutoff score and
vary the numb4 of students admitted each year. If one year
few students scored above the cutoff, few would be admitted
to the legal profession. If in another year many scored high
many would be admitted. What this would mean in practical
terms is admitting the majority of candidates applying to law
school today and disbarring a substantial proportion of the
currently practicing attorneys due to inferior legal aptitude.

Anyone unwilling to take, this. step would be indicating
that they are not serious about their claim that the LSAT
predicts performance and that the goal of the profession is to
maximize the level of performance.

Although the social function of the LSAT and the current
law school admission process cannot be rationally. explained
in these terms, there is another-explanation of its function
which is quite coherent and logically consistent. That is that,
whether purposefully or 'not, the LSAT serves to system-
atically reserve .a disproportionate number of places in the
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legal profession for the children of society's elite, the number
of places reser, ed for the elite increasing each time there is a
generally perceived upsurge in the social and ec6nomic
importance of the law.

Since the LSAT discriminates in such a fashion that at each
higher score level the *portion of working -class and
minority applicants represented declines, the higher the
effective LSAT cutoff set by the institution or the pr.d.kssion
as a who, he smaller the proportion of working-class and
minority studentswho gain access. Since demand for
admission to law school fluctuates yearly so does the cutoff. In
any period when the law is perceived as gaining in importance
and more applicants seek ecenter, the effective LSAT cutoff
can be expected to rise, and 'thereby, the social profile of the
entering class can be expeCted to skew further ',lithe direction
of the white elite. This is'a systematic erect. Whene'ver the
law is most in demand legal representation is most in demand.
presumably.
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